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OF ALL THE COUNTIES OF ENGLAND THERE IS POSSIBLY NONE SO ILL PROVIDED WITH COUNTY HISTORY AS SUFFOLK, CERTAINLY NONE WHOSE PAST IS SO IMPORTANT IN THE HISTORY OF THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE AND FOR WHICH DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE IS IN FACT SO ABUNDANT. FAMILY HISTORY IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF LOCAL HISTORY AND HERALDRY IS A VALUABLE KEY TO THIS, SO THAT MISS CORDER'S ORDINARY OF SUFFOLK ARMS IS ESPECIALLY TO BE WELCOMED AS FURNISHING THE KEY TO ESTABLISH FACTS LESS EASILY GOT AT IN SUFFOLK THAN IN MOST COUNTIES.

THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF LONDON HAS HAD IN HAND FOR TWENTY FIVE YEARS PAST THE PRODUCTION OF A NEW GENERAL DICTIONARY OF BRITISH ARMS UNDER MY OWN EDITORSHIP AND THE COMPLETION OF THE MEDIAEVAL SECTION OF THAT ENORMOUS WORK NOW SEEMS NOT TOO FAR IN THE FUTURE. ACCORDINGLY WHEN SOME FEW YEARS AGO MISS CORDER CONSULTED ME AND THE THEN ASSISTANT EDITOR, MY MUCH LAMENTED FRIEND, MR HUGH STANFORD LONDON, NORFOLK HERALD EXTRAORDINARY, AS TO THE FORM A SUFFOLK ORDINARY MIGHT TAKE, WE EXPRESSED THE VIEW THAT IT SHOULD BE COMPLEMENTARY TO THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES' PROJECT. THE GENEALOGICAL DETAILS AND THE ASSESSMENT OF AUTHENTICITY OF ARMS, WHICH THE LATTER WILL GIVE ARE THEREFORE RIGHTLY OMITTED HERE AND MISS CORDER'S BOOK IS TO BE LOOKED UPON AS A KEY TO WHAT IS ACTUALLY TO BE SEEN IN SUFFOLK AND ITS MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL, THIS BEING AN ESSENTIAL PRELIMINARY TO ITS HISTORICAL AND GENEALOGICAL ANALYSIS.

THE ARRANGEMENT, AS MISS CORDER'S PREFACE ITSELF EXPLAINS, IS, HOWEVER, ON THE SAME LINES AS OUR OWN AND IS A DEVELOPED FORM OF THAT OF PAPWORTH, WHOSE MOST VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION TO HERALDRY IN THE LONG TERM THIS IS THOUGHT BY SOME TO HAVE BEEN.

THE ABSENCE OF SUCH A COUNTY HISTORY FOR SUFFOLK AS MANY OTHER COUNTIES CAN BOAST HAS MADE MISS CORDER'S TASK FAR MORE LABORIOUS AND DIFFICULT THAN IT WOULD OTHERWISE HAVE BEEN, AND READERS, WHO HAVE THEMSELVES ATTEMPTED COMPARABLE SURVEYS, WILL BEST APPRECIATE THE PERSEVERANCE AND SCHOLARSHIP SHE HAS BROUGHT TO HER TASK. VISITORS TO THE CHURCHES AND MANOR HOUSES OF THE COUNTY WILL HENCEFORWARD BE SEEN WITH CORDER IN ONE HAND AND PEVSNER IN THE OTHER, AND IT MAY WELL BE THAT WITH THE DATA DERIVED FROM THE FORMER THEY WILL NOW AND THEN FIND THEMSELVES IN A POSITION TO QUESTION SOME OF THE ANTIQUARIAN CONCLUSIONS OF THE PAST. IT IS MUCH TO BE HOPED THAT AMONG THEM WILL BE THE FUTURE COMPILERS OF A FULL SCALE HISTORY OF THE COUNTY.

ANTHONY R. WAGNER
GARTER PRINCIPAL KING OF ARMS
INTRODUCTION

An Armory is an alphabetical index of families, followed by a description of the arms borne. An Ordinary is a collection of arms arranged according to their design and their charges, with the names of the bearers attached. (This meaning of the word 'ordinary' must not of course be confused with the nine principal charges of heraldry.) Thus the main body of this book is an ordinary, but by using the index it can be converted into an armory. The object of the whole, in the words of the verbose Mr Papworth, is 'to enable the generality of persons, though but slightly acquainted with heraldry, to ascertain with facility the names of the families by whom any given coats of arms are, or have been, borne'.

A certain knowledge of heraldry has been assumed, but for those readers wishing to study further a short bibliography will be found at the end of this introduction.

WORKING METHOD

The Ordinary

The general arrangement is based on the system adopted by Papworth in his Ordinary of British Armorials, and anyone familiar with that work should find no difficulty in using this book.

Main or primary headings of sections are in strictly alphabetical order, and the following order is always observed in the dividing of each Ordinary or Charge into its various sub-sections. Taking Chevron as the example (few, if any, charges however will require the full quota of subdivisions demanded by the Chevron):

PER CHEVRON.

1 CHEVRON, Plain, Embattled, Engrailed, Indented.

1 CHEVRON and in base...
   and in chief...

   on a canton...
   on a chief...

1 CHEVRON between or within...
   and in chief...

   on a canton...
   on a chief...

Or 1 CHEVRON...
   and in chief...

   on a canton...
   on a chief...

On 1 CHEVRON between or within...
   and in chief...

   on a canton...
   on a chief...

2, 3, 5 CHEVRONS, sub-divisions (when required) as above, but not divided in the first instance into Plain, Embattled, etc.

CHEVRONNY.

Party fields, ordinaries or charges when Barry, Bendy, Chequy, Fretty, Paisy, etc., are treated as a simple field; thus the coat of Calthorpe, Chequy Or and a fesse Erm. and that of Gall, Az. a fesse Arg. fretty Az. will both be found in the section FESSE, Plain.

A coat will always be found under the principal charge, i.e. the charge occurring first in the blazon. Thus the coat of Coleman of Parham, Sa. an estoile and a canton Arg. will be found under 1 ESTOILE AND IN CHIEF... Cantons. That of Hunt of Walsham-le-Willows, Az. on a bend between two water bougets Or, three leopards’ faces Gu. will be found under ON 1 BEND BETWEEN OR WITHIN... Bougets.
Charges ‘over all’ are treated as secondary charges and will be found in the section demanded by the principal charge, e.g. the coat of Lany, Arg. an escutcheon Gu., over all a bend Sa. will be found under I ESCUTCHEON. An exception to this rule has been made in the section BEAST . . . 1 LION where, owing to the number of entries, the charge has been severally sub-divided, one of the divisions being 1 LION Rampant charged over all.

Subsidiary charges (those placed upon another ordinary or charge) are put in both alphabetical and numerical order in their section, thus under On 1 CHEVRON between or within . . . Crosses, the subsidiary charges will be found to be Annulet, Birds, Fleurs-de-lis, 5-Foils, Heads, Mullets.

Billets, Crosses, Fleurs-de-lis, etc., when semy, or strewn on a field (billety, crussily, fleury, etc.) are treated as a simple field, e.g. the coat of Osborne, Sa. billety and a griffin segreant Or will be found in the section MONSTER . . . 1 GRIFFIN. But if they occur as subsidiary charges on an ordinary or charge they are treated accordingly; thus the coat of Sampson, Gu. on a cross Arg. thirteen billets (or billety) Sa. will be found in the section On 1 CROSS . . . Billets.

Gutties will be found with the addition of the appropriate tincture; the terms gutty d’eau, d’or, de poix, etc. have not been used.

Roundels will be found under that heading with their appropriate tincture, e.g. ROUNDELS ARGENT, AZURE, etc. The one exception is the Bezant which will be found under ROUNDEL, but retains its distinctive name. In the blazons the various terms given for these charges by the sources have been retained, e.g. Hurts, Ogresses, Plates, Torteaux, etc.

The section BEAST . . . 1 LION, owing to its size, has been sub-divided into the following: DEMI-LION, LION Couchant, Passant, Passant Guardant, Rampant, Rampant charged over all, Rampant crowned, Rampant collared, Rampant tail forked, Rampant double tailed, Rampant Guardant, Rampant Reguardant, Salient. A number of coats appear in more than one subdivision, e.g. the coat of Cromwell of Freckenham, Az. a lion ramp. tail forked Arg. crowned Or will be found under both LION Rampant crowned and LION Rampant tail forked.

The section 1 CROSS, owing to its size, has been sub-divided into the following: CROSS, Plain, Engrailed, All others. The last division has been used owing to the difficulty of determining precisely which variety of cross was intended by a source, for instance in several cases a blazoned cross was found to differ from the usual present-day naming of the charge as shown in an accompanying illustration. In fact the whole question of the naming of crosses is so fraught with danger, leading to much disagreement among experts, that I approached this section with a great deal of trepidation, finally deciding to allow the sources to speak for themselves.

The section 1 SALTIRE has been given the same sub-divisions as the Cross, for much the same reason, although not to be compared in size.

Beasts, Birds, Fishes, Monsters, etc. are all kept together in their kind, each type with its sub-divisions in one place. Thus, under the main section heading BEAST, Deer appear as:

1 DEER.
1 DEER and in chief . . . on a canton . . .
1 DEER between or within . . .
2 DEER.
3 DEER.
3 DEER and in chief . . . on a chief . . .
3 DEER between or within . . .

3, 4 and 5-Foils have been kept together (as in Papworth) to avoid the necessity of searching through the book for Trefoils, Quatrefoils and Cinquefoils.

Foils, Mullets, etc., whether pierced or unpierced, have been blazoned together, except in the case of their being pierced of a different tincture from the field, when they have been given a separate entry.

Flaunches have been entered in two sections, under their own name and also in the section relating to the charge or charges borne between them. Frequently I have found flaunches to be easily recognizable on old and faded coats while the remaining charges have been indistinguishable.
Quarterly coats when stated to be *quartering* occupy the 1st and 4th quarters of the shield, and when stated to be *quartered* by occupy the 2nd and 3rd quarters.

Untinctured coats are placed at the beginning of their section, and untinctured party fields at the beginning of the appropriate part of the section.

Three identical charges are always assumed to be placed 2.1., and six charges to be placed 3.2.1. unless otherwise blazoned.

Differences, where known to be such have, as a general rule, been omitted. However, the Ufford coats with their differences, owing to their particular interest, have been included but put together in the section 1 CROSS, Engrailed.

Where a date is given, it is the earliest quoted by any source for residence in Suffolk. Some will be found to be pre-heraldry, e.g. temp. Will. 1. or Will. 2., but have been included as evidence of the antiquity of the family concerned. In general, dates have been given only for pre-Tudor coats.

Titles are given, because some families are only thus referred to by sources, and also to assist in research on pedigrees or coats. It must be borne in mind however that all titles are not necessarily applicable to Suffolk, and that, as in the case of dates, some are pre-heraldry.

Where the words 'no arms given' appear within square brackets, information not otherwise known, e.g. place of residence or whereabouts of a pedigree, is given by the source although no armorial information is given.

The portions of blazons contained within round brackets are details not given by all the sources quoted.

Punctuation in blazoning is not always consistent, and the terms 'of the field', 'of the second', etc. have not been used, the tincture being repeated where necessary. In each case clarity was the main objective.

Editorial comment is contained within square brackets.

Every effort has been made to keep the number of mistakes to a minimum, but, in a work of this type, involving so much transcription, it is inevitable that some will have crept in.

**Sources**

Sources are given in chronological order.

Secondary sources, quoted by the primary source, appear within round brackets.

An asterisk (*) denotes some form of illustration of a coat.

Some coats taken from early sources such as the Caerlaverock Poem, Parliamentary Roll, etc. did not necessarily relate to Suffolk at the time at which the source was compiled, but are included as evidence of the antiquity of the coats.

Papworth's *Ordinary* has not been exhaustively searched, but used only as a corroborative source or where an incomplete or unlikely blazon has been given by another source.

Where a source contains an armorial index or is compiled in alphabetical order, page numbers have been omitted, as in the case of Copinger where the volume number only is given.

Owing to the present high cost of printing much interesting material and additional information given in sources has had to be omitted. Wherever possible therefore, reference should be made to the sources.

Sir Anthony Wagner's *Catalogue of English Medieval Rolls of Arms* is essential reading for anyone wishing a thorough knowledge of this fundamental group.

**The Index**

All spellings of names given in the Ordinary will be found in the Index, however remote from the normal.

Figures within round brackets after the column reference denote the number of entries for the name in the column.
NOTES ON THE SOURCES

The earliest source quoted in this book is Glover's Roll, c. 1255. Then follow, among others, the Caerlaverock Poem of 1300; the Parliamentary Roll, c. 1312; the Norfolk and Suffolk Roll, c. 1400 and the Suffolk section of the Military Roll, c. 1480. Apart from Rolls, the only other pre-Tudor source is Friar Brackley's book, c. 1440-60, many of whose 73 entries however belong more properly to Norfolk.

The Visitations come next in chronological order, and cover the period 1561-1668; although compiled by the Kings of Arms or their deputies, they are not always entirely reliable. Harl. MS. 772, of about 1565, is a most profitable source, containing many coats with their quarterings in trick, but unfortunately a large proportion are un-named and so could not be quoted. The Extended Parliamentary Roll, compiled about 1580, is interesting in addition to its usefulness as it later belonged to Henry Wingfield of Crowfield Hall, a collector of heraldic items, who was to lend books to several Suffolk armorists.

A highly important group of local scholars flourished during the seventeenth century: Reyce, Golté, Blois, Fairfax and Gipps were all recording Suffolk arms during the period 1618-1700. Reyce and Gipps do not name their sources, but the other three frequently quote mutual ones, and almost certainly knew of each other's collections. All three refer to manuscripts compiled by Leverland; Golté and Fairfax studied the Dandy pedigree then kept at Combs Hall (now in Ipswich Record Office), and also the books of Tyllotson: Blois and Fairfax used manuscripts of Revett and the Candlers (the latter now among the Tanner MSS. in the Bodleian). Golté and Fairfax borrowed books and manuscripts from Henry Wingfield: and the owner of the, apparently contemporary, hand which added considerable detail to Golté obviously knew well the glass in William Blois's house at Grundisburgh. Immediately preceding this group, and quoted so much by them, were Leverland, Tyllotson, Stavely, Revett, Clopton and Mawe. With the exception of one volume of Tyllotson's church notes now in the library of the Society of Antiquaries, and a copy made by him in 1620 of a Peerage compiled by Clarenceux Cooke (a different one from that transcribed again by Fairfax, but probably the one referred to by Golté), which is now in my possession, all the work of these sources has, to the best of my knowledge, been lost.

The eighteenth century was a bleak period and, apart from topographical works containing arms, produced only Bokenham, who chose frequently to disagree with the usually accepted versions of coats, and Starpe, the herald painter, who gave few new ones.

The nineteenth century yielded the greatest single collection of county coats, contained in David Elisha Davy's Armory of Suffolk. Over 3,600 entries are given, many of them contemporary and unique, evidently the results of his own observation as he often notes their being 'from a carriage' or 'on a hatchment'. Davy included the collection of Henry Jermyn in his own work, and also took many coats from the notes of the Rev. Frederick Turner Barnwell, another zealous collector of the time, but whose work, with the exception of a few pages of manuscript notes in my possession and a slim volume of miscellanea in Bury Record Office, I have been unable to trace. Davy's work is most reliable: his errors are usually minor ones of transcription and may be easily recognized, but unfortunately he does not always give his sources.
Suckling and Page, in their histories of Suffolk, both give many coats, Suckling's apparently the result of personal observation; while Page states, inadequately, that his references were taken from various Peerages, Baronetages and 'other writers on heraldry'.

The *Proceedings of the Suffolk Institute of Archaeology* were first published in 1848, followed in 1864 by *East Anglian Notes and Queries*, two most valuable sources which give examples of then existing hatchments, glass and monumental emblazonry, some of which have vanished or become indecipherable during the last hundred years. The long series of *Miscellanea Genealogica et Heraldica* began in 1868, a rich source of grants and confirmations of arms. Howard and Crisp's *Visitation of England and Wales* is of value for coats and especially for pedigrees. The *East Anglian Miscellany* gives many heraldic references, including numbers of coats in private houses. Muskett is exemplary for the families with which he deals in his *Suffolk Manorial Families*; while Copinger, who lists many coats in his *Manors of Suffolk*, not always accurately, is particularly useful in establishing the period of their association with specific localities.

A great East Anglian antiquary at work at the end of the last century and well into the present one was the Rev. Edmund Farrer, whose monumental 3 volume *Church Heraldry of Norfolk* is indispensable for that County. He produced a tremendous amount of material on arms, genealogy, brasses, portraits and seals; and compiled an exceedingly useful manuscript *Church Heraldry of Suffolk* (now in Ipswich Reference Library), which unfortunately was never printed. His edition of the difficult Blois armory however, published in his old age, is a great disappointment containing a high proportion of errors, many of them due to bad or neglected proof reading.
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ACORN—ARROW

ACORN see FRUIT.

1 ANNULET.
Arg. an annulet Gu.
LANGETOT of Stowlangtoft. Davy (Blomef. II, 236).

3 ANNULETS.
Arg. three annulets in pale Gu.
Arg. three annulets Az.
ACE-ANNULET.

31 ANNULET.
Per chev. Arg. and Gu. three annulets counterchanged.
Chief and one in base counterchanged.

2 ANNULETS and in chief...
Arg. two annulets Arg., a chief Arg. fretty Sa.
E.A. Misc. 1929, 28.
ARG. six annulets Gu.
AZ. six annulets Arg.

GU. six annulets Or.
GU. six annulets Or, quartered by Arg. on a bend Sa. three cross crosslets fitchy Gu. [sic]. LAURENCE, Mathew, Public preacher, of Ipswich. E.A.N. & Q. X, 30.
GU. six annulets conjoined in pairs two in chief and one in base Or.
CLENCE. Davy, Papworth 6.

6 ANNULETS and in chief...
Chief.
GU. six annulets [or three gemel rings] conjoined in pairs two in chief and one in base Or, a chief Or.

9 ANNULETS and in chief...
Chief.
GU. nine annulets interlaced in threes, two in chief and one in base Or, a chief Or.
EVERARD of Hawkedon. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

ARCH see BUILDING.
ARGENT.
Argent.
CLARKSON of Bury, Playford, Woodbridge. Davy.
Argent, quartering Arg. a chev. Az.
HAPPETON of Suffolk. Military Roll*.

ARM see HAND AND ARM.
1 ARROW between or within...
MULLETS.
AZ. an arrow in bend sinister point upwards Or feathered and headed Arg. betw. two mullets of six points Or.
SHARPIN of Bcecles. Suckling I, 33*.

2 ARROWS.
Two arrows in saltire enfiled with a ducal coronet.


2 ARROWS between or within...
FISHES.
Two arrows in saltire enfiled with a ducal coronet betw. two dolphins embowed.

SOTHELDOWNE, SOUTHWOLD, Town of. Visita-
ARGE—BAR

tion 1561. Harl. 772*, "this is ye common seal
used by ye balifes in theyr offis for ye tyme
beinge.'

Vert, in a crown in the base point Or two arrows
in saltire Or plumed and barred Arg. betw. two
dolphins hauriant Arg.

SOUTHWOLD, Town of. E.A.N. & Q. IV, 166.

Heads.

Gu. two broad arrows per saltire betw. four
lions' heads erased Or.

ARGROWSMITH. Reyce 186.

Gu. two broad arrows in saltire Or feathered
Arg. betw. four lions' heads erased and crowned
Or.

ARGROWSMITH, ARGROWSMITHIE, ARGROWSMYTH,
SMITH, of Huntingfield Hall. Visitation 1561.


Suckling II, 418. Davy (Edm.) Papworth 8.

3 ARROWS.

Arg. three bosons (or bird-bolts) Gu.

BOSON, BOSON, BOZUM, BOZUN, BOZAM, BOZON
of Norfolk. Parl. Roll. Fairfax (Tyl), "North
and Clapton." Papworth 8.

Arg. three bird-bolts palewise in fesse Gu.

BOZUN, BOZON of Chelmendon. Blois
MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).

Arg. three bird-bolts in pale Gu.

BOZUM. Reyce 216.

Gu. three bird-bolts in fesse Arg.

BOSUM, BOZUM, FAIRFAX, ADDIT. SUFF. PEDS.
Musket II (Harl. 1560), 'quartering of
Jermyn'.

Gu. three bird-bolts in pale Arg.

BOZUM. S.I.A. VII, 338 (Davy, Rushbrooke
Ch. notes).

Gu. three arrows in fesse points to the dexter Or
(feathered and barred Ppr.)

ARROW of Lowestoft. Gillwater 353.


3 ARROWS and in chief ... on a chief ... 

Heads.

Az. three arrows (in pale) Or feathered
and barred Arg., on a chief Or three Moor's
heads couped in profile Sa.


6 ARROWS.

Az. three pairs of arrows in saltire each enfiled
with a ducal crown Or. impaled by Gu. three
crowns Or.

NORTHWOLDE, NORWOLD, Hugh de, Bishop of
Ely, 1229-54. Bedford A. 38* (Poole's Cata-

9 ARROWS and in chief ... on a chief ... 

Insect.

Arg. three sheaves each of three arrows Ppr.
banded Gu., on a chief Az. a bee volant Or.

PEEL of East Bergholt. E.A.N. & Q. XII, 344.

Papworth 10.

2 AXES.

Two halberts in saltire.

MAIDSTONE of Pakenham. Bokenham.

Erm. two halberts in saltire Sa.

MAIDSTON, MAIDSTONE, MAYDESTON, MAIDSTON
of Framlingham, Pakenham, Rice Hall in
Akenham, Boxted in Essex, Lincolnshire.

Goltby 251*, 'Mr. Nathll, Bacon'. Blois MS.*

& ed.F. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy (Blois).

Or, two halberts (or battle-axes) in saltire Sa.

MAIDSTONE, MAYDESTON of Akenham, Boxted in
Essex, Grant 1614. Visitation 1664-8. Papworth
11.

Sa. two bills addorsed in saltire Arg.

BILLINGFORD, BILLINGFORD of Suffolk, Nor-

2 AXES between or within ...

Mullets.

Gu. two pole-axes in saltire Or (headed Arg.)
betw. four mullets Arg.

PETMAN, PITMAN, PITMAN of Woodbridge.

Goltby 251*, Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax

Gu. two pole-axes in saltire Or betw. six mullets
Arg.

PETMAN of Woodbridge. S.I.A. IX, 305
(Dallingher).

3 AXES.

Arg. three Danish axes Gu., quartering Arg.
on a chev. Sa. a cross formy (or paty) Arg.

DANESTON, Joh'n, of Suffolk. Military Roll*.

Foster.

Arg. three Danish axes Gu., quartering Arg.
on a chev. Sa. a cross creslet Or.

DAVERSTON, DENERSTON of Suffolk. Papworth
11 (Clove).

Arg. three warbills Gu.

KEDMARSTON of Suffolk. Davy (Edm.)

Arg. three battle-axes palewise in fesse Gu.

KEDSTON vel KEDMARSTON. Blois MS.* &
ed.F.

Arg. three battle-axes Ppr.


Arg. three battle-axes Sa.

KEDSTON, Sr Thomas de. Extended Parl.
Roll.

Firm. three pole-axes erect Sa.

WECKES, WICKES, WYKES of Thurston. Davy.
Papworth 12.

Az. [sic - shld. be Arg.] three battle-axes Gu.

KEDNARSTON, Sr Thomas de. Extended Parl.
Roll.

Firm. three pole-axes erect Sa.

BILLINGFORD of Suffolk. Papworth 12.

Az. [sic - shld. be Arg.] three battle-axes Sa.

KEDNARSTON, Sr Thomas de. Extended Parl.
Roll.

Firm. three pole-axes erect Sa.

3 AXES between or within ...

Bordure.

Az. three battle-axes (or halberts) in pale within
a bordure Arg.

GIBBS of Bokem-by-Nayland. Fairfax.
Davy (Blois).

Az. three battle-axes palewise in fesse within a
bordure Arg.

GIBBS of Suffolk. Papworth 12.

Az. three battle-axes in pale Sa.

GIBBS of Stoke. Papworth 12.

Az. [sic - shld. be Arg.] three battle-axes Gu.

KEDNARSTON, Sr Thomas de. Extended Parl.
Roll.

Firm. three pole-axes erect Sa.


3 AXES between or within ...

Canton.

Gu. a bar and a sinister canton Az., a bend Sa.

[Stc].

BOYS. Davy.
2 BARS.
Two bars wavy.
Two bars of Mutford. Davy.
Two bars, over all a lion rampant.
Eames. Davy (seal).
Two bars, over all a bend.
Copley of Yoxford. Partridge (Darby).
Two bars indented.
Standard of Laxfield. Davy.
Arg. two bars Arg.
Arg. two bars wavy Az.
Arg. two bars Gu.
Arg. two bars embattled (or crenelly) Gu.
Arg. two bars counterembattled Gu.
Arg. two bars nebuly Gu., a label of three points Az.
GOLDINGHAM. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Arg. two bars dancetty, the upper one Sa., the lower one Az.
MUTFORD, METFORD, METIFORD. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).
Arg. two bars Sa.
THELNETHAM of Thelnetham. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).
Az. two bars Arg.
Az. two bars nebuly Arg.
Az. two bars wavy Arg.
Az. two bars Erminois, over all a bend countercovert Erminois and Purp.
LEE of Weybread. Davy (Mr. B., seal).
Az. [sic] – shld. be Arg.; two bars Gu.
MAUDUIT of Letheringham. Davy.
Az. two bars Or, over all a bend countercovert Gu. and Erminois.
Az. two bars and over all a bend Or.
Az. crusily and two bars Or.
Az. two bars nebuly Or.
PEVER, PEVEREL. Davy.
Az. two barsundy Or.
DE LA POLE, POLE of Norfolk. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.)
HARMARDSTON. Blois MS.* & ed.Fl. 
Gu. two bars Erm., in chief a lion pass. Arg. 
Gu. two bars Erm., in chief a lion pass. Or. 
Hill of Buxhall, Needham, Bury. Visitations 
612 [note p. 214] and 1664–8*. Blois MS.* 
Copinger, Vis. 
Gu. two bars [and] in chief a lion pass. Or. 
Hill of Buren. Papworth 19. 

3 Beasts. 
Arg. two bars and in chief three lions rampant. Sa. 
Papworth 19. Copinger V. 

Bird . . . Falcon or Hawk. 
'de Sable a deux barres varies dargent et de 
Vert, au chef ung esprivier dargent clos entre 
deuze beanzants, les sonnettes et membre dor.' 
Hacon, John, of Norfolk. Grant of Arms & 
Crest by Thos. Wall, Garter, 2 June 1536. 
Misc. Gen. 5th. S. VIII, 314. (Soc. of Ant. MS. 
378, fo. 603). 
Sa. two bars vairy Arg. and Vert, in chief a 
hawk Arg. betw. two beanzants. 
Hacon.* Fairfax (Sta.) 
Sa. two bars vairy Arg. and Vert, in chief a 
falcon close Or betw. two beanzants. 
Hacon of Ipswich, Norfolk. Davy (Edms.) 

. . . Martlet. 
Sa. two bars vairy Arg. and Vert. in chief a 
martlet betw. two plates. 
Hacon of Gt. Breciott, Mutford, Westleton. 
E.A. Misc. 1929, 27 (Suckling). 

Buckles. 
Arg. two bars Sa., in chief three round buckles 
Az. 
Luther of Breciott, Essex. Grant 1614. Davy 

Canton. 
Two bars and a canton. 
Corbet. S.J.A. IX; 265 (Davy), 'perhaps Boys 
of Ingham'. 
Two bars and a canton, over all a bend. 
Boys of Grundisburgh, Kelsale. E.A.N. & Q. 
(N.S.) IV, 248. 
Arg. two bars and a canton Az. 
Pipard, Vyppard of Hintlesham. Blois MS.* 

Arg. two bars and a canton Gu. 
Blis, Boys, Boys of Norfolk. Glo. Roll. 
Blois ed.F. Fairfax (Ler., Dugd.) Davy. 
Papworth 20. 
Corbet, Corbett of Assington Hall, Cowlinge. 
Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Lev.) Gipps. 
Davy. 
Cupauda of Halesworth, Gt. Yarmouth in 
Norfolk. Davy. 
Fuller of Bradwell, Ipswich, ?Nettlestead, 
Papworth 20. Bildeston 76. 
Gifford, Gifford of Haverhill. Blois MS.* 
& ed.F. Davy (Blois). 
Pepper of Hintlesham. Blois ed.F. [sic — 
bars & canton Az. in MS.] 
Arg. two bars and a canton Gu., over all a 
bend Az. 
Copland of Yoxford. E.A. Peds. II. 
Arg. two bars and a canton (or quarter) Gu., 
or a bend (or bendlet) Sa. 
Boyde, Boys, Boys of South Elmham St. 
James, Norfolk, Lincolnshire. Parl. Roll. 

Arg. two bars and a canton Gu., over all on a 
bend Sa. an annulet Arg. 
Boyse. Visitations 1561. 
Arg. two bars and a canton Gu., over all on a 
bend Sa. an annulet Or. 
Arg. two bars nebuly Sa., a canton Gu. 
Brookes, Broke, Extended Parl. Roll. 
Papworth 20. 
Kemble of Newton, Stow [market]. Bokenham. 
Az. [sic — shld. be Arg.] two bars and a canton 
Gu., over all a bend Sa. 
Boys of Kelsale. Davy. 
Gu. two bars and a canton Arg. 
Fuller of Bradwell, Ipswich, ?Nettlestead. 
Davy. 
Or, two bars Sa., a canton Erm. 
Woodward of Bungay, Diss. Davy. 

Chief. 
'Gueles a deux barres ung Chief endente de six 
pointz dor.' 
Hare, Nicholas, of Homersfield. Grant by 
Chris. Barker, Garter, 7 December, 1537. 
Suff. Arm. Fams.* 
Gu. two bars and a canton indented Or. 
Hare of Homersfield, Brusyward, Friston Hall, 
Wood Hall in Sudbury, Woodbridge. Visitations 
Reycie 181. Golty 34*. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 
'vel contra'. Fairfax (Lev., Guill.) Sharpe. 
Suckling I, 214. Page. Davy (Blois, Barrett), 
and IV. Timperley 142. 
Or, two bars Az., a chief Gu. 
Manners of Moulton, Lidgate, Newmarket. 
Papworth 22. 
Or, two bars Gu., a chief indented per fesse 
Gu. and Or. 
Hare. Fairfax, 'I have seen ye Coat of Mich. 
of Brusyward thus'. 

Crescent. 
Arg. two bars Gu., in chief a crescent — 
Woodward of Frostenden. Suckling II, 324. 

Crossey. 
Sa. two bars Erm., in chief three crosses paty Or. 
Bathurst of Hollesley. Henry B., Bishop of 
Norwich 1805–37. Davy. Bedford A. 82* 
Papworth 25. Bedford B. 95* (seal). 

Escallop. 
Arg. two bars and in chief three escallops Az. 
Errington of Westersfield, Sibston. Davy. 
Papworth 25. 
Arg. two bars [and] in chief three escallops Sa. 
Pepuer of Ringshall. Bokenham. 
Gu. two bars and in chief three escallops Arg. 
Tymms, Tymm, Tymmes of Hasketon. [These 
arms, displayed at the funeral of Dr. Thomas 
Tymms, Physician, of London, who died 
1687—were the subject of a Herald's Dis­ 
claimer. Sir Thomas St. George, Garter, and 
others, stating that there were no arms what­ 
soever belonging to the name of Tymms, and 
that-those displayed were the arms of BAYOUS 
of Lincolnshire.] Davy. Misc. Gen. 3rd. S. V, 
129. Papworth 25. 
Or, two bars Az., in chief three escallops — 
Cocket of Ampton. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'this 
is a mistake for Clarke. It is on a brass shield 
of Livermore'—Farre. 
Or, two bars Az., in chief three escallops Gu.

CROCKET of Ampton. Blois MS.* Bokenham. Two bars and in chief three escallops, over all a horse's head erased. CLARKE of Claydon. Partridge (Darby).

Or, two bars Az. in chief three escallops Gu., over all a horse's head erased. CLARKE of Ipswich. E.A.N. & Q. X, 39.

Or, two bars Az. depressed by a horse's head erased. CLARKE of Ipswich. Papworth 25.


5-Foils. Arg. two bars and in chief three escutcheons Gu.


5-Foils. Arg. two bars Gu., in chief three cinquefoils Sa.


SA, two bars Arg., in chief three cinquefoils Or. WELLISHAM. Suckling I, 66 and II, 40*.


1 Head.

Az. two bars wavy [and in chief a lion's head erased Or crowned Arg. MACKO of Bury. Bokenham.]

Az. two bars wavy and in chief a lion's head erased ducally crowned Or. MACKO of Bury, Norton. Davy.

3 Heads (Beasts).

ARG. two bars and in chief three leopard's heads Gu.


3 Heads (Fishes). Or, two bars wavy and in chief three whales' heads erased and erect Sa.


Mullets.

Two bars and in chief three mullets. ATWOOD of Framlingham. Davy.

ARG. two bars and in chief three mullets Sa. ALLEN of Suffolk. Davy. Papworth 27.


2 Roundels.

AZ. two bars —, in chief two plates. VENABLES of Bradwell. Fairfax (Chesh.).

3 Roundels . . Argent.

AZ. two bars Arg., in chief three plates. VENABLES. E.A. Misc. 1913, 35. . . . Gules.

Arg. two bars crenely Gu., in chief three turrets.

BARNES of Barsham, Bungay. Davy.

ARG. two bars Sa., in chief three turrets. BRINKLEY of Lawshall. Davy.

. . . Sable.

Arg. two bars embattled (or crenelly) Sa., in chief three pellets.


Arg. two bars counter-embattled (or raguly) and in chief three roundels Sa.

BARNES of Bury. Visitation 1664–8*. Bungay Ch. bklt.

Suns.

Two bars and in chief three suns.


Trivets.

Arg. two bars and in chief three trivets Sa.

RIVETT of Brockford, Brandonest. Bokenham.

Wreaths.

ARG. two bars Az., in chief three chaplets of roses Gu.


2 BARS and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Anchor.

Arg. two bars Gu., on a canton Az. an anchor erect the shank encircled by a naval crown Or. MARTIN of Hemingstone Hall. Burke L.G. 1900.

Beast.

Arg. two bars Gu., on a canton Gu. a lion pass. Or.


Bird.
Arg. two bars Az., on a canton Az. a martlet Or. LATHBURY, LATHERBURY of Culford, Westerfield. West Stow, Gt. Livermere. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy. E.A. Misc. 1925, 77, 81, 87.

Castle.

Crescent.
Arg. two bars voided Sa., on a canton Arg. a crescent Gu. [sic] BUCKTON, BUCTON of Brome. Davy (Edms.)

Cross.
Arg. two bars Gu., on a canton Gu. a cross paty Or. KIRKBY. Blois MS.* Davy (Blois).

Arg. two bars Or [sic—Gu. in MS.] on a canton of the second [sic] a cross paty Or. KIRKBY. Blois ed.F.

Flower.
Or, two bars Az., on a canton Erm. a rose Gu. barded and seeded Ppr. HOLMES of Stowmarket, Wyverstone. Davy. Musket I (Clench ped. Add.: MSS. 19, 123. fo. 263b).

Foil.

Gu.

Tun.
Arg. two bars Az., on a canton Gu. a tun Or. KNIGHTON. Harl. 777*.

2 BARS and in chief . . . on a chief . . . 2, 3 Annulets.
Gu. [sic—shld. be Or] two bars dancetty Sa. surmounted by the fasces in pale Ppr., on a chief Az. two annulets Arg. BECK of Needham Market, Ipswich. Grant 1835. Davy.

Or, two bars dancetty Sa., surmounted by the fasces in pale Ppr., on a chief Az. three annulets Arg. BECK, of Creeting St. Mary, Needham Market. Grant by Ralph Bigland, Garter and Wm. Woods, Clarenceux, 17 September 1835. [Grant seen by me 1958—since sent to Canada]. Papworth 22.

Barnacles.
Arg. two bars wavy voided Az., on a chief Gu. three pairs of barnacles Or. SMITH of Cratfield. Bokenham.

Beast.
Arg. two bars Az., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. Or. DENARSTON, Sr. Robert. Extended Parl. Roll. Arg. two bars Az., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. Or collared Az.


Arg. two bars Az., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. guar.d. Or. DENARSTON of Stradishall. Blois ed.F., 'vel B, two bars A. vel pale of 6, A and B. vel a lambard'.

Az. two bars Arg., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. Or. MARDESTONE, MARDESTONE, Sir Piers de, of Suffolk. Foster. Gipps. Davy.

Az. two bars Arg., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. guar.d. Or. CASTELL, CASTLE, CHASTEL of Suffolk. Papworth 23.

Az. two bars undy (or wavy) Erm., on a chief Or a demi-lion issuant Sa.


GU. two bars Or, on a chief—a lion pass. Arg. HILL of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.)

Bird.
Arg. two bars —, on a chief—an eagle disp.— BARLOW of Burgh. E.A.N. & Q. XIII, 313.

SA. two bars Erm., on a chief indented per pale Or and Arg. an eagle disp. SA.


Crescent.

Arg. two bars Gu. over all a bend Az., on a chief of the second three cross crosses of the last [sic]. COPLAND of Sibton, Yoxford. Davy.

Arg. two bars Gu. over [all] a bend Az., on a chief Or three cross crosses Gu. COPLAND of Yoxford. Sharpe.

Estoiles.
AZ. two bars wavy Sa., on a chief Gu. three estoiles Or. CLEMENTS of Harwich in Essex. Sharpe.

Fleurs-de-lis.

As above, quartered by Arg. a canton Sa. SUTTON, Charles Manners, Bishop of Norwich, 1792–1805. Bedford A. 6, 82* [seal]. Bedford B. 7, 95*.

2 BARS between or within . . .

Billets.

Birds . . . 6, 8, 9 Martlets.
AZ. two bars Arg. betw. six martlets Or. MAW, MAWE of Rendlesham. Reynce 185. Bokenham.

AZ. two bars Erm. betw. six martlets Or. MAW, MAWE of Rendlesham, Ipswich, Suffolk.
BAR


Vert, two bars Arg. betw. six martlets Or.

MAW of Rendlesham. Sharpe. 

Vert, two bars Erm. betw. six martlets Or. 

MAW, MAWE of Rendlesham. Golty 133*. Sharpe. 

Two bars betw. eight martlets. 


MOORE, MORE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 30. 

Bordure. 

Arg. two bars Az. within a bordure engr. Sa. 


Arg. two bars within a bordure Sa. charged with eight stars Arg. 

AFFLECK of Dalham. Bokenham. 

AZ. two bars wavy Arg. within a bordure Or. 


Or, two bars within a bordure Sa. 


6, 9, 12 Crosses. 

Az. two bars dancetty Erm. betw. six cross crosslets Arg. 

HARSENET, Samuel, Bishop of Norwich. Fairfax. 

Az. two bars dancetty Erm. betw. six cross crosslets Or. 


AZ. two bars betw. nine cross crosslets Arg. 

BLAKENHAM of Chelsworth. Gipts. 

Az. two bars betw. nine cross crosslets Or. 

BLAKENHAM of Suffolk. Blois MS.*, & ed.F. Fairfax (Sta.). 

Arg. [sic—shld. be Az.] two bars betw. twelve cross crosslets Or. 

BLAKENHAM of Chelsworth. Copinger III. 

Az. two bars betw. twelve cross crosslets Or. 


Estoiles or Stars. 

Az. two bars Erm. betw. six estoiles Arg. 


Az. two bars Erm. betw. six estoiles Or. 


—, two bars Erm. betw. six stars of six points —. 

HARRISON, Isaac, D.D., of Hadleigh. Fairfax, his seal. 

Fleurs-de-lis. 

Az. two bars dancetty betw. six fleurs-de-lis Or. 


Gutties. 

Two bars betw. nine gutties. 

POTTON. E.A.N. & Q. (N.S.) III, 121. 

Sa. two bars Erm. betw. nine gutties Arg. 

POTTON. Visitation 1561. 

Heads (Beasts) . . . Leopards. 

‘Silver, tow bars betwene six leopards’ heads, gules.’ 


Arg. two bars betw. six leopards’ faces (or heads) Gu. 


Az. two bars betw. six leopards’ heads Or. 


. . . Lions. 

Arg. two bars betw. six lions’ heads cabossed [sic] Gu. 


2, 3 Helmets. 

Az. two bars Arg. betw. two tilting helmets close Or. 

ARMIGER. Fairfax. 

Az. two bars betw. three close helmets Arg. 


AZ. two bars betw. three close helmets Or. 

ANGIOR, ARMIGER, AUNGIOR of Tannington, Dagworth. Visitation 1612. Fairfax (Sparrow ped.) Davy. Papworth 32. 

AZ. two bars betw. three close helmets Or. 

ANGIOR, ARMIGER, AUNGIOR. Fairfax, ‘in Mr. Sparrows hall in Ipsch.’ 

Sa. two bars betw. three close helmets Or. 

ARMIGER of Bury. Davy. 

2, 3, 6 Mullets. 

Arg. two bars betw. two mullets pierced Sa. 


Arg. two bars betw. two mullets Sa. pierced Or. 


Arg. two bars betw. three mullets (pierced) Sa. 


AZ. two bars Arg. betw. three mullets Or. 

FELGAT of Stonham Aspall. Fairfax. 

AZ. two bars Arg. betw. six mullets Or. 


On 2 BARS . . . 

Birds . . . 2, 6 Martlets. 

Arg. two bars engr. —, on the first two martlets — and on the second three escallops Or. 

TOOLEY of Ipswich. Davy. 

ARG. two bars Or. on each three martlets Or. 


Arg. two bars betw. six martlets’ heads Or. 
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CRISP of Bury. Bokenham.

Gu. three bars indented Arg., quartering 

Louden. Arg. and Gu.

Tuddenham. Davy.

Gu. three bars wavy per barry wavy Or and 

Erm., over all a saltire Gu.

Cheston of Mildenhall. Visitation 1612. 


Gu. three bars Vair.

Boos als. Bruce. Copinger V.

Or, three barrulets dancey Sa.

Loveday. Davy.

Sa. three bars engr. Arg.

Rous, Rouse of Hasketon, Woodbridge. Davy 

(seal).

(Bars and in chief . . .) 

Beast.

Or, three bars and in chief a lion pass. Gu.

OMEROKD, Archdeacon of Suffolk. Davy. 

Papworth 40.

Birds.

Arg. three bars Gu., in chief three martlets Az.

Molton, Moulton of Norfolk. Fairfax (Sta.)

Papworth 40.

Arg. three bars and in chief three martlets Sa.

Carrill, Carrill of Ixworth. Fairfax (Lev.)

Davy. Papworth 40.

Or, three bars Gu., in chief three martlets Az.

Moulton, Moulton of Thorington. Visitation 

1561 and 1664–8*. Blois MS.* & ed.F.,

Suckling II, 416. Davy (Barrett).

Canton.

Arg. three bars and a canton Gu.

FULLER of Bradwell, Syleham, Ipswich.

Visitation 1664–8. Fairfax (Guill., Lev.)


Papworth 40.

Arg. three bars Gu., a canton Sa.

Roton, Stone. Thingoe (Chitting). Papworth 

40.

Arg. three bars nebuly Sa., a canton Gu.

Kebel, Kebble of Stowmarket, Old Newton, West Creeting, Hepworth, Roydon Hall. 

Papworth (Cand.) S.I.A. X, 139–42*. E.A.N. &


Arg. three bars wavy Sa., a canton Gu.

Kebel of Stowmarket, Newton. Davy.

Az. three bars Or, a canton Erm.

Gowesell. Goltby 138* (Tyl.). 'Le hath it 

baryly of yt'. Fairfax (Tyl.)

Or, three bars Gu., a canton Erm.


Crossetes.

Arg. three bars and in chief three cross crosselets 

fitchy Sa.

Smith of Leiston, Bury. Davy.

Lozenges.

Arg. three bars Az., in chief three lozenges Gu.

Pleming of Bedingfield. Blois MS.* & ed.F. 

'Mem., if ye 6 Bars be B and A ye 3 

Lozenges be 0. Somt'. 12 Bars A and B, and 4 

Lozenges.' Davy (Blois).

Mullets.

Arg. three bars and in chief two mullets (pierced) Sa.

Houghton of Ipswich. Blois MS.* & ed.F.,

Fairfax. Davy (Blois).

Roundels . . . Bezzants.

Az. three bars Arg., in chief three bezants.

Atkyns, Atkyns. Davy. Papworth 44.

Gules.

Arg. three bars Az., in chief three torteaux. 

Grey of Wickhambrook. John G., Bishop of 


(Boole). Papworth 44. Bedford B. 90.

Sable.

Arg. three bars and in chief three pellets. 

Humberston of Dunwich, Bawdsey. Blois 

MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. C.' Davy (Barrett).

Papworth 44.

Trivets.

Arg. three bars and in chief three trivets Sa.

Revet, Revett, Revett, Rivett, Rivett of 

Brandeston, Bilstedon, Creeting, Rishangles, 

Cromlingham, Rattlesden, Stowmarket, Brock­ 

ford, Fritton, Wintnesham. Reece 179. Goltby 

130*. Visitation 1664–8. Blois MS.* & ed.F.,

Fairfax (Blois. Tyl.) Gipps, Davy. S.I.A. IX, 

185. E.A.N. & Q. XIII, 359. Papworth 44,

Torlesse 54. Bistedon 53. Copinger IV.

E.A. Peds. I.

3 BARS and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Castle.

Gu. three bars Arg., on a canton Arg. a castle 

Sa.

Castell, Castle of Suffolk. Fairfax (Dugd.)

Mullet.

Arg. three bars wavy Sa., on a canton Gu. a 

mullet Or.

Brookes of Suffolk. Davy.

Wreath.

Three bars, on a canton a wreath. 

Homes of Fressingfield. Partridge (Darby).

3 BARS and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Barnacles.

Arg. three bars wavy Az., on a chief Gu. three 

barnacles Or.

Smith. Goltby 3*.

Heads.

Arg. three bars Az., on a chief Az. three lions' 

heads erased Or.

Hickling, Hillinge of Rishangles. Davy. 

Papworth 42.

3 BARS between or within and in chief . . .

Quarter.

Three bars betw. nine escallops, a quarter Erm. 

Goussell. Thingoe (seal).

On 3 BARS . . .

Crossetes.

Erm. three bars Gu., on each three crosses formy 

(or paty) Or.


Muskett II, 394.

Head.

Arg. three bars Gu., on the second a boar's head 

couped (or erased) – betw. two laurel branches 

Arg.


Roundels.

Gu. three bars – charged with seven roundels – 

3.3.1.

Uningten of Bickfield Lodge in Ipswich. 

Count L. Davy (seal).

On 3 BARS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Bars.

Or, three bars Gu., on each a martlet Or, on a
BAR—BARRULET

chief Gu. two bars nebuly Arg.

4 BARS, or 2 BARS GEMEL. Erm. four bars Gu., over all three escutcheons Or.
HULL of Bourne Bridge, Wherstead Moor. Reece 185.
Gu. two bars gemel Or. BENSTED of Icklingham, Tuddenham. Davy.

4 BARS and in chief . . .
Beast. Az. two bars gemel and in chief a leopard pass. Or.
Gu. Or, two bars gemel and in chief a leopard pass. Gu.
TREGOS, TREGOZ, TREGOZE of Aspall. Davy (Glover). Papworth 47.

4 BARS and in chief . . . on a canton . . .
Crescent. Sa. two bars gemel Arg., on a canton Arg. a crescent Sa.
BUXTON of Brome, Oakley. Davy (Blois).

4 BARS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .
Barnacles. Arg. four bars wavy Az., on a chief Gu. three barnacles Or.

Castle. Two bars gemel Arg. a bend of the last, on a chief of the second a tower Arg. [sic]. THORNHILL of Depden. Page. Copinger V. Gu. two bars gemel and a bend Arg., on a chief Arg. a tower Az.
THORNHILL. Papworth 48.

FLEUR-DE-LIS. Per pale Gu. and Arg. two bars gemel counterchanged, on a chief Erm. a fleur-de-lis betw. two roses Gu.
THORNHILL, Bart., of Pakenham Lodge. Burke P. 1891*.

4 BARS between or within . . .


Or, two bars gemel Gu. betw. three boars' heads erased at the neck Sa. JENKINSON, JENKINSON of Oulton, Saxmundham, Norfolk. Visitation 1664–8*. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 49.

. . . Oxen. Or, two bars gemel betw. three bulls' heads erased Sa. JENKINSON of Sweffling. Copinger V.

5 BARRULETS. Erm. five barrulets Gu., over all three escutcheons Or.

6 BARRULETS. Arg. three bars gemel Gu. over all a lion ramp. Sa.
Gu. two bars gemel and a chief Or.
SIFREWAST, SYFFERWAST of Culford, Chillesford. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy (Blois).
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FITZAWBERNE. Norf. & Suff. Roll.
Gu. three bars gemel and a canton Or [sic - Arg. in MS.] OSBERT vel FITZAWBERT. Billets ed.F.

6 BARRULETS and in chief . . . on a canton (or quarter) . . . Billets.
Gu. six barrulets Or, on a canton Arg. five billets Sa.

Gu. three bars gemel Or, on a quarter Arg. five billets --. FYEBORBERDE. Brickley.
Gu. six barrulets Or, on a canton Or [sic - Arg. in MS.] five billets Sa.

ENGLOSS, INGLOSE, INGLOSE of Lowestoft, Ashby, Belton, Somerleyton. Billets ed.F.

Crescent.
Three bars gemel, on a canton a crescent.

FITZAWBERNE. Farrer (seal).
Three bars gemel Arg., on a canton per pale Arg. and Or a crescent Sa.
BUCKTON of Brome Hall. Gipps.
Arg. three bars gemel Sa., on a canton Sa. a crescent Arg. BUCKTON of Oakley. Copinger III.
Gu. three bars gemel Or, on a canton Sa. a crescent Arg.
NAPPIER. Suckling I, 346.
Sa. three bars gemel Arg., on a canton Arg. a crescent Gu.
BUCKTON. Harl. 772*.
Sa. three bars gemel Arg., on a canton Arg. a crescent Sa.
Cross.
Sa. three bars gemel Arg., on a canton Arg. a cross flory Sa.
BUCKTON of Brome. Bokenham.

Lozenges.
Or, three bars gemel Gu., on a canton Gu. five lozenges in saltire Or. HIRNE of Lowestoft. Grant by Detthick. Davy.

8 BARRULETS and in chief . . . on a canton . . . Wreath.
Or, eight bars Az., on a canton Arg. a chaplet Gu. HOLMES. Fairfax (Chesh.).

10 BARRULETS and in chief . . . on a canton . . . Billets.
Gu. ten barrulets Or, on a canton Arg. five billets Sa. INGLOSS. Fairfax (Lev.).

12 BARRULETS.
Arg. twelve close set Az.

Gu. six bars gemel Arg. WAYNING. Billets MS. * & ed.F., 'in Mr. Maw.'

16 BARRULETS and in chief . . . on a canton . . . Beast.
Arg. eight bars gemel Az., on a canton Gu. a lion pass. Or. HAYLE of Marlesford, Leiston. Davy (Burke). Papworth 51.

BARRY of 4.
Per pale Arg. and Gu. barry of four counter-changed for BARRETT, quartered by Or, on a fesse Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Or -- for LENNARD: all within a bordure wavy Sa.

BARRY of 6.
Barry of six.
BARRY of Syleham. Parridge (Darby).
Barry of six Arg. and Az.
ENGLISH. Davy.
KNIGHTON. Davy.
Barry of six Arg. and Az. in chief a label of three points Ern. GREG, John, Bishop of Norwich, 1200-14. Bloomefield III, 482, 'His paternal coat, which he bore before he was Bishop.' Davy.

BARRIE of six Arg. and Gu.
Barry nebuly of six Arg. and Gu. a label (of three points) Az.
Barry undy of six Arg. and Gu. a label (of three points) Az.
Barry of sit Arg. and Gu. per pale indented counter-changed. PETO, PETOE, PEEYO of Somerleyton. Suckling II, 45*. Papworth 52.
Barry of six Arg. and Sa.

ASHFIELD. Davy.

MARKIOTT, MARKYOTT of Bredfield. Davy.

Barry wavy of six Arg. and Sa.


Barry of six Erm. and Gu.


Barry of six Or and Az.


Barry nebully of six Or and Az.

FAIRFORD of Suffolk. Davy (Berry). Barry of six Or and Sa.


Barry nebully of six Or and Sa.

BLOOM, BLOUNT, BLUND of Ipswich. Goltby 133*, ‘addition to Clarence-Cooke’. Copinger I.

Barry of six Sa. and Or.

HERVEY of Boxted. Davy.

BARRY of 8.

Barry of eight Arg. and Az.


Barry of eight Az. and Or.

HOLMES. Fairfax (Sta.)

Barry wavy of eight Az. and Or.

FAYREFORD. Fairfax (Lev.)

Barry of eight Gr. and Or.

POINZ, POYNTZ. Foster (Nobility Roll). Davy (Barrett). Papworth 54.

Barry wavy of eight Or and Az.

FAYREFORD. Visitation 1664–8*.

BARRY of 10.

Barry of ten Arg. and Az.


BARRY of 12.

Barry of twelve Arg. and Az.


BARRY of 14, 15, 16, unnumbered.

Barry of fourteen (or fifteen, sixteen, unnumbered) Arg. and Az.


Barry Or and Gu.


BARLEY see FRUIT.

BARNACLES between or within and in chief . . . on a chief . . . Flowers.

Az. a pair of barnacles Or betw. three plates, on a chief per fesse indented Az. and Purp. two roses Arg.

HORSMAN of Ashboking. Davy.

AZ. a pair of barnacles Or betw. three plates, on a chief per pale indented Az. and Purp. two roses Arg.


Az. a pair of barnacles Or betw. three plates, on a chief per pale indented Az. and Purp. two roses Or.


3 BARNACLES.

Arg. three horse barnacles Sa.


Barry of six Arg. and Sa. in chief three barnacles Sa.


BASKET.

Az. a basket of fruit betw. three mitres Or.

JANE, JANN, Thomas, Bishop of Norwich, 1499–1500. Bedford B. 93*.

Az. a basket of fruit Ppr. betw. three mitres Or.

JANE, JANN, JAUN, Thomas, Bishop of Norwich, 1499–1500. Bedford A. 80*. (Poole, Norwich Arch. Soc.) Papworth 56.

BATTERING-RAMS.

Arg. three battering-rams barways Ppr. headed Arg. garnished Or.


Arg. three battering-rams barways Ppr. headed and garnished Az.

BERTIE. Fairfax. Papworth 56.

Arg. three battering-rams barways Ppr. headed Az. garnished Or.

BERTIE, BERTY. Goltby 249*, ‘they are browne Oke’. Davy.

BEAST.

BAT.

Arg. a bat (or remouse) disp. Sa.


Arg. a bat disp. Sa., a label Gu. STAININGS of Earl Soham. Papworth 57.

1 BEAR.

Arg. a bear erect Sa.


Arg. a bear erect Sa. collared and muzzled Or.

BERNARD. Suckling I, 110 and II, 379.

Arg. a bear pass. Sa. muzzled Or quartering Gu. three fishes naiant in pale within a bordure engr. Arg.

BARNARD, Jonh’n, of Suffolk. Military Roll*.

Arg. a bear ramp. Sa. muzzled Gu.

BARNARD. Sharpe.

Arg. a bear ramp. Sa. muzzled Or.


Arg. a bear salient Sa. dually crowned Or.

APPLETON, APPETON. Davy. Papworth 57.

Arg. a bear salient Sa. muzzled Or.
3 BEARS.
Or, three bears pass. in pale Sa.

3 BOARS.

3 CATS.
Az. three cats-a-mountain pass. Arg. Thomas GREEN, Bishop of Norwich, 1561-95.

3 DEER.
Or, two fawns Sa.

2 DEER.
Or, a stag trippant Az.

2 CATS and in chief . on a canton 

BEAST

3 CATS.
Az. three cats-a-mountain pass. Arg. THETSFORD. Fairfax (Sta.)

1 DEER.
Az. a stag trippant Az.

1 DEER between or within .

Phœns.
Sa. a buck trippant Arg. betw. three phœns Or, all within a bordure engr. Arg. pellety.

2 CATS.

2 DEER.
Or, two fawns Sa.

Quarterly Arg. and Gu. a bear sejant Sa. collared and muzzled Or.
BARNARD of Withersfield. Crisp XIX, 153-9*.

1 BOAR.
Arg. on a mount Vert a boar statant (or pass.) Sa. collared and chained Or the chain thrown over its back, a ring at the end.
KELLETT of Gorleston. Davy.
Or, a boar pass. Gu.
O'MALLEY, O'MALY, Bart., of Ipswich, Stutton. Davy. Papworth 58. Stutton [no arms given].
Or, a boar pass. Sa.
EVERSEY. Davy.
'gold a Bore passant sables'.
Or, a boar (pass.) Sa.
GILPIN of Bungay. Visitation 1664-8*.

1 DEER in chief . on a canton 
Ship.
Or, a buck trippant Gu., on a canton Az. a galley Or.
PARKER of Sproughton. Davy.

1 DEER between or within .

Phœns.
Sa. a buck trippant Arg. betw. three phœns Or, all within a bordure engr. Arg. pellety.

1 DEER.
Az. three deer passant, or

2 DEER.
Or, a stag trippant Az.

3 DEER.
Arg. three bucks trippant Ppr.
ROANE, RONE, ROWE of Essex. Davy (Barrett). Papworth 156.
Az. three bucks lodged Gu. [sic].
JOLLY of Southwold. Davy (Edms.)
Az. three bucks trippant Or.
BEAST

(seal). Ewen 438.
Gu. three bucks Or.
GONTON, GORTON, GOUTON, GUNTON of Gun-
ton. Fairfax (Lev.) Papworth 156.
Or, three bucks tripping Ppr.
ROANE of Leyham. Davy.
Per pale, arg. Arg. and Sa. three hinds trippant
counterchanged.
FLOWERD. FLOWERD. Davy. Papworth 156.
Per chev. Gu. and Az. three harts tripping Or.
HART, HAKTE. Davy. Papworth 156.
Per pale, arg. and Gu. three bucks tripping Or.
GREEN of Willy. Fairfax (Lev.)
Per pale Gu. and Az. three bucks tripping Or.
SUCKLING of Barsham, Mettingham, Ship-
meadow. Fairfax (book of benefact. to Trin.
Papworth 156. Crip XIX, 193-8* Muskett II
(Harl. 1552, fo. 121). Burke L.G. 1900*.
Copinger VII. E.A. Misc. 1918, 114.

3 DEER and in chief... on a chief...
Castle.
Gu, three hinds tripping the two upper ones Or
the lower one Arg., on a chief Or a tower betw.
two escutcheons Gu.
Gu. three hinds Or, on a chief of the second a
castle betw. two plain shields Or [sic].
SCUTT of Mickfeld. Davy (Barrett).
Gu. three hinds Or, on a chief Or a castle betw.
two escutcheons Gu.
SCUTT of Mickfeld. Bokenham.
Or, three hinds tripping Ppr., on a chief Gu. a
tower Or betw. two escutcheons Arg.

3 DEER between or within...
Bordure.
Vert, three bucks tripping within a bordure Or.
GREEN of Burgh Castle. Davy (seal).

1 DOG.
Arg. a talbot pass. Gu.
WOLSELEY, WOLVESLEY. Foster (Shirley).
Davy (Edms.) Papworth 60.
Az. a talbot pass. Arg.
BURGOINE, BURGOINE, BURGON, BURGOYNE.
Gu. 201*. Fairfax (Gulil. Lev., Stq.) Davy.
S.I.A. VII, 338 (Davy, Rushbrooke Ch. notes).
Papworth 60. Addit. Suff. Peds. Muskett II
(Harl. 1560).
Az. a talbot pass. Or.
LONE. Suckling II, 379.
Gu. on a mount Vert a greyhound courant Arg.
GREENLEAF of Ipswich. Davy.

1 DOG and in chief... on a chief...
Beast.
'Sables, a hownde seantue Silver, on a chief
Gules, a lion passante gardant betwenn two
floure de lucis Golde.'
SUDbury, Borough of. Grant by Rob. Cooke,
Sa. a talbot seant Arg., on a chief Gu. a lion
pass. guard, betw. two fleurs-de-lis Or.
SUDbury, Borough Council, or Town of.
Papworth 100. Scott-Gilles 547*.

CROSSES.
Arg. [sic – shld. be Az.] a talbot pass. Or, on
a chief Arg. three cross crossetts Sa.

KENE of Ipswich, North Cove. Grant by
Hervey, 3 May 1562. Davy (Edms.)
Arg. a talbot pass. Sa. eared and collared Or, on
a chief indented Az. three cross crossetts bottony Or.
KEYE of Credington. Davy.
Az. a talbot pass. Sa. (eared and) collared Or,
on a chief indented Az. three cross crossetts Or.
KEENE, KEYE of Credington, Thrandesdon.
Edmund KEENE, Bishop of Ely, 1771-81.
Fairfax (Blois). Davy (Edms.) Bedford A, 42* (Bentharn).
Papworth 100. Bedford B. 48*.
Az. a talbot pass. Or, on a chief indented of three
points Arg. three cross crossetts Gu.
KEENE of Thrandesdon. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev.)
Az. a talbot pass. Or, on a chief indented Arg.
three crosses flore Sa.
KEEN, KENE of Thrandesdon, North Cove.
Grant 3 May, 1562. Visitation 1561. Harl.
772*; Papworth 100. Blois ed.F.
Az. a talbot pass. Or, on a chief indented (of
three points) Arg. three cross crossetts Sa.
KEENE, KENE of Thrandesdon, Ipswich. Golty
41* (Tyl) Visitation 1664-8*. Bokenham.
Sharpe. Copinger III.
Az. a talbot pass. Or, on a chief indented Sa.
three cross crossetts Or.
KEENE. Fairfax, 'Mr. Leverland's old Book'.

FLEURS-de-lis.
Or, a greyhound statant Sa., on a chief Az. three
fleurs-de-lis Or.
HALFORD of West Lodge in East Bergholt.
E.A.N. & Q. XII. 344.

Roundels.
Arg. a greyhound courant Sa. collared Or, on a
chief dancetey Sa. three bezanis.

1 DOG between or within...
Bordure.
Az. a hound sejant within a bordure engr. Arg.
THEOBALD, THEOBOLD, THEOBOLD of Sudbury.
Simon THEOBALD, Archbishop of Canterbury,
Sa. a hound sejant within a bordure engr. Arg.
THEOBALD, THEOBOLD, THEOBOLD of Sudbury.
Simon THEOBALD, Archbishop of Canterbury,
Sa. a hound sejant within a bordure engr. Or.
SUDbury, Simon. Fairfax (Tyl.)

Escallops.
Arg. a greyhound courant betw. three escallops Sa.
LOMAX of Eye, Redlingfield. Papworth 114.
E.A. Peds. 1.

HEADS.
Arg. a greyhound courant Sa. betw. three
leopards' heads Az., all within a bordure engr.
Gu.
HENNEGE of Mildenhall, Thremdon. Davy.
Or, a greyhound courant Sa., betw. three leo-
pards' heads Az., all within a bordure engr. Gu.
HENNEGE, HENNEGE of Lincolnshire.
Papworth 114 (Glover).

PHEONS.
Gu. a greyhound courant Arg. betw. three
pheons Or.
JACKSON. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Papworth 114.
A greyhound courant in fesse Arg. collared Or.
Az. on the shoulder a torteaux, betw.
three pheons Or.
JACKSON of Shelland. Davy (Blois).
2 DOGS.
Az. three greyhounds passant Or and collared Gu.
Arg. two greyhounds passant Or and collared Sa.


Gu. two greyhounds passant Or and collared Sa.

DOGGET of Hadleigh. Davy.

Per bend dancetty Or and Sa. two talbots pass.

Gu. two greyhounds salient combatant Or and collared Sa.


3 DOGS.

Per pale, a lion pass. Or.

Gu. a goat pass. Arg. armed Or.


Gu. a goat salient Arg. (armed Or).


3 GOATS.
Arg. three goats Sa.

COWTE. Extended Parl. Roll.

3 GOATS and in chief . . .

Chief.

AZ. three goats pass. Arg. a chief Arg.

HALEY of Ipswich. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 172.

HORSE and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Beast.

Vert, a horse courant Arg., on a chief Gu. a lion ramp. guard. betw. two Saxon crowns Or pierced by two arrows in sable points downward Arg.

NEWMARKET, Urban District Council. Grant 1951. Scott-Giles 349*.

1 LEOPARD. [see also LION pass. guard.]

Arg. a leopard salient guard. Gu.

JERYM of Metfield. Papworth 61. Copinger IV.

Arg. a leopard reguard. Sa.

WEST of Grey's in Cornard. Davy.

Az. a leopard ramp. affronty Or.


3 LEOPARDS. [see also LIONS pass. guard.]

Sa. three leopards pass. in pale Or spotted Sa.

BOURCHIER of Wheapstead. Davy (Burke). Papworth 159.

1 DEMI-LION.

Sa. a demi-lion ramp. -.

PULHAM. E.A. Misc. 1934, 1.

Sa. a demi-lion rampant Arg.

PULHAM. Papworth 62 (Glover).

1 DEMI-LION between or within . . .

Coronels.

Per pale Gu. and Az. a demi-lion pass. guard. conjoined to the demi-hulk of an ancient ship and betw. three ducal coronets Or.

ST. EDMUNDBURY and IPSWICH. See of. Burke P. 1953.

1 LION Crouchant.

Arg. a lion crouchant Sa. betw. his paws a crown Or.

BRISBURGH, BRISWORTH, BRYSBURGH. Extended Parl. Roll. Davy (Blos).

1 LION Passant.

A lion pass.


TAYLOR of Gorleston. Davy.

Per pale, a lion pass.
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Or, a lion ramp. Or, quartering Chequy Or and Az.; all within a bordure enbr. Arg.
Gu, a lion ramp. Vair.
Gyronny of eight Gu. and Sa. a lion ramp. Or.
Jucies hauriant Arg.
Or, a lion ramp. Gu.
Or, a lion ramp. Az., in fesse Or.
Or, a lion ramp. Az.; all within a bordure engr. Arg. Gu.
Az., quartered by Gu. three lucies hauriant Arg.
PERCY, Thomas, Bishop of Norwich, 1355–69. Davy.
Or, a lion ramp. Az., quartered by Gu. three lucies hauriant Arg.
Or, a lion ramp. Gu.
CANDISH, [CAVENDSIH. Blois ed.F. [lion salient in MS.]
HASBROUGH, HASBURGH, HASBURGH of Kessingland. Davy. Papworth 82.
st. CLIRE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 83.
WHIMPER of Clevering Hall in Hacheston, Wickham Market, Woodbridge. Davy. Copinger IV.
Or, a lion ramp. Ppr.
HANSARD. Fairfax (Tyl.), 'Empalde with Browse'.
Or, a lion ramp. Purp.
HANSARD. Davy, E.A. Misc. 1912, 95 (Blois, Mettingham Ch. notes).
Or, a lion ramp. Sa.
Or, a lion ramp. Sa., quartered by Erm. a chev. Gold.
Or, a lion ramp. Sa. —for POLEY, quartering Sa. two chevronets betw. three roses Arg. —for WELLER.
WELLER-POLEY of Boxted Hall, Chedacare Hall. Burke L.C. 1906.
Per bend nebuly, a lion ramp. holding in his dexter paw an annulet.
ALDous of Huntingfield. Suckling II, 419. Mustelli I.
Per bend sinister Erm. and Ermine, a lion ramp. Or.
Dacre, Sir Thomas, of Benacre menor, 1434. Copinger II.
Per bend nebuly Or and Sa. a lion ramp. counterchanged holding in his dexter paw an annulet. Aihouse of Huntingfield. Davy.
Per chev. Or and Arg. a lion ramp. Gu.
RAND of Rumbough, Denham. Davy.
Per fesse Arg. and Sa. a lion ramp. counterchanged.
Per fesse Arg. and Sa. a lion ramp. Ermine and Erm. counterchanged.
KINWELMARCH of Coddenham, Dunmow in Essex. Golty 279* (Tyl.) Fairfax (Tyl.) E.A. Misc. 1928, 73 (Cand.).
Per fesse Erm. and Arg. a lion ramp. Sa.
KINWELMARCH, KINWELMARCH. Davy. Papworth 88.
Per pale Arg. and Gu. a lion ramp. counterchanged.
BLOODY OF Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 89.
LODWELL. Bokenham.
Per pale Arg. and Gu. a lion ramp. Az. maned Sa.
BLADWELL of Thurlow. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Per pale Arg. and Gu. a lion ramp. Sa.
Per pale Az. and Gu. a lion ramp. Erm.
Per pale Gu. and Az. a lion ramp. Arg.
NORWICH. Recye 161.
Per pale Gu. and Az. a lion ramp. Erm.
NORWICH of Mettingham. Papworth 90.
Per pale indented Gu. and Az. a lion ramp. Or.
DRAYTON of Pakefield, Norfolk. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy. Papworth 90.
Per pale Gu. and Sa. a lion ramp. —
MANT of Ipswich. Davy.
Per pale Or and Vert, a lion ramp. Gu.


Quarterly Vert and Gu. a lion rampant. S.A. [sic]. HEMMING of Eye. S.I.A. VI, 87 (Grant of Arms to Eye, 1592).


SA. a semy of cinquefoils and a lion rampant. ARG. CLIFTON of Shelley. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy. SA. a semy of cross eagles and a lion rampant. ARG. LONG, BART., of Erwarton. Davy.

SA. a lion rampant, bendy of six Arg. and Gu. HOLMES. Papworth 94.

SA. a lion rampant, bendy of eight Arg. and Gu. HOLMES of Suffolk. Military Roll*.


VERDON of Martlesham. Blois MS.* Suck- ling II, 386. WELLER of Tuddenham. Copinger IV.

Vert, a lion ramp. Arg. vulned on the shoulder Gu.


Vert. a lion ramp. Or.


1 LION Rampant, charged over all.

A lion ramp. debruised by a bend (or bendlet). NORWICH of Yoxford. COtman*.

VOYCE of Southbury. Partridge (Darby). A lion ramp., over all on a bend Erm. three fleurs-de-lis.

TYLLOT. S.I.A. VIII, 308.

A lion ramp. debruised by a saltire. GOULD of Bury. Tymms 195.

ARG. a lion ramp. Gu., over all on a bend Az. three bezants.


ARG. a lion ramp. Gu., over all on a bend Or. TILLOT, TYLLOT, TILLOT of Rougham, Nor­folk. Golty 82*. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'if ye bend and field be charged. Tis like Colevile'. Fairfax. Davy (Blos).

ARG. a lion ramp. Gu., over all on a bend engr. Or. STEWARD. Grant 10 March, 1568. Davy (Edms.)

ARG. a lion ramp. Gu. [debruised by] a bend engr. Or, over all on a fesse Az. three fleurs-de-lis Or. STEWARD of Ipswich, Blundeston. Davy.

ARG. a lion ramp. Gu. debruised by a bend (or staff) raguly Or. STEWARD of Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge­shire. Grant 10 March, 1586. Warren's map*. Page. Papworth 64. Copinger IV.

ARG. a lion ramp. Gu. debruised by a bend raguly Or, quartered by Or, a fesse chequy Arg. and Az.


LUCIE, LUKIN, LUKIN of Ipswich, Hunston, Felbridge in Norfolk, Essex. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 64. Crisp VII, 33-9* E.A. Peds. I.

ARG. a lion ramp. (or salient) Gu., over all a bend Sa.

BRANCHE, BRANCh of Norfolk. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy. Papworth 64 (Glover).

ARG. a lion ramp. Sa., over all a fesse counter­compony Or and Az.

MILDE, MYLD of Suffolk. Papworth 67 (Glover).

ARG. a lion ramp. Sa., over all a fesse compony Or and Az.
BEAST

Arg. a lion rampant. Sa., over all a fesse counter­comony Or and Az.
MYLD, MYLKE of Kentwell Hail in Long Melford, Clare. Visitation 1561. Horl. 772*.
Extended Parl. Roll. Visitation 1664–5. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy (Edms.)
Arg. a lion rampant. Sz., over all a fesse chequy Or and Az.
MILD, MYLDE of Kentwell Hail. Royce 215.
Blos MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy.
Az. seny of fleurs­de­lis Or [sic – Arg. in MS.] a lion rampant. ?Arg. [sic – Sa. in MS.] over all a bendlet compony Erm. and Arg. [sic – in MS.]
BAYMAN of Marlesford. Blos ed.F.
Az. a lion rampant. Arg., a baston in bend Gu.
Az. a lion rampant. Arg. debruised by a bend (or bendlet) Gu.
BOYLAND of Suffolk. Extended Parl Roll. Papworth 70.
BOYLAND of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 70.
Az. a lion rampant. Arg., a baston in bend Or.
Az. a lion rampant. Arg. debruised by a bend (or bendlet) Or.
WEYLAND of Suffolk. Davy. Papworth 70.
Az. a lion rampant. Arg., over all a bend per bend Or and Gu.
BOYLAND. Blos MS.* & ed.F.
COLVILE. Blos MS.* & ed.F.
HEYLAND. Blos MS.* & ed.F.
WEYLAND. Blos MS.* & ed.F.
Az. a lion rampant. Arg. debruised by a label of three points.
COLVILE. Kirby’s maps*.
Az. a lion rampant. Arg. debruised by a label of three (or five) points Gu.
Copinger II.
Az. seny of fleurs­de­lis Arg. a lion rampant. Or, over all a bendlet company Erm. and Sa.
BAYMAN of Marlesford. Davy (Blos. Barrett).
Az. seny of fleurs­de­lis Sa. a lion rampant. Or, over all a bendlet company Erm. and Sa.
Az. seny of fleurs­de­lis Arg. a lion rampant. Sa., over all a bend company Erm. and –
BAYMAN of Marlesford. Blos MS.*
Gu. a lion rampant. – debruised by a bend Arg. charged with three cresses patty stichy Az.
OBrons. Sharpe.
Gu. a lion rampant. Arg., over all a bend Az.
Fairfax (Sta.) Bokenham. Davy (Barrett, Edms.) Papworth 76.
Gu. a lion rampant. Arg. debruised by two bendlets Or.
PLAYSTOW, PLESTOW of Harkstead, Wester­field. – Davy. Papworth 76.
Gu. a lion rampant. Arg. debruised by a Bishop’s crozier in bend Or.
CALANIA, Odo de. Bishop of Bayieux. [Bayeux]. Davy (Guill.) 286.
Or. a lion rampant. Erm. debruised by a bendlet Gu. Vowse of Sudbury. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 82.
Or, a lion rampant. Gu., over all on a bend Az. three bezants.
Or. a lion rampant. Sa., over all a bendlet compony Erm. and Gu.
FORSERT of Milden. Davy. Per fesse Gu. and Az. a lion rampant. Arg. debruised by a baston in bend Or.
ROTHERING. Fairfax (Lev.)
Per fesse Gu. and Az. a lion rampant. Arg. debruised by a bend Or.
ROTTERINGS. Papworth 88.
Per fesse Gu. and Az. a lion rampant. Arg. debruised by a bend (or bendlet) engr. Or.
KOTINGE, ROTTINGS of Bramfield. Davy. Papworth 88 (Glover).
Per pale Az. and Gu. a lion rampant. Arg., over all a bendlet Or.
NORWICH of Mettingham. Golty 214* and 255*. ‘It is also borne without the bend, the lion ermin. by the name of Norwich. Tyllston.’
Per pale Az. and Gu. a lion rampant. Erm., over all a bendlet Or.
NORWICH of Yoxford. Davy. Yoxford Ch. bkht.
Per pale Gu. and Az. a lion rampant. Arg. debruised by a bend Or.
ROTTHINGS of Bramfield. Davy.
Sa. a lion rampant. Arg., [over all] a bend (or bendlet) Gu.
COLVILE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.)
STEWARD. Sperling 146.
Vert. a lion rampant. Or. over all a fesse Gu.

1 LION Rampant, Crowned.
A lion rampant, crowned.
MORLEY. S.J.A. XX, 279*.
PITCHES of Hawstead. Thingoe.
Arg. crusilly and a lion rampant Gu. crowned Or.
BREWS, BREWS, BRUSE of Lt. Whelnaham. Fressingfield. Golty 210* Blos MS.*
Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy. S.I.A. XXVII, 144 (Dandy ped.) Papworth 65.
Arg. crussly botony and a lion ramp. Gu. crowned Or.

BRUSE. Extended Parl. Roll.
Arg. semy (or an one) of criss crosslets and a lion ramp.
Fairfax (Tyl.) Suckling II, 386.
Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. crowned Or, over all on a bend Sa. three mullets of six points (or rowells)
Mes. Jefferay, Jefferay or Jeverar of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev.)
Arg. a lion ramp. Gu. crowned Or, over all on a bend Or, a lion ramp. Sa. crowned Or.

AZ. a lion ramp. Arg. crowned Or, and Gu.

Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. crowned Or.
Wagner 44**.
Fairfax (Tyl.) Suckling II, 386.
Arg. a lion ramp. tail forked Sa. crowned Or.
Az. a lion ramp. Arg. crowned Or, an annulet Arg. [? for diff.

Malton of Langham. Davy.
Az. a lion ramp. tail forked Arg. crowned Or.

Az. a lion ramp. Or crowned Arg.
Fairfax (Guill.) Papworth 73.
Barry of six Arg. and Gu. a lion ramp. Or crowned per pale Arg. and Gu.

Barry of eight (or ten) Arg. and Gu. a lion ramp. Or crowned per pale Arg. and Gu.


Brandon of Westhorpe. Papworth 74, Copinger III.
Barry of ten Arg. and Gu. a lion ramp. Or crowned per pale Or and Gu.

Brandon. Duke of Suffolk. Golty 135*, 'Blacksmith'.
Barry of ten Arg. and Gu. a lion ramp. Or crowned per pale Gu. and Arg.

Gu. a lion ramp. Arg. crowned Or.
Brewsrey. Visitation 1664-8*.
Gu. a lion ramp. undy Arg. and Az. crowned Or.

Brewsrey. Visitation 1664-8*
Gu. a lion ramp. undy Arg. and Az. crowned Or.

Gu. a lion ramp. Or crowned Arg.
Pashley. Davy.
Gu. a lion ramp. crowned Or.
Humphry of Rishangles. Sharpe.
Pashley. Fairfax (Lev.)

Brewsrey of Westham. Fressingham. Blois ed.F.
Or, a lion ramp. Gu. crowned Or, over all on a bend Sa. three bezants.

Cornwall, Cornwale, Cornwall of Higham. Cotgrave. Davy (Barrett). Papworth 84 (Harl. 1449, fo. 102).
Per pale Az. and Gu. a lion ramp. Erm. crowned Or.
Purp. a lion ramp. Or crowned Arg.
Pashley. Fairfax (Lev.)
Sa. a lion ramp. Arg. crowned Or.
Fairfax (Dudg., Sta.) Davy. Papworth 94.
Copinger IV.
Sa. a lion ramp. Arg. crowned Or, quartered by Arg. on a cross Sa. a fret Arg.

Twaines of Winston. Page, 'said to be'.
Sa. a lion ramp. Erm. crowned Or.

Vert, a lion ramp. Arg. (ducally) crowned Or.

Vert, a lion ramp. Or [sic—Arg. in MS.] crowned Or.

I LION Rampant, Collared.
Arg. a lion ramp. Gu. ducally gorgeted Or.
Bokenham of Market Weston. Davy.
Az. a lion ramp. Arg. collared —, a label of three points —.

Colville of Carlton Colville. Page.
Az. a lion ramp. Arg. collared with a label of three points —.

Colville of Hemingstone Hall. E.A.N. & Q. V, 354. Copinger II.
Gu. semy of acorns Or, a lion ramp. Arg. collared Az.

Attwood, Atwood. Golty 213* (Tyl.) Fairfax (Tyl.)
Gu. semy of acorns Or, a lion ramp. with two tails Arg. collared Or.

Atwood. Davy.
Or, a lion ramp. Gu. gorgeted with a crown Arg.
Beauchler of Lidgate, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 83.

Or, a lion ramp. Gu. collared Arg.
Bemeler, Beyncleere of Suffolk. Papworth 83.
St. clere, Cleere, of Coddenham. Gips.
Or, a lion ramp. tail forked and nowed Gu. collared Arg.


Or, a lion ramp. with two tails Gu. collared Arg.
Bemeler, Bemeler, Beyncleere of Suffolk, Norfolk. Fairfax. Papworth 84.
Or, a lion ramp. Gu. collared Or.
St. clere of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev.)
Or, a lion ramp. with two tails Gu. collared Or.
St. clere of Suffolk. Fairfax (Sta.)
Or, a lion ramp. Sa. collared and lined Or.
Poley of Badley. Visitation 1664-8*.

Sa. a lion ramp. Arg. collared Or.

Sa. a lion ramp. Gu. [sic] collared Or.
1 LION Rampant, Tail forked.
Arg. a lion ramp. tail forked Gu.
HAMBLYN, HAMBLEYNE, Cotgrave. Papworth 66.
Arg. a lion ramp. tail forked and nowed Gu.

Arg. a lion ramp. tail forked and crossed in saltire within an orle of cross crosslets Gu.

BREWYS, Norf. & Suff. Roll.
Arg. a lion ramp. tail forked Gl. collared Arg. Or. tail forked Gu.
NEWTON of Braiseworth. Fairfax (Chesh.) Day.

Arg. a lion ramp. tail forked Sa. collared Arg. Or. tail forked Gu. collared Or.

1 LION Rampant Guardant.
Arg. a lion ramp. guard. Or.
GIPPS.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. Arg.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. Or.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. Sa. crowned Or. a label of three points Gu.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. Arg.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. Sa.
CANDISH. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.)

Or. a lion ramp. tail forked Gu. collared Arg.

1 LION Rampant, Double tailed.
Arg. a lion ramp. double tailed Gu.


Arg. semy (or an orle) or cross crosslets and a lion ramp. double tailed Gu. (duly) crowned Or. collared Arg. BREWER, BREWSE, BRUCE, BRUSE of Li. Wenh. Pressfield. Visitation 1561. Harl. 1772*.


Copinger VI. Frag. Gen. VIII, 52–64*.

Arg. a lion ramp. double tailed Sa.
CRUSCI, CRUSSE, CRESSE, CRISSEY. Parl. Roll. Coligraue. Davy. 'assumed later by Morley'.

Gu. semy of acorns Or, a lion ramp. double tailed Arg.
ATWOOD of Norfolk. Fairfax. Davy.

Gu. semy of acorns Or, a lion ramp. double tailed Arg. collared Or.
ATWOOD. Davy.

Gu. a lion ramp. double tailed Ern.
BRAMPTON of Suffolk, Norfolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 78.

Gu. a lion ramp. double tailed Or.

Or. a lion ramp. double tailed Gu. collared Arg.
BELMER, BEMELER, BENECLE of Suffolk, Norfolk. Fairfax. Papworth 78.

Or. a lion ramp. double tailed Gu. collared Or. st. clere of Suffolk. Fairfax (Sta.)

Or. a lion ramp. double tailed Sa.


Per bend sinister Or and Sa. a lion ramp. double tailed counterchanged.

SIMPSON, SYMPSON. Sharpe. Papworth 87.

1 LION Rampant Guardant.
A lion ramp. guard.
HUNN of Ilketshall St. Margaret.
Suckling I, 166. E.A.N. & Q. IV. (N.S.) 165.
NUEL of Hawstead. Davy.

Arg. a lion ramp. guard. --.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. Gu.


Visitation 1664*.

Arg. a lion ramp. guard. Sa. crowned Or.
LEWIS of Battisford. Davy.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. Arg.


FLUNN of Ipswich. Sharpe.


Az. a lion ramp. guard. Arg., a label of three points Gu.

HUNN of Ilketshall St. Margaret. Davy.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. Arg., a label of three points Or.

HUN. Golly 257*.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. Or.


Az. a lion ramp. guard. Or collared Gu.

HETRESSE, Tho'. Norf. & Suff. Roll.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. Or holding between his paws a battle-axe.

HETRESSET of Gislingham. Davy.

Az. semy of fleurs-de-lis and a lion ramp. guard. Or.


Az. fretty Or, a lion ramp. guard. Arg.

GOATE of Tarandeston. Davy.

Gu. a lion ramp. guard. Arg.

BURNERS. Davy.

MARNEY, MARYE of Neçing, Norfolk. Lord M. Foster (Surrey Roll.) Reyce 210. Golly 214*.
Fairfax (Blots). Davy. Papworth 78.

Gu. a lion ramp. guard Or, impaled with Az. three demi-hulks of ships joined to the impaled line Or.

Ipswich, Town or County Borough Council Papworth 80. Scott-Giles 344*.

Vert, a lion ramp. guard. Arg.

HUNN of Ilketshall St. Margaret. Bokenham.

1 LION Rampant Reguardant.
Az. a lion ramp. reguard. Or.

THOMAS of Lavenham. Davy. Fükê 206*.
Erm. a lion ramp. reguard. Sa.

LLOYD of Stanstead. Davy.

Gu. a lion ramp. reguard. Or.


Gu. a lion ramp. reguard. Or, quartering Arg. three boars’ heads couped Sa. (or Vert).


Or, a lion ramp. reguard. Sa.

JENKIN of Bury. Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 85.

LLOYD, William, Bishop of Norwich, 1685–91.


BEDFORD B. 94* (seal).

‘Per parte par pale guz and azure in the firste a Lyon rampant regardant golde armeyd and langued azure, in the second thre demy botes of the thirde’.[Lions guard. in tricks.]


1 LION Saliencet.

Arg. a lion salient and a millrind both in fesse Sa.


Cross.

Gu. a lion ramp. Or, in the first quarter a cross patty Vair.


Escallop.

Az. a lion ramp. and in chief three escallops Arg.


5-Foil

Per fesse Az. and Gu. a lion ramp. Or, in the dexter chief a cinquefoil Arg.


Helmets.

Arg. a lion pass. in fesse Sa., in chief four lozenges Gu. LAWD, LOWD. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).

Lozenges.

Arg. a lion ramp. Sa., in chief four lozenges Gu. LAWD, LOWD. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).

Phoen.

A lion ramp., in chief a phoen betw. two lions’ heads erased.

ETHERIDGE of Fressingfield. Davy. Partridge
BEAST

(Darby).
Gu. a lion ramp. and in chief a pheon betw. two lions' heads erased Arg.

EYMS. Papworth 110.

Wreaths.
Gu. a lion pass. guard. [and] in chief two chaplets of laurel Or, on a chief of augmentation wavy a representation of Algiers with a British man-of-war before it all Ppr.


1 LION and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Bird.


Erm. a lion ramp. guard. Gu., on a canton Or an eagle with two heads disp. Sa.


Cross.
Sa. a lion ramp. Arg., on a canton Arg. a cross Gu.


Garb.
Arg. a lion ramp. reguard. Sa., on a canton Sa. a garb—

PRICE of Beccles. Bohun.

Mullet.
Az. a lion ramp. Erm., on a canton Or a mullet Gu.

PEACH OF Lavington. Bokenham.

Az. a lion ramp. tail forked Erm., on a canton Or a mullet Gu.

PEACH, PEACHEY of Kedington, Levington.


1 LION and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Anchor.
Ply of six Or and Gu. a lion pass. Ppr., on a chief Az. an anchor Or betw. two martlets Arg.


Birds.
Or, a lion pass. Sa., on a chief Sa. three eagles disp. Or.

SIDAY, SIDEY, SYDAY of Bures. Goltz 43* (Tyl.) Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'two eagles in Mr. Cu.'

Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy (Blos).

Crosses.
Sa. a lion pass. Arg., on a chief Arg. three cross crosslets Sa.


Sa. a lion pass. Arg., holding in his dexter paw a cross crosslet fitchy Or, on a chief Arg. three cross violets Sa.


Escallops.
Arg. a lion ramp. Gu., on a chief Sa. three escallops Arg.


Fleur-de-lis.
Vert, a lion ramp. Arg., on a chief Gu. a fleur-de-lis Or betw. two castles Arg.

PLATFORD of Suffolk, Norfolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 106.

Flowers.
Arg. a lion ramp. Gu., on a chief Sa. three roses Or.


3, 5 5-Feils.
Arg. a lion ramp. Gu., on a chief Gu. three cinquefoils Arg.

BALLITT, BALLOTT. Goltz 23*. Fairfax.

Arg. a lion ramp. Sa., on a chief Gu. three cinquefoils (pierced) Arg.


Arg. a lion ramp. Sa., on a chief Gu. five cinquefoils Arg.


Arg. a lion ramp. Sa., on a chief Gu. five cinquefoils Or.


Hand.
Per saltire Gu. and Az. a lion ramp. Or, on a chief Erm. a dexter hand couped at the wrist Gu.

GUINNESS of Elvedon. Viscount Iveagh. Copinger IV.

Label.
Or, a lion pass. Sa., on a chief Gu. a label of five points Arg.

DAMPIER, Thomas, Bishop of Ely, 1808-12.


Lozenges.
Or, a lion pass. guard. Az., on a chief Gu. three lozenges Vair.

GOODWIN of Framlingham. Green 145.

Or, a horse pass. guard. Sa., on a chief Gu. three lozenges Vair.


Pack.
Per saltire Arg. and Gu. a lion ramp. guard. Ppr., on a chief wavv Az. a woolpack Arg. betw. two bezants.

BACK of Oulton Broad. Crisp VI, 124-6*.

1 LION between or within . . .

3, 5 Annulets.
Gu. a lion pass. betw. three annulets Or.


Gu. a lion pass. Or ducally gorged Gu. betw. three annulets Or.

CASBORNE of Pakenham. Burke L.G. 1853.

GYTONNY of eight Or and Gu. a demi-lion ramp. Erm. charged on the shoulder with a martlet Gu. and within an orle of eight annulets counter-chargèd.

LYNN of Woodbridge. Davy.

Bears.
Or, a lion pass. betw. two bars and all betw. three mullets Gu.


Bendlets or Cooises.
Arg. a lion pass. in bend Sa. betw. two cooises Gu.

TRACEY of Moulton. Bokenham. Davy (Blois).

Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. betw. two bendlets Gu.
TRACY of Moulton. Blois ed.F.
Gu. a lion pass. betw. two bendlets and three mullets Or.
PRETTYM AN. Reyce 183.

Billets.
A lion ramp. within an orle of billets.
HAWKER of Waldingfield. Davy.
Gu. a lion ramp. Arg. within an orle of billets Or.
CREING, C RYPINGE, CRYPING of Lincolnshire.
Davy (Burke).

Bordure.
A lion ramp. within a bordure engr. FAUCONBERG of Beccles, Corton, Flixton.
Suckling I, 32. Fartridge (Darby).
Arg. a lion ramp. within a bordure engr. Az. FAUCONBERG, FAUCONBERGE of Beccles. Davy.
FAUCONBERGE 13*. Bildeston 64. E.A. Misc. 1917, 75.
Arg. a lion ramp. Az. within a bordure Gu.
CREKE of Helmingham. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Davy (Blomef).
Arg. a demi-lion ramp. Gu. within a bordure Sa. bezanty.
LYNN, LYNE of Peasenhall, Cambridgeshire.
Arg. a lion ramp. within a bordure dovetailed Gu.
BLAKELEY. E.A.N. & Q. J, 257.
Arg. a lion ramp. Gu. semy of trefoils slipped Or within a bordure dovetailed Gu.
BLAKELEY of Thrandeston. Davy.
Arg. a lion ramp. crowned Gu. within a bordure engr. Sa. charged with twelve bezants.
CORNWELL of Ipswich. Sharpe.
Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. within a bordure Az.
CUTHBERT of Henley. Davy (Sorrel ped.)
Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. crowned Or within a bordure Az.
BURNELL. BURNELL of Brandeston, Mendlesham, Pyes Hall in Wrentham. Golty 206*.
Fairfax (Sta.). Davy. Papworth 117. E.A. Misc. 192*.
Az. a lion ramp. Arg. crowned Or within a bordure Arg. and Sa.
HENLEY of Rendlesham. Davy. Papworth 118.
Az. a lion ramp. Or within a bordure Erm.
Az. a lion ramp. within a bordure Or.
MONTGOMERY, MONTGOMERY, MONTGOMERY of Boxted. Earl of Arundel & Shrewsbury.
Gu. a lion ramp. within a bordure engr. Arg.
GRAY, GREY of Kersey, Layham. Lord Powis.
Bedford B. 45*.
Gu. a lion ramp. Arg. within a bordure engr. Or.
MARKS, MERKES, MERKS of Reydon, Essex. Davy.
Papworth 119 (Glover).
Gu. a lion ramp. Arg. within a bordure engr. Sa.
GRANDFORD. Blois MS.* & ed.F., ‘in Mr. Rivet.’ Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Papworth 120 (Glover).
Gu. a lion ramp. Erm. within a bordure Arg.
GRAYE, GREY of Thrandeston, Eye. Blois MS.*, ‘bord engrayld in Mr. Rice.’ Bokenham.
Gu. a lion ramp. Erm. within a bordure engr. Arg.
GRAY of Eye. Visitation 1577.
Gu. a lion ramp. double tailed Erm. within a bordure Arg.
GRAY of Eye. Reyce 186.
Gu. a lion ramp. double tailed Erm. within a bordure engr. Arg.
GRAY, GREY of Thrandeston, Eye, Cavendish, Hitcham, Kersey. Fairfax. Davy (Barrett, Edms.) Papworth 120. Copinger III.
Gu a lion ramp. within a bordure engr. Erm. JEWELL of Bradley, Suffolk. Fairfax (Tyl.), ‘border sometimes engrailed sometimes not.’ Davy (Barry).
Gu. a lion ramp. Or within a bordure Arg.
Gu. a lion ramp. within a bordure engr. Or.
Gu. a lion ramp. supporting a pastoral staff Or within a bordure company of twelve pieces Or and Gu. (or Gu. and Or) charged with as many crowns counterchanged.
Gu. a lion ramp. within a bordure engr. Sa. [sic]. GRANDFORD. Davy (Blomef).
Or, a lion ramp. Az. within a bordure Gu.
CREKE of Helmingham. Davy (Rous ped.)
Or, a lion ramp. double tailed Az. within a bordure Gu.
CREKE of Helmingham. Visitation 1561 and 1664–8*.
S.I.A. XII, 100. Copinger II.
Or, a lion ramp. Az. within a bordure engr. Gu.
Or [sic – Gu. in MS.] a lion ramp. Erm. within a bordure Arg.
GRAYE of Thrandeston, Eye. Blois ed.F., ‘bord engraid in Mr. Rice.’
Or, a lion ramp. Gu. within a bordure Az. charged with escallops Or.
HASBOROUGH. Green 137 (Reyce MS.)
Or, a lion ramp. embelif within a bordure Gu.
FELBRIDGE. Norf & Suff. Roll.
Or, a lion ramp. Sa. collared and chained Or within a bordure Sa. charged with eight cross crosslets Or.
PHILLIPS, PHILLIPS of Ipswich. Davy.
Or, a lion ramp. double tailed Sa. within a bordure engr. Gu.
WELLS of Creetingham, Shimpling. Sharpe.
Page.
Or, a lion ramp. double tailed Sa. within a bordure engr. Gu. charged with eleven plates.
WELLS of Creetingham, Ipswich. Davy (Hawes).
Per pale Erm. and Az. a lion pass. guard. crowned Or. within a bordure engr. Or charged with five cinquefoils Az.
BIGGS. Davy (Mr. Barnwell).
Sa. a lion ramp. Arg. within a bordure company Arg. and Sa.
NERNWYT, NERNWYT, NERVENT, NERNWYT, NERNWYT. Visitation 1561 and 1664–8.
Fairfax (Sta.) Thonge. Papworth 123 (Glover).
Sa. a lion salient Arg. within a bordure compony Sa. and Arg.

3, 5, 6, 7, 8,

BEAST

KING OF Lowestoft. S.I.A. IX, 42.

Arg. a lion ramp. double tailed Arg. crowned Or betw. seven cross crosslets Arg.

BEWSE. Sharpe.

Per pale Gu. and Az. a lion ramp. Arg. betw. eight cross crosslets Arg.


Per pale Gu. and Az. a lion ramp. Arg. betw. eight cross crosslets Or.

HUTCHISON of Fornham, Essex. Davy (Ord. ped.) Papworth 126.

Sa. a lion ramp. betw. eight (or a bordure of) cross crosslets Arg.


Arg. a lion pass. reguard. Sa. betw. ten crosses seven in chief and three in base Gu.

BALLS of Ipswich. Lois MS.* & ed.F.

3, Orle of Escallops.

A lion ramp. crowned betw. three escallops.


Arg. a lion ramp. betw. three escallops Sa.

GIBSON of Sudbury. Davy.

Az. a lion ramp. guard. betw. three escallops Arg.

GIBSON, GUBB, GYBON of Ipswich. Fairfax. Papworth 128.

Per pale Vert and Sa. a lion ramp. Erm. betw. three escallops Arg.

CLAY of Bury. Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 128.

Arg. a lion ramp. within an orle of escallops Gu.

MANTY, MANSE of Suffolk. Davy (Berry). Papworth 128.

Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. within an orle of escallops Gu.


S.aly. a lion ramp. betw. two escallops Sa.

ANTHONY, ANTONIE, ANTONY of Suffolk. Davy [as 'leopard statant']. Papworth 129.
BEAST

E.A. Misc. 1918, 15 (Burke G.A.)
Vert, a lion ramp. Or betw. two fleurs-de-lis Erm. charged with a tilting spear in pale. 
NORTON of Alderton, Eyeke. Davy.

3, 8 fleurs-de-lis.
A lion ramp. betw. three fleurs-de-lis.
Az. a lion pass. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg. 
Az. a lion pass. Arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or. 
NORTH of Mildenhall, Finborough, Laxfield, Wickhambrooke. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Az. a lion pass. Or betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg. 
Az. a lion pass. guard. Or betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg. 
NORTH, Bart., of Mildenhall. Sharpe.
Or, a lion ramp. Sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Az. 

Or, a lion ramp. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Sa. 
FAIRCLOUGH of Stowmarket, Kedington. 
Muskett III, 43 (Tom Martin's Ch. notes., Portrait in Ked. Parsonage, 1750), Ray 28. Per pale Or and Gu. a lion ramp. betw. three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged.
GOODWIN. Tynms 197. Papworth 129.
Az. a lion ramp. betw. (an orle of) eight fleurs-de-lis Or. 

3-Foils.
Az. a lion ramp. within an orle of (eight) trefoils slipped Arg.

5-Foils.
Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. within an orle of nine (or ten) cinquefoils Gu. 
Fairfax (Lev.) Davy. Papworth 131. Copinger II.
Sa. a lion ramp. within an orle of (six) cinquefoils Arg. 

Fruit.
Gu. a lion ramp. Arg. betw. five (six, seven, nine) acorns Or. 

Hands.
Erm. a lion ramp. betw. three dexter hands (couped) Gu. 

Heads.
Or, a lion ramp. guard. Gu. betw. three leopards' heads Sa. 

Helmets.
Sa. a lion pass. guard. Or betw. three esquire's helmets close Arg. 
COMPON of Lord Alwyn, Bishop of Ely, 1885-. Papworth 132. Bedford B. 48*.

Ladders.
A lion pass. betw. three scaling ladders. 
Dade MS. (Add: MSS. 19094, fo. 83). Dade.
SHERMAN of Yaxley. Bokenham.
Or, a lion ramp. Gu. betw. three holly leaves Ppr.
SHERMAN of Ipswich. Sharpe.
Or, a lion ramp. Sa. betw. three holly leaves Vert.
SHERMAN of Ipswich. Golty 206*. Fairfax (Tyl).

... Oak.
Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. betw. three oak leaves Vert. 
SHERMAN of Ipswich, Yaxley. Davy.
Or, a lion ramp. Sa. betw. three oak leaves Vert. 

Mullets.
Gu. a lion pass. betw. three mullets Or. 

7, 8 Phoons.
A lion ramp. betw. seven phoons. 
Arg. a lion ramp. Gu. within an orle of eight phoons Az.
ROOPE of Ipswich. Davy.

Roundels.
Az. a lion pass. Or betw. three bezants. 
BUNGAY of Norwich. Papworth 134.
Az. a lion pass. guard. Or betw. three bezants. 
BUNGAY. Davy.

Saltires.
Sa. a lion pass. Or betw. three saltires Arg. 
THOMPSON. Golty 202*.
Sa. a lion pass. guard. Or betw. three saltires Arg. 

Tressure.
Az. a lion ramp. within a double tressure flory Arg. 
Bokenham. Davy (Edms.)
Az. a lion ramp. within a double tressure flory counterflory Arg. 
LODGE of Nettlestead. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 135.
1 LION between or within and in chief...

Heads.
Arg. a lion pass. Gu. betw. two bars Sa. charged with three bezants 2. 1., in chief three buck's heads cabossed Sa.


Arg. a lion pass. Gu. betw. two bars Sa. each charged with three bezants, in chief three buck's heads cabossed Sa.

PARKER of Erwarton. Lord Morley. Golty 130*, "there should have been in all but ij bezants iij and j." Fairfax. Davy.

1 LION between or within and in chief... or a chief...

Spear.
Gu. a lion ramp. betw. three crescents Az [sic] shld. be Arg.1, on a chief embattled Arg. a tilting spear in fesse head to the sinister the staff encircled by a chaplet of oak Ppr.

STUDD of Ipswich. Davy. Papworth 137.

On 1 LION...

Beards.
Sa. a lion ramp. Argent charged with three beads Gu.

HOLME, HOLMES of Norfolk. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Papworth 139 (Glover).

Billets.
Az. on a lion ramp. Arg. billets Sa., a chief Or.

GOULDWELL of Bury. Davy (Edms.)

Chevrons.
Or. a lion ramp. Gu. charged with three chevrons Arg.

RAND of Norfolk. Suckling II, 379. Papworth 139.

Cross, Crussily.
A lion ramp. charged on the shoulder with a cross crusslet fitchy.

MOWER, MOWRE. Davy.

A lion ramp. charged on the shoulder with a cross patty.

NEWTON of Braiseworth. Cotsam*.

Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. charged on the shoulder with a cross patty Arg.


Arg. a lion ramp. tail forked Sa. charged on the shoulder with a cross patty Arg.


Arg. a lion ramp. tail forked Sa. charged on the shoulder with a cross cresset Or.

NEWTON of Suffolk. Papworth 140.

Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. charged on the shoulder with a cross patty Or.

NEWTON of Braiseworth. Papworth 140. Copinger III.

Or. [on] a lion ramp. double tailed Gu. a cross Arg.

SYNCLERE. Extended Parl. Roll.

Or. a lion ramp. Sa. charged on the shoulder with a cross Arg.

NEWTON. Extended Parl. Roll.

Vert. a lion ramp. guard. Or charged on the shoulder with a cross formy Gu.

LOVE of Somerleyton. Davy (Burke). Papworth 149.

A lion ramp. crussily.

WESTON. Davy (seal, Kentwell deeds).

Fleur-de-lis, Fleury.
Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. crowned Or charged on the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis—.

MORLEY of Framuden. Davy.

Arg. a lion ramp. tail forked Sa. crowned Or charged on the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis—.

MORLEY. Davy, 'see Cresy, from whom assumed.'

Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. crowned Or charged on the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis Or.

WAKEFARLE. Norf. & Suff. Roll.

Az. crussily Or. a lion ramp. Or charged on the shoulder with a fleur-de-lis Gu.

BRIUSE of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy (Edms.)

A lion ramp. semy of fleurs-de-lis.

WESTON. Davy (seal, Kentwell deeds).

5-Foil.
Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. charged on the shoulder with a cinquefoil Or.

WAKEFARLE, WAKENFARLE of Barton, Norfolk. Davy. Papworth 141.

Guttles.
Az. on a lion ramp. Arg. guttles Gu.

FORSTER, FOSTER of Burgh, Syleham. Davy (Barrett, Edms.)

Az. on a lion ramp. Arg. guttles Or [sic).

FORSTER of Syleham. Visitation 1561.

Az. on a lion ramp. Arg. guttles Purp.


Az. on a lion ramp. Arg. guttles Sa.

FORSTER of Syleham. Bokenham.

Az. on a lion ramp. guttles Sa., a chief Or.

GOULDWELL of Bury. Davy.

Mulet.
Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. charged on the shoulder with a mullet (pierced) Or.


Or. a lion ramp. Gu. charged on the shoulder with a mullet (pierced) Arg.


Or. a lion salient Gu. charged on the shoulder with a mullet pierced Arg.

FELBRUG. Fairfax (Tyl.)

Sa. semy of fleurs-de-lis and a lion ramp. Or charged on the shoulder with a mullet—.

PHILIPS. Davy (Kirby's map).

2 LIONS Passant.
Two lions pass.

SORRELL of Bury. Hengrave.

Crussily and two lions pass. in pale.

GOODRICH of St. Ashfield, Ipswich, Hopton. Partridge (Darby).


Gu. two lions pass. in pale Arg.

2 LIONS Rampant.
Two lions rampant, combatant.

CARTER of Tunstall. E.A. Misc. 1910, 68.

Arg. two lions rampant, combatant Gu.

LUCAS of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 146.

Az. two lions rampant, combatant Arg.


Az. two lions rampant, combatant Or.


Az. two lions rampant, addorsed Or.

CARTER. Suckling II, 451.

Gu. two lions rampant, combatant supporting a dexter hand couped at the wrist and erect Arg. SA., on a chief Gu. three covered cups Or.

BURES of Suffolk, Norfolk. Thingoe. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 149.

Per pale dancetty, two lions rampant, combatant.

DRIVER. Partridge (Darby).

Per pale Arg. and Az. two lions rampant, guard. addorsed counterchanged.

GREGORY. Bokenham. Papworth 149 (Harl. 1349).

Per pale indented Arg. and Az. two lions rampant, combatant counterchanged.


Per pale Or and Az. two lions rampant, addorsed counterchanged.

GREGORY. Bokenham. Papworth 149 (Harl. 1349).

Sa. two lions rampant, combatant Or.


2 LIONS Sallant.
Or, two lions salient addorsed tails interlaced Gu.

Cordes. Thingoe 493.

2 LIONS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Cups.
Arg. two lions pass. Sa., on a chief Gu. three covered cups Or.

SA., on a chief GU. covered cups Or.

Worrell of Kettleburgh. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 151.

2 LIONS between or within . . .

9, 10 Crosses.
Gu. two lions pass. Arg. betw. nine cross crosslets fitchy Or.


Or, two lions pass. (in pale) betw. nine (or ten) cross crosslets Sa.

**Flowers.**
Per pale Arg. and Gu. (two lions pass. within an orle of roses and escutlops, all counterchanged. Ware, Cumberlege-Ware of Poslingford Hall. Burke L.G. 1900. Copinger V. 170.)


Per pale Az. and Or, three demi-lions pass. guard. counterchanged. Hammond of Whiston. Bokesham.

Per pale Or and Az, three demi-lions counterchanged, in nombril point a quatrefoi d Arg. Hammond, William, of Whiston. Fairfax, from ye Escocheon upon his Coach'.
Per pale Or and Az three demi-lions counterchanged, in centre point a quatrefoi d Erm. Hammond of Wescot Hall, Ufford. Muskets I (Visit of London 1687, in Coll. of Arms).
Per pale Or and Az three demi-lions pass. guard. counterchanged, a quatrefoil—Hammond of Ipswich, Pettistree. Davy.


**On 3 DEMI-LIONS.**


Gu. three lions pass. in pale Arg., a label of five points Az. Giffard. Thingoe.


England, quartered by France Modern, all within a bordure compony Arg. and Az. Somerset of Gt. Waltingfield. Duke of...

England, quartered by France Modern, all within a bordure compony Arg. and Az., a sinister baton Arg. 


England, quartered by France Modern, all within a bordure Az. charged with eight (or ten) pale) counterchanged. 

Three lions ramp. 

BASPOOLE. Blois MS.* & ed.F. 


REYNOLDS. Partridge (Darby). 

Per fesse Gu. and Or, three lions ramp. counterchanged. 

YOUNGE of Clare. Davy. 

Per fesse embattled Gu. and Or, three lions ramp. counterchanged. 

WIFIELD, WYFOLD. Fairfax (Cand.) Papworth 169. 

Per fesse Or and Az. in chief three lions ramp. Vert. 


YOUNGE, YOUNG of Clare. Warren's map*.

Davy. Papworth 169.

Per pale Az. and Gu. three lions ramp. Arg. 


Per pale Az. and Gu. three lions ramp. Or. 


Sa. three lions ramp. Arg. 


Sa. three lions ramp. Or. 

BERNHAM of Sotherton. Davy. 

3 LIONS Rampant Guardant. 

Per pale Gu. and Az. three lions ramp. guard. Or. 


3 LIONS and in chief . . .

Chief. 

Arg. three lions ramp. and a chief Gu. 


counterchanged, a chief Arg. 

CATELINE, CATLYN, CATLYN of Barham, Wickham Market, Norfolk. Golly 263 (Gull.) Fairfax (Gull) Papworth 173. 

3 LIONS and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Mullet. 

Az. three lions ramp. Or, on a canton Or a mullet Gu. 

KIRKBY. Thingoe (Chitting). 

3 LIONS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Crosses. 

Az. three lions ramp. Arg. on a chief Arg. three cross crosslets Sa. 


Escallop. 

Erm. three lions ramp. Gu., on a chief Sa. three escallops Or each charged with a plain cross Gu. 

POWER of Gifford's Hall. Davy Arch.* Davy (bookplate). 

Flower. 

Per chev. Az. and Or, three lions pass. counter-
BEAST

changed, on a chief Arg. a rose betw. two fleurs-de-lis Gu.


Quarterly per fesse indented Az. and Or, four lions pass. guard. counterchanged. CROMWELL of Elmham in Suffolk. S.I.A. XII, 1-6. (Tollemache mon., Helmingham Ch.) Quarterly per fesse indented Or and Az. four lions pass. counterchanged. CROMWELL of Elmham in Norfolk. Goltz 185*, 'on a monument in Helmington ch.'

5 LIONS and in chief ... on a canton ... Mullet. Az. five lions ramp. Or, on a canton Arg. a mullet Gu.


6 LIONS. Arg. six lions ramp. Sa.


Az. six lions ramp. Or.


Sa. six lions ramp. Arg.


6 LIONS and in chief ... Canton.

Six lions ramp. and a canton.


6 LIONS and in chief ... on a chief ... Flower.

Az. six lions ramp. Or, on a chief Or a rose Gu.

KIRBY, KIRKBY. Thingoe.


6 LIONS between or within ... Bordure.

Az. six lions ramp. Arg. within a bordure engr. Or.

LEYBOURNE, Sir Roger de, 1264, of Bildeston. Bildeston 32.

LYNXES, Three lynxes ramp guard.


'Sabred lynxes rampant in their proper couler.' LYNCH, Simon, of Staple in Kent. Confirmation of Arms & Grant of Crest by Rob.

3 LIONS between or within ... Bendlets or Cotises.

Sa. three lions pass. in bend betw. two bendlets (or cotises) Arg. BROWN, BROWNE, Davy. Papworth 175.


BROWN, BROWNE.


BROWN, BROWNE.


BROWN, BROWNE.
BEAST

Cooke, Clarencieux, 10 December, 1572.  
Sa. three lynxes Ppr.  
Sa. three lynxes ramp. Or spotted Sa.  
LYNCH.  Fairfax, ‘funeral Escutcheon’.

MULE.  

OTTERS.  
Per bend Sa. and Arg. two otters counterchanged.  
Arg. a bull pass. Gu.  Arg. a bull pass. Az.  
OOTTERS.  
Gu. a mule pass. Arg.  MULE.  
Arg. an ox Sa. hooved Or passing a ford Ppr.  Az.  
Sa. three ounces pass. in 12ale Or spotted Sa.  
OUNCES.  
Az. a tiger pass. Or.  
Sa. three lynxes Ppr.  
Az. a bull pass. Gu.  betw. three annulets Gu.  
A Bordure.  
Az. a bull pass. (or statant) Sa. within a bordure Sa. charged with eight (or ten) bezants.  
Arg. a bull pass. Sa. within a bordure Sa. charged with eight bezants (or bezanty).  

3 OXEN.  
Arg. three calves pass. Sa.  

PORCUPINE.  
Gu. a porcupine salient Arg. quilled and chained Or.  

RABBITS between or within . . .  
Bordure.  
Gu. three coneyes sejant within a bordure engr.  
Gu. three coneyes sejant within a bordure engr. Sa.  
CONINGSBY, CONISBY, CONISBYE.  ‘Fairfax, ‘Guill. in correcting his errata sth. a B. ingr. ‘S.’ Davy.

SHEEP.  
Arg. on a base undy (or wavy) Az. a lamb triumphant Sa.  
Az. a bull pass. Arg.  
Az. a bull pass. Or.  
CHITTOK, CHITTOCK.  Visitation 1664–8*.  Papworth 96.

1 OX between or within . . .  
Annelets.  
Arg. a bull pass. betw. three annelets Gu.  
Az. an ox Sa. hoofed Or passing a ford Ppr.  
Az. a bull pass. Arg.  
Az. a bull pass. Or.  
CHITTOK, CHITTOCK.  Visitation 1664–8*.  Papworth 96.

1 OX.  
Arg. a bull pass. Az.  

1 OX.  
Arg. a bull pass. Gu.  
Az. an ox Sa. hoofed Or passing a ford Ppr.  
Az. a bull pass. Arg.  
Az. a bull pass. Or.  
CHITTOK, CHITTOCK.  Visitation 1664–8*.  Papworth 96.

BORDURE.  
A bull pass. guard. within a bordure Sa. bezanty.  
COEIL, COILE of Depden, Bildeston.  Davy.  
Arg. a bull pass. Gu. within a bordure Sa. bezanty.  
Arg. a bull pass. (or statant) Sa. within a bordure Sa. charged with eight (or ten) bezants.  
Arg. a bull pass. Sa. within a bordure Sa. bezanty.  
COEIL. Papworth 135.  
Arg. a bull pass. Sa. armed and hoofed Or within a bordure Sa. bezanty, in middle chief [of the bordure] a mitre Or.  
Or, a bull pass. Sa. within a bordure Sa. charged with eight bezants (or bezanty).  

SQUIRREL.  
Arg. a squirrel sejant Gu. eating a nut Or.  
Or, a squirrel sejant Gu.  
SQUIRE of Suffolk.  Papworth 97 (Glover).  
TIGER.  
Arg. a tiger couchant Sa. betw. his paws a crown Or.  
BRISBURGH, Blosi ed.F., ‘in Mr. Clop.’ Davy.  
Arg. a tiger pass. Sa.  
Arg. a tiger pass. guard. Sa.  
DANIEL. Davy.  
Arg. a tiger pass. reguard. Sa.  
DANIEL, DANIELL, DANYELL of Acton.  Visitation 1561.  Harl. 772*.  
Az. a tiger pass. Or.  
Az. an heraldic tiger pass. Or.  
Az. a tiger statant Or.  
Or, a tiger salient Sa. 65
TIGER and in chief... on a chief...

Crossetts.
Az. a tiger pass. Or, on a chief Or three crosses paty Az.
Fleurs-de-lis.

Pale.

charged with a fleur-de-lis Arg. betw. two pellets.

WOLF.

Az. a wolf salient Arg.


Az. a wolf salient Or.


Gu. a wolf pass. Arg.

LOW, LOWE of Ingham. Dovy. Papworth 98.

Or. a wolf salient Sa.

LOUTH, LOUTH, LOWTHE of Lincolnshire.


Per pale Az. and Gu. a wolf ramp. Erm.

HANKEY, Sharpe.

Per pale Az. and Gu. a wolf salient Erm.

HANKEY of East Bergholt. Dovy.

Per pale Az. and Gu. a wolf salient Erminois vulned on the shoulder Gu.

HANKEY, Dovy.

Sa. a wolf ramp. Arg.

LOTH, LOWTH. Golty 201*. Fairfax (Blois).

Sa. a wolf salient Arg.

LOUTH, LOWTH, LOWTHE of Crettingham, Essex.


Sa. a wolf salient Or.

LOWTH of Crettingham. Dovy.

WOLF and in chief...

Estoilles.

Sa. a wolf ramp. Or, in chief three estoiles Or.

WILSON of Bilstedon. Bildeston 47.

Sa. a wolf salient Or, in chief three estoiles Or.

WILSON of Tammington, Kesenhall, Yoxford.

Dovy. Papworth 111.

Fleur-de-lis.

Sa. a wolf salient Or, in a chief fleur-de-lis Arg. betw. two bezants.


Sa. a wolf salient Or, in chief a fleur-de-lis Or betw. two bezants.


WOLF and in chief... on a chief...

Pales.

Sa. a wolf salient Or, on a chief Or a pale Sa. charged with a fleur-de-lis Arg. betw. two pellets.


WOLF between or within...

Fleurs-de-lis.

Az. a wolf salient betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg. Toveyll. Bokenham.

Trees.

Per fesse Or and Sa. a wolf ramp, counterchanged betw. two trees eradicated in chief Ppr.

wood of Sudbourne Hall. Burke L.G. 1900.

BEE see INSECT.

BEE-HIVES.

Gu. seny of bees (diversely volant) and three bee-hives Or.


Sa. three bee-hives Or.


BEE-HIVES between or within...

Bee.

Gu. three bee-hives betw. eight (or nine) bees volant Or.


BELLS.

Sa. three (church) bells Arg.


BELLS and in chief...

Canton.

Sa. three bells Arg., a canton Erm.


Chief.

Sa. three (Church) bells Arg., a chief Erm.


BELTS.

Gu. two demi-belts paleways in fesse buckles in chief Arg., quartered by Az. three pelicans in piety Arg.


BEND.

PER BEND.

Per bend sinister embattled Arg. and Gu.


Per bend indented Arg. and Sa.


Per bend indented Arg. and Sa., quartering Az. a fleur-de-lis Or.


Per bend indented Sa. and Arg., quartering Az. a fleur-de-lis Or.


BEND, BENDLET, BASTON, PLAIN.

-, a bend chequy Arg. and Gu.
BEND

Billety, a bend Ern.
SMITH. Portridge (Darby).
Arg. a bend chequy Arg. and Gu.
VAUX. Foster (Glover, Jenyn's Rolls). Papworth 182 (Harl. 6389).
Arg. a bend Arg.
BACON. Fairfax, 'this I have met with ye name of Bacon of Saff.'
Arg. crudely Or [sic], a bend Az.
LOUZHAM of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.)
Arg. a bend Gu.
Arg. a bend Gu., quartering Gu, a bend Arg. MARLOW of East Bergholt.
AZ. azurily Or, a bend Arg.
Az, billety -, a bend Ern.
SMYTH. Bokenham.
Az. billety Or, a bend Ern.
Az. a bendlet per bend Gu. [sic], over all a lion rampant. Or.
BOYLAND of Gyltingham [sic], Braiseworth, Thrandeston, Wilby, Suston. Gipps.
Az. a bend Or.
Az. a bend Or, a label of three points Gu.
Barry of six, a bend.
Boys, Sir Roger de, of Mettingham. Farrer* (seal, charter of 1383)
Barry of six Arg. and Az. a bend Gu.
Barry undy of six Arg. and Gu. a bend Az.
Barry nebuly of six Arg. and Gu. a bend Sa.
D'AMORIE. Sperling 11 (seal).
Barry of six Arg. and Sa, a bend Ern.
Barry of six Arg. and Sa. a bend Gu.
Barry of six Or and Az. a bend Gu.
QUAPLADE, QUAPLOP, QUAPLODE. Grant, as a quartering of BACON, by Dethick, Garter, 1568. Visitation 1561. Goltz 9* [shown as Or, three bars Az, etc. – but blazoned 'Barrewise of VI . . . .']. Visitation 1664–8. Fairfax (Gipps). Suckling II, 45 (on Grant of Arms to Eye, 1592). Papworth 187 (Glover). Copinger II.
Barry of six Or and Vert, a bend (bendlet, baston) Gu.
Barry of six Sa. and Arg. a bend Ern.
FINCHAM of Norfolk. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.)
Barry of eight Az. and Or, a bend Arg.
STANNOCK of Bedingfeld, Beccles, Norfolk. Davy (Barret). Papworth 188.
Barry of eight Or and Az. a bend Gu.
STANHAW of Iketshall St. Margaret. E.A. Peds. I.
Barry of ten, a bend.
Barker. S.I.A. IX, 43.
Barry of ten Arg. and Sa. a bend Gu.
Barry of ten Or and Arg. a bend Gu.
Barry of ten Or and Sa. a bend Gu.
Barry of ten, Sa. and Arg. a bend Gu.
BARKER of Wickham Market. Davy.
Barry of twelve, a bend.
RUSSEL of Thetford. Thetford 285 (seal).
Chequy Arg. and Gu. a bend Arg.
REYDON of Reydon. Goltz 80*. Fairfax.
Chequy Arg. and Gu. a bend Az.
Chequy Gu. and Or, a bend Ern.
CAILI, CAILI. Foster (Nobility Roll). Davy (Blomef. I, 393).
Chequy Gu. and Or, a bend Ern. charged in chief with an annulet Gu. [for difference].
CLYTON. Norf. & Suff. Roll.
Chequy Or and Az. a bend Ern.
Copinger VII.
Chequy Or and Gu. a bend Ern.
TATESHALL, TATSHALL of Shelley, Cratfield.
Davy.
Chequy Or and Vert, a bend Ern.
Erm. a bend company Arg. and Sa.
CURSON of Barrow, Brightwell. Blots ed.F., 'also with a spread eagle G.' Thingoe. Copinger VII.
Erm. a bend countercompany Arg. and Sa.
Erm. a bend chequy Arg. and Sa.
CURSON of Brightwell. Withipoll.
Erm. a bend vairy Gu. and Or.
PLUM, PLUME of Hawkedon. Davy.

Erm. a bend Sa.


Erm. a bend company Sa. and Arg.

CURSON. Visitation 1561.

Erm. a bend countercompany Sa. and Arg. CURSON. Visitation 1664-8*.

Gu. a bend Arg.


Gu. a bend Arg., quartered by Arg. 2 bend Gu.

MARLOW of East Bergholt. Sharpe.


Gu. crissily and a bend Arg.


Gu. a bend Erm.


Gu. a bend Or, a label of three points Arg.

MAUVEVIN of Cockfield. Davy (Berry). Gu. a bend (or bendlet) Or, over all a fesse Sa.


Or, a bend Az., over all a fesse Gu.

ELWYS of Stoke-by-Clare. Bokenham.

Or, a bend Erm. perforating a chev. Gu.

HADSTOCK, HODSTONE of Suffolk. Davy (Berry). Papworth 191 (Glover).

Or, crissily and a bend Gu.

HOLBROOK, HOLBROKE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 192.

Or, gutty and a bend Gu., quartered by Arg. a chev. betw. three lions' paws erased and erect Sa.

VARMOUTH of Belton. Copinger V.

Or, a bend Gu., over all a lion rampant Az.

FERRETT of Ipswich. Sharpe.

Or, a bend Gu., over all a fesse Az.


Or, a bend Sa.

FESSARD. Foster (Grimaldi, Jeryn's Rollis). Davy. Papworth 192.

Paly of six Arg. and Gu. a bend counterchanged.

POCKINGTON. Papworth 192.

Paly of six Arg. and Sa. a bend Erm.

MARRIOTT, MARRVATT, MARRIOTT of Southold. Davy (Burke). Papworth 192.

Paly of six Arg. and Sa. a bend Gu.


Paly of six Gu. and Arg. a bend counterchanged.

POCKINGTON of Chelsworth. Davy (Kirby's map*). Papworth 192.

Paly of six Or and Sa. a bendlet Arg.

STRAVOLI, Adomar, of Suffolk. Foster (Harl. 1451, fo. 74).

Paly of six Or and Sa. a bend counterchanged.


Paly of ten Or and Sa. a bend Gu.


Per bend sinister Or and Az. a bend counterchanged.


Quarterly per fesse indented —, a bend Gu.


Quarterly per fesse indented Arg. and Az. a bend Gu.


Copinger II. E.A. Misc. 1928, 73 (Cand.) Blomfield 68, 84 (Cand.).

Quarterly Arg. and Sa. a bend Or.

HOO. Fairfax (Sta.) Papworth 195.

Quarterly Gu. and Or, a bend Vair.

SACKVILLE, SAEKVELLE, SAKYVILE of Suffolk. Military Roll*. Fairfax (Sta.) Papworth 196.

Quarterly Gu. and vair Or and Az. a bend Arg. PEVERELL, PEVERELL. Blois M.S.* & ed.F. Davy (Bliss). S.I.A. XX, 45.

Quarterly Gu. and vair Or and Vert, a bend Arg. PEVERELL. Visitation 1664-8*. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev.) S.I.A. XXVII, 135 (Dandy ped.) E.A. Misc. 1917, 56.

Quarterly Gu. and vair Vert and Or, a bendlet Arg.


Quarterly per fesse indented Or and Az. a bend Arg.

BLUMVILE, BLUMVIL, BLUNDEVILLE, Thomas de, Bishop of Norwich, 1226-36. Blomf. III, 484, 'Before he was Bishop.' when he added the bordure]. Page. Blomfield 68.

Quarterly per fesse indented Or and Az. a bend Gu.


Quarterly Or and Gu. a bendlet—.

BEKKELE of Frostenenden. Davy (seal, Frost. deeds).

Quarterly Or Gu. and a bendlet.

BEIKEL. Papworth 196.

Quarterly Or Gu. and a bend (or baston) Sa.


Quarterly Or and Gu. a bend Sa., a label of three points Vert.


Quarterly Or Gu. a bend (or baston) Vair.

FAGENVILE, FAGEVILE, SACKVILE, SACKVILLE, SACKVILE, SAGEVILLE, SAKYVILE, SAKVIL of Brais-
quarterly Sa. and Arg. a bend vert.

Sa. a bend Or.

Arg. a bend engr. Gu.

Erm. a bend nebuly or wavy.


Gu. a bend lozengy Or.


Bend Fusilly. Arg. a bend fusilly Sa.


Gu. a bend of five fusils Or.


Bend Engrailed.

A bend engr.

Bridon of Ipswich. Davy.

Arg. a bend engr. Gu.

Colepepper, Culpeper, Culpepper of Bures. Golty 83* (Lev.) Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 183.

Arg. a bend engr. Sa.


Waller of Ramsholt. Davy.

Az. a bend engr. Or.


Erm. a bend engr. Sa., over all an escutcheon Gu.

Benet of Washbrook. Golty ed.F.

Gu. a bend engr. Or.


Gu. a bend engr. Or, a label Arg.
BEND

PETUCHUR, PETYCRU of Withersfield. Davy (Haverhill deeds).

Roundel.
Arg. a bend fusilly Sa., in sinister chief a roundel Gu. [for difference].

Taverner of Norfolk. Golty 84* and 88*.

1 BEND and in chief... on a canton...

Beast.
Gu. a bend vair Gry. and Arg., on a canton Or.

Forth of Butley Abbey, Hadleigh. Fairfax.

1 BEND and in chief... on a chief...

Beasts.
Erm. a bend company Gry. and Arg., on a chief Gry. two lions pass. Or.

Curzon. Th NGOs (Hervey, Chitting).

Birds.
Arg. a bend Az., on a chief Gry. three martlets facing to the dexter—.

Tranpell of Ipswich, Holbrook. Davy.

Estoiles.
Gu. a bend lozengy Sa., on a chief Gry. two estoiles Sa.


2, 3 Mullets.
A bend fusilly, on a chief two mullets of six points pierced.

Bacon of Gorleston. Comman*.

Gu. a bend of six fusils Or, on a chief Arg. two mullets Sa.

Bacon. Golty 31*; 'Le — hath it g. Y fusils in bend er. on a chife Arg. ij mullets pierced sa.'

Gu. a bend fusilly (or lozengy) Sa., on a chief Arg. two mullets Sa.


Gu. a bend of five fusils Or, on a chief Arg. three mullets pierced Sa.

Bacon. Golty 31 (Lev.).

Packs.
Arg. a bend Sa., on a chief Gry. three woolpacks Or.


Saltire.
Az. a bend Or, on a chief Arg. a saltire engr. Gu. betw. two Cornish choughs Ppr.

Vynor, Vynor of Ilketshall St. Lawrence. Davy (Barrett), 'three choughs' [sic]. Papworth 200.

Spur-rowels.
Gu. a bend fusilly Sa., on a chief Arg. two spur-rowels Sa.


1 BEND between or within...

Anuulet.
Arg. a bend sinister Sa. betw. an anuulet in chief Gu. and a griffin's head erased in base Sa. holding in the beak a key Az.


2 Beasts.
Az. a bend betw. two lions ramp. Or.


6 Beasts... Goats.
Sa. a bend betw. six goats salient Arg. (armed Or).


... Lions.
Gu. a bend engr. betw. six lions ramp. Or.


Gu. a bend Vair betw. six lions ramp. Or.

Chenery of Eye. Davy.

Bendlets or Cotises.
A bend betw. two cotises.

Pearce of Carlton Colville. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. a bend Gry. cotised Sa.

Feramont, Frampton of Ousden. Golty 85*.

Davy. Papworth 203.

Arg. a bend Gry. betw. two bendlets engr. Sa.


Arg. a bend Sa. cotised Gry. betw. three covered caps Sa.

Boteler, Butler of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 203.

Arg. a bend cotised Sa.

Clyatt of Butley, Ipswich. Davy. Copinger IV.*


Arg. a bend cotised and a lion rampant Sa.

Young of Bradfield Combust. Page. Copinger VI.*

Arg. a bend engr. cotised Sa.


E.A. Misc. 1916, 42.

Wortham of Wortham. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 204.

Arg. a bend double cotised Sa.


Arg. a bend Vert cotised Gu.


Arg. a bend Vert cotised indented Gu.

Gray, Grey of Thrandeston. Golty 88*.

Blos MS.* & ed.F. Sharpe.

Az. a bend Arg. betw. two cotises and six lions rampant Or.


Az. a bend engr. Arg. cotised Or.

Fortescue, Fortescue of Chilton. Golty 91* (Lev.). Blos MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Guill., Sta., Dandy ped.) Davy (Blos). S.I.A. XXVII, 141 (Dandy ped.)

Az. a bend betw. two cotises and six martlets Or. Tonson of Haverhill, Tuddenham. Davy (Burke).

Az. a bend betw. two cotises and six cross-cantons Or.

Aston of Suffolk. Davy (Burke). Papworth 205.

Az. a bend betw. two cotises and six crosses formy Or — for Bingham, quartering Erm. a lion ramp. Gu. crowned Or — for Turberville of Dorset.
**BEND**


Erm. a bend cotised Gu.

JENNEY of Suffolk, Norfolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 205.

Erm. a bend Gu. cotised Or.


Erm. a bend cotised Or.


Erm. a bend vairy Gu. and Or cotised Gu.


Erm. a bend vairy Or and Gu. cotised Gu.

PLUME of Hawkedon Hall. Visitations 1664-8*

Bokenham.

Erm. a bend vairy Or and Gu. cotised Or.

PLUM, PLUME of Hawkedon. Davy (Barrett).

Erm. a bend vairy Or and Gu. cotised Sa.


Ermines, a bend cotised Or.


Gu. a bend Arg. cotised Or.


Gu. a bend company of six pieces Az. and Gu. and voided Sa. cotised Arg.

BLAXHALL of Ash. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Gu. a bend company Or and Az. cotised engr. Arg.

BLAXHALL of Ash. Davy.

Gu. a bend Vair double cotised Or.


Gu. a bend Vair double cotised Or betw. eight cross crosslets Or.

PALEY of Freckenham, Ampton Hall. Burke L.G. 1900. Copinger VI.

Or, a bend cotised Sa.


Or, a bend Vair cotised Sa.


Or, a bend engr. Vert cotised Sa.


BLAXHALL of Ash. Davy (Blois).

Sa. a bend Arg. cotised dancetty (or indentad) Or.


Sa. a bend engr. Arg. cotised Or.


Sa. a bend Erm. cotised dancetty Or.


Sa. a bend engr. and cotised Or.


Vert, a bend cotised Arg.


Vert, a bend Arg. cotised Or.


Vert, a bend cotised Or.


6, 7, 8, 9 Billets.

A bend betw. six billets.

SMITH alias HOVELL of Gr. Ashfield. Muskett II.

Arg. a bend engr. betw. six billets Sa.


Az. a bend Arg. betw. six billets Or.


Az. a bend betw. six billets Or.

SMITH of Tuddenham. Davy (Barrett).

Az. a bend engr. betw. six billets Or.

SMITH of Bury. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Or, a bend betw. six billets Sa.


Sa. a bend engr. betw. six billets Arg.


Az. a bend Arg. betw. seven billets Or.

BRETT of Hupworth. Davy. ‘Borne also by Jenkin Smith, of Bury’.


Az. a bend betw. eight billets Arg.

ALINGTON, ALINGTON. Fairfax (Rev.). Davy. Papworth 207.

Gu. a bend betw. nine billets Sa. [sic] NORTIS. Davy.

2 Birds . . . Doves.

Gu. a bend wavuy betw. two doves Arg.

STAVERTON of Rendlesham. Fairfax (Tyl.) . . . Eagles.

Arg. a bend Gu. betw. two eagles disp. Sa.

SALTONSTALL of Somerleyton. Davy.

Or, a bend betw. two eagles disp. Sa.

SALSTENSTALL, SALTONSTALL of Somerleyton. Grant by Cooke. Davy. Papworth 208 (Glover).

. . . Falcon.

Gu. a bend Erm. betw. two falcons (or hawks) Or.

77
ASTY of Bury. Davy.

.. Martlets.
Arg. a bend couped (or humetty) raguly betw. two martlets Gu.

ANTON, STAVERTON of Rendlesham, Eyke. 
Bliss M.S.* & ed.F., 'Staverton in my erid, and ye bend couped. Ye bend not couped in Mr. Maw'. Davy (Bliss).

Arg. a bend raguly betw. two martlets Gu.

STAVERTON. Davy (Hawes).

Arg. a bend wayw betw. two martlets Gu.

Erm. a bend engr. betw. two martlets Gu.

TILYARD of Thornton. Davy.

Erm. a bend engr. betw. two martlets Sa.

Or, a bend engr. betw. six martlets Sa.

Bordure engr. Sa. a bend engr. within a bordure Sa. charged with eight martlets Or.

Arg. a bend Sa. betw. six martlets Gu.

Bordure engr. Sa. a bend engraved within a bordure engraved Sa.

Arg. a bend engraved within a bordure engraved Sa.

Az. a bend engraved betw. six martlets Gu.

... mitres Or.

Quarterly per fesse indented Or and Az. a bend Gu., all within a bordure Az. charged with (eight) mitres Or.


Buckles.
Arg. a bend Az. betw. three lozenge buckles Gu.

BAXET, BARRETT of Bury, Westhall. Extended Part. Roll. Goltby 103 (Tyl.) Davy. Muskett II (Harl. 10.)

Arg. a bend Az. betw. three square buckles Gu.

BARRETT, BARRETT of Suffolk. Fairfax (Tyl.), 'this coat is at Sr. Ro: Drury's hous in Rougham', Davy. Papworth 211.

Arg. a bend betw. three lozenge buckles Gu.

BARRETT, 'Sr. Jankon', Goltby 103*, in the chiefe dexter there should be on the bend an annule of the first, there should have been but two buckles'.

Arg. a bend Sa. betw. three square buckles Gu.

BARRETT. Davy.

2, 3 Crescents.
Az. a bend betw. two crescents Or.


Or, a bend Ermines betw. two crescents Sa.

BRODDE. Davy (Barrett).

Sa. a bend betw. two crescents Or.


Arg. a bend betw. three crescents Sa. flaming Pp.


Sa. a bend betw. three crescents Or.

DEBENHAM, DEBENHAM, DEBENHAM of Norfolk. Fairfax (Tyl.) Debenham (Blomef. IX, 119, Foster's Two Tudor Books - Harl. MS. 6163).

Crosses.
Arg. a bend Az. betw. six crosslets fitchy Vert.

WODTHORP, WOODTHORP of Walton. Davy. Papworth 212 (Glover).

Arg. a bend betw. six crosslets Gu.

BOCKING, BOCKING, BOKING of Suffolk. Fairfax (Tyl.). Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy (Bliss). Papworth 212 (Glover).

Arg. a bend betw. six crosslets Sa.


Arg. a bend betw. six crosslets bottony fitchy Sa.

TYE. Goltby 83*, 'in Mr. Bloys his house'.

Arg. a bend betw. six crosslets fitchy Sa.


Arg. a bend engr. within a bordure engr. Sa.


Arg. a bend engr. within a bordure engr. Sa.

KNEVEIT. Fairfax (Lev.).

Quarterly per fesse indented Or and Az. a bend Gu., all within a bordure Az. charged with eight mitres Or.

Az. a bend Arg. betw. six cross crosslets Or.
FITZUSTACE. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy. Papworth 213.
Az. a bend betw. six cross crosslets fitchy Or.
Gu. a bend betw. six cross crosslets Arg.
Gu. a bend betw. six cross crosslets fitchy Arg.
HUNTINGFIELD. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy.
Gu. a bend Arg. betw. six cross crosslets fitchy of the field (sic - Arg. in MS.)
HUNTINGFIELD. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy.
Az. a bend betw. two dolphins embowed Arg.
FRAZER, HUNTER and VI.
Gu. a bend betw. two dolphins embowed Arg.
Vert, a bend Erm. betw. three escallops Or.
Gu. a bend Erm. betw. three escallops Or.
FRENCHE. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy.
2, 3 Garbs.
Arg. a bend raguly Vert betw. two escallops Gu.
FRENCHE. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy. Copinger III and VI.
Gu. a bend Or betw. two escallops Arg.
FRENCHE. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy.
Vert, a bend Erm. betw. two escallops Arg.
FRENCHE. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy.
Gu. a bend betw. six crosses fomly fitchy Arg.
HUNTINGFIELD. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy.
Gu. a bend betw. six crosses paty Arg.
HUNTINGFIELD. Davy (Blos).
Gu. a bend Arg. betw. six crosses paty Or.
HUNTINGFIELD. Blos ed.F., 'field sowed with crosslets'.
Gu. a bend betw. six cross crosslets Or.
FORD of Beccles, Suffolk. Davy (Blois).
2, 3 Garbs.
Gu. a bend engr. betw. two garbs Arg.
WALWORTH of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 217.
Gu. a bend raguly Arg. betw. two garbs the upper one Or the lower one Arg.
Gu. a bend raguly Arg. betw. two garbs Or.
Sa. a bend Arg. betw. two garbs Or.
Sa. a bend raguly Arg. betw. two garbs Or.
WHEATCROFT of Blaxhall, Ipswich, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 217.
Gu. a bend crenelly Arg. betw. three garbs Or.
WALWORTH. Davy.
Gu. a bend crenelly betw. three garbs Or.
WALWORTH of Suffolk. Davy.
Gu. a bend engr. betw. three garbs Or.
KEMP, KEMPE of Suffolk, Norfolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 217.
Sa. a bend Arg. betw. three garbs Or.
6, 10 Curtises.
A bend betw. six gutties.
YARMOUTH. Visitation 1577.
Arg. a bend betw. ten gutties Gu. 5. 5.
YARMOUTH. Davy.
2 Heads (Beasts) . . . Deer.
Arg. a bend engr. betw. two bucks' heads cabossed Az.
NEEDHAM. Whelnetham 164.
Arg. a bend engr. Az. betw. two bucks' heads cabossed Sa. (attired Or).
Az. a bend betw. two stags' heads coupled Or.

... Oxen.


2 Heads (Monsters).


3 Heads (Beasts) ... Deer.

Az. a bend betw. three stag's heads cabossed Arg. Needham, Fairfax (Sta.)

Az. a bend engr. betw. three buck's heads cabossed Arg. Needham of Barking Hall. Gipps.

Az. a bend betw. three stag's heads couped Or. Howorth of Ipswich. Davy.

... Leopards.

A bend engr. betw. three leopards' faces jessan-de-lis.


Arg. [sic - unincorced in MS] a bend engr. betw. three leopards' faces two in chief and one in base [sic - jessant-de-lis in MS.]

Wroth of Bunyan. Blos ed.F.

3 Heads (Human).

Or, a bend engr. Erm. betw. three Blackamaors' heads couped at the shoulders, wrastled and tied Arg. and Az. Moore of Stanstead. Davy.

3 Heads (Monsters) ... Griffins.

Arg. a bend Sa. betw. three griffins' heads erased Gu.


... Wyverns.

Arg. a bend Sa. betw. three wyverns' heads erased Gu.


6 Heads (Beasts).

Az. a bend Arg. betw. six leopards' heads Or. Finchinfield, Finchinfield of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 219.

6 Heads (Monsters).


Insects.


2, 3, 6 Mullets.

Arg. a bend raguly betw. two mullets Gu. Steaverton of Staverton, Staverton Hall in Eyke. Page. Copinger IV.


LARGE of Saxham. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 220.


Reptiles.


2 Roundels.

Per pale Arg. and Or, a bend company Az. and Gu. betw. two pellets each within an annulet Sa. - for Gathorne, quartered by Arg. on a bend invected plain coïsèd Gu. three Catherine wheats Or. on a chief Gu. three leopards' faces Or - for Hardy.


3 Roundels ... Beazante.


Arg. a bend Az. betw. three torteaux.


... Sable.

Arg. a bend betw. three roundels Sa.

Cotton of Cambridgshire. Golty 78*, 'this was their ancient bearing in Badingham Church Suff.' Papworth 221.

1 BEND between or within and in chief ... Fish.

Az. a bend engr. cotised Or, in sinister chief a dolphin Arg.

Tallock of Bramfield. Davy (Burke). Papworth 223.

On 1 BEND ... Anchors.

On a bend wavy three anchors.

Pleus of Gislingham. Page. Copinger III.


1, 3 Annulets.

Chequy Gu. and Or, a bend Ern. charged with an annulet Gu. in chief [for difference].


Sa. a bend Arg. charged with an annulet Gu. in chief [for difference].

Antingham, Nycho'. Norf. & Suff. Roll.

Arg. on a bend Az. three annulets Or.


Ax.

'Per fesse nebuly Or and Vert on a bend invected Azure gutte d'ea. A battle axe betw. two lions passant Argent.'


1 Beast.

On a bend a lion pass.

Risby, William de, of Risby. Thigoe (Imperfect seal).

3 Beasts ... Boars.

Quarterly, on a bend three boars pass.

Le Gars of Wiston. Golding 29.

Quarterly Az. and Gu. on a bend Arg. three
boars pass. Sa.


Quarterly Az. and Or, on a bend Arg. three boars Sa.

LE GRICE of Belton, Bury. Davy.

Quarterly Gu. and Az. on a bend Arg. three boars Sa.


Quarterly Or and Az. on a bend Arg. three boars pass. Sa.

LE GRYS of Belton. Suckling I, 306.

... Dogs.

Or, on a bend Az. three talbots (spotted) Or.


... Leopards.

Or, on a bend Az. three leopards pass. Or.

Firmage, Firmage of Ashfield. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 225.

... Lions.

Chequy Arg. and Gu. on a bend Az. three lions pass. Arg.


Chequy Arg. and Gu. on a bend Az. three lions ramp. Arg.


Chequy Gu. and Arg. on a bend Az. three lions ramp. Arg.


Chequy Or and Gu. on a bend engr. Sa. three lions pass. guard. Or.


Bendic.

Az. on a bend—a bendlet Gu., over all a lion ramp. Arg.

Boylond of Suffolk. Davy (Berry).

B, S, 9 Billets, Billety.

Gu. on a bend Arg. six (seven or nine) billets Sa.


Arg. a bend Gu. billety Arg.


Az. a bend Arg. billety Sa.


Gu. a bend Arg. billety Sa.


Munnow. Bokenham.

Birds... Birds.

Arg. on a bend Sa. three birds Arg.

Crowe of Bramfield. Davy.

... Crows.

On a bend three crows.


... Ducks.

Gu. on a bend Arg. three ducks Sa. beaked and legged Gu.

READ of Bardwell. S.I.A. IX, 280, 286.

... Eagles.

Arg. on a bend Az. three eagles disp. Or.


Arg. on a bend Az. three eagles disp. heads to the sinister Or.

Gissing of Eye, Bocking. Davy (Blois).

Arg. on a bend Az. (or Sa.) three eagles disp. Or.


Arg. on a bend Sa. three eagles disp. Arg. (beaked and legged Gu.)


Arg. on a bend Sa. three eagles disp. Or.


Chequy Or and Az. on a bend Gu. three eagles disp. Arg.


Or, on a bend Sa. three eagles disp. Or.


Quarterly Or and Az. on a bend Sa. three eagles Arg.


Sa. [sic—shld. be Arg.] on a bend Az. three eagles Or.

Gissing. Davy.

... Martlets.

On a bend three martlets.


Holle of Chediston. Ewes 134, 441*.


On a bend engr. three martlets.

Dawson of Chediston. Suckling II, 201.

Arg. on a bend Az. three martlets Sa. [sic].


Arg. on a bend Gu. three martlets—.

Davers. Warren's map*.

Arg. on a bend Gu. three martlets Or.


Arg. on a bend Gu. three martlets Or winged Vert.

Davens. Fairfax (Sta.)

Arg. [sic—shld. be Az.] on a bend engr. Or three martlets Sa.

Dawson of Chediston. Davy.

Arg. on a bend Sa. three martlets Arg.

Curson. Fairfax.

Arg. on a bend Sa. three martlets Or.
ARG. on a bend Sa. three popinjays Or. 
Davy (Blois).
CURSON of Suffolk. Davy (Edm.) Papworth 230.
Az. on a bend Arg. three martlets Sa. legged Gu.
[sic].
DAWSON. Thingoe.
Az. on a bend Sa. three martlets Arg. [sic].
DEREHAUGH of Badingham. Davy.
Or. on a bend Gu. three martlets Or.
DANVERS. Fairfax (Lev.)
Quarterly Arg. and Az. on a bend Gu. three martlets Or. for Le Gros, quartered by Sa. a chev. betw. in chief two crescents and in base a trefoil slipped Or. for Western.
Quarterly Arg. and Az. on a bend Sa. three martlets Or.
Fairfax. Foster. Golty 84* and 108*.
Quarterly Arg. and Sa. on a bend Gu. three martlets Or.
LACY of Spelman's Hall. Bokenham.
Quarterly Arg. and Sa. on a bend Gu. three martlets Or. over all a label of five points Or each charged with an ermine spot Sa. (or Ermitage.)
LACY. LACYE of Walshan-le-Willows, 'Spelman's Hall. Confirmation of Arms & Grant of Crest by Dethick, Garter. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy (Edms.) Papworth 231.
Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Vert three martlets Or.
Quarterly Sa. and Arg. [sic - Arg. and Sa. in MS.] on a bend Gu. three martlets Or. over all a label of three points Erm.
LACY of Spelman's Hall. Blois ed.F.
... Moorcocks.
Gu. on a bend wavy Arg. three moorcocks Ppr. READ of Bardwell. Bokenham.
... Popinjays.
... on a bend Sa. three popinjays Or beaked and legged Gu. - for CURZON, quartered by Or, a (esse betw. three wolves' heads erased Sa. - for HOWE.
CURZON-HOWE, Richard, 4th Earl Howe, of Acton. Copinger I.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three popinjays Or rings round their necks Gu.
... Shovellers.
Az. on a bend Arg. three shovellers Sa.
READ of Stutton, Holbrooks. Davy.
Gu. on a bend Arg. three shovellers Sa. (beaked Or).
Bouquets.
Or, on a bend Gu. three water bouquets Arg.
CHEVERSTON, CHIVERSTON of Moulton, Waldingfield. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 231.
ROHANT. Davy. "same as Cheverston".
Buckles.
Arg. on a bend Az. three buckles Or. LESLIE, Bart., of Wetherden. Davy. Papworth 232.
Castles.
Az. on a bend Arg. three castles Sa. (purfled Or).
Chess-rooks.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three chess-rooks Arg.
Erm. on a bend Az. three chess-rooks Or.
EACHARD of Ilketshall St. Lawrence. Grant by Bysshe, Clarenceux, 1672. Succiling I, 164 (Harl. 1103). Copinger VII.
Erm. on a bend Sa. three chess-rooks Arg.
SCHARD, Laurence, Preladary of Lincoln, of Barningham. Suckling I, 46.
Chevrons.
Erm. on a bend Or four chevrons Gu. BURLIE of Suffolk. Military Roll*. Foster.
1, 2, 3 Crescents.
Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. a crescent Or.
RATCLIFFE. Extended Parl. Roll.
Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. a crescent Or charged with a roundel Gu.
RADCLIFFE, RATCLIFFE, RATLYFE, RATTLYFE of Horden. Visitation 1561. Harl. 772*.
Or, on a bend engr. Erm. two crescents Gu. BROADSKE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 233.
On a bend three crescents.
TILNEY. Blois MS.* & ed.F., "I saw on a scale".
Erm. on a bend Sa. three crescents Or.
HUBBERD. Visitation 1664-8*.
Lozengy Arg. and Sa. on a bend Sa. three crescents Arg.
1, 2, 3 Crescents.
Arg. on a bend Sa. a cross crosslet betw. two "crabbs of ye Sea" Arg.
CROSS of Ipswich. Sharpe.
Arg. on a bend Sa. a cross crosslet betw. two lobsters Arg.
CROSSE. Golty 87*.
Arg. on a bend comany of three Az. and Or, two cross crosslets Or.
BEAUPREE. Papworth 233.
On a bend three cross crosslets.
On a bend three cross crosslets fitchy.
HURTON of Long Melford. Davy.
On a bend three crosses fitchy.
RISBY. Musket I (Add: MSS. 19,019, fo. 84).
Arg. on a bend Az. three cross crosses Or.
LOUDHAM, LOWDHAM. Fairfax (Sta.) Papworth 233 (Glover).
Arg. on a bend Gu. three cross crosses Arg.
POOY. Fairfax (Lev.).
Arg. on a bend Gu. three cross crosses Or.
Arg. on a bend Gu. three cross crosses fitchy Or.

POLEY of Boxted. Davy, 'Ancient, afterwards . . . on a canton a lion rampant Sa.'

Arg. on a bend Sa. three cross crosses Arg.


Arg. on a bend Sa. three cross crosses fitchy paleways Arg.


Arg. on a bend Sa. three cross crosses fitchy Gu. [sic] quartering Gu. six annulets Or.


Arg. on a bend engr. – three cross crosses fitchy Or.


Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three cross crosses fitchy Arg.


Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three cross crosses botonny fitchy Or.

CRESSNOR. Extended Parl. Roll.

Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three cross crosses fitchy Or.


Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three cross crosses fitchy Or, quartering Vairy Or and Gu. a bordure Az. charged with eight horseshoes Or.

CRESSNER of Suffolk. Military Roll*

GU. on a bend Arg. three cross crosses Sa.


GU. on a bend Arg. three crosses florid Sa.

REESBEY, RISBY. Davy. Papworth 234.

GU. on a bend Arg. three crosses paty Sa.

REESBY, RISBY. Reyce 223. Papworth 234.

Or. on a bend Az. three crosses botonny Or. CLOPTON, Wm., of Suffolk. Reyce 220. Fairfax (Tyl.), 'also had another coat'.


VR. on a bend Gu. three cross crosses fitchy Or.

EVERARD of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 234.


Or. on 2 bend engr. Gu. three cross crosses fitchy Or.

WOODCOCK of Middleton. Copinger II.

Quarterly Or and Az. on a bend Gu. three cross crosses Arg.


Quarterly Or and Az. on a bend Gu. three cross crosses Or.


Quarterly Or and Az. on a bend Gu. three cross crosses botonny –

FASTOLPH of Badingham, Gipps.

Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three crosses forma fitchy Arg.


Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three crosses paty fitchy Arg.

HANAM of Hitcham, Bildeston. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three crosses forma fitchy Or.

HANHAM of Hitcham, Bildeston. Davy.

Escallops.

On a bend three escallops.

ALMOT. Partridge (Darby).

GONVILLE, Sir Edmond de, of Reydon. Farrer* (seal of charter, 1318).

Arg. on a bend Az. three escallops Arg.


Arg. on a bend Sa. three escallops Arg.


Barry nebuly of six Arg. and Gu. on a bend Sa. three escallops Or.


Chequy Arg. and Sa. on a bend Gu. three escallops Or.

PARTRIDGE of Finborough. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 236. Musket II (Edms.), 'wrong'.

Chequy Arg. and Sa. on a bend Or three escallops Gu.

PARTRIDGE of Finborough. Fairfax (Tyl.)

Chequy Arg. and Sa. on a bend Or three escallops Sa.


Chequy Or and Sa. on a bend Sa. three escallops Or.

PARTRIDGE of Finborough. Bokenham.

Gu. on a bend Arg. three escallops Az.

WAYNFORD, WAYNFORD. Extended Parl. Roll. Blois MS.* Davy (Blois). Wentworth. Fairfax (Sta.) Papworth 236 (Harl. 6137, fo. 44).

Gu. on a bend Or three escallops Az.


Paly of six Arg. and Gu. on a bend Sa. three escallops Or.
GAYTON, GOSSON, GURION of Mildenhall.
Davy (Edms.)
Quarterly Arg. and Az. on a bend Gu. three escallops Arg.
FASTOLF of Nacton. Copinger III.
Quarterly Arg. and Gu. on a bend Sa. three escallops Arg.
Evers, 'the Baron. H.8. L. Ewer of Whitton'.
Goltz '98*. Bosewell hath it quarterly Or and g. etc. and so Le -'
Quarterly Ox and Az. on a bend Gu. three escallops Arg.
FASTOLF, FASTOLFE, FASTOLFFE, FASTOLPP of Nacton, Oulton, Levington, Suffolk. Norf. & Suff. Roll. Foster (Surrey Roll). Extended
Thingoe (sed). Suckling II, 40*.
Page. Davy.
E.A.N. & Q. (N.S.) III, 122.
Quarterly Or and Az. on a bend Gu. three escallops Or.
FASTOLF, FASTOLFE, FASTOLFFE, Visitation 1561.
Goltz 103*, 'quartered by Wingfield. On the bend in Preston Church be iij crosse crosslets Arg.' Sharpe.
Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three escallops Arg.
ELVER, EVERS, EWERE, EWER, of Chadston.
Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three escallops Or.
EVERS of Chadston. Davy.
Quarterly Or and Sa. on a bend Gu. three escallops Arg.
BOVILLE, BOYVILLE of Suffolk.
Davy (Berry).
Sa. [sic - Gu. in MS.] on a bend Arg. three escallops Az.
WAYNFORD. Blis ed.F.

Fishes.
On a bend three dolphins.
WHITE of Edwardstone. Davy.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three dolphins hauriant Or, in chief a crescent Gu, [for difference].
Arg. on a bend Sa. three dolphins hauriant (embowed) Or.
Or, on a bend Gu. three dolphins Arg.
EDENHAM, EDNAM of Suffolk. Davy (Berry).
Papworth 238.

Fleurs-de-lis.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.
BOWLET, BOWLETT. Blis MS.* & ed.F. Davy.
Arg. on a bend engr. - three fleurs-de-lis Arg.
HOLT of Bury. Gipps.
Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.
BOWLET, BOWLETT. Davy. 'the arms of Holt'.
HOLT of Bury, Redgrave. Visitation 1561.
Harl. 772*. Goltz 103*, Blis MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Tyl.) Bokenham. Kirby's map*
Davy. Papworth 239.
Arg. on a bend wavy Sa. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.
HOLT of Redgrave, Hindercley. Page. Copinger I.
Erm. on a bend engr. Az. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.
BURY. Bokenham.
Erm. on a bend engr. Az. three fleurs-de-lis Or each charged with an arrowlet Sa.
Erm. on a bend [sic - engr. in MS.] Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.
BURY of Washbrook. Blis ed.F., 'or of Worlington [sic] in Mr. Rice, each fleuer de luce charged with 3 ogresses S.'
Erm. on a bend Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Or each charged with three pellets.
BURYE of Worlington. Visitation 1561.
Erm. on a bend engr. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.
BUKY of Washbrook. Blis MS.*, 'or of Worlington in Mr. Rice & each flower de lice charged with 3 ogresses Sab.'
Erm. on a bend engr. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Or each charged with three pellets.
BURYE of Worlington, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 239.
Erm. on a bend engr. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Or pellety.
BERRY. Bokenham.
Per bend Arg. and Sa. on a bend three fleurs-de-lis, all counterchanged.
COKET of Ingham. Blis MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blis).
Quarterly Arg. and Az. on a bend Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Or.
RAY of Denston. Foster (Jexyn's Ord.). Davy (Smyn of Cavendish sed.). Papworth 239.

Flowers.
Arg. on a bend Gu. three roses Arg. (barbed Vert seeded Or).
Arg. on a bend Gu. three roses Or.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three roses Arg.
Gu. on a bend engr. Arg. three roses Gu. seeded Or.
Or, on a bend Gu. three roses Or barbed Vert seeded Or.
DEPDM of Depden. Gipps.

3-Foils.
Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three trefoils slipped Vert.
CROSSNER. Reyce 209.
Gu. on a bend Arg. three trefoils slipped Sa. TRIGGE of Stoke-by-Clare. Davy.
Gu. on a bend Arg. three trefoils slipped Vert.
Wayneford. Blos M.S.
Gu. on a bend Or three bears' heads coupled Sa.

Waynford. Davy (Blois).

Boars.
Barry wavy (or Arg. three bars wavy Az.) on a bend Gu. three boars' heads coupled close—.
Purcell of Bredfield, Wherstead, Boulge. Davy (seal). 'now Fitzgerald'.

Deer.
Arg. on a bend Az. three bucks' heads cabossed Or.

Arg. on a bend Az. three stags' heads cabossed Or, quartering 1 & 4; Per fesse indented Az. and Or (or Or and Az.) in chief three pellets. 2 & 3; Gu. three armed legs conjoined in fesse Or. Over all on an inescutcheon Az. a lion rampant. Arg. Stanley, James, Bishop of Ely, 1506–15. Bedford A. 40* (Coll. of Arms MS.) Bedford B. 45*.
Arg. on a bend Vert three bucks' heads cabossed (and attired) Arg.

Farley, Verley. Recye 181. Davy. Or, on a bend Az. three stags' heads cabossed Or.

Harland. Kirby's map*.
Or, on a bend Vert three stags' heads cabossed Arg. (attired Or).


Goats.
Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three goats' heads Arg. armed Or.

Lampett. Extended Part Roll.
Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three goats' heads coupled Arg. armed Or.

Bredwell of Suffolk. Davy (Edm.) Papworth 246.


Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three goats' heads erased Arg. armed Or.

Lampett of Bardwell, Brightwell, Thorndon. 17 Edw. 4. Blos MS.* Fairfax (Blois). Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three goats' heads erased Or [sic—Arg. armed Or in MS.]

Lampett of Bardwell, Brightwell, Thorndon. Blos ed.F., 'vel cabossed'. Erm. on a bend Sa. three goats' heads erased Arg. armed Or.


Leopards.
On a bend three leopards' faces.

King of Worlington. E.A. Misc. 1932, 82.

Mingay. S.I.A. XXVII, 123*.
Arg. on a bend Gu. three leopards' faces Arg.
TASSELL of Bury. Davy (Jermyn ped.)
Arg. on a bend Sa. three leopards’ faces Or.
COCKERILL, COCKERAM, COKERHAM. Davy
Or, on a bend Az. three leopards’ faces Arg.
MINGAY, MINGaye, MINGET of Ashfield, Hep-
Gen. N.S. 17* (funeral cert.) Papworth 247.
Copinger I.
Or, on a bend Az. three leopards’ faces Arg.

Lions.
Arg. on a bend Az. three lions’ heads erased Arg.
STEVENS of Clare. Davy.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three lions’ heads erased Arg.
crowned Or.
WROTH of Hempnall’s Hall in Cotton. Golty
(Ger. Leigh’s Acced. of Arm.) Bokenham.
Davy (Harl. 1085, Edms.) Papworth 247.
E.A. Misc. 1912, 54.

Oxen.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three bulls’ heads coupled Arg.,
quartering Arg. a Negro’s head coupled betw.
three fleurs-de-lys Sa. Lib.
HETON, Martin, Bishop of Ely, 1599–1610.
Bedford A. 41* (monument, Benthem). Pap-
worth 247.
Gu. on a bend Arg. three ‘beave’s heads’ Sa.
WAYNFORD, Blois ed.F., ‘The heads resemble
those of bullocks’ – Farrer. [they are bears’
heads].
Or, on a bend engr. Sa. three bulls’ heads coupled Or,
quartering Or, a Negro’s head in profile betw.
three fleurs-de-lys Sa. Lib.
HETON, Martin, Bishop of Ely, 1599–1610.
Bedford B. 46* (monument). Papworth
247.

Hares.
Arg. on a bend dancetty Sa. three hares’ heads
coupled Or.

Sheep.
Arg. on a bend engr. – three rams’ heads cabossed Arg. armed Or.
LAMPER of Brightwell Hall, Gt. Waldingfield. Gis.
Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three rams’ heads Arg.
crowned Or.
LAMPER, LAMPETH of Brightwell, Thornton,
Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 247.
Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three rams’ heads cabossed Arg. armed Or.
LAMPER. Visit. 1664–8*.
Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three rams’ heads
coupled at the neck Arg. armed Or.
LAMPER, Joh’n, of Burdwell. Military Roll*.

Wolves.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three wolves’ heads erased Arg.
WISSETT of Barton Mills. Davy.

Heads (Birds).
Arg. on a bend Az. three cock’s heads erased Or
crowned and wattle’d Gu.
CHESMAN, CHESSE. Davy. Papworth 247
(Glover).
Heads (Fishers) . . . Eels.
Erm. on a bend engr. Sa. three conger-eels’
heads erased Arg. collared with a bar gemel Gu.
CLARKE of Ipswich. Davy (Edms.) Papworth
247.

Pikes.
Erm. on a bend engr. Sa. three pikes’ (or lucies’)

heads erased Arg. collared with a bar gemel Gu.
CANDLER, CANDLER alias GILLET, GILLET alias
CANDLER of Ipswich, Coddenham, Wood-
bridge, Yoxford, Hollesley, Norfolk. Golty
82*. Visit. 1664–8. Fairfax, ‘Matthias,
from whose Collections, ye greatest part of this
Book is copied’. Sharpe. Page. Davy
(Edms.) Partridge (Darby),

Feathers (Monsters) . . . Danes.
Arg. on a bend Az. three danes’ heads Arg.
hooded and crined Or.
WHEWELL, Master of Trinity Coll., Camb.,
of Lowestoft. Davy (Burke). [Dianas’ heads in
Burke].

Satyrs.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three satyrs’ heads Arg.
horned Or.
WHEYWELL. Papworth 247 (Glover).

Horses.
On a bend three horses.
FARROW of Monks Eleigh. Partridge (Darby).
Arg. on a bend Sa. three horses Arg.
FARROW. Davy. Papworth 248.
Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three horses Arg.
FARRAR, FARRIER of Cratfield. Grant 1609.
Davy. Papworth 248.
Vairy Or and Gu. on a bend Az. three horse-
s Arg.
FEREBES of Butes. Davy.

Leaves.
Az. on a bend Arg. three holy leaves Ppr.
COBBOLD of Ipswich. Davy.
Az. on a bend Arg. three holy leaves Vert.
HOLLINGWORTH, HOLLINGSWORTH, HOLLING-

Legs (Beasts).
Gu. on a bend Arg. three . . . paws Az.
SPERMAN, Extensa Patrl Roll.
Gu. on a bend Arg. three lions’ paws erased Az.
SPARMAN of Suffolk. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Davy (Edms.) Papworth 249.

Legs (Human).
Az. on a bend Or three shambrogues Gu.
PEDE of Bury. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 249.
Or, on a bend Az. three shambrogues (or feet) Arg.
PEAD, PEDE, PEED of Bury. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Davy (Blois).

Lozenges.
On a bend three lozenges, in chief a cinquefoil
[?for difference].
KERRINGTON of Ipswich, Thorne
Moricux. S.I.A. VII, 207. E.A.N. & Q. IX,
379. Haslewood 3. E.A. Misc. 1931, 55–6,
67–8.
Sa. on a bend Arg. three lozenges Sa.
CARRINGTON, KERRINGTON of Glemsford,
Woodbridge. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy (Blomef. V,
221). Papworth 250.

Lure.
Arg. on a bend Sa. a lure with tassel and ring
Or.
BROCK, BROCKE, BROCK, BROOKS of Darsham.
Fairfax (Lev.) Davy (Blomef. V, 221). Papworth
250.

Muscles.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three muscles Arg.
CARLETON, CARLTON, CHARLETON. Fairfax
(Gibbon). Davy (Mr. Barnwell). Papworth
250.

Millrinds.
Erm. on a bend three millrinds.
BEND

E.A. Misc. 1910, 57.
Erm. on a bend - three mullets Or.

Erm. on a bend Az. three mullets Or.


MITRES.
Barry of six Arg. and Az. on a bend. Davy.

ARG. on a bend engr. Gu. three mullets Arg.

OR, on a bend engr. Mitres.

ARG. on a bend engr. Sa. three mullets (pierced) Or, on a bend engr. Az. a mullet Arg.

On a bend three mullets. Or, on a bend engr. Az. a mullet -.

Barry of six Arg. and Az. on a bend Az. three mitres Or.

Barry of six Arg. and Az. on a bend Sa. three bezants.

Arg. on a bend Sa. three mullets Or.

Grisly, John, Bishop of Norwich, 1200-14.

3 Mullets.
Arg. or on a bend engr. Az. a mullet -.

CLARKE of Bury. Davy.

Or, on a bend engr. Az. a mullet Arg.


On a bend three mullets.

RISBY. Muskett I (Davy, Add.: M.S. 19,019, fo. 84).

Arg. on a bend Az. three mullets Or.


Arg. on a bend Gu. three mullets Sa. [sic] Shafte of Framlingham. Davy (seal).


Arg. on a bend Sa. three mullets Arg.


Arg. on a bend Sa. three mullets Or.


Arg. on a bend engr. Sa. three mullets (pierced) Arg.


Gu. on a bend Arg. three mullets Sa.


Arg. on a bend Sa. three mullets pierced Arg.

Houchin. Sharpe.

Paly of six, on a bend three mullets.

Elton of Bury. Bokenham.

Paly of six Gu. and Or, on a bend Sa. three mullets Or.

Elton of Fornham All Saints. Visitation 1664-8*.

Paly of six Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three mullets Or.


Quarterly Arg. and Az. on a bend Sa. three mullets Or.


Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three mullets Arg.


Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Vert three mullets [sic - martlets in MS.] Or.

Ikeeswork of Ixworth. Bloys ed.F.

Quarterly Or and Sa. on a bend Gu. three mullets Or.

Cayley, Cayley of Shelley. Davy.

Phoenes.
Arg. on a bend Sa. three phoenes Arg.


Arg. on a bend Sa. three phoenes Or.


Erm. on a bend Sa. three phoenes Arg.


Reptiles.
Az. on a bend Or three snakes nowed Az.


Az. on a bend Or three snakes nowed Ppr.

CASTLETON, Bart. Suckling I, 376.

Az. on a bend Or three snakes nowed Vert.


1 Roundel.
Arg. on a bend Az. a plate betw. two cross crosslets Or.

Beaupre of Brockley. Davy.

3 Roundels ... Roundels.
Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three roundels...

Stebbing of Brandeston. Bloys MS.*

Vair, on a bend three roundels.

Gullifer of East Bergholt. Davy.

... Beazants.
Arg. on a bend Az. three bezants.


Barry nebuly of six Arg. and Gu. on a bend Sa. three bezants.


Barryundy (or wayv) Arg. and Gu. on a bend (or baton) Sa. three bezants.

Erlford of Suffolk. Military Roll*.

Golaffre, Golofrey. Fairfax. Papworth 256 (Jenyn's Ord.).

Or, on a bend Sa. three bezants.

Jacques of Framenden, Wetheringsett. Bloys MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Bloys). Papworth 255. 'the Sheilde gould on a bend ragule trunked sables three bezants a martlet gules for his difference'.


Or, on a bend raguly Sa. three bezants.


Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three bezants.
BEND


... Argent.


Erm. on a bend Gu. three plates. FULCHER. Davy (Burke).

Quarterly Arg. and Gu. on a bend Az. three plates.

STURMYN. Davy.

Quarterly Gu. and Or, on a bend Az. three plates.

ESTURMY, STURMYN of Buxheil. Gipps. Copinger VI.

Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Az. three plates.


Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three plates.

STURMIN vel STORMIN. Blois M.S.* & ed. F., ‘vel S’.

... Azure.

Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. three hurts [etc]. STEBBING of Wisset. Davy.

... Sable.

Quarterly Gu. and Az. on a bend Or three pellets.

STEBBING of Brandeston. Davy.

5 Roundels ... Roundels.

Quarterly, on a bend five roundels. STEBBING of Brandeston. E.A. Misc. 1924, 79.

... Beazants.

Quarterly Arg. and Gu. on a bend Sa. five bezants.

BOXSTED, BOXTED. Blois M.S.* & ed. F. Davy (Blos). Papworth 255.

Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Sa. five bezants.


... Argent.

Quarterly Or and Gu. on a bend Az. five plates.

STORMYN. Extended Parli. Roll.

SWORDS

On a bend three pairs of scimitars in saltire. KEDINGTON of Rougham. Davy.


Erm. on a bend Az. three pairs of scimitars in saltire (addorsed) Arg. hilt Or.


Wheels.


WINGS.


Paly of six Or and Arg. on a bend Gu. three wings each pierced with an arrow Or. BARTROPP of Hacheston, Creftingham. Davy (Darby).

Paly of six Or and Az. on a bend Gu. three wings each pierced with an arrow Or SRATHROPP of Hacheston. Copinger IV.

On 1 BEND and in base ... Cross.

Or, on a bend Gu. a crescent Arg. in base a cross cresselet Gu. MERRILL of Ipswich. Davy. Papworth 260.

On 1 BEND and in chief ... Chess-rook.

Sa. on a bend Arg. three roses Gu. barbed Vert, in sinister chief a chess-rook Arg. SMALL of Hadleigh, Ipswich. Davy. Papworth 258.

Chief.

Ern. a chief Az. (or Per chief Az. and Erm.) over all on a bend Gu. a sword Arg. hilt Or. GLADWIN. Grant 1686. Sharpe. Papworth 256.

Cross.


Fleur-de-lis.

Gu. on a bend Arg. three trefoils slipped Vert, in sinister chief a fleur-de-lis Erm. HARVEY, HARVY, HERVEY of Oulton, Suffolk. Visitation 1561. Fairfax (Lev.)


Sa. on a bend dancetty Arg. three trefoils Vert, in chief a fleur-de-lis Erm. HARVEY of Wickham Skeith. Fairfax.

Mullet.

Vert, on a bend Arg. three crescents Sa., in sinister chief a mullet Arg. ALDERTON of Ipswich. Davy (Burke). Papworth 233.

Spur-Rowel.

Gu. on a bend Arg. three escallops Az., in sinister chief a spur-rowel of six points Arg. WANTWORTH of Suffolk. Military Roll*.

On 1 BEND and in chief ... on a canton ... Beast.

Arg. on a bend Gu. three cross cresselets Or, on a canton Or a lion rampant. Sa.
POLEY of Boxted, Badley. Papworth 257.

Flower. On a bend three birds, on a canton a rose betw. two fleurs-de-lis.

HARDING. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. on a bend Az. three martlets Or, on a canton sinister - a rose betw. two fleurs-de-lis.

HARDING. E.A.N. & Q. I, 312.

Or, on a bend Az. three martlets Arg., on a canton sinister Az. a rose (or cinquefoil) Or betw. two fleurs-de-lis Arg.


Mullet.

Arg. on a bend Gu. two mullets Or, on a canton Gu. a mullet Or.

SLENLOWE of Suffolk. Military Roll*.

On 1 BEND and in chief ... on a chief ...

Birds ... 2 Eagles.

Az. on a bend Or three fleurs-de-lis Az., on a chief Or two eagles disp. Az.


Az. on a bend Or three fleurs-de-lis Az., on a chief Or three eagles disp. Az.

MARTYN of Ipswich. Bokenham.

Estoiles.

Erm. on a bend Gu. three annulets Arg., on a chief Az. three estoiles Arg.


On 1 BEND between or within ... Axes.

Arg. on a bend betw. six battle-axes erect Sa., three swans Or.

Dawes. Visitation 1577 and 1664–8*.

2 Beasts ... Dogs.

Arg. on a bend betw. two hounds Sa., three dolphins Or.

Osborne of Kirkley. Davy.

... Lions.

Arg. on a bend betw. two lions ramp. Sa., three escallops Arg.


Arg. on a bend Gu. betw. two lions ramp. Sa., three mullets Or.

Ray of Tamington. Davy.

... Tigers.

Arg. on a bend betw. two tigers pass, — three dolphins Or.

Osborne of Norfolk. E.A. Peds. I.

Arg. on a bend betw. two tigers salient Sa., three dolphins Or.

Osborne of Norfolk, Essex. Fairfax (Lev.) Papworth 262.

6 Beasts.

Az. on a bend — betw. six lions Or, three ?birds —.


Benlets or Cotises.

Sa. on a bend Arg. cotised dancey Or, an annulet —.


Sa. on a bend Arg. cotised dancey Or, an annulet Sa.

CLOPTON of Kentwell Hall in Long Melford, Groton. Golty 103*. ‘this annulet is only for difference’. Fairfax.

Gu. on a bend cotised Arg., a bendlet wavy Az.


On a bend cotised, two bendlets wavy.

Lugg of Sternfield. E.A. Misc. 1926, 17. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. on a bend cotised Sa. betw. two fleurs-de-lis —, a lion pass. Or.

BRANSBY of Ipswich. Davy.

Arg. on a bend cotised Sa. betw. two fleurs-de-lis Gu., a lion pass. Or.

BRANSBY of Pakefield, Mettingham, Lowestoft.

E.A. Peds. I and II.

Gu. on a bend cotised Arg., three cocks Gu. beaked and legged Az.


Gu. on a bend cotised Arg., three heath-cocks Gu. beaked and legged Az.

HEATH of Mildenhall. Davy (Blois).

Or, on a bend cotised Sa., three eagles disp. Or.


Arg. on a bend engr. cotised Az., three martlets Arg.

TRUSTON. Davy (Barrett). Papworth 263.

Or, on a bend cotised Sa., three martlets Arg., all within a bordure engr. Az.

WOODWARD of Bury. Papworth 263.

Or, on a bend cotised Sa., three martlets Or.

DEREHAUGH of Badingham. Gipps.

Or, on a bend cotised Sa., three martlets disp. Or.

DEREHAUGH, DEREHAUGH, DEREHAUGH of Badingham, Gedgrave, East Bergholt. Fairfax. Sharpe. Copinger VI.

Arg. on a bend Az. cotised Gu. betw. six battle-axes Sa., three swans Or.

Dawes of Stowmarket. Davy (Edms.). Papworth 264.

Arg. on a bend engr. cotised Gu., three oval buckles tongues upwards Arg.

CASE of Bury. Davy (bookplate).

Az. on a bend cotised Or, three crescents Gu.

WILLIAMS of Tendring Hall. Davy (Heylyn). Papworth 264.

Erm. on a bend cotised, three crescents.

HUBBERD of Dennington. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Erm. on a bend cotised Sa., three crescents Arg.


Sa. on a bend Arg. cotised dancey Or, an ermine spot.


Sa. on a bend Arg. cotised dancey Or, an ermine spot and two annulets interlaced —. CLOPTON. Hawstead 111.

On a bend invected cotised Erm., three escallops.

LOMAX of Redling Holt. Field.

Arg. on a bend Gu. cotised Az., three escallops Or.


Arg. on a bend Gu. cotised Sa., three escallops Arg.

ALLMOT of Creeting. Visitation 1664–8*. 
Arg. on a bend cotised Sa., three escallops Arg.  
ALMOT, ALMOTT of Creeting All Saints.  
Blois MS.* Davey.  
E.A.N. & Q. XIII, 262.  
Muskett II (Clenechased; Add: MSS. 19,123 fo. 263b).  
Copinger II.

Arg. on a bend cotised Sa. betw. two lions ramp. —, three escallops Arg.  
NORTON of Walberswick, Blythburgh.  
Davy Arch.*

Arg. on a bend cotised Sa. betw. two lions ramp.  
Sa., three escallops Arg.  
NORTON.  
Papworth 264 (Glover).

Az. on a bend Arg. cotised Or betw. six lions ramp. Or, three escallops of the second [sic].  
BOONE of Barking.  
Davy.

Az. on a bend Arg. cotised Or betw. six lions ramp. Or, three escallops Gu.  
BOON, BOONE.  
Papworth 265.

Ern. on a bend Gu. cotised Arg. betw. two crosses paty of the second, three escallops of the last [sic].  
KILDERBEE of Framlingham, Ipswich, Gt.  
Glenham.  
Davy. 'now De Horsey'.

Ern. on a bend Gu. cotised Arg. betw. three crosses paty —, three escallops of the last [sic].  
KILDERBEE of Gt. Glenham.  
Copinger V.

Ern. on a bend cotised Gu. betw. two crosses paty Gu., three escallops —.  
KILDERBEE of Suffolk.  
Papworth 265.

Gu. on a bend cotised engr. Or betw. two fleeces Or, three escallops Gu.  
IBBETSON of Bemore House.  
Davy.

Per pale Arg. and Sa. on a bend cotised Erm., three escallops Gu.  
LOMAX of Bedingfield.  
Partridge (Darby).

Per pale Or and Sa. on a bend cotised Erm., three escallops Gu.  
LOMAX of Eye.  
Redlingfield.  
Bokenham.  
S.I.A. II, 144.  
E.A.N. & Q. I, 312.  
Papworth 265.  
E.A. Misc. 1928. 47.

Per pale Or and Sa. on a bend engr. cotised Erm., three escallops Gu.  
LOMAX of Bredningfield.  
Davy.

On a bend cotised; three fleurs-de-lis.  
GIRLING, GURLING of Gt. and Lt. Whelnetham.  
Mellis, Horham.  
E.A.N. & Q. XII, 192.  
E.A. Misc. 1927; 24, 29, 69.  
Whelnetham Reg. 197, 484*.

Arg. on a bend cotised Az., three fleurs-de-lis Arg.  
GIRLING, GURLING, GYRLYN of Lt. Whelnetham.  
Davy.  
Papworth 265.

Arg. on a bend per bend Az. and Gu. betw. two cotises engr. or the outside only Sa., three fleurs-de-lis Or.  
GIRLING, GYRLYN of Stradbroke, Norfolk.  
Blois MS.* Papworth 265.

Arg. on a bend per bend Az. and Gu. cotised engr. Sa., three fleurs-de-lis Or.  
GIRLING of Horham.  
Davy (Edms.).

Arg. on a bend per bend Gu. and Az. betw. two cotises semi-engr. Gu. and Az., three fleurs-de-lis Or.  
GIRLING of Stradbroke.  
E.A. Misc. 1927, 69  
(Blois's Armory).  
Arg. on a bend per bend Gu. and Az. [sic — Az. and Gu. in M.S.] betw. two cotises semi-engr. Sa., three fleurs-de-lis Or.  
GIRLING of Stradbroke.  
Blois ed.F.

Arg. on a bend per bend Gu. and Az. cotised engr. Sa., three fleurs-de-lis Or.  
GIRLING of Stradbroke.  
Papworth 265.

Sa. on a bend cotised Arg., a rose betw. two annulets Gu. — for CONWAY, quartering Quarterly, 1 & 4; Or, on a pile Gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis Az., three lions pass. guard. Or, 2 & 3; Gu. two wings conjoined is lute (Or) — for SHERMOY.  
SEYMOUR-CONWAY of Sudbourne, Chillesford.  
Marquis of Hertford, Earl of Yarmouth.  
Kirby's mas* [annulets Sa.].  
Davy Arch.*  
Davy.  
Copinger V.

Sa. on a bend Arg. cotised Erm., a rose Ppr. betw. three annulets Sa.  
GILLY of Hawkedon.  
Papworth 266.

On a bend cotised Erm., three roses.  
MARTYN of Gorleston.  
Davy.

Arg. on a bend Gu. cotised Sa., three trefoils slipped Or.  
BARNABY, BARNABYE, BARNESBY.  
Goly 100* (Lev.) 'compelled with Harewell'.  
Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. Leth'.  
Davy (Weever).

On a bend cotised, three cinquefoils.  
MARTYN of Gorleston.  
E.A.N. & Q. II, 325.

Gu. on a bend Or cotised Az., three cinquefoils Az.  
SAYER of Nettlestead.  
Goly 96*.  
Fairfax.  
Sharpe.  
Davy.  
E.A.N. & Q. VI, 155.  
Dade MS. and Dade (Davy, Add: MSS. 19,096, fo. 229).

Gu. on a bend cotised Or, three cinquefoils Az.  
SAYER of Nettlestead.  
Dade MS. (Davy, Add: MSS. 19,085, fo. 122).

Gu. on a bend Or cotised Sa., three cinquefoils Sa.  
SAYER of Nettlestead, Sproughton.  
Page.  
E.A.N. & Q. VI, 155 (Page).

Sa. on a bend cotised Arg., three cinquefoils Gu.  
BETTES, BETTS of Yoxford, Norfolk.  
Goly 100* (Lev.) Bokenham.  
Papworth 266.

Arg. on a bend cotised engr. Gu., three garbs Or.  
MALBY, MALBYE, MALBYP of Stonham Asspall.  
Fairfax, 'in parlor upon picture of John'.  
Page.  
Davy (Barrett, H.J.); Copinger II.  
E.A. Misc. 1912, 106 (Conder).

Arg. on a bend Sa. cotised engr. Gu., three garbs Or, all within a bordure engr. Gu.  
MALBYP.  
Davy (Barrett, 'ancient arms'.

Erm. on a bend cotised engr. Gu., three garbs Or.  
MALBYP, MAUTEBY, MAUTBY.  
Grant May, 1612.

Davy.  
Papworth 267 (Harl. 6095, foil. 20).

Sa. on a bend Arg. cotised dancetry Or, two gemel-rings Sa.  
CHLOPE, Sir Walter de.  
Extended Perl. Roll.

Or. on a bend cotised Sa., a lion's face [sic] betw. two chaplets of oak Or.  
SENTLEY of Kersey, Hadleigh, Buxford.  
Papworth 267.

Erm. on a bend cotised —, three boars' heads couped —.

BURMAN of Smallbridge.  
Partridge (Darby).

Erm. on a bend cotised Sa., three boars' heads erased Or.  
BURMAN of Smallbridge.  
Davy.

Sa. on a bend engr. Arg. cotised Or, a mullet Sa.  
WILLINGTON of Barsham.  
E.A. Misc. 9 Edw. 2.  
Gipps.  
Davy.

—, on a bend cotised Sa., three mullets of the field [sic].  
ANDREWS of Bayham.  
Davy.

Arg. on a bend cotised wavy Gu., three mullets Or.  
HACKLE, HACKLYNT of Wetheringsett.  
Papworth 268.

Arg. on a bend cotised Sa., three mullets Arg.  
ANDREWS, ANDREWES of Bayham, Suffolk.  
Visitations 1561 and 1664—8*.  
Fairfax (Tyl.)  
Papworth 268.
ARG, on a bend cotised Sa., three mullets Sa. [sic].

ANDREWS of Baylham, Mildenhall, Bury. Gipps.

ARG, on a bend engr. cotised Sa., three mullets Or.


ARG, on a bend cotised Sa. betw. two lions ramp. Sa., three mullets Arg. Andrews, Bokenham.

ARG, on a bend engr. cotised Sa. betw. two lions ramp. Sa., three mullets Arg.


Az. on a bend Arg. cotised Or betw. six lions ramp. Or, three mullets Gu.


Or, on a bend engr. Gu. cotised Sa., three mullets Ar.

ANDREWS, ANDREWS of Bury. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 268.

Or, on a bend cotised Sa., three mullets [sic—shield be marllets] Arg. all within a bordure engr. Az.

WOODWARD of Bury. Davy (Edms.) Quarterly Arg. and Sa. on a bend Gu. cotised Arg., three mullets Or.

CALEY of Suffolk. Confirmation by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1588. Fairfax. Quarterly Sa. and Arg. on a bend cotised Arg. [sic—Gu. in MS.], three mullets Or.

CALEY of Ipswich. Blois ed.F. Quarterly Sa. and Arg. on a bend cotised Gu., three mullets Or.


BILSTON, BILSTON of Suffolk. Golt 95* (Tyl.) Sa. on a bend Or cotised dancetty Arg., three mullets Sa.

BILSTON, BILSTON of Suffolk. ‘in Mr. Leth’. Sa. and Arg. on a bend cotised dancetty Arg., three mullets Or [sic—Sa. in MS.].

BILSTON vel BILSON. Blois ed.F.

ARG, on a bend cotised Az., three bezants.


ARG, on a bend Az. cotised Gu., three bezants.

FELTON of Cavendish. Blois MS.* & ed.F., ‘vel Chapman, of S.’


ARG, on a bend cotised Gu., three plates.

BISHOP. ‘Kirby’s map’.

Or, on a bend Az. cotised Gu., three plates.


On a bend cotised, three pairs of wings conjoined.

WINGFIELD of Easton, Letheringham. Cotman*.

ARG, on a bend Gu. cotised Sa., three pairs of wings conjoined in lure Arg.


Billets.

ARG, on a bend engr. betw. six billets Sa., three crescents Or.


2 Birds . . . Cornish choughs.

ARG, on a bend engr. Sa. betw. two Cornish choughs Sa. beaked and legged Gu., three escallops Arg.


. . . Crows.

ARG, on a bend engr. betw. two crows Sa., three escallops Arg.

ROWLEY of Tending Hall. Copinger I.

3 Birds . . . Birds.

On a bend betw. three birds, three hearts.

LIFE of Brandon. Partridge (Darby).

. . . Cornish choughs.

ARG, on a bend [Sa.] betw. three Cornish choughs Ppr., three escallops Arg.

ROWLEY, Bart., of Tending Hall. Davy.

ARG, on a bend engr. Gu. betw. three Cornish choughs Ppr., three leopards’ faces Or.


. . . Martlets.

Or, on a bend betw. three martlets Sa., three hearts Or.

LIFE of Brandon. Sharpe. Davy.

Bordure.

AZ. on a bend wavy—three sea-mews within a bordure engr. Arg. charged with roundels Gu. and Sa. alternately.

REDE of Beccles. Davy.

AZ. on a bend Arg. three birds (bitterns, or Cornish choughs) Sa. (beaked and legged Gu.) within a bordure engr. Arg. charged with roundels Gu. and Sa.


AZ. on a bend wavy Arg. three birds Sa. beaked and legged Gu. within a bordure engr. Arg. charged with roundels Sa. and Gu.
SOLEY, SOLLEY of Barsham. Davy. Partridge (Darby).  

2, 3, 6 Fleurs-de-lis. Arg. on a bend betw. two fleurs-de-lis Gu., a lion pass. Or.  

LANEY of Ipswich. E.A.N. & Q. IX, 203. Arg. on a bend betw. two fleurs-de-lis Gu., a lion pass. Or.  


LANEY of Cratfield. Gipps. Arg. on a bend betw. three fleurs-de-lis Az., three mullets Or, all within a bordure wavy Gu. LEATHES of Herringtonfleet. Davy.  

AZ. on a bend Or betw. three fleurs-de-lis Az., three mullets pierced Az. LEATHES of Herringtonfleet Hall. Davy Arch.*.  


FLOWERS.  


Sa. on a bend engr. Arg. betw. two roses Arg. barbed and seeded Ppr., three fleurs-de-lis Gu. WOOD of Hengrave Hall. Burke L.G. 1900.  

2 HEADS.  


3 HEADS (BEASTS).  

Gu. on a bend [betw.] three leopards' faces Arg., three quatrefoils Gu. BLORERED, Anne, of Saxham. Grant by Bysshe, Garter. 6 December, 1652. Davy.  

3 HEADS (MONSTERS).  

Arg. on a bend [sic—Sa. in MS.] betw. three griffins' heads erased Gu., three martlets Arg. CURSON. Blois ed.F.  

Arg. on a bend Sa. betw. three griffins' heads erased Gu., three martlets Arg. CURSON of Ipswich. Lord C. Blois MS.* Davy (Blois). Papworth 279.  

6 HEADS.  

Gu. on a bend betw. six unicorns' heads erased Arg., a crescent Gu. [for difference]. WOBBLEWELL, Bart., of Stowlangtoft. Davy.  

LOZENGES.  

Az. on a bend betw. six lozenges Or each charged with an escallop Sa., five escallops Sa. PULLIN, PULLYNYN of Halesworth. Davy (seal, Bramfield deeds 20). Papworth 279 (Glover).  

MONSTERS.  


3 PHOENIX.  


ROUNDELS . . . GULES.  

Arg. on a bend Gu. betw. three turrets, three swans Arg. CLARKE of Stuston Hall, Bungay. E.A.N. & Q. I, 257. Papworth 280. . . . SABLE.  

Arg. on a bend Gu. betw. three pellets, three mullets pierced Sa. CLARKE, CLERKE of Woodbridge. Thingoe [with augmentation]. Davy. Arg. on a bend Gu. betw. three pellets, three swans Or. CLARKE of Woodbridge. Davy. Arg. on a bend Sa. betw. three pellets, three mullets Or. CLARKE of Bungay, Bescles, Henstead. HULLERS. Davy.  

ON 1 BEND between or within and in chief . . . on a chief . . .  

BEAST.  

Arg. on a bend betw. two doves Arg. [sic—shld. be Az.] collared Arg., three garbs Or; on a chief quarterly Sa. and Gu. the second and third gutty Or, a horse at full speed Arg. bridled Purp. bezanty. WASTELL of Risby. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 281.  

ESCALLOPS.  

Sa. on a bend betw. two leopards' heads Or, three crosses paty Sa.; on a chief Arg. three escallops Sa. MILBORN of Suffolk. Davy (Burke). Papworth 282.  

HEADS.  

Arg. on a bend invected plain cotised Gu., three Catherine wheels Or; on a chief Gu. three leopards' faces Or—for HARDY, quartering Per pale Arg. and Or, a bend compny Az. and Gu. betw. two pellets each within an annulet Sa.—for GATHORNE. GATHORNE-HARDY of Gt. Glemham House, Saxmundham. Viscount and Earl of Cranbrook. Burke P. 1891*.  

2 BENDLETS.  

BENDLET

Thetford 286 (seal).
Two bendlets Vair (?Sa. and Or). Ferningham, Ferningham. Blois ed.F. [sic — a chief Erm. in MS.]
Arg. two bendlets Az.
DOILEY, D'OEYLEY. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).
Arg. two bendlets Gu.
BLAGUE.
Arg. two bendlets engr. Gu.
Arg. two bendlets Sa.
DOILEY, D'OYLEY. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).
Arg. two bendlets engr. Sa.
BLAGUE. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois). Arg. two bendlets engr. Sa., a label of three points Gu. — for RADCLIFFE, quartered by Erm. or a chief embattled Gu. three roses Or — for GRUBBE.
Az. two bendlets Or.
DOILEY, DOILY. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Papworth 284.
GU. two bendlets Arg.
LEVELAND, LEVERLAND, Zacchaeus, Schoolmaster and Antiquarian, of Framingham. Golty 90*. Fairfax (Sta.), 'an Escocien in his Chamber in Fram. Castle. He was a great Herald.' Sharpe. Davy.
MAUVEYNSIN of Ll. Bradley. Davy (Bloiz).
GU. two bendlets Erm.
KINGSFIELD, KINGSFIELD, KYNGESFIELD of Exning. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy. Papworth 284 (Glover).
GU. two bendlets wavy, the first Or the second Arg.
BRUNING, BRUNING. Golty 96*. Fairfax (Tyl.), 'emplied with Shetlon'. Papworth 284.
GU. two bendlets wavy Or.
BRUNING of Semer. Davy.
OR, two bendlets Az.
Or, two bendlets engr. Sa.

2 BENDLETS and in chief . . .

Canton.
Arg. two bendlets Sa., a canton chequy Arg. and Az.
BRADSHAW. Golty 95*.
Arg. two bendlets Sa., a canton chequy Sa. and Az.
BRADSHAW of Southolt. Davy.

Chief.
— two bendlets vairy Or and Sa, a chief Erm. Ferningham, Ferningham. Blois MS.* Davy (Blois).
GU. two bendlets vairy Or and Sa. a chief Erm. Ferningham. Extended Parl. Roll.
Or, two bendlets Gu., a chief per fesse indented Or and Gu.
HARE. Davy.

2 BENDLETS and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Anchor.
GU. two bendlets vairy Or and Az., on a canton Or an anchor St.
FORTE, FORTE of Hadleigh. Grant by Thomas Hawley, Clarenceux, IO December, 1539. Extracted from records of College of Arms and examined by Charles Athill, Richmond, 10 December, 1894. Muskett I, 108.
GU. two bendlets vairy Arg. and Sa., on a canton Or a demi-greyhound passant sable langued gewles'. FORD, ROBER of Hadleigh. Grant by Thomas Hawley, Clarenceux, IO December, 1539. Extracted from records of College of Arms and examined by Charles Athill, Richmond, 10 December, 1894. Muskett I, 108.

Birds.
Arg. two bendlets betw. two martlets Sa.

Flowers.
Per bend Arg. and Gu. two bendlets betw. six roses all counterchanged. WARNER of Brettenham Hall, Essex. Burke L.G. 1900*.

On 2 BENDLETS . . .

Bends.
Arg. two bends engr. Sa. each charged with a bendlet —
BLAGE. Davy (Barrett).
Arg. two bends engr. Sa. each charged with a bend Gu. [sic].
BLAGUE. S.I.A. VII, 338 (Davy, Rushbrooke Ch. notes).

3 BENDLETS.
Arg. three bendlets wavy (or undy) Az. —
FLATTER, FLATTER, FLATTERS, Bart., of Stotley, Suffol. Visitation 1561. Harl. 772*.
3 BENDLETS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Birds.

Erm. three bendlets Az., on a chief Or three martlets Sa.


4 BENDLETS.

Az. four bendlets Or.

ARY of Market Weston, Bury. Davy.

Or four bendlets Az.


4 BENDLETS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Fleurs-de-lis.

Gu. four bendlets Or, a chief party per fesse Arg. and Erm. charged in chief with three fleurs-de-lis Sa.


6 BENDLETS.

Az. six bendlets Arg. ST. PHILBERT. Golty 80*.

BENDY of 6.

Bendy wavy of six.

PLAYTERS of Sotterley. Cotman*.

Bendy of six Arg. and Az.


"Whereas there has been a Controversie . . . between Sr Richard Wilbraham of Woodhey in the County of Chester . . . and Sr Thomas Playters of Soterley in the County of Suffolk . . . it clearly appeared that the ancient Paternal Armes of Sr Richd Wilbraham is Argent three Bends wavy Azure, and the ancient Paternal Armes of Sr Thomas Playters is Bendy wavy of six pieces Argent and Azure . . . whereupon the Earl Marshall adjudged, decreed and Ordered, etc., etc.,' 23 June, 1635. Misc. Gen. Sth. S. IX, 1 (Earl Marshall Book I, 25, fo. 716).

Bendy wavy of six Arg. and Az.

PLATER, PLAYETERS, BART. PLATER, PLAYTERS, BART., of Sotterley. Golty 80*.

VALENCE, VAIIGNES, DE VALONIUS of Orford, Campsea, Parham. Golty 80* & ed.F.

Bendy [of six] Arg. and Gu. a label Az.


Bendy nebuly of six Arg. and Gu. a label of three points Az.

GOLDINGHAM. Golty *.

Bendy wavy of six Arg. and Gu. a label of three points Az.

GOLDINGHAM. Bokenham.

Bendy of six Gu. and Arg.

VALONIES of Orford, Campsea, Parham. Davy (Golty).

Bendy of six Gu. and Arg. a label of three points Az.
BENDY—BIRD

GOLDINGHAM. Davy (Blois).
Bendy [of six] Or and Az.
ASTY of Bury. Thingoe. Muskett I.

BENDY of 8.
Bendy wavy of eight.
PLAYTERS of Sotterley. Cotman*.

BENDY of 8.
Bendy of eight Or and Gu.

PLAYTERS of Sotterley. Cotman*.

BEZANT see ROUNDDEL.
6 BILLETS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

6 BILLETS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

REDE of Suffolk.

REDE of Suffolk.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

COKEREL of Benhall, Hadleigh. Temp. Edw. 2.

CURTIS of Battisford. Viscount B. Davy.
Papworth 294.

COKING of Market Weston, Bury.

PETTERS of Sotterley.

BIRDS.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
Az: three birds close Or.

BIRD.
3, 4 BIRDS.
BIRD

Arg. three cocks Gu. crowned Or, on a chief Az. a pale Or charged with a rose Gu. barbed Vert, betw. two ostrich feathers erect Arg. 
COX of Risby. Davy.

6 COCKS.
Gu. six cocks Or. 

COOTS.
Arg. three coots Sa.

CORNFISH COUGHS.
Arg. three Cornish cooughts Ppr. 
KOLFE, of Hadleigh. Davy.
Az. three ?Cornish cooughts Sa. within a bordure engr. Gu. [sic]. 
BACON of Gorleston. Davy.

CRANE see HERON.
CROWS.
Three crows. 
Or, three crows Sa. 

DOVE and in chief .
MULLET.
Az. a dove rising Ppr. holding in its beak an olive branch, in chief a mullet betw. two crosses formy Or.

DUCKS.
Per fesse indented Gu. and Vert, three ducks Arg.
BILDYNE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 325.

1 EAGLE.
An eagle disp.
BILLSTON of Clare. *Golding 42*.
SPARKE, Partridge (Darby).
Arg. an eagle disp. Gu. (armed Or). 

Arg. an eagle disp. Sa. armed Or. 
Arg. an eagle disp. Vert (armed Gu.) 
Az. an eagle disp. Arg. 
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BATLEY of Ipswich. Davy.
Az. an eagle disp. Arg. (armed Gu.)

Az. an eagle disp. Arg. (armed Or).
Az. an eagle disp. Or armed Gu.


Barry of six Or and Vert, an eagle disp. —
COCHE, COUCH of Gorleston. Davy.

ERM. an eagle disp. —
BEDINGFIELD of Darsham. Cotman*.
ERM. an eagle disp. Gu. (armed Or).

Gu. an eagle disp. Arg.
Gu. a eagle disp. Gu. armed Or.
GOODALE of Earl Stonham. Sharpe.
Gu. an eagle disp. barry of six Or and Vert.
COCHE, COCHY, COUCH. Davy (Burke). Papworth 300.
Gu. an eagle disp. Erm.

Gu. an eagle disp. Or, over all a bend (or baston) Az.
Or, an eagle disp. Az. armed Gu.
LIMISI. Davy (Banks, Clutterbuck).
Or, an eagle disp. Sa.
LEICESTER, Algar, Earl of L., of Sudbury. Davy (Burke).
Or, an eagle disp. wings downward Sa.
WESTON. Sharpe.
Or, an eagle disp. reguard. Sa.
Or, an eagle disp. Vert.
SEBITON, SIBITON. Blois MS.* & ed.F., ‘O, an eagle disp. V, over all a garter gob A and B.'
BIRD

'in Mr. Lether'.

Or, an eagle. Vert (armed Gu.)


Or, an eagle disp. Vert debruised by a bend compony Arg. and Az.

SERETON, SIBTON, SIBTON. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. Lether'. Davy (Blos).

Per bend Or and Az. an eagle disp. counterchanged.


Per bend Or and Sa. an eagle disp. counterchanged.

BLACKELL of Oulton. Suckling II, 36.

Per fesse Sa. and Gu. and eagle disp. Arg.


Per pale Gu. and Vert, an eagle disp. Or.


Sa. an eagle disp. Arg. (armed Gu.)

BAYLAND, BOYLAND of Essex. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Sta.) Papworth 303.


BOYLAND of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 70.

Vert, an eagle disp. Erm.


1 EAGLE with two heads.

An eagle with two heads disp.

BARLOW of Lowestoft, Partridge (Darby). Arg. an eagle with two heads disp. Gu. armed Az.


Az. an eagle with two heads disp. Arg.

BROWNE of Welshall [sic]. Davy. Erm. an eagle with two heads disp. –.

OWDON of Somerleyton. Davy.

ERM. an eagle with two heads disp. Gu.

WOODEN of Suffolk. Davy (Burke). Papworth 300.

Or, an eagle with two heads disp. Gu.

BLEWETT, BLEWIT, BLEUT. Golty 222* (TyI.) Fairfax (TyI.), 'in Peniston's Ped.' Davy. Papworth 301.

Per pale Arg. and Sa. an eagle with two heads disp. counterchanged ducally gorged Or.


Per pale Or and Sa. an eagle with two heads disp. counterchanged ducally gorged and armed Or.


Sa. an eagle with two heads disp. Arg. armed Or.

BARLOUGHE, BARLOW, BARLOWE of Lowestoft, Davy. Papworth 303.

Sa. an eagle with two heads disp. sejant on a ragged staff in fesse Arg. armed Or.

SARLAUGH, SARLOWE of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Papworth 303.

Vert, an eagle with two heads disp. Or armed Gu.


1 EAGLE and in chief...

Chief.

Gu. az. eagle disp. Arg., a chief Or.


Gu. an eagle disp. Or [sic – Arg. in MS.], a chief Or.

HARISON of Martlesham. Blois ed.F.

Gu. an eagle disp. Erm. armed Or, a chief chequy Or and Az.


Gu. an eagle with two heads disp. Arg., a chief chequy Arg. and Az.

POWELL of Bury. Davy (G.B.J.)

Fleur-de-lis.

Erm. an eagle disp. Gu. armed Az., in chief a fleur-de-lis Or [for difference].


1 EAGLE and in chief... on a canton...

Fesse.

Arg. an eagle disp. Sa., on a canton Or a fesse dancetty Sa. betw. seven billets Ermines.


Flower.

Gu. an eagle disp. Arg., on a canton Arg. a rose Vert.

GOODALL of Stonham. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Wreath.

An eagle disp., on a canton a chaplet.


GOODALL of Earl Stonham. Grant 1 March, 1612. Papworth 308.

Gu. an eagle disp. Arg. armed Or, on a canton Arg. a chaplet of roses Ppr. GOODALL of Earl Stonham. Copinger II.

Gu. an eagle disp. Arg. armed Or, on a canton Or a chaplet of grass Vert.


1 EAGLE and in chief... on a chief...

Birds.

Arg. an eagle disp. –, on a chief Sa. three owls –.

HOWLETT. Davy (bookplate).

Or, an eagle disp. –, on a chief Az. three owls –. HOWLETT of Benhall, Blythburgh, Yoxford. Davy (seal).

Cherron.

An eagle disp., on a chief a chevron betw. three crescents. Flicke of West Creeting. Davy MS. (Davy, Add.: MSS. 19130, fo. 15).

An eagle disp., on a chief a chevron betw. two crescents in chief and a rose in base.

Sa. an eagle disp. Or, on a chief Az. bordered Arg. a chevron betw. two crescents in chief and a rose in base Or.

FLICKE of West Creetig. E.A.N. & Q. XII, 365.

CROSSES.

Arg. an eagle disp. Sa., on a chief Az. three crosses paty fitchy Or.

HARRISON of Gt. Yarmouth in Norfolk. Papworth 308. Arg. an eagle with two heads disp. Sa., on a chief Az. three crosses formy fitchy Or.

HARRISON. Goltz 19*.

Arg. an eagle disp. Sa., on a chief Gu. three crosses paty fitchy Or.

HARRISON of Palgrave. Davy.

Arg. an eagle disp. Sa., on a chief Or three crosses paty fitchy Sa.

HARRISON of Rickinghall, Wortham. E.A. Misc. 1927, 26 (coach panel), ‘probably coach painter’s mistake for ... on a chief Az. crosses ... Or.’

FLOWER.

Gu. an eagle disp. Arg., on a chief Or a rose betw. two martlets Az.


Per fesse Sa. and Gu. an eagle disp. Arg., on a chief Or a rose barbed and seeded Ppr. betw. two annulets Gu.


MULLETS.

Arg. an eagle with two heads disp. Sa., on a chief Vert two mullets Arg.

ACHESON, Earl of Gosford. Davy Arch.*

Arg. an eagle with two heads disp. Sa. armed Or, on a chief Vert two mullets (pierced) Or.


I EAGLE between or within ...

BOURD.

Arg. an eagle disp. within a bordure Sa.

KILLIGREW. S.I.A. VII, 338 (Davy, Rushbrooke Ch. notes).

Arg. an eagle disp. Sa. within a bordure Sa. bezant.


Arg. an eagle with two heads disp. within a bordure Sa.


Arg. an eagle with two heads disp. Sa. within a bordure Sa. bezanty.


Gu. an eagle disp. within a bordure Arg.


Gu. an eagle disp. Arg. within a bordure engr. Or.

STEWLING of Suffolk. Davy.

STORAGE, STRANGE of Ampton, Brockley, Timworth. Thingoe (seal, 11 Ric. 2.) Page. Papworth 314 (Glover). Copinger VI.

Sa. an eagle with two heads disp. within a bordure engr. Arg.


CROSSES.

Gu. an eagle disp. Or ducally crowned and armed Arg. within an orle of eight cross crosslets Or.


FLEURS-de-LIS.

An eagle disp. betw. three fleurs-de-lis.

PAKE of Troston, Bury. Partridge (Darby). An eagle charged on the breast with three ermine spots disp. betw. three fleurs-de-lis.

PAKE. E.A.N. & Q. II, 283.

Az. an eagle disp. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or.

PAKE, PEAKE of Bury. Davy. Papworth 315. ‘Vert an Eagle displayed erminois, beaked and membered gules, between three Flowers de Lis Or.’


ORLE.


6, 8 ROUNDELS.

Or, an eagle disp. Gu. betw. six torteaux, 3. 2. 1.

BRUSYARD. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Or, an eagle disp. Gu. betw. six torteaux, three in chief (fesseways) and three in base (2. 1.)

BRUSYARD, BURIARD. Davy (G.B. Jermy).

Or, an eagle disp. Gu. within an orle of (eight) torteaux.

BURIARD of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 316.

ON 1 EAGLE ...

ESCUCHEON.

Arg. an eagle disp. Sa. (armed Or) charged on the breast with an escutcheon Gu.


Or, an eagle with two heads disp. Sa. charged on the breast with an escutcheon barry of ten Or and Sa. thereon a coronet in bend Vert.

SAYOY, Peter de, of Wissett. Davy. Per fesse Or and Arg. an eagle with two heads disp. Sa. charged on the breast with an escutcheon Gu. thereon a bend Vair.


FLEUR-de-LIS, FLEURY.

Erm. an eagle disp. Gu. (armed Az.) charged on the breast with a fleur-de-lis Or.


Erm. an eagle disp. Gu. semy of fleurs-de-lis Or. CODDENHAM. Blois MS.* & ed.F., ‘in Mr. Ca.’

2 EAGLES.

Per bend Arg. and Sa. two eagles disp. counterchanged.

BROOK of Ash. Bokenham.
Per chev., in chief two eagles. 
**SHUTE of Stowmarket. E.A.N. & Q. XI, 208.** 
Per chev. Sa. and Or, in chief two eagles disp. - 
**SHUTE of Stowmarket. Muskett III, 74.** 
Per chev. Sa. and Or, in chief two eagles disp. Or.  
**SHUTE of Cambridgeshire. Papworth 321.** 
Per pale Or and Sa. two eagles disp. in pale counterchanged. 

2 EAGLES and in base ... 
**Mullet.** 
Two eagles disp. in chief and a mullet in base.  
**FONIS, FOWNES of Cornwall. Papworth 322.**

2 EAGLES between or within ... 
**Palets.** 
Or, two eagles disp. in pale betw. two palets embattled counterembattled Sa. 
**LINFIELD of Ipswich. Blois MS.* & ed.F.** 
**Three eagles disp., a mullet in centre [for difference].**

**LEEDES. S.I.A. IX, 201.** 
Arg. three eagles disp. Sa. 
**MUSCEGROS of Trimborough. Davy.**

**AZ. three eagles disp. Arg.**

**NEWTON, NEWTON. Bokenham. Papworth 325.** 
Gu. three eagles disp. Or. 
**LIMSEY, LINDSEY, LIMSEY, LINDSEY, LINDSEY. Borden (Arms) Boreham.** 
**LINFIELD, LINFIELD of Ipswich. Fairfax. Davy (H.J.)**

3 EAGLES. 
**DE BRUSSET. Tof Newton. 35 Edw. 3. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).** 
Three eagles disp., a mullet in centre [for difference].

**LEDEES. S.I.A. IX, 201.** 
Arg. three eagles disp. Sa. 
**MUSCEGROS of Timborough. Davy.**

**AZ. three eagles disp. Arg.**

**NEWTON, NEWTON. Bokenham. Papworth 325.** 
Gu. three eagles disp. Or. 
**LIMSEY, LINDSEY, LIMSEY, LINDSEY, LINDSEY. Borden (Arms) Boreham.** 
**LINFIELD, LINFIELD of Ipswich. Fairfax. Davy (H.J.)**

**ORTH. Three eagles disp.**

**DE BRUSSET. Tof Newton. 35 Edw. 3. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).** 
Three eagles disp., a mullet in centre [for difference].

**LEDEES. S.I.A. IX, 201.** 
Arg. three eagles disp. Sa. 
**MUSCEGROS of Timborough. Davy.**

**AZ. three eagles disp. Arg.**

**NEWTON, NEWTON. Bokenham. Papworth 325.** 
Gu. three eagles disp. Or. 
**LIMSEY, LINDSEY, LIMSEY, LINDSEY, LINDSEY. Borden (Arms) Boreham.** 
**LINFIELD, LINFIELD of Ipswich. Fairfax. Davy (H.J.)**

**ORTH. Three eagles disp.**

**BROOKES of Ash, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 326.** 
Per chev. Az. and Gu. three eagles disp. 
**GREN, GROU. Davy, Papworth 326.**

**PER. Or and Vert, three eagles disp. Arg.**

**FENNES, FONES of Wrentham, Ipswich.** 
**Hitcham, Benacre, Henstead, Thornton by Grundisburgh [sic]. Gipps. Davy.**

**Per chev. Sa. and Or, in chief three eagles disp. Or.** 
**SHUTE of Stowmarket. Davy.** 
Per pale Az. [sic - 'till shld. be Arg.] and Gu. three eagles disp. counterchanged. 
**COOKE of Mendham. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 326.** 

Per pale Gu. and Az. three eagles disp. Arg. 

Per pale Or and Sa. three eagles disp. counterchanged. 
Per saltire Arg. and Sa. in pale three eagles disp. Sa. 
**JACKMAN of Ipswich, Felkenham. Davy.** 
Sa. three eagles disp. Arg. 
**BARENTINE, Sir William de. E.A.N. & Q. VI, 32. Papworth 326.** 
Sa. three eagles with two heads disp. Arg. 
**ELMAN of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 326.** 
Sa. three eagles [disp.] Or. 
**BARANTINE, Dru de. of Suffolk, Norfolk, Essex. Glov. Roll. Papworth 326.**

6 EAGLES. 
**Gu. six eagles disp. Arg.**

**BROKESBORNE, BROKESBORNE of Alpheton. Davy. Papworth 335.** 
**Gu. six eagles disp. Or.**

**BROKESBORNE, BROKESBORNE of Alpheton. Davy. Papworth 335.**

6 EAGLES and in chief ... 
**Canton.** 
Six eagles disp., a canton. 
**ALDERMAN of Sproughton, Belstead, Peasenhall. E.A. Misc. 1924, 80 and 1932, 66. Partridge (Davy).**

**Sa. six eagles disp. - a canton Erm.**


**Sa. six eagles disp. Or.**


7 EAGLES. 
**Or. seven eagles disp. Sa. 3, 3, 1.**

**TANEY, TANY of Bures. Davy. Papworth 337.**

1 FALCON. 
**Sa. a falcon close Arg. armed and belled Or.**

**BOLTON of Woodbridge, Suffolk. Blois MS.* & ed.F., in Morgan. From Lac. Papworth 304.**

'two coats, quarterly, The first, sa. a falcon argent beaked, membred & belled, gold; The 2d gules, 3 wolves' heads erased, gold, the 3d, as the 2d, the 4th as the 1st: - for his difference, a trefoil vert.'

**BOLTON, Thomas. of Newton. ms. & ed.F. Fairfax, 'with Waldegrave, Mr. Davy.' Papworth 335.**

**Sa. a falcon close Arg. armed and belled Or. quartering Gu. three wolves' heads erased Or, (a trefoil slipped).**

1 FALCON and in chief . . .
3-Foil.

1 FALCON and in chief . . . on a chief . . .
Cross.
SA. a falcon Or preying on a mallard Arg., on a chief Or a cross botonny Gu. MADAN of Gt. Bradley. Crisp XIX, 30–6.
Roundel.
Arg. a falcon rising Ppr. armed jessed and belled Or, on a chief Az. a bezant betw. two estoiles Or. WALKER of Lowestoft, Suffolk. Gillingwater 423. Papworth 310. Arg. a falcon rising Ppr. armed jessed and belled Or, on a chief Az. a bezant betw. three estoiles of the second [sic]. — WALKER of Lowestoft. Davy (Gillingwater).

1 FALCON between or within . . .
Orle.
GU. a falcon volant Or within an orle wavy Arg. KNOX of Hadleigh. Davy. Papworth 316.

On 1 FALCON . . .
3-Foil.

3 FALCONS.
AZ. three falcons with wings expanded each standing on a staff couped raguly Arg. SPARROW of Wickhambrooke, Offton. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 327. Per chev. AZ. and Arg. in chief three falcons volant Or. STEPHENS of Sudbury. Davy.

GEENE.
Three geese pass. to sinister. GODBECK of Gosbeck. 14 Edw. 2. Davy (seal).

HAWKS.

HAWKS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .
Beasts.
Per pale Az. and Or, in the first three hawks close Or; on a chief Arg. three bears sejant Sa. muzzled Or. MILES of Woodbridge. Davy.

HERONS, CRANES or STORKS.
Three storks rising.

LARK.
A lark rising in base, a ducal coronet in chief, on dexter and sinister sides the initials T.L. LARKE, Thomas, Rector of St. Peter's in Thetford, 1374–96. Thetford 275*.

1 MARTLET.
SA. a martlet Arg. — for ADAMS, quartering Arg. on a cross GU. five mullets OR — for PACECHURCH. ADAMS of Bardwell. Davy.

3 MARTLETS.

SA. three martlets Arg.

3 MARTLETS and in chief . . .
Canton.
Per fesse crenely [sic — nebuly in MS.] AZ. and
4 MARTLETS.
Per pale and per chev. crenelly Or and Vert, four martlets counterchanged. 
SPENCLEY of Bury. Davy.

6 MARTLETS.
Per bend bevil Arg. and Sa. six martlets counterchanged.
Per bend sinister Arg. and Sa. six martlets counterchanged.
ALLEYN of Fornham. Golty 258* (Tyl), 'p. bend Bevil etc.'
Per bend sinister rompu Arg. and Sa. six martlets counterchanged.
ALLEN, ALLEYN, ALLEYNE of Fornham All Saints, Icklingham, Suffolk. Visitation 1577. 
Per bend sinister Or and Sa. six martlets counterchanged.
Per pale indented, six martlets 2. 2. 2.
WRENN. E.A.N. & Q. IV. 226.
Per pale indented Arg. and Sa. six martlets counterchanged. 2. 2. 2.
WREN. Fairfax (Sta.) Papworth 336 (Glover). 
Per pale nebuly Az. and Or, six martlets counterchanged. 2. 2. 2.
Per pale indented Or and Sa. six martlets counterchanged. 2. 2. 2.
Per pale nebuly Sa. and Or, six martlets in pale counterchanged. 
FLEETWOOD of Wissett, Burgh Castle. Page. Copinger V.

6 MARTLETS and in chief . . .
Canton.
Az. six [sic]—seven in MS. martlets Or, 3, 3, 1., a canton Erm. 
HALESWORTH of Halesworth. Blos ed.F.

7 MARTLETS and in chief . . .
Canton.
Az. seven martlets Or, 3, 3, 1., a canton Erm. 
HALESWORTH of Halesworth. Blos MS.*

Orle of MARTLETS.
Barry Arg. and Az. an orle of martlets Gu. 
Barry of ten Arg. and Az, an orle of six (eight, ten) martlets Gu. 

OWLS.
Per pale Gu. and Arg. three owls of the second [sic].
CROPLEY of Shelland. Grant 1635. Davy. Copinger VI.

PEEWITS.
Or, three peewits Sa., over all a bend Gu. witham of Hasketon. Davy.

1 PELICAN.

Arg. a pelican in her piety Sa. vulning Gu. in her nest with three young ones (wings elevated) Ppr. CANTRELL, CANTRELL of Hemingstone, Bury. Visitation 1664-8*. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Bokenham.

Az. a pelican in her piety in her nest Arg. vulning Gu. CANTRELL, CHANTRELL. Davy. Papworth 306.


1 PELICAN and in chief . . . on a chief . . . Crosses.
A pelican vulning herself, on a chief three crosses paty fitchy.

3 PELICANS.


PHEASANTS.
Az. three pheasants Or.
READ, READE, REDE. Foster (Mill. Roll.) Fairfax (Lev.) Papworth 329 (Glover).

PIGEONS.
Or, three pigeons Az. collared Arg. BIRD of Gazeley. Visitation 1561.

1 RAVEN.

Or, a raven disp. Ppr. CORBOULD of Otley House. Corbould*.


2 RAVENS.

3 RAVENS.
Az. three ravens Sa. (or Ppr.) ROLFE of Hadleigh. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy. Papworth 324.


ROOKS.
Three rooks. ROOKWOOD. S.I.A. XIX, 353.

SEA-MEWS.

STORK see HERON.

1 SWAN.

Gu. a swan Arg. beaked Gu. legged Or. LEYHAM of Layham. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy. Farrer.

Gu. a swan Arg. beaked Arg. legged Sa. DALE. Golty 221*, ‘also Leyham’. Fairfax. LEYHAM. Golty 221*.


1 SWAN and in chief . . . Chief.
A swan, a chief Erm. PYKARELL of Burgate. E.A. Misc. 1928, 78 (seal).

Az. a swan close Arg., a chief Erm. PICKARELL, PYKARIELL of Burgate. Davy. Papworth 311.


1 SWAN between or within . . . Bordure.
Sa. a swan Arg. beaked and legged Gu. within a bordure engr. Arg. MORE. Papworth 317.

Sa. a swan close Ppr. beaked Gu. within a bordure engr. Arg. MORE of Needham. Davy.
BOOK between or within in base

BONE, see FIREBALL.

BIRDS-BOLTS, see ARROWS.

3 SWANS. Arg. three swans (in pale) Sa. beaked and legged Or betw. two swans and two swans, the dexter surmounted by another swan close Arg. (beaked and legged Or). Per chev. Sa. and Gu. in chief a book Gu. and in base a herring cobb naiant Or. within a bordure engr. Or.

3 SWANS between or within

2 SWANS on a BORDURE

On a BORDURE

3-FOILS (Tyl., Lev., Sta.) Davy. Papworth

BOBBINS, see ARROWS.

BOMBS, see FIREBALL.

BONES.

BONES.

BONES.

BONES.

BOOB-theFT, see FIREBALL.

BOLIDONIA (Cressingham of Cowling), Papworth

BORD, see FIREBALL.
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Pages 133 and 134 of the document are as follows:

**3 BOUGETS between or within...**

Bordure.
Az. three water bouquets or within a bordure engr. Erm. 
Bugg of Barsham. Davy.

**1 BOOW between or within...**

Arg. a crossbow bent in pale Gu.
Alabaster, Arbaster of Essex. Golty 249 (Lev.)

Erm. a crossbow bent in pale Gu.

Sa. a bow and arrow Arg.

**3, 4 Birds.**

Erm. a crossbow in pale inverted Gu. betw. three heath-cocks Sa. beaked and legged Gu.

Highmore of Ufford. Sharpe.
Arg. a crossbow (pointed upwards) betw. four Moor-cocks Sa. beaked and legged Gu.


**Pheons.**


**2 BOWS.**

Az. two long bows in saltire Arg.

Az. two long bows in saltire Or (stringed Arg.)

Gu. two [sic—three in MS.] crossbows bent—. (sic—Or in MS.).

Skinner of Monks Eleigh. Blois ed.F.

**2 BOWS between or within...**

Roundels.
Gu. two long bows bent and interlaced in saltire Or stringed Arg. betw. four bezants each charged with a fleur-de-lys Az.


**3 BOWS.**

Three crossbows.

Skinner of Sudbury. Golding 72* (tradesman's token). Sperling 204.


Gu. three crossbows Or.

Skinner of Monks Eleigh. Blois MS. Davy (Bloys).

**3 BOWS and in chief... on a chief...**

Gu. three bows strung in pale Gu., on a chief—three leopards' faces—.
BOW—CANTON

BOWES of Bury. Davy.

Erm. three long bows bent paleways in fesse Gu., on a chief Az. three leopards’ heads Or.


BRANCHES.

Az. three branches Arg. Moreyne of Suffolk. Davy.

5 BUCKLES.

Arg. two lozenge buckles in fesse Or.

PACKE, PARTZ. Blois ed.F., ‘vel argent wrouget’. Gu. two wrought buckles in fesse Or.

PACKE of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev.)

3 BUCKLES.

Arg. three arming buckles Gu.


Page. Copinger IV.

Arg. three lozenge buckles Gu.

BARRETTE, John of Suffolk. Military Roll*.


Arg. three lozenge buckles tongues fesseways Gu.


Arg. three square buckles Gu.

JERNEGAN, JERNINGHAM of Somerleyton, L.t Stonham, Wingfield Castle, Horham. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev.) Gipps.

Ermines, three round buckles tongues downward Arg., in fesse point a trefoil slipped Or.

JODRILL of Gisleham. Grant 10 July, 1707.

Papworth 349. Civic I, 33-*.

Gu. three round buckles tongues in chief Arg.

ROSCHELIN, ROSSELIN, ROSELYN of Kelisale, Yoxford, Cokley, Norfolk. Davy (Burke). Papworth 349.

Gu. three round buckles tongues fesseways (to the dexter) Arg.


Gu. crusily fitchy and three round buckles tongues fesseways Arg.


3 BUCKLES between or within...

Bendlets or Cotises.

Arg. three round buckles in bend cotised Sa.

JERNINGHAM, JERNINGHAM alias HONYNG. Visitations 1561 and 1664-8.

5 BUCKLES.

Gu. five square buckles interlaced in cross—.

WenVEY of Brettenthal. Davy (Edms.).

BUGLE HORN see HORN.

BUILDINGS.

Gu. two single arches in chief and a double arch in base Arg. capitals and pedestals Or.

ARCHES. Thigoe. Papworth 351 (Glover).

Gu. three arches Arg. masoned Sa.


BUTTERFLY see INSECT.

CANTON or QUARTER.

; fretty and a canton Sa.

MIDDLETOWN of Crowfield Hall. Sharpe.


Arg. a canton Sa.


Arg. a canton Sa.— for sutton, quartering Or. two bars Az; a chief quarterly Az. charged with two fleurs-de-lis Or and Gu. charged with a lion pass. guard. Or — for MANNERS.

SUTTON, Charles Manners, Bishop of Norwich. 1792—1805. Bedford A. 6, 82*. Bedford B. 7, 95*.

Arg. fretty and a canton Sa.


Barry nebuly of six, a canton.

KEBLE of Stowmarket. Fairtridge (Darby).

Barry nebuly of six Arg. and Az. a canton of the first [sic].

KEBELE, KEBBELE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 353.

Barry of six Arg. and Gu. a canton Erm.

GOSSELL, GOSSHILL, GOSSELL of Suffolk, Norfolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 353 (Glover).

Barry of six Arg. and Sa. a canton Ermines.

MARSHALL of Occold. E.A. Misc. 1928, 34.

Barry nebuly of six Arg. and Sa. a canton Erm. BROKESEY, BROOKSEY.


Barry nebuly of six Arg. and Sa. a canton Gu.

BROKESEY, BROKESEY, BROKESEBY, BROOKSEBY.


Barry nebuly of six Arg. and Sa. a canton Or [sic—Gu. in MS.].

BROKESEY. Blois ed.F., ‘qu. if Keble’.

Barry wavy of six Erm. and Sa. a canton Sa.

BARLEE of Worlingworth, Wrentham, Framlingham. Davy.

Barry of six Gu. and Or, a canton Erm.

GOUSELL, GOWSELL. Golty 138 (Lev.) Fairfax.

Barry of six Or and Az. a canton Erm.

GAUSELL, GOWSELL, GUSSELL of Norfolk. Golty 138 (Lev.) Fairfax (Lev.) Papworth 353 (Glover). Even 413.

Barry of six Or and Az. a quarter Erm.

GUSSELL. Thigoe (Hervey).

Barry bendy Or and Az. a canton Erm.

BUCKE of Lincolnshire. Fairfax (Yorke).

Barry of six Or and Gu. a canton Erm.

GOUSELL, GOWSELL, GUSSELL. Foster (Sur- rey) (Glover). Golty 138* (Blois). Lev. hath it g. & Or. Fairfax (Blois). Papworth 353 (Glover).

Barry wavy of six Sa. and Erm. a canton — for difference.

BARLEE of Clavering in Essex. Palgrave 25*.

Barry of eight Arg. and Sa. a canton per pale
CANTON

Or and Arg.

BELLSTEAD, BELSTEAD, BELSTED, BELSTEDE.


Barry of ten Arg. and Gu. a canton Gu., quartering Per pale Or and Sa. a cross counter-changed.


Bendy, a canton.


Barly of six, a canton. Gu.

FITZOTH, Hugh, Master of the King's Mint, temp. Edw. I., of Mendlesham. Mendlesham Ch. bkt.

Bendy of six Or and Az. a canton Arg.

DAMARTIN Davy, *same as Fitz Otes*.


Bendy of six Or and Az. a canton Erm.

FITZGOTEZ. Fairfax. Papworth 353.

LE DESPENCER, LE DESPENSEX, SPENCER of Nettlestead. Thonges I, 28n., *These were the arms of Gousell, adopted or assumed by Sir Philip Le Despenser on his marriage with the heiress of Gousell*. [But Gousell bore Barry or Paly of six, etc.]. Page. Papworth 353.

Bendy of six Or and Az. a quarter Erm.

FITZGOTEZ. Foster (St. George, Camden Rolls).

Chequy, a canton.


Chequy Or and Az. a canton Erm.


Chequy Or and Gu. a canton Erm.

REYMES, REYNES. Papworth 354. Sperling 142.

Erm. a canton Gu.

NORWOOD. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blos).

Lozengy bendy of eight Arg. and Az. a canton Erm.

BUCK, BUCKE of Worlington. Davy.

Lozengy bendy (of eight) Or and Az. a canton Erm.

BUCK, BUCKE of Worlington. Goltz 175*.

Thonges. Davy.

Or. a canton Sa.


Paly of six Or and Az. a canton Erm.

GOWSELL. Fairfax (Sta).


Paly of six Or and Gu. a canton Erm.

GOWSELL, GOWSHELL of Norfolk. Goltz 67* and 70*, Mr. Leveran from the pedigree of Wingfield—mistaken in that pedigree saith Mr. Boys*. Fairfax (Lev.) Papworth 353.

YAIR, a canton Gu.


VAIR, a canton Gu.


CANTON or QUARTER and Bordure. Chequy Or and Az. a canton Erm., a bordure Gu.

charged with lions pass. guard. Or.


Chequy Or and Az. a quarter Erm., a bordure Gu. charged with lions pass. guard. Or.


On a CANTON or QUARTER . . .

Beast.

Bendy Or and Az. on a canton Arg. a lion pass. 6 of six. Or.

PASSELEwe of Barrow, Newton. 25 Hen. 3. Page. Copinger VII.

Bendy Or and Az. on a canton Arg. a lion pass. guard. Gu.

PASSELEW, Sire Johan, of Essex. Papworth 356 (Parl. Roll.).

Chequy Or and Az. on a canton Gu. a lion rampant Arg.

WARREN of Burgh Castle, Beccles, Mildenhall.


Billets.

Barry of six Arg. and Az. on a canton Arg. five billets saltire-wise Sa.


Barry of twelve Or and Gu. on a canton Arg. five billets Sa.


Barry of ten Arg. and Az. on a canton Or a Cornish chough Ppr.

HOTHAM of Dennington. Davy.

. . . Falcon.

Or, on a canton Az. a falcon volant Arg. belled and jessed Or.


Or, on a canton Az. a falcon wings expanded and belled Or.

THURSTON. Goltz 175*. Fairfax.

Or, on a canton Az. a falcon on a stand wings expanded and belled Or.


Or, on a canton Az. a falcon volant Or.


. . . Martlet.

Barry of eight Az. and Arg. on a canton Or a martlet Sa.


. . . Pelican.


Chevron.

. . . on a canton Gu. a chev. Or.

MEDILTON. Blois MS.* Arg. [sic—untinct. in MS.] on a canton Gu. a chev. Or.

MEDILTON. Blois ed.F.

Erm. on a canton Arg. a chev. Gu.

MIDDILTON, William de, Bishop of Norwich, 1278–88. Fairfax (Guill.) Heylyn. Blone-
CANTON

MIDDLETON, MIDDLETON. Davy (Blome). Papworth 358.

Coronets,
Arg. on a canton Sa. three ducal coronets in bend Or.
HUDSON of Ipswich. Bokenham.

Crescent.
Arg. on a canton Az. a crescent Arg. JENKINS of Eye. Davy.
Barry nebuly of six Arg. and Sa. on a canton Gu. a crescent Arg. [for difference]. KEBLE of West Crening. Visitation 1664–8*.
Papworth 358. Musket II.

Bendy wavy of six Arg. and Az. on a canton — a crescent — [for difference]. PLAYTERS of Sotterley. Davy.

Cross.
Az. fretty Or, on a canton Gu. a cross formy Arg.
Az. fretty Or, on a canton Gu., a cross moline Arg.

Escallop.
Barry of six Or and Sa. on a canton Arg. an escallop Gu.
HOLMES of Walsham-le-Willows. Davy.
Barry of six Or and Sa. on a quarter Arg. an escallop Gu.

Estoile.
Sa. on a canton Arg. an estoile Sa.
COLMAN. Blois MS.* & ed. F. Davy (Blois).

Flower.
Paly of six Arg. and Az. on a canton Gu. a rose Arg.
Paly of six Arg. and Az. on a canton Gu. a white rose seeded Ppr.
Paly of six Az. and Arg. on a sinister canton Gu. a rose Ppr.
PLAMPIN of Chadacre Hall. Davy.

Garb.
Barry of six Arg. and Sa. on a canton Gu. a garb Or.
BAYLEY. Bokenham.

Head.
Arg. fretty Sa. on a canton per chev. Sa. and Or a unicorn's head per chev. Gu. and Or horned Or and Sa.
MIDDLETON, MIDDLETON, Bart., of Shrubland Hall in Barham, Crowfield Hall. Page Papworth 885.
Arg. fretty Sa. on a canton per chev. Sa. and Or a unicorn's head erased per chev. Or and Gu. horned Or and Sa.
MIDDLETON, Bart., of Shrubland Hall in Barham, Crowfield Hall. Davy.

Leg.
Arg. on a canton Sa. a lion's paw erased in bend Or.

Maunch.
Arg. fretty Sa. on a canton Sa. a maunch Arg. VERNON. Bokenham.

Male
Gyronny of eight Arg. and Sa. on a canton Az. a mullet Or.
BLACKBERY of Stowmarket. Davy (Harl. 1085).
Gyronny of eight Or and Sa. on a canton Az. a mullet Arg.
Gyronny of eight Or and Sa. on a canton Az. a mullet Or.

Pheon.
Paly of six Arg. and Vert, on a canton Gu. a pheon Or.

Salire.
Barry Arg. and Sa. on a canton Arg. a salire engr. Vert.
BELSTEDE of Norfolk. Davy.

Tun.
Barry of eight Arg. and Az. on a canton Arg. a tun (palewise) Gu.
Barry of eight Arg. and Az. on a canton of the second [sic] a tun Gu.
KININGTON. Davy.
Barry of eight Arg. and Az. on a canton Or a tun (palewise) Gu.
Barry of eight Or and Az. on a canton Gu. a tun Or.

1, 3 Wreaths.
Arg. fretty Sa. or a canton Gu a chaplet Or.
Barry of six Arg. and Az. on a canton Gu. a chaplet Arg.
HOLMES of Mendham. Capinger IV.
Barry of six Or and Az. on a canton Arg. a chaplet Gu.
Barry of six Or and Az. on a quarter Arg. a chaplet Gu.
HOLME. Fairfax.
Barry of six Or and Az. on a canton Gu. a chaplet Arg.
HOLMES of South Elmham All Saints and St. Nicholas, Fressingfield Hall. Crisp XIX, 204–5.
Barry of eight Or and Az. on a canton Arg. three chaplets Gu.
Barry of eight Or and Az. on a canton Arg.
three chaplets Vert.

HOMES OF BURY. Davy (Mr. B.)

1 CASTLE.
A tower triple-towered.

BOLEAU OF Somerton. Partridge (Darby).
A castle triple-towered, out of each of the end ones a demi-man issuing holding in his dexter hand a spear.

THETFORD, Town of. Thetford 266. Scott-Giles, 'Device'.
A quadrangular castle embattled domed and surmounted by a tower triple-towered on the middle tower a flag Gu. out of each of the front towers a man in armour the dexter holding a sword erect the sinister blowing a horn, all Ppr.

Arg. a tower triple-towered Or issuing from the towers a man in armour the dexter holding a spear.

Arg. a tower triple-towered Or, in chief a castle and a lion rampant, Arg. three chess-rooks and a chief Sa.

A.tower betw. three keys erect Sa. within the date 1579.

Arg. a tower triple-towered Sa. (port Or).

OLDCASTLE OF Aspall. Lord Cobham.

Arg. three castles (triple-towered) Sa.

Arg. three towers (or turrets) Or. 

2 CASTLES.

Az. in chief a castle and a lion rampant. Arg. crowned Or, in base a lion and a castle as in chief.

SKRINE OF GT. FINBOROUGH. Davy.

3 CASTLES.

Arg. three castles (or towers) Gu.

CASTELL, CASTELLI, CASTLE OF CORTON, NORFOLK. Davy 236*. Fairfax, 'Tyl. adds ye gates displd & garnished Or'. Davy (Mr. Barnwell).

Bohun 37*. Papworth 370. Bokenham Fam. 260f of

Arg. three castles (triple-towered) Sa.


Gu. three castles Arg.


Gu. three towers (or turrets) Or.

TERRITT OF CHILTON HALL IN CLARE. Davy.

Gu. three towers with cupolas Or.

TERETT. Papworth 370 (Glover).

Or. three castles triple-towered Sa.


CASTLE—CHESS-ROOK

1 CASTLE BETWEEN OR WITHIN...

Beasts.

On a mount a tower supported by two lions ramp. (beneath them the date 1579).


Horns.

A tower betw. three bugle-horns.


Keys.

Arg. a tower Sa. betw. three keys erect Az.

BAKER OF STUTTON. Davy. Papworth 369.

Arg. a tower betw. three keys erect Sa.

BAKER OF STUTTON. Davy. Papworth 369.

2 CASTLES.

Az. in chief a castle and a lion rampant. Arg. crowned Or, in base a lion and a castle as in chief.

SKRINE OF GT. FINBOROUGH. Davy.

3 CASTLES.

Arg. three castles (or towers) Gu.

CASTELL, CASTELLI, CASTLE OF CORTON, NORFOLK. Golty 236*. Fairfax, 'Tyl. adds ye gates displd & garnished Or'. Davy (Mr. Barnwell).

Bohun 37*. Papworth 370. Bokenham Fam. 260f of

Arg. three castles (triple-towered) Sa.


Gu. three castles Arg.


Gu. three towers (or turrets) Or.

TERRITT OF CHILTON HALL IN CLARE. Davy.

Gu. three towers with cupolas Or.

TERETT. Papworth 370 (Glover).

Or. three castles triple-towered Sa.


CHAPLET see WREATH.

CHEQUY.

Chequy.

WARENNE. Lavenham Ch. blkt.

Chequy Arg. Aisy of torteaux and Az. Isey of fleurs-de-lis Or.


Chequy Arg. and Gu.


Chequy Arg. and Sa.


Chequy Erm. and Gu.


Chequy Or and Az.


Chequy Or and Az., quartered by Gu. a lion rampant Or; all within a bordure engr. Arg. ARUNDEL, Thomas, Bishop of Ely, 1374-88. Bedford A. 3, 39* (Lambeth MSS. 555). Bedford B. 4, 44* (seal, portrait, plate).

Chequy Or and Gu.

BARRET, BARRETT OF Suffolk. Golty 243*, 'in my Gurdon's house of Assington the checks are fewer and bigger for Barrett of Bellhouse'. Davy.

VALLIBUS, VAUX OF Wenham, Barsham. Suckling I, 42. Farrer.

3 CHESS-ROOKS.

Arg. three chess-rooks Sa.

ROOKWOOD, ROOKWOOD OF Euston. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev., Sta.), 'Mr. Mos: table'. Thetford 64. Davy (Barrett). E.A. Misc. 1912, 53, 'this coat is seldom used'.

Arg. in chief three chess-rooks Sa.

ROOKWOOD OF Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 372.

Erm. three chess-rooks Gu.


3 CHESS-ROOKS AND IN CHIEF...

Chief.

Arg. three chess-rooks and a chief Sa.


6 CHESS-ROOKS.

Six chess-rooks.
ROOKWOOD. S.J.A. IX, 264.

CHEVRON.

CHEVRON, I CHEVRON, Plain.
A chev.
HANNINGFIELD. Hawestead 50.
A chev. countercompomy (or chequy).
DUNTON of Hadleigh. Davy.
Arg. a chev. Az.
Arg. a chev. Az., quartered by Arg.
HAPPETON of Suffolk. Military Roll*.
Arg. a chev. Az., a label of three points Ermines.
HOPTON of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.). 'These are the arms of Swillington — assumed by Hopton'.
Arg. a chev. Az., a label of three points Erm.
HOPTON. E.A. Misc. 1910, 89.
Arg. a chev. Az., a label of three points Ermines.
SWILLINGTON. Bokenham.
Arg. a chev. Gu.
CHILTON. Davy. Papworth 372.
Arg. a chev. Sa.
DENSON, DENSSEN, DENSTON, DENTISSON. Extended Parl. Roll. Fairfax (Tyl.) 'marryd Clotpyn'. Papworth 373.
HARLESTON. Fairfax. 'Born by Denston'. 
Arg. a chev. Sa., quartering Arg. a fesse Erm. colised Sa.
HARLESTON of Suffolk. Military Roll*. Foster.
Az. a chev. Arg.
Az. a chev. Or.
CHAWORTH of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 374.
Az. a chev. Or, a label (of three points) Or.
DABERON, DABERON, DABERON. Blows MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).
Barry of six Or and Az. a chev. Erm.
Barry of six Or and Az. a chev. Gu.
Copinger V.
Barry of ten Arg. and Gu. a chev. Or.
Erm. a chev. Gu.
Erm. a chev. Gu., quartering Or, a lion rampant.
S.:
LOZENGY Or and Az. a chev. Gu.
GEORGES, GORGE, GORGES. Fairfax (Lev.) Papworth 375.
LOZENGY Or and Az. a chev. Gu. [or in Add: MSS. 45133], quartering Arg. on a chief Gu. three bezants.
GORGYS of Suffolk. Military Roll* (Harl. 14205) ['CHEFFYN' added in another hand]. Foster.
Or, a chev. Gu.
BELHOUSE. Davy.
Or, a chev. Gu. surmounted by a cross formy fitchy Gu.
HOLBROOK, HOLBROOK of Suffolk. Davy (Burtt, Edms.) Papworth 376.
Or, crissly and a chev. Gu.
Or, a chev. Sa.
Or, a chev. Sa., over all a bend engr. Arg.
Per pale Az. and Gu. a chev. Arg. voided and counterchanged.
SAYS. Reyce 216.
Per pale Erm. and Sa. a chev. counterchanged. 
CHEVRON

Per pale Or and Gu, a chev. counterchanged.
WESTON. Papworth 376.
Quarterly Arg. and Az. a chev. counterchanged.
CHAMBER, CHAMBERS of Stoke-by-Nayland.

1 CHEVRON, Embattled.
A chev. counterembattled.
HALE. Misc. Gen. 2nd S. I, 374*.
Az. a chev. embattled Or.
Az. a chev. counterembattled Or.

1 CHEVRON, Engrailed.
Gu. a chev. engr. Arg.
HINCKLEY, HINCKLY, HINKLEY, HYNKLEY, HYNKLEGH of Gt. Thurlow. Visitation 1561.
Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Tyl.) Thingoe (seal, 2 Hen. 4,) Davy (Blois). S.I.A. XX, 45.
Badham (Tyl., Blois). Papworth 375 (Harl. 1396, fol. 34b.).
Gu. a chev. engr. airy Or [sic].
CANTRELL of Stowe Hall in Heningstone. Gipps. Davy (Gipps).

1 CHEVRON, Indented.
Arg. a chev. indented Gu.
BROME. Davy.

1 CHEVRON and in base .
Crescent.
Arg. a chev. and in base a crescent Gu., on a chief—[sic—Az. in MS.] three bezants.
CODUN of Weston, Shadingfield. Blois ed.F.
Arg. a chev. and in base a crescent Gu., on a chief Az. three bezants.
CODON, CODUN, CUDON of Weston, Shadingfield, Suffolk. Visitation 1561. Harl. 772*.
Blois MS.* Davy (Edms.).

Head.
Erm. a chev. Gu., in base a bull's head erased Sa. armed Or.
WINGCOLE. Golty 151*.

Helmet.
Az. a chev. and in base an ensquire's helmet Or.
EDRYN. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. River'.

1 CHEVRON and in chief .
Annulet.
Arg. a chev. and in dexter chief an annulet Sa.

Bird.
Arg. a chev. engr. Sa., in dexter chief an eagle disp. Gu.
TRUSSON of Kelsale. Davy.

Canton.
Arg. a chev. Erm. a canton Gu.
Or. a chev. Gu. a canton Erm.

Chief.
Or, a chev. Gu. a chief Az.
BRISINGHAM, BRYINGHAM. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'hamond of Nailend'. Davy.

Crosses.
Az. a chev. and in chief three crosses paty Arg.

5-Foil.
Az. crusilly and a chev. Arg., in dexter chief a cinquefoil Or.
LATIMER, LATYMER of Rushmere. E.A.N. & Q. (N.S.) III, 197. Copinger V.

6-Foil.
Az. crusilly and a chev. Arg., in dexter chief a sexfoil Arg.
LATYMER. E.A.N. & Q. VIII, 69.

1 Head.
Or, a chev. engr. Erm., in chief a Moor's head affronty couped at the shoulders Sa.
MOORE, MORE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 380.

2 Heads.
Or, a chev. and in chief two leopard's faces Gu.

3 Heads.
Or, a chev. and in chief three leopard's faces Gu.
HARVEY of Bedingfield, Wickham Skeith, Alderton, Stradbroke. Davy (Edms.)

Mascles.
Arg. a chev. and in chief three mascles Gu.
PETO, PETOE of Somerleyton, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 381.

Scythe.
Arg. a chev. Sa. pretty Or, in chief a scythe blade—.
THICKNESS of Felixstowe. Davy.

1 CHEVRON in chief .
Annulet.
Arg. a chev. and on a canton .

Bird.
Arg. a chev. Gu., on a canton Vert a falcon close belled Or.
JEGON, 'B. of Noriwch.' Golty 161* (Tyl.), 'Le — hath if chevrons and an eagle volant by the name of Jegon'.

1 CHEVRON and in chief .
Annulets.
A chev., on a chief three annulets.
VOTIER of Rumburgh, Burgh. Davy. Partridge (Darby).

Beast.
A chev., on a chief a demi-lion ramp. issuant.
LE GODE, Johannis, of Ilketshall, Wilby. Farrer* (seal, charter of 1379).
Arg. a chev. Gu., on a chief Or a demi-lion ramp. issuant Gu.
JONES of Lowestoft, Theberton. Davy.

Birds.
Arg. a chev. Az., on a chief Az. three martlets Arg.
Arg. a chev. Gu., on a chief Gu. three martlets Or.
SMITH of Nettlestead, Elmsett, Chelsworth. Davy (Barrett).
Or, a chev. Gu. on a chief Gu. three martlets Arg.
CHEVRON

SMYTH. Bokenham.

Crescents.
Or, a chev. Gu., on a chief Az. three crescents Or.


Cross.
Arg. a chev. lozengy Gu. and Az., on a chief Az. a cross formy fitchy betw. two mullets Or. REYNOLDS of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 379.

Escallops.
Arg. a chev. Gu., on a chief Gu. three escallops Arg.

CROVEL, CROVILE, CROVILE of Suffolk. Temp. Hen. 6, Goltly 35* and 44* (Lev.). Fairfax (Lev.).

Heads (Beasts) ... Deer.
Erm. a chev. Sa., on a chief Sa. three bucks' heads cabossed Arg. (attired Or).

BEVERLEY of Whelnetham. Davy (Harl. 1083).

E. Oxen.
Erm. a chev. Sa., on a chief Sa. three bulls' heads cabossed Arg. (armed Or).


Lozenges.
Arg. a chev. Gu., on a chief Gu. three lozenges Arg.

PETOW, PEYTOWE. Extended Parl. Roll. Fairfax (Lev.).

Mascles.
Arg. a chev. Gu., on a chief Gu. three mascles Arg.


Mullets.
A chev., on a chief three mullets (pierced).

FOWLE of Norwich. S.I.A. XXVII, 123*.

Partridge (Darby).
Arg. a chev. Gu., on a chief Gu. three mullets Arg.


Or, a chev. Gu., on a chief Gu. three mullets Arg. SMITH of Suffolk. Davy (Blomef. V, 412).


Roundels ... Beazants.


Arg. a chev. Gu., on a chief Az. three roundels Arg. Cuddon. Kirby's map*.

1 CHEVRON between or within ... 3, 6 Annulets.


Arg. a chev. betw. six annulets Gu. PIZZLEWES of Shimpling. Davy.

Attires.
Sa. a chev. betw. three stags' attires (fixed to the skull) Arg.


Axes.
Sa. a chev. betw. three millpicks Arg.


Sa. a chev. betw. three pick-axes Arg.

GREENWOOD of Burgh Castle. Davy.

Sa. a chev. Or betw. three pick-axes Arg. handled and ducally crowned Or.

PARSONS of Hadleigh. Davy.

Barnacles.
Gu. a chev. betw. three barnacles close Arg. (sic -- shld. be barnacle gese).

WORLICH. Bokenham.

2 Beasts.
Arg. a chev. betw. in chief two lions pass. and in base an annulet Sa.


Or, a chev. betw. in chief two lions pass. and in base an annulet Sa. TAYLOR of Lidgate. Davy.

3 Beasts ... Bats.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three bats wings expanded Or.


... Beavers.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three beavers Arg.

HARTOPP. Davy.

... Deer.
Arg. a chev. betw. three (roe-) bucks trippant Sa. (attired and hooved Or).


Arg. a chev. betw. three stags at gaze Sa.

ROGERS of Walsham-le-Willows, Clapton, Otley. Davy.


Or, a chev. hayr nebuluy (of six) Arg. and Az. betw. three bucks in full course Ppr.


Or, a chev. Vair betw. three bucks in full course Ppr.


Per pale Az. and Gu. a chev. betw. three bucks trippant Or.


Per pale Gu. and Az. a chev. betw. three bucks trippant Or.


Vert. a chev. betw. three hounds pass. Sa.

Copinger V.

Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three talbots pass. Sa.

Gipp's of Bury. Davy.

Talbot, Talbott of Icklingham, Norfolk. Grant 1584. Fairfax (Peach.) Davy (Blomef. II, 503). Papworth 386 (Withie's additions to Glover's Ord.)

Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three hounds pass. Sa.
Talbot. Grant 1584. Davy (Edms.).

Arg. a chev. betw. three hounds pass. Sa.

Talbot of Suffolk. Grant 1584. Papworth 386.

Az. a chev. Erm. betw. three talbots Arg.

Archdale of Suffolk. Bokenham. Davy (Kent's Heraldry.)

Gu. a chev. betw. three talbots sejant Arg.


Gu. a chev. eng. betw. three talbots sejant Arg.

Hunigate, Hugunte, Hugun e of Haverhill.


Sa. a chev. betw. three greyhounds Arg.

Harmonde vel Harman of Ipswich, Rendlesham. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

... Leopards.

Az. a chev. Erm. betw. three leopards Or.

Ashby of Stansfield, Barrow. S.I.A. X, 356.

... Lions.

A chev. betw. three lions ramp.

Dersham. Davy (seal, 1342).


Arg. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. Sa.

Boorde, Bourde, Bourne of Bury, Bures, Suffolk. Blois (Blomef, Edms.).


Arg. a chev. embattled betw. three lions ramp.

Sa.


Arg. a chev. Sa. fretty Or betw. three lions ramp.
Gu.

Brockland. Davy (Edms.).

Arg. a chev. Vair betw. three lions ramp. Az.


Az. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. Or.

Marty of Thornham, Bokenham.

Gu. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. Arg.

Good of Eye. Gipps. Brome Ch. bkt.

Gu. a chev. Or betw. three lions ramp. Arg.


Gwynn of Ipswich. Sharpe.

Gu. a chev. Or betw. three lions ramp. guard. Arg.

Good of Wilby. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Gu. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. Or.


Gwyn of Ipswich. Davy.


Sa. a chev. betw. three lions ramp. Arg.


Sa. a chev. embattled betw. three lions ramp. Or.

Baspole. Golty 146* (Lev.), 'Tilletson hath the same coat but the colours somewhat differ'.

... Otters.

Sa. a chev. betw. three otters pass. Arg.


Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three otters pass. Arg.


... Oxen.

Az. a chev. betw. three bulls pass. Sa.

Brage of Royden [sic]. E.A.N. & Q. XII, 147.

Or, a chev. betw. three bulls Sa.


... Sheep.

Per pale wavy Arg. and Erminois, a chev. Gu. betw. three lambs Sa.

Lamb of Ixworth Thorpe. Davy.

Per pale wavy Arg. and Erminois, a chev. betw. three lambs pass. Sa.


Vert. a chev. Erm. betw. three wethers --.

Wethaby. S.I.A. XXII, 8.

Vert. a chev. Erm. betw. three rams pass. Arg. armed Or.


... Squirrels.

Arg. a chev. Az. betw. three squirrels sejant Gu.


6 Beasts ... Dogs.

A chev. betw. three pairs of greyhounds counter-courant.

Bittering of Eye, Cockfield. Davy (seal, 42 Eliz.)

... Sheep.

Az. a chev. betw. six rams accosted counter-triappend Arg. (armed Or) 2, 2, 2.


Az. a chev. Arg. betw. six rams accosted counter-triappend Or [sic — Arg. in MS.]

Herman of Rendlesham. Blois ed.F.

3, 6 Billets.

Arg. a chev. Gu. fretty Or betw. three billets Sa.

Erm. a chev. Az. betw. three billets Gu.  

EUXTER. Bishop of Ely, 1198–1215. **Bedford A. 38* [field plain in*]. Papworth 391. **Bedford B. 43* [field plain in*].**  

Gu. a chev. dance. Erm. betw. six billets Arg.  

REPTING of Waldingfield. **Davy.**  

Quarterly Gu. and Az. a cher. Erm. betw. in chief two eagles disp. Arg. and in base a lion pass. Or.  

LIDGBIRD of Rougham. Grant 1740. Papworth 391.  

. . . Falcons.  
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. in chief two falcons Gu. belled and jessed Or and in base a bull pass. Gu.  

RIDLEY of Clare, Bury. *Crisp XIII*, 89–94*.  

. . . Martlets.  
A chev. embattled betw. in chief two martlets and in base a dexter hand holding a dagger.  

**Piper of Haverhill. Davy.**  

3 Birds . . . Birds.  
Arg. a chev. betw. three birds Sa.  

BAYNARD, BAYNAYRD of Suffolk, **Davy (Edms.)** Papworth 392, 'the birds perhaps crows'.  

WARBURTON of Long Melford. **Fairfax (Chekh.) Davy (Barrett).**  

Arg. a chev. betw. three blackbirds beaked and legged Gu.  

ACOCK of Badley. **Sharpe**, chev. 'some say engrai/eled'.  

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three birds Sa. beaked and legged Gu.  

ACOCK, ALCOCKE, ALCOCKE of Badley. **Golty 147*, 'in Daundyes pedigree'. Visitation 1664–8*. Page. **Davy (Censer 77).**  

AZ. a chev. betw. three birds Arg.  

SACH, SETCHE of Bury, Horringer. **Davy.**  

AZ. a chev. betw. three birds Arg. beaked and legged Gu.  

DREWRY, DRYU of Brampton. **Davy (Edms.)** Papworth 392.  

AZ. a chev. betw. three birds close Arg. beaked and legged Gu.  


Gu. a chev. betw. three birds with wings expanded Arg.  

LUDKIN of Ipswich. Visitation 1664–8. **Davy (Barrett, Edms.) Papworth 392.**  

Gu. a chev. betw. three birds volant Arg.  

WOOLRICH, WOLYRECH of Cowling, Wickhambrooke. **Reyc 182, Blois MS.* & ed. F. Fairfax.**  

Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three birds Ppr.  

SAYERS. **Suckling II, 27.**  

. . . Bunting.  
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three ?bunting Sa. (combed Gu.).  

BUNTING. Abbot of Bury. **Davy.**  

. . . Cocks.  
A chev. betw. three cocks.  

COBBES of Bury, Gt. Saxham. **Thingoe.**  

Arg. a chev. betw. three cocks Gu.  


Arg. a chev. betw. three cocks Sa.  

ACOCK of Badley, Shottisham. **Davy.**  

Arg. a chev. betw. three cocks Sa., all within a bordure company Or and of the first [sic].  

COCKET of Ampton. Visitation 1577.
CHEVRON

WORLICH of Cowling. Davy (Barrett). 
Az. a chev. betw. three mallards wings elevated Arg. 
Gu. a chev. betw. three ducks Arg. 
WORLICH of Cowling. Golty 157*.
Gu. a chev. Arg. betw. three wild ducks Ppr. 
WORLICH. Fairfax (Guill.).

... Eagles.
A chev. betw. three eagles disp. 
Az. a chev. Erm. betw. three eagles disp. Arg. 
GILBERT of Finborough. Bokenham.
Az. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three eagles disp. Arg. 
GILBERT of Gt. Finborough. Page.
Az. a chev. Erm. betw. three eagles disp. Or. 
Az. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three eagles disp. Or. 
Az. a chev. betw. three eagles disp. Or. 
ASHBY of Lowestoft. Davy.
Az. a chev. engr. betw. three eagles disp. Or. 
GILBERT of Finborough Hall. Gipps. Davy. 
Gu. a chev. betw. three eagles disp. Arg. 
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three eagles disp. Arg. 
FRANCIS of Wickhambrook. Blois ed.F. [chev. engr. and eagles volant in MS.].
Gu. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three eagles disp. Arg. 
Gu. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three eagles volant Arg. 
FRANCIS of Wickhambrook. Blois MS.* 
Or, a chev. betw. three eagles Vert. 
Quarterly Gu. and Az. a chev. Erm. betw. in chief three eagles disp. Arg. and in base a lion pass. Or.
LIDGEBIRD of Rougham: Grant 1740. Davy (Edms.).

... Falcons.
Gu. a chev. betw. three falcons volant Arg. 
LUDKIN. Bokenham.
Gu. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three falcons disp. 
Arg. (beaked legged belled and jessed Or).


... Fowls.
Gu. a chev. betw. three ‘fowles’ close Arg. 
PAGE. Fairfax. 
... Geese. 
Az. a chev. betw. three geese (brants or brents) 
Arg. beaked and legged Gu. 
DUKE of Benenhall, Brampton. Reyce 177. 
Fairfax (Guill.).
Gu. a chev. betw. three geese volant Arg.

Or, a chev. Sa. betw. three ‘?geese’ –. 
POYGON of Kesgrave. Davy (seal). 

... Goldfinches.
Arg. a chev. betw. three goldfinches –. 
JEFFERAY of Stansfield or Sternfield. Blois ed.F., ‘el A. a chevron between three popinjays V, legged G.’ 

... Hawks.
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three goshawks Arg. belled Or. 
FRANCIS. Bokenham. 

... Heathcocks, Moorcocks.
Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three heathcocks Sa. 
Arg. a chev. betw. three moorcocks Sa. 

... Martlets.
A chev. betw. three martlets. 
DUKE, Bart. S.I.A. IX, 47. 
PARSONS of Hadleigh. Davy. 
A chev. lozenge betw. three martlets. 
SETTLE of Laxfield. Davy. 
Arg. a chev. betw. three martlets –. 
BIGGS of Glemsford. Fairfax. 
Arg. a chev. betw. three martlets Az. 
PAGE of Preston Hall. Visitation 1664–8. 
Arg. a chev. Az. betw. three martlets Gu. 
JEFFERY, JEFFERY of Stansfield. Fairfax (Tyl.) Gipps. 
Arg. a chev. betw. three martlets Gu. 
Arg. a chev. betw. three martlets Gu. [sic – Sa. in MS.]. 

CHETTHAM. Blois ed.F. 
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three martlets Sa. 
CHETTHAM. Blois MS.* 
Arg. a chev. engr. Gu. betw. three martlets Sa. 
ELWIN. Thingoe. Ray 35. 
Arg. a chev. betw. three martlets Sa. 
BISKELE of Frostenenden. Davy (Blois). ELWIN of Gt. Glamham. Davy (Mr. B.) 

HARDISHULL. Blois ed.F. 
Arg. a chev. betw. three martlets Sa. – for PROCTOR, quartered by Gu. a fesse betw. six billets barwise Or and 3. 3., a canton Erm. – for BEAUCHAMP, 
Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three martlets Arg. 
CULPEPPER. Bokenham. 
Or, a chev. couped per pale Az. and Gu. betw. three martlets Sa. 
METTINGHAM of Mettingham. Sharpe. 
Or, a chev. betw. three martlets Sa. 
BIGGS of Glemsford. Davy. 

... Murs.
Gu. a chev. Sa. betw. three murs Ppr. 
CARTHEW of Woodbridge, Benacre. Kirby’s map*. Sharpe, ‘black and white birds’.

... Ostriches.
Az. a chev. betw. three ostriches Arg. STAINFORD. Visitation 1664–8.

... Owls.
Az. a chev. betw. three owls Arg. beaked and legged Or. APPELYARD of Framlingham, Norfolk. Davy. Papworth 401.

Sa. a chev. Or betw. three owls Arg. APPELYARD. Goltz 153* 'Blacksmith'. Papworth 401 (Glover).

... Partridges.

... Pelicans.
Az. a chev. Arg. betw. three pelicans Or vulning themselves Gu. MEADOWS of Beaure, Frostenden. Copinger II.
MEADOWS. E.A. & Q. VI, 12.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three pelicans with wings addorsed Or. MEADOWS, MEDDOVES of Henley. Papworth 402. Copinger II.

... Pigeons.
Gu. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three pigeons rising Arg. legged Or (or Gu.) FRANCIS of Gifford's Hall, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 395.

... Popinjays.
JEFFERY of Suffolk. Goltz 141*.

... Quails.
Arg. a chev. Sa. gutty Arg. betw. three quails Ppr. QUAYLE of Bury, Barton Mills. Davy.

... Rooks.
Az. a chev. betw. three rooks Arg. ROCWODE, Robert de, of Acton, 1342. E.A. Misc. 1924, 11 (seal, Acton charter). Farer* (charter, 16 Edw. 3).
Arg. a chev. betw. three rooks Sa. ROOKES. S.I.A. VII, 337 (Davy. Rushbrooke Ch. notes).

... Sea-Gulls, Sea-Mews, Sea-Pies.
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three sea-mews Ppr. SAYER of GT. Yarmouth in Norfolk. Palgrave 41*.
Gu. a chev. Sa. betw. three 'sea-pies with wings disp. Sa. breasts and underparts Arg. DYVE of Suffolk. Military Roll*. Foster (Mill., Rolle), 'dyvers Sable, breasts Argent'.

... Storks.

... Swans.
Az. a chev. Erm. betw. three swans Ppr. BADRY of Newnham [?Cambridgeshire]. Bokenham.
Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three swans Arg. BADBY, BADLEY of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 402.
Sa. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three swans with wings erect Arg.
CHEVRON

BADBY of Bury. Davy.
Sa. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three swans Arg. (beaked and legged Or).

BADBY, BADBYE of Bury, Essex. Fairfax (Tyl.) Papworth 402.

6, 9, 10 Birds . . . Martlets.
Arg. a chev. betw. six martlets Sa.
HARDESHULL. Blis M. * Or, a chev. (sic – bend in MS.) betw. six martlets Gu.
LUTTEREL. Blis ed.F.
Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. nine martlets Gu.
Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. ten martlets Gu. 4. 2.
Arg. a chev. Az. within a bordure engr. Gu.

6, 9, 10 Birds . . . Martlets.

Bits.
A chev. betw. three bridle-bits.
MILNER. Haslewood.
Sa. a chev. three bridle-bits —.
MILNER. Sharpe.

Bordure.
Arg. a chev. Az. within a bordure engr. Gu.
TYRELL of Gipping.

Bougets.
A chev. betw. three water bougets.
NOVEL of Ashfield. Davy.
Arg. a chev. betw. three water bougets Sa.
BURRELL of Finborough Hall. Davy. Papworth 404.
LAMB of Ixworth. Davy.

Branches.
A chev. betw. three olive branches.

Buckets.
Arg. a chev. betw. three buckets Sa. bails and hoops Or.

Buckles.
Arg. a chev. betw. three round buckles Sa.
BOKYLL. E.A. Misc. 1910, 92 (Davy, Friston Ch. notes).
BRADBURY. Blis ed.F.
Sa. a chev. betw. three lozenge buckles tongues upward Arg.

BOKYLL. Golty 154*, ‘in the church at Ufford Jerney quarters it’.
Sa. a chev. betw. three (round) buckles Arg.

Sa. a chev. betw. three round buckles tongues upward Arg.

BOKENHAM.
Arg. a chev. betw. three round buckles Arg.

BOKENHAM, BOKENHAM.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three round buckles Arg.

BOKENHAM, BOKENHAM.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three round buckles tongues hanging down Arg.

BOKENHAM, BOKENHAM.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three round buckles tongues upward Arg.

BOKENHAM. Fairfax (Lev.)

2, 3 Castles.
A chev. betw. in chief two castles and in base an estoile.
Arg. a chev. betw. three towers Sa. fired at the top Ppr.

MADDOCKS. BOKENHAM.
Arg. a chev. betw. three castles Sa. flaming with fire Gu.

MADDOCKS. Confirmation 26 March, 1592. Papworth 405.

A. a chev. betw. in chief three castles and in base an estoile.
PRESS of Hoxne, Syleham. Davy.
Or. a chev. Vert betw. three castles Gu.
ONEBY of Loudham Hall. Davy.

Chess-rooks.
Arg. a chev. betw. three chess-rooks Sa.

WALCOT of Suffolk, Lincolnshire. Fairfax (Sta., Yorke).

Combs.
Gu. a chev. betw. three combs Arg.
Gu. a chev. Or betw. three combs Arg.
BOTELL, BOTEL alias SOTEL of Suffolk.
BOKELL. Papworth 1561.

Coronets.
A chev. Vair betw. three crowns.

Az. a chev. vair Arg. and Gu. betw. three ducal coronets —.

MAYHEW of Colchester in Essex. Sharpe.
‘Azure a chevron vair Argent & Gules between 3 Coronets a border engrailed gold’. MAYHEW, Robert, of Clipesby in Norfolk. Confirmation of Arms & Grant of Crest by Wm. Hervey, Clarenceux, 6 November, 1558. Misc. Gen. 5th. S. IX, 16 (Soc. of Ant. MS. 378, fo. 529).
Gu. a chev. Vair betw. three ducal coronets Arg.

MAYHEW. Fairfax (Sta.)
Gu. a chev. Vair betw. three ducal coronets (or crowns) Or.

Gu. a chev. Vair betw. three ducal coronets Sa. [sic].

MAYHEW of Brundish, Hemingstone, Clapton. Davy.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three Eastern crowns Arg.

WISMAN of Thornham, Brantham. Golty
Chevron

154*. Blois MS.* S.I.A. VII, 47* (on Grant of Arms to Eype, 1592), 'probably the painter's error for the usual crescent'.

Couplecloses or Cotises.
Arg. a chev. betw. three crescents Sa., Arg. a chev. betw. three crescents. A chev. betw. three crescents. Base a trefoil slipped Or. Point a fetterlock Az.

Arg. a chev. betw. three crescents Gu. Az. a chev. betw. three crescents. Arg. a chev. betw. three crescents Arg. a chev. betw. two crescents Or and a star.

In base a battering-ram Gu. slung and armeding. Sa. a chev. Erm. cotised Or betw. three bears' heads erased (barwise) Sa. muzzled Arg. Arg. a chev. betw. two crescents and in base a saltire Or.


Az. a chev. Erm. cotised Or betw. three martlets Or. Norden of Suffolk. Davy. Gu. a chev. Vair betw. two chevrons and three cross crosses fitchy Or.


Sa. a chev. betw. in chief two crescents and in base a trefoil slipped Or. Western, Bart., of Stutton, Tattingstone Place. Papworth 408. Stutton*. Burke P. 1891*.

Sa. a chev. betw. in chief two crescents and in base a trefoil slipped Or – for Western, quartering Quarterly Arg. and Az. on a bend Gu. three martlets Or – for J.E. Cross. Western of Tattingstone Place. Davy (Burke, Herald. Reg. 75).


Arg. a chev. betw. three crescents –, at honour point a fetterlock Az. Walker of Troston. Ch. bkt.

Arg. a chev. betw. three crescents Gu. Wachesam, Wachesham. Fairfax (Blois). Davy. Farrar* (seal, charter of 18 Edw. 2.)


Az. a chev. betw. three crescents Or. Coyte of Ipswich. Sharpe.

Erm. a chev. betw. three crescents Gu. Winch of Waldingfeld. Golty 152* (Tyl.) Fairfax (Tyl.). Sharpe.


Sa. a chev. betw. in chief three crescents and in base a trefoil slipped Or. Western of Tattingstone. Davy.

Crosses.
Arg. a chev. chequy Az. and Gu. betw. – cross crosses fitchy Az. Reynolds. Sharpe.

2 Crosses.
Gu. a chev. indented Erm. betw. in chief two cross crosses and in base a saltire Or. Crossley, Bart., of Somerleyton. Burke P. 1891*.

3 Crosses.

Arg. a chev. betw. three cross crosses Az. Sherdalewe, Seraldoe of Brandon Ferry, Downham, Lt. Barton, Coddenham, Wagneford, Stansfield. Gipps. Copinger /V.


CHEVRON

Arg. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets bottonny Gu.
COPLEDIKE of Horham. Davy. Copinger IV.
Arg. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets bottonny Gu.
COPLEDYE. Visitation 1664–8.
Arg. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Gu.
GOWARD of Lakenheath. Davy.
RUSSELL, Reece 222.
SHARDELOW of Kessingland, Bungay. Davy (Barrett).
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three cross crosslets Gu.
SMITH, SMYTH of Cavendish, Clare, L.t. Brad.
SMITH, SMYTH of Cavendish, Wantisden.
SMIT\H, SMYTH of Bawdsey, Stutton.
SMITH, SMYTH of Vintles, Berrow. Papworth 280–5).
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Sa.
SMITH, SMYTH of Cavendish, Wantisden. Davy.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three crosses forny Sa. RUST. Bokenham.
Arg. a chev. chequy Gt. and Az. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Sa.
Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three cross crosslets Gu. SMITH. Hengrave. Thingoe. S.I.A. XXII, 4* [chev. appears to be Gu. in photograph].
Arg. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets Sa.
HILDESHAM, Bokenham.
SMITH, SMYTH of Cavendish, Clare, L.t. Brad.
REYNOLDS, Junior. Fairfax (Sta.) Gipps.
Arg. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Sa.
RUSSELL, of Kelsale, Falkenham. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy. Papworth 411. Copinger III.
SMITH of Ipswich. Fairfax, 'in a funeral Escocch.
Arg. a chev. betw. three crosses formy fitchy Sa.
JERVES, SERVICE of Suffolk. Harl. 772* Davy (Barrett).
AZ. a chev. Erm. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Arg.
Gu. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets Arg. CROSS of Bredfield. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy (Mr. Barnwell). Papworth 412.
Gu. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets bottonny fitchy Arg.
BONHAM. Extended Parl. Roll.
Gu. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Arg.
Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Arg.
BONHAM. Davy (Barrett).
Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three crosses paty fitchy Arg.
BONHAM of Suffolk, Essex. Davy (Berry). Papworth 412 (Harl. 1083).
Gu. a chev. wavy betw. three crosses paty fitchy Arg.
BONHAM, Sr Walter. Fairfax (Lev.).
Gu. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets Gu. [sic].
RICH, Bart., of Roos Hall in Beccles. Davy.
Gu. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets Or. RICH. Earl of Warwick. Golty 156* (Tyl.) Fairfax. Papworth 412.
Gu. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets bottonny Or.
Gu. a chev. countercompony Or and Arg. betw. three cross crosslets Or.
COWLEY of Bury. Davy (Mr. Barnwell).
Gu. a chev. Vair betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Or.
Or, a chev. betw. three crosses flory Sa.
STERLIE, STERNE of Suffolk, Norfolk, Cam- 
bridge.
Sa. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets Arg.
Sa. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Arg.
BUCKWORTH of Lincolnshire. Sharpe. Papworth 413.
Sa. a chev. Arg. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Gu. [sic].
STUTT of Hadleigh. Lord Raylahg. Davy (Blois).
Sa. a chev. Arg. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Or.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three cross crosslets Arg.
Sa. a chev. Or betw. three cross crosslets Arg.
PECKHAM of Suffolk. Davy (Berry).
Sa. a chev. Or betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Arg.
PECKHAM of Suffolk. Papworth 413.
Sa. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets Or.
HILDESHAM of Suffolk. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 413.
Sa. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Or.
STUTT of Hadleigh. Page.
Sa. a chev. betw. three crosses paty Or.
RUST of Wortham. Davy, 'from Mrs. Mead's cartage, 1827'.
Sa. a chev. betw. three crosses patonc Or.

4 Crosses.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. in chief three cross crosslets fitchy and in base a cross bottonny fitchy Az.
SHARDELOW of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 410.

6 Crosses.
A chev. betw. six cross crosslets fitchy.
SMITH of Bawdsey. Bokenham.
Sa. a chev. betw. six cross crosslets fitchy Or.

7 Crosses.
Az. a chev. betw. in chief a cinquefoil and three cross crosslets and in base four cross crosslets, all Arg.

8 Crosses.
Arg. a chev. betw. eight cross crosslets Gu.
HALBROOK. Thingoe 476* (on Southwell seal).
Az. a chev. betw. eight cross crosslets and in dexter chief a cinquefoil, all Arg.
LATIMER of Freiston, Stoke-by-Ipswich. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Az. a chev. Arg. betw. eight cross crosslets Or.

10 Crosses.
A chev. betw. ten cross crosslets.
HALBROOK. Richard de, of Holbrook, 1271. Copinger VI.
A chev. betw. ten cross crosslets Gu.
HOLBROOK, of Holbrook, Nacton. 38 Hen. 3. Gipps.
Arg. a chev. betw. ten cross crosslets Gu.
HOLBROOK of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 413.
Az. a chev. betw. ten cross crosslets Arg., in the dexter chief three obscured by a cinquefoil pierced Or.
LATIMER of Suffolk. Papworth 414 (Glover).
Gu. a chev. betw. ten cross crosslets paty Arg.
BARKLEY, BERKELEY of Wixoe. Goltly 157*.
Papworth 414. Copinger V.
Gu. a chev. betw. ten cross crosslets (six in chief and four in base) Or.
Or. a chev. betw. ten cross crosslets Gu.
Papworth 414 (Glover). Copinger VI.

12 Crosses.
Gu. a chev. betw. twelve cross crosslets paty Arg.
BERKELEY of Wixoe. Davy.

Cups.
A chev. betw. three covered cups.
FOLKARD. Partridge (Darby).
A chev. betw. three uncovered cups.
Sa. a chev. betw. three uncovered cups Arg.
BUTLER. Hengrave. Thingoe.
FOLKARD. Davy.
Sa. a chev. betw. three uncovered cups Arg.
Sa. a chev. Arg. betw. three covered cups Or.
FULCARD. Fairfax (Tyl).
Sa. a chev. Or betw. three uncovered cups Arg.
Sa. a chev. betw. three covered cups Or.
Fulcard, 'Believed to have been granted to Walter Folcard of Eye, c. 1340'. E.A. Misc. 1910, 102.

Sa. a chev. betw. three uncovered cups Or.
CANDISH, CAVENDISH of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 415.
Sa. a chev. betw. three uncovered cups Or.
CANDISH. Extended Parl. Roll.

Dishes.
Sa. a chev. betw. three standing dishes Arg.
CANDISH. Fairfax (Sta.)
Sa. a chev. betw. three standing dishes Or.
CANDISH, CAVENDISH of Suffolk. Davy.

3, 8 Escallops.
A chev. betw. three escallops.
GARNEYS, Peter, holder of land in Ellough. Farring (seal, charter of 1428).
A chev. engr. betw. three escallops.
BRITIFFE. Partridge (Darby).
Arg. a chev. betw. three escallops Az.
WENYEVE of Brettenham. Davy.
Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three escallops Az.
GARNEYS, GARNISH of Mickfield, Redisham. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 415.
Arg. a chev. Az. betw. three escallops Sa.
Arg. a chev. engr. Az. betw. three escallops Sa.
Arg. a chev. Erm. betw. three escallops Gu.
EYER, EYRE of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.)
Arg. a chev. Erminois betw. three escallops Gu.
AYRE, EYRE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 415.
Arg. a chev. Erminois betw. three escallops Gu.
EYRE, EYRE of Eye, Suffolk. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev.)
Arg. a chev. betw. three escallops Gu.
ALMOT of Creeting. Goltly 151* (Tyl.) Fairfax (Tyl.)
EYRE, Bokenham.
Arg. a chev. engr. Gu. betw. three escallops --.
Arg. a chev. betw. three escallops Sa.
Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three escallops Sa.
BRIGHTIFFE, BRIGHTYEVE, BRITIFFE of Sotherton, Norfolk. Davy. E.A. Peds. I.
GARNEYS of Cloton. Sharpe. Davy, 'from a carriage'.
Arg. a chev. Sa. voided Az. the inner edges engr. betw. three escallops Sa.
WENIFFE. Thomas WENIFFE, Bishop of Lincoln, 1642-54. Papworth 416 (Harl 2275, fo. 20). Farrer editing Blois, 'on a tablet in Brettenham Church'.
Az. a chev. betw. three escallops Arg.
A chev. Erm. betw. three escallops Arg.


A chev. betw. three escallops Or, all within a bordure Gu.


A chev. Erm. betw. three escallops Or, all within a bordure engr. Gu.


A chev. betw. three escallops and within a bordure, all Or.

COLBY, COLBYE of Brundish. Bocoke of Ash, Loudham. SIXTY 112*.

Gu. a chev. betw. three escallops Arg.


A chev. Erm. betw. three escallops and within a bordure engr., all Or.


CHAMBERLEYNE. Thingoe. Or, a chev. engr. betw. three escallops Sa.

SPURGEON of St. Yarmouth in Norfolk. Palgrave 112*.

Sa. a chev. betw. three escallops Arg.

MYCHE. Fairfax (Lev.). Sa. a chev. betw. three escallops and within a bordure engr., all Arg.

COLBY of Brundish, Beccles. Suckling I, 27.

Sa. a chev. Or betw. three escallops Arg.


Arg. a chev. Erm. betw. eight escallops, five in chief and three in base, Gu.

EYRE. Blos MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. Rivet'.


Escutcheons.

Arg. a chev. engr. Vert betw. in chief two escutcheons Gu. each charged with a saltire Arg. and in base a talbot's head erased Gu. GILSTRAP, Bart., of Forintham St. Genevieve.

Burke P. 1891*.

Estoiles or Stars.

A chev. Erm. betw. three estoiles.

BREWER of Wrentham. Cotman*. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. a chev. betw. three estoiles Az.

KEMP of Barningham. Davy (Barrett).

KEMP, KEMPE of Barningham, Cavendish, Essex. Fairfax (Lev.). Davy (Edms.)
Arg.

Vert, a chev. counter-dovetailed Or betw. three dolphins naiant embowed Arg.

Vert, a chev. embattled (or crenelly) Or betw. three dolphins embowed Arg.

SALMON.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three salmon hauriant Arg.
SALMON. Fairfax, 'in Mr. Taylor's house, in a funeral Escoc. imp. by Hunt'.

WHELKS.
AZ. a chev. Vair betw. three whelks Or.

Gu. a chev. Vair betw. three whelks Or.
WILKINSON of Holton 15 September, 1538. Papworth 419. Partridge (Derby).

FEAMUS.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three feamus Sa.

2, 3 Fleurs-de-lis.
A chev. betw. in chief two fleurs-de-lis and in base a lion rampant.
WARNER of Sudbury. Davy.

A chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis, Dunston of Bramfield. Davy.
NELSON. Tymms 198.

Arg. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Sa.
BENHAM of Suffolk. Davy (Blomef., I, 101).

Arg. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Vert.
SPRING, SPRINGS of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 420 (Glover).

Gu. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.
KETTLEBURGH, KETTLEBURS alias NORMAN, NORMAN, NORMAN alias KETTLEBERE of Kettleburgh, Crettingham, Tannington, Framlingham. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy. Copinger IV.


Gu. a chev. engrav. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.

Gu. a chev. chequy Arg. and Sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or.

SCHYLY of Suffolk. Military Roll*.
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.
MONTGOMERY. Fairfax (Lev., Tyl.) E.A.N. & Q. XIII, 206.
Gu. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Erm.
KETTLEBURGH of Kettleburgh. Davy.
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or.
BASE, RISE of Sudbury. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).
MONTGOMERY of Essex. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy. Papworth 421 (Glover).

Gu. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or.
BROWN of Tostock. Davy (Mr. Barnwell). Papworth 421.

Per pale Arg. and Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis, all counterchanged.

Bungay Ch. bkt.

Per pale Sa. and Arg. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis, all counterchanged.
NELSON of Bungay. Sharpe.

Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.

Sa. a chev. vavy betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.

Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or.

Sa. a chev. vavy betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or.
FISH of Stowmarket. Bokenham.

FLOWERS.

Arg. a chev. betw. three roses Gu. (barbed Vert seeded Or).


Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three roses Gu. stalked and leaved Vert.

AZ. a chev. Or betw. three roses —. HIGGS of Grundisburgh. Davy.


Erm. a chev. Sa. betw. three roses Gu. (barbed Vert seeded Or).


Gu. a chev. betw. three roses Arg. seeded Or.
CHEVRON

Knolles. Blis M.S. * & ed.F. Davy (Blonis).
Gu. a chev. Vair betw. three roses Arg.

Reeve, Reue of Monewden. Grant 1590.

Gu. a chev. airy Or and Az. betw. three roses Arg.

Reeve, Reue of Monewden. Grant by Cooke, Clarenceux, 1590. Golty 41* . [Shown with a chief Arg. but "This should have been without the chief."]. Blis MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax. Gipps. Sharpe. Davy. Papworth 423 (Withie’s additions to Glover’s Ord.).

Sauc. a chev. betw. three roses Arg. (barbed Vert seeded Or).


3-Foils.

A chev. betw. three trefoils slipped. 

Frost of Whelpstead. Thingoe. Copinger VII.
Arg. a chev. Az. betw. three trefoils Gu.

Chamber, Chambers of Bury. Davy (Mr. Barmwell). Papworth 424.


Gu. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped Arg.

Nicholls of Southwold, Tannington, Brunish. Davy (Barrett).

Gu. a chev. Arg. betw. three trefoils (slipped) Or.


Gu. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three trefoils slipped Arg.


Gu. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped Or.

Nicholls, Nycolls of Brunish. Visitation 1561.

Or. a chev. embattled betw. three trefoils slipped Gu.


Sa. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped Arg.


Sa. a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped Or.

Blefield of Risby, Woolpitt. Crisp XX, 193-5.

4-Foils.

A chev. betw. three quatrefoils (?meant for roses).


2, 3, 4, 5 5-Foils.

Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. in chief two cinquefoils and in base an eagle disp. Sa. — for de Beauvoir, quartering Vairy Sa. and Or, on a chief way Or an Eastern crown betw. two mullets Gu. — for Benyon.


A chev. betw. three cinquefoils.


A chev. countercompony betw. three cinquefoils.

Cook of Semer. S.I.A. IX, 129.

A chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoils pierced. 


Arg. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils—.

Wyvard of Brunish. Fairfax.

Arg. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils Gu.


Ruggles of Clare, Sudbury. Davy.

Wyvard of Brunish. Davy.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoils. 


Erm. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils.


Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoils Arg. 


Gu. a chev. Vair betw. three cinquefoils Arg. 

Mayhew. Fairfax, ‘Mr. Leverland, who was showed it by one of the Name living in Norf.’

Or. a chev. chequy Arg. and Gu. betw. three cinquefoils Az.


Or. a chev. chequy Az. and Gu. betw. three cinquefoils (pierced) Az.

Cooke of Essex. Golty 142*. Fairfax (Tyl., Sta., Rev.)

Or. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils Gu.


Or. a chev. countercompony Gu. and Arg. betw. three cinquefoils Az.

Cooke. Golty 142*.

Or. a chev. compony Gu. and Az. betw. three cinquefoils Az.


Or. a chev. chequy Gu. and Az. betw. three cinquefoils Az.


Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoils (pierced) Arg.


Sa. a chev. Arg. betw. three cinquefoils Or.

Kenton. Suckling I, 150.


Sa. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils Erm.


Woodhouse, Bart., of Norfolk. Fairfax (Peach), ‘‘Til. adds pierced O. empald with Shelton’.’
CHEVRON

Sa. a chev. Or betw. three cinquefoils Erm.  
WODEHOUSE, WOODHOUSE of Ashbocking.  
GOLLY  Davy,'Before the battle of  
Agincourt', [in this legend, see Rye's Norfolk  
Families, 1021].

Sa. a chev. Or betw. three cinquefoils Gu. [sic]  
HILDERSHAM of Moulton. Davy.
Sa. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils (pierced) Or.  
KENTON, KENTON of Kenton. Visitation 1561.  
Harl. 772* Visitation 1664-8*. Blois MS.*  
& ed.F. Fairfax. Davy (Blomef.). Papworth  
427 (Glover). Musket I (Harl. 1560 and  
1820), Copinger IV's
Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoils Or.  
HILDERSHAM. Visitation 1561.

Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoils Or  
perced Gu. (or charged in the middle with a  
tortoie).

HILDERSHAM of Moulton. Visitation 1561.  
Blon MS.* Fairfax (Lev.) Davy (Barrett,  
Edms.) Papworth 427.
Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three cinquefoils Or each  
charged in the middle with an annulet Gu.
HILDERSHAM of Melton. Blois ed.F.
Per pale Or and Az. a chev. nebuly betw. in  
chief three cinquefoils and in base one cinque-  
foil, all counterchanged.

Cooke of Bildeston, Polstead, Semer. Davy  
(Burke, Herald. Reg.) Bildeston 19. Copinger  
III.

Arg. a chev. betw. six cinquefoils Sa.  
FRESTON of Freston, Suffolk. Blois MS.*  
[3. 3] & ed.F. Fairfax* [2. 4] (Sta.) Davy  
(Edms.) Papworth 427.
Or. a chev. betw. six cinquefoils Sa. voided Arg.  
FRESTON. Extended Parl. Roll.

3 Fruits... Acorns.
Az. a chev. betw. three acorns pendent Arg.  
HIGHFIELD. Davy.
Az. a chev. Arg. betw. three acorns pendent Or.  
HIGHFIELD, HIGHFIELD. Blois MS.* & ed.F.  
Davy.
Az. a chev. betw. three acorns pendent Or.  
HIGHFIELD. Bokenham.
Gu. a chev. Arg. betw. three acorns Or.  
HIGHFIELD of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.)  
Papworth 428.

... Fruits... Cucumbers.
Az. a chev. Arg. betw. three ears of barley slipped Or.  
Eyre of Burnham [sic] in Suffolk. Davy (Barrett).

... Cloves.
DAMANT of Westhorpe. Davy (Humphrey ped.)

... Cucumbers.
Gu. a chev. betw. three cucumbers pendent Or.  
ABOTT. Fairfax.

... Peers.
A chev. betw. three pears.  
ABOTT. Partridge (Darby).
Gu. a chev. betw. three pears (pendent) Or.  
ABOTT, ABOTT of Hawkodon, Somerton,  
Mildenhall, Sudbury, Lewishall. Registered at  
3rd. S. III, 80* and 5th. S. IX, 12 (pedigree –  
E.A. Misc. 1926, 12.

... Pineapples or Pine Cones.
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three pine apples Or.  
PINE, PYNE of Nacton. Fairfax (Gull.)  
Sharpe. Papworth 429.

9 Fruits... Cloves.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. nine cloves Sa.  
DAMANT of Westhorpe. Fairfax (Humphry's ped.)

Fuills.
Arg. a chev. betw. three fuils Erm.  
Saw, Bart., of Brightwell. Davy. Papworth  
429. Copinger III.

2. 3 Garbs.
Az. a chev. betw. in chief two garbs and in base  
a fleece, all Or.
NOTTIDGE of Ipswich, Essex. Davy. Papworth  
429.

A chev. betw. three garbs.  
BURKITT of Sudbury. Partridge (Darby).  
COLE, Robert. Farrer* (seal, charter of 1380).
Arg. a chev. betw. three garbs Sa.  
FIELD. Bungay Ch. bkt.

Az. a chev. betw. three garbs Arg.  
BURKETT, BURKITT of Hitcham, Sudbury.  
Davy. Badham 37-8 [no arms given].  
Papworth 429.

Az. a chev. Erm. betw. three garbs Or.  
DADE of Tannington, Pettistree. Golty 158*,  
it was antiently borne parted per pale g and  
B – etc. Le –'. Fairfax. E.A. Misc. 1928, 73  
(Cand.)

Gu. a chev. Arg. betw. three garbs Or.  
DADE of: Shadingfield. Davy (Barrett). Dade*.

Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three garbs Or.  
DADE of Tannington. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'it  
was first pty per pale gules and azur'.

Gu. a chev. betw. three garbs Or.  
DADE of Tannington, Pettistree, Ipswich,  
Dallinghoo. Golty 162*, Visitation 1664-8*.  
M.S.* Dade*. Bildeston 68.  
FIELD of Sutton. Davy, 'from his carriage'.

Gu. a chev. Or betw. three garbs Ppr.  
DADE of Tannington, Ipswich, Dallinghoo.  
Page.

Or. a chev. betw. three garbs Gu.  
MAYNARD of Ipswich, Colchester in Essex.  
Golty 141 (Lev.) Fairfax (Lev.), 'I have seen  
his Seale'. Sharpe.

Or. a chev. betw. three garbs Vert.  
MAYNARD of Ipswich. Blois MS.* & ed.F.,  
in Mr. Ca.'
Per pale Arg. and Az. a chev. betw. three garbs  
Gu.

BOGGIS of Ipswich. Davy.
Per pale Gu. and Az. a chev. Erm. betw. three  
garbs Or.

DADE of Tannington. Golty 158, 'antiently'  
and 161* (Lev.) Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'it was  

Sa. a chev. betw. three garbs Arg.  
FIELD, FIELD, FIELD, FIELD. Golty 154*.  
Papworth 430 (Glover).

GAVELL of Mettingham. Davy (Blomef.  
VIII, 36).

Sa. a chev. Arg. betw. three garbs Arg.  
DERRY of Bury, Bramford. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Sa. a chev. Arg. betw. three garbs Or.  
BURKITT of Sudbury. Sperling 191.

Sa. a chev. Or fertty Gu. betw. three garbs Arg.  
FRESTON of Bacton. Davy (Edms.).
Vert, a chev. Arg. betw. three garbs Arg. banded Or.
Vert, a chev. Arg. betw. three garbs Or.
Vert, a chev. betw. three garbs Or.
Vert, a chev. betw. three garbs Sa. banded Or.
Darby of Bury, Tuddenham. Withipoll.

Gates.
A chev. betw. three gates.
Yates of Alderburgh. Golden 27 (tradesman's token), 'Possibly Aldeburgh in Co. York'. S.I.A. XXIV, 66, 'This token must be ascribed to Yorkshire'.

Hands.
Arg. a chev. Az. betw. three dexter hands (couped) Gu.
Arg. a chev. Az. betw. three sinister hands couped at the wrist Gu.

Heads (Arrows).
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three broad arrow heads Or.
Arnold. Fairfax.

Heads (Beasts) . . . Bears.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three bears' heads erased (and erect) Sa.

Arg. a chev. betw. three bears' heads couped Sa.
Arg. a chev. betw. three bears' heads couped Sa.
muzzled Or.
Barry, Barry, Berry of Ellough, Pakefield, Norfolk. Brackley. Fairfax (Lev.), 'gu if not boars'. Davy.

Arg. a chev. betw. three bears' heads couped Sa.
muzzled Vert.

Or, a chev. Az. betw. three bears' heads erased Sa.
muzzled Arg.
Burwood of Woodbridge. Sharpe.
Or, e chev. Az. betw. three bears' heads erased Sa.
muzzled Or.
Burward of Woodbridge, Melton. Kirby's map*. Davy.

Boars.
A chev. betw. three boars' heads couped close.
Swester of Bury. Tymms 204.

Arg. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped --.
Borogate, Burgate. Fairfax.
Arg. a chev.- Gu. betw. three boars' heads couped Az.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three boars' heads erased Az. (armed Arg.)
Arg. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped Gu.
Papworth 433.
Arg. crusilly Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped Gu.
Arg. crusilly Sa. a chev. betw. three boars' heads Gu.
Arg. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped close Sa. (langued Gu.)

Leaver. Davy (H.J.)
Az. [sic - shld. be Arg.] crusilly Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped Gu.
Swynford. Burgate 26 (Blois).
Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped Arg.

White, Whyte of Tattingstone, Norfolk. Francis White, Bishop of Norwich, 1629-31.
Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped close in pale Arg.
Badeley of Chediston, Halesworth, Yoxford. Davy.

Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads erased Arg.
White of Tattingstone. E.A.N. & Q. VIII, 159. Copinger VI.

Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped Arg. all within a bordure Arg.
Gu. a chev. betw. three boars' heads couped Arg. all within a bordure engr. Arg.

Gu. a chev. Arg. betw. three boars' heads couped Or (langued Az.)
Or, a chev. Az. betw. three boars' [sic - shld. be bears'] heads erased Sa.
muzzled Arg. Burward, Burwood of Dallinghoo, Wood-
Arg. a chev. Az. betw. three foxes' heads erased Gu.

Gu. Or.

Gu. a chev. betw. three elephants' heads erased Gu.

Gu. a chev. Arg. betw. three talbots' heads collared (and ringed) Sa.

Az. a chev. betw. three talbots' heads erased Arg.

Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three talbots' heads erased Arg.

Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three talbots' heads erased Arg.

Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three whistle's heads erased Or.

Arg. a chev. Arg. betw. three greyhounds' heads

Vert, a chev. betw. three hinds' heads couped erased Or.

Arg. collared Gu. Az. a chev. betw. three leopards' heads erased Or.

Az. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' heads Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' heads Gu.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' heads Gu.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' heads Gu.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' heads Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three leopards' faces Sa.
CHEVRON


Gu. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces Or. CARVILLE. Fairfax. Davy. Papworth 439. 


Sa. a chev. betw. three leopards' faces Or — for WENTWORTH, quartering Arg. a fret Sa. — for VERNON.

VERNON-WENTWORTH of Aldeburgh Lodge, Saxmundham. Burke L.G. 1900.


A chev. betw. three lions' heads erased, a crescent in chief [for difference]. STEIGER of West Stow. W. Stow Reg. 78*.

Arg. [sic — shld. be Az.] a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased Or. WYNHAM of Aldeburgh. Davy (Blois).

Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three lions' heads erased Gu.


Az. a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased Or, all within a bordure engr. Or. WENDEY of Clare. Davy.


Thorington 84, 99 (Davy).

Gu. a chev. Or betw. three lions' [sic — shld. be leopards'] faces Arg. CARVILLE of Norfolk. Visitation 1561.

Or, a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased Az., all within a bordure engr. Az. WENDEY, WENDY, WENDY of Clare. Davy. Papworth 441 (Glover).

... Oxen.

Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three bulls' heads coupled Sa. (armed Or).


Gu. a chev. betw. three bulls' heads cabossed Arg. BAYNHAM, BERNHAM, BEYNHAM of Bury, Suffolk. Davy (Berry). Papworth 442.

Farrer (seal).

Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three bulls' heads coupled Arg. SAUNDERS. Blois MS.*, & ed.F., 'in Mr. Rice'.

... Rhinoceros.

Gu. a chev. betw. three rhinoceros's heads erased and tusked Or.

GARDINER of Elmswell. Fairfax (Tyl.)

... Sheep.

Arg. a chev. betw. three rams' heads erased Az.


Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three rams' heads erased of the first [sic].

BENDISH. Extended Parl. Roll.

Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three rams' heads erased Az.


Az. a chev. betw. three rams' heads erased Arg. armed Or.


Az. a chev. Erm. betw. three rams' heads cabossed Arg.


... Tigers.

Arg. a chev. [sic — shld. be Gu.] betw. three tigers' heads erased Ppr.

JACOB, Bart., of Ubbeston, Withersfield. Davy (Edms.).

Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three tigers' heads erased Ppr.


Gu. a chev. betw. three tigers' heads erased Or. GARDINER, GARDNER of Elmswell, Becles. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy (Edms.) Papworth 443 (Withие's addits. to Glover's Ord.) E.A. Misc. 1911, 125.

... Wolves.

A chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased.

RADMYLE. Davy.

Arg. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased Gu.

JACOB of Bixton 70.

Arg. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads coupled Sa.

HOW, HOWE of Stowmarket, Suffolk, Essex.
**CHEVRON**

Grant by Cooke, Clarenceux, March, 1576.


Arg. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased Sa.


Az. a chev. betw. three wolves' heads couped Or.


Or, [sic - shld. be Az.] a chev. 'betw. three wolves' heads erased Or, all within a bordure Vert.

Chadworth. Tymms 182.

Heads (Birds) . . . Cocks.

Arg. a chev. betw. three cocks' heads erased Gu. beaked and wattled Or.


Arg. a chev. betw. three cocks' heads erased Sa. 'crested Gu. barbed and beaked Or'.

Alocok of Badley, Shotley, Needham, Combs. Gipps.

Arg. a chev. betw. three cocks' heads erased Sa. 'combes and jowleppt all Sa.'

Alocok. S.I.A. IV, 63, 'Tillesdon saw on Felton's coack'.

Erm. a chev. Gu. betw. three cocks' heads erased Az. (combed and wattled Gu.)

PETITT. Golty 162*. Fairfax.

Erm. a chev. betw. three cocks' heads erased Gu. PETITT of Shipmeadow. Blos MS.* & ed.F.

Cranes.

Sa. a chev. betw. three cranes' heads erased Arg.

Waring of Edwardstone. Davy.

Crows.

Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three crows' heads erased Sa.


Doves.

Erm. a chev. Gu. betw. three doves' heads erased Az.

PETITT. Bokenham.

Eagles.

Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three eagles' heads erased Or.


Falcons.

Arg. a chev. betw. three falcons' heads erased Gu. beaked Or.

CASEY, CASSE, CASSHY. Davy (Mr. Barnwell). Papworth 445.

Or, a chev. betw. three falcons' heads erased Gu. (beaked Or).

CASEY. Davy (Mr. Barnwell). Papworth 445.

Pelicans.

A chev. betw. three pelicans' heads.


Arg. a chev. betw. three pelicans' heads erased at the neck vulning themselves —


Sa. a chev. betw. three pelicans' heads erased Or vulning themselves.


Burke L.G. 1853. Papworth 446.

Pheasants.

Erm. a chev. Gu. betw. three cock pheasants' heads erased Az.


Pigeons.

Sa. a chev. engr. Or betw. three pigeons' heads erased Arg.

Pigeon of Norfolk. Davy (Burke). Papworth 444.

Storks.


Swans.


Heads (Fishes).

Erm. a chev. Gu. betw. three 'fish heads,' erased Az.

PETYT. Fairfax (Lev.)

Or, a chev. Gu. betw. three 'lucies' heads erased and erect Az. langued Gu.

PETTS of Suffolk. Davy (H.J.)

Heads (Human).

Arg. a chev. Erm. betw. three Moors' heads couped full faced —

MOORE. Reyce 185.

Arg. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three boys' heads full faced couped at the shoulders Sa. wreathed with tassels knotted Arg.

MOORE, MORE. Fairfax (Tyl.)

Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three Moors' heads couped each entwined about the neck with a long-bow. all Ppr.


Arg. a chev. [sic - ?Sa.] betw. three Moors' heads couped Ppr.

IVES. Davy.

Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three Moors' heads (couped) Ppr.


Arg. a chev. betw. three Moors' heads couped full faced Sa.

Moore of Framlingham, Bokenham.

Arg. a chev. betw. three Moors' heads erased Sa.

IVES, John, Suffolk Herald Extraordinary, of Belton, Gt. Yarmouth in Norfolk. Suckling I, 305.

Arg. a chev. betw. three Moors' heads in profile erased Sa.

IVESON. Papworth 446.

Az. [sic - shld. be Arg.] a chev. betw. three Moors' heads in profile erased at the neck Sa.

IVESON of Brantham, Kattlesden, Grundsiburgh, Hitcham. Davy.

Or, a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three Moors' heads couped at the shoulders Sa. wreathed and tasselled Arg.
Or, a chev. engr. Ern. betw. three Moors' heads couped at the shoulders Sa. wreathed about the temples Arg. and Az. (the ends of the wreath tied in knots).

Or, a chev. engr. Ern. betw. three Moors' heads couped at the shoulders Sa. wreathed about the temples Arg. and Gu. the ends of the wreath tied in knots.

MOORE of Stanstead. Visitation 1561.
Vert, a chev. betw. three Moors' heads couped escarponed [sic] Or.

HUNLOCK of Wissett. Davy.
Heads (Monsters) . . . Dragons.
Arg. a chev. betw. three dragons' heads erased Sa.

CLUBB, CLUBBE of Whatfield, Earl Soham, Brandon, Framlingham. Sharpe. Davy (J.W.D.)*.

Griffins.
A chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased.
Campe of Kessingland, Suckling I, 258.
Cumberland of Bury. Davy.
A chev. engr. betw. three griffins' heads erased.
Arg. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Gu. (beaked Or).
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three griffins' heads erased each having a plummet pendent from the beak Sa.

Jennens of Acton. Davy.
Arg. a chev. engr. Pea betw. three griffins' heads erased Sa.

RAIKES of Battisford, Yoxford. Davy (seal).
Arg. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads couped Sa.

Arg. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Sa.

Howes, Bokenham.
Az. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased -- Tilney, Sr -- de. Extended Parl. Roll.
Az. [sic -- shld. be Arg.] a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Gu.
Tilney of Shelley. Sharpe.
Gu. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Arg.

Cordell. Thingoe (Chitting).
Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three griffins' heads erased Arg.

Gu. a chev. Arg. betw. three griffins' heads erased Or.

Geddin, Geddin of Norfolk. S.I.A. IX, 216*.
Papworth 448 (Glover). E.A. Misc. 1921, 34.

Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three griffins' heads erased Arg.

Chevron

Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three griffins' heads erased Or.

Geddin. Davy (Barrett).
Gu. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Erm.

Cordall of Long Melford. Bokenham.
Gu. a chev. Or betw. three griffins' heads erased Arg.

Gu. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Or.


Sa. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Arg.


Papworth 449. Copinger III. E.A. Peds. II.

Skinner. Davy (Bury map).
Sa. a chev. Or betw. three griffins' heads erased Arg.

Skinner of Essex. Papworth 449.
Sa. a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Or.


Heraldic Tigers.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three heraldic tigers' heads erased Ppr. maned and tusked Or.

Jacob of Ubbeston. Visitation 1664-8.

Unicorns.
Arg. a chev. betw. three unicorns' heads couped Gu.


Heads (Spears).
Arg. a chev. betw. three crowns or coronels of spears Gu.

Creting. Davy.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three spear heads Sa.
Suliard of Wetherden. Blois ed.F.
Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three spear heads Az.
Az. a chev. betw. three spear heads (broken from the staff) Or.

Sa. a chev. betw. three spear heads Arg. embowed Gu.

Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three spear heads Arg.
CHEVRON

He of Copdock, quarters of, of Sudbury.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three cornels of (tilting) spears Arg.
Sa. a chev. Vair betw. three spear heads embowed Ppr.
COTMAN of Bury. Davy Arch.* Davy (G.B.J.)

Hearts.
Az. a chev. betw. three human hearts ducally crowned Or.
TRUEMAN. Warren’s map*. Davy (Bury map 1747).

Horns.
Arg. a chev. betw. three bugle horns Sa. (stringed Or; Colborne, Colbourn, Colbran, Colbron, Coleburne of Bramford. Blois MS.* & ed. F. Fairfax (Tyl.) Bokenham. Davy.

Horsehoses.

Insects . . . Bees.
Sa. a chev. betw. three bees volant Arg.
SEWELL of Stutton. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy. Papworth 453.

. . . Butterflies.
Sa. a chev. betw. three butterflies (or moths) volant Arg.

Keys.
Vert, a chev. betw. three keys Or.
ROHANTRED, ROYSTON of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 453.

Knots.
Gu. a chev. betw. three [Bowen’s knots] Arg.
WILLIAMS of Ipswich. Davy. [These charges, drawn but not blazoned by Davy, are stated in Parkers ‘Glossary of Heraldic Terms’ to be Bowen’s knots—and the coat given for Bowen].

Leaves . . . Leaves.
A chev. Erm. betw. three leaves ‘plucked’—.
BURWELL. S.I.A. IX. 302.

. . . Bay.

. . . Borage.
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three borage leaves Vert.
BURWELL of Rougham. Sharpe.

A chev. betw. three bur leaves.
BURWELL of Rougham, Woodbridge. Blois MS.* & ed. F.—, a chev. betw. three bur leaves—.
BURWELL of Shottisham. Davy.
Or, a chev. Erm. betw. three bur leaves Ppr.

. . . Hawthorn.
Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three hawthorn leaves Vert.

. . . Hazel.
Arg. a chev. betw. three hazel leaves Vert.

. . . Laurel.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three laurel leaves Ppr.
COOPER, Bart., of Worlington. Davy.

. . . Nettle.
Or, a chev. Gu. betw. three nettle leaves Ppr.
MALHERBE of Rattlesden. Fairfax (Guill.) Davy (Edms.) Papworth 454.

. . . Oak.
A chev. engr. betw. three oak leaves (pendent).

‘Argent a Cheveron azure between three Oke leaves vert on each an Acorn Or.’

Arg. a chev. Az. betw. three oak leaves Vert each charged with an acorn Or.


Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three oak leaves Vert.
BURRILL of Rougham. Sharpe.

Or, a chev. betw. three oak leaves Vert.
BURWELL of Rougham, Woodbridge, Pettistree Hall, Sutton, Orford, Sudbourne. Fairfax.
Or, a chev. Erm. betw. three oak leaves Vert.
BURRLEll, BURWELL of Rougham, Sutton, Grant by Segar, Garter. Visitation 1664-8*. Kirby’s map*. Davy (Barrett).
Or, a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three oak leaves Vert.

. . . Walnut.
Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three walnut leaves Arg.
WISEMAN. Davy (Edms.)

Legs (Beasts) . . . . Bears.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three bears’ paws erect and erased Sa.
Arg. a chev. betw. three bears’ paws (or feet) erased Sa.
CANDISH. Fairfax (Tyl., Weever 693). YARMOUTH of Henstead. Fairfax, ‘This coat he giers with . . . a bend betw. 6 guls!’
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three bears’ paws erect and erased Arg.

. . . Lions.
A chev. betw. three lions’ gambes erect and erased.
BROWNE. Green 150.
Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three lions’ paws erased Sa. (armed Or paws upward).
WITHERTON, WITHERTON, WYTHERTON of

Arg. a chev. betw. three lions' gamb (erased) Sa.


YARMOUTH, YARMOUTH OF Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 455.

Arg. a chev. betw. three lions' paws erased (and erect) Sa.


Arg. a chev. betw. three lions' paws erect and erased Sa.

Legs (Birds) betw. three eagles' legs erased Sa.

Arg. a chev. betw. three eagles' legs erased Sa.

Arg. a chev. betw. three lions' gambs (erased) Sa. erect) Sa.

Arg. a chev. betw. three lions' paws erased (and erect) Sa.

Arg. a chev. betw. three lions' gambs erased Sa.

Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' paws erect and erased Arg.

BROWNE. Loder 308.

Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three lions' gambs erased (and erect) Arg.


Arg. a chev. betw. three seals' feet erased Sa.

YARMOUTH OF Hensted, Blundeston. Bokenham.

YARMOUTH, Town of. Papworth 455.

Legs (Birds) ... Birds.

Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three birds' legs erased Sa.

CHAMBERLAIN. Davy (Blois).

.. . Eagles.

Arg. a chev. betw. three eagles' legs erased Sa.

CHAMBERLAIN, CHAMBERLAIN. Fairfax (Lev.), 'vide Bray'. Papworth 455.


Arg. a chev. betw. three eagles' legs erased at the thigh Sa.


.. . Ravens.

Arg. a chev. betw. three ravens' legs erased Sa.

CHAMBERLAIN. Fairfax (Sta.)

Lozenges.

Arg. a chev. betw. three lozenges Erm. Sa.


Arg. a chev. Erm. betw. three lozenges Sa.

SHAW. Fairfax (Sta., Chesh.) Sa.

Arg. a chev. betw. three lozenges Ermines. Sa.


Az. a chev. betw. three lozenges Or.

HYDE. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev., Sta.) Papworth 456.

Sa. a chev. betw. three lozenges -. Sa.

SHAW. Fairfax (Book of benefact. to Trin. Coll. Lib.)

Sa. a chev. betw. three lozenges Erm. Sa.


Mallets or Hammers.

Arg. a chev. betw. three mallets Sa.


Arg. a chev. betw. three hammers Sa.


Gu. a chev. betw. three mallets Or.


Mascles.

Arg. a chev. betw. three mascles Gu.

SPRING, SPRINGE, Bart., of Pakenham, Lavenham. Grant by Camden, 2 June, 1600. Golty 151*, 'they did beare upon the cheveron ijij cinquefoyles pierced Or, but have now left them out'. Fairfax (Tyl., Blois). Sharpe. Hengrave. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 456.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three mascles Gu.

SPRING, Bart., of Pakenham. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy (Barrett). Copinger VI, John S., d. 1601 'changed the arms of the family by leaving out the three cinquefoils Or'. Davy.

Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three mascles Gu.

VOID OR.

SPRING, SPRINGE, Bart., of Pakenham. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy (Barrett). Copinger VI, John S., d. 1601 'changed the arms of the family by leaving out the three cinquefoils Or'. Davy.

Arg. a chev. betw. three mascles Gu.

TOWN OF.

SPRING, Bart., of Pakenham. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy (Barrett). Copinger VI, John S., d. 1601 'changed the arms of the family by leaving out the three cinquefoils Or'. Davy.
CHEVRON


Moesters.
Arg. a chev. betw. three griffins' pass. (wings addorsed) Sa.
Arg. a chev. engrav. betw. three griffins pass. Sa.
Finch, Finch, Fairfax (Lev.) Papwort 457 (Glover).
Arg. a chev. engr. betw. three griffins segreant Sa.

2, 3, 6 Mullets.
A chev. countercompony betw. in chief two mullets and in base a heath cock.

HEATH OF CREETING. Davy.
Sa. a chev. Or betw. in chief two mullets and in base a lion pass. Arg.
Corderoy of Earl Soham. Davy (Mr. Barnwell).

A chev. betw. three mullets.
Cretting, Sir Edmund de, of Barrow. Thingoe (seal).

Dameron of Westerfield, Rushmere. Davy (seal, 45 Eliz.)
A chev. betw. three mullets, a bordure engr. [for difference].
Deneys of Suffolk. S.I.A. XIX, 324 (seals).
A chev. betw. three mullets of six points, a bordure engr.
Arg. a chev. couped per pale Az. and Gu. betw. three mullets Sa.

Mettingham. Fairfax (Tyl.), 'empaileid with Shelton'.
Arg. a chev. Erm, betw. three mullets pierced Sa.
Arg. a chev. Ermines betw. three mullets Gu.
Frieland of Melton, Hasketon, Chilton. Davy.
Arg. a chev. Ermines betw. three mullets pierced Sa.
Arg. a chev. betw. three mullets Gu.

Arg. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced Gu.
Arg. a chev. three mullets of six points Gu.
Cretting of Creeting, Fornham, Barrow. Fairfax (Stat.) Gips. Bokenham.
Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three mullets (pierced) Gu.


Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three mullets of six points Gu.

Deneys of Tannington. Davy.
Arg. a chev. Sa. betw. three mullets of six points Gu. pierced Or.

Denny. Suckling I, 90.
Arg. a chev. betw. three mullets Sa.

Barret. Golt 147*. Fairfax, 'empaid wth Thine of Shelley, who married a dau. of yt family'.
Moseley of Fornham All Saints. Poge.
Arg. a chev. betw. three mullets of six points Sa.
Deneys of Tannington. Davy.
Az. a chev. betw. three mullets Arg.
Az. a chev. engr. betw. three mullets pierced Or.
Badwell of Boxted. Fairfax.
Erm. a chev. betw. three mullets pierced Gu.
Yaxley of Yaxley, Mellis. Visitation 1561.
Erm. a chev. betw. three mullets Gu. pierced Or.
Yaxley of Yaxley, Mellis. Page.
Erm. a chev. quarterly Or and Sa. betw. three mullets Gu.
Erm. a chev. Sa. betw. three mullets Arg. pierced Or [sic].

Yaxley of Yaxley. Davy.
Erm. a chev. Sa. betw. three mullets (pierced) Gu.

Erm. a chev. Sa. betw. three mullets Gu, pierced Arg.

Yaxley. Extended Parl. Roll.
Erm. a chev. Sa. betw. three mullets Gu, pierced Or.

Erm. a chev. Sa. betw. three mullets (pierced) Or.
Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets Arg.
Baa of Elmsett. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Gu. a chev. engr. betw. three mullets pierced Arg.

Gu. a chev. betw. three mullets (sic—shld. be mullets) Or.

Soame of Thurlow. Blois ed.F.
Or, a chev. couped per pale Az. and Gu. betw. three mullets Sa.

Or, a chev. Gu. betw. three mullets Az.

Welles of Rougham. Davy (Blomef, V, 7).
CHEVRON

Or, a chev. betw. three mullets pierced Gu.
CREETING. Visitation 1664–8*. Or, a chev. couped per pale Or and Gu. betw. three mullets Sa.
METTINGHAM of Mettingham. Page. Copinger IV.
Or, a chev. Sa. betw. three mullets Gu.
MORSE of Belton, North Cove.
PER fesse Or and Az. a chev. Gu. betw. three mullets pierced. Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. six mullets Gu. (3. I. 2.)
Plummers. Arg. a chev. betw. three plummers Sa. (rimmed Or).

2 Roundels.
GU a chev. betw. in chief two roundels and in base a griffin’s head erased, all Or.

3 Roundels . . . Roundels. A chev. betw. three roundels.
GREENE of Drinkstone. Partridge (Darby). A chev. betw. three roundels, quartered by Per pale, on sinister side a pale engr.

BOND of Bury. Davy.
Az. a chev. Erm. betw. in chief three bezzants and in base a lamb Arg.
AZ a chev. Or betw. three bezzants.
BOND. S.I.A. VII, 337 (Davy, Rushbrooke Ch. notes).
GU a chev. Arg. betw. three bezzants.
GU a chev. Or betw. three bezzants.
GU a chev. betw. in chief three bezzants and in base a griffin’s head erased, all Or.
GARTON of Suffolk. Davy (Berry). Vert. a chev. Or betw. three bezzants.

. . . Argent. GU a chev. Arg. betw. three plates.
DISTRE of Lavenham. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 464.
CHEVRON


... Azure.
Arg. a chev. vairy Or and Gu. betw. three hurts each charged with a lion's paw Arg. Hoogan, Hugon of Norfolk. Fairfax (Lev.) Papworth 464.

'Silver a chevron engrayed Gold and Gules varre betw. 3 hurts on every hurt a Lyone paw raise of ye feild armed Gules'.


Arg. a chev. engr. vairy Or and Gu. betw. three hurts each charged with a lion's paw erased Arg. Hougon, Sr. Thomas. Reyce 184.

... Gules.


... Sable.


... Vert.
Or. a chev. betw. three roundels Vert. Blower of Suffolk. Davy.

Rowels.

Saltires.
—, a chev. Erm. betw. three crosses saltire each charged with a crosslet —. Greenwood of Burgh. Skeeling I, 338.


Scissors.
A chev. betw. three pairs of scissors (or compasses). Curbi, Agnes, 44 Edw. 3. Thingoe (seat).

Ship.

Staves.

Trees.


Trivets.

Wheels.

Sa. a chev. betw. three Catherine wheels Arg. ASLACK of Willingham. Page. Copinger VII.

Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three Catherine wheels Arg.


Wings.

Wreaths.

1 CHEVRON between or within and in chief . . .

Chief.

Arg. a chev. betw. three birds rising Gu., a chief Sa.


Gu. a chev. betw. three falcons Arg., a chief Erm. Sawyer of Creetingham, Ipswich. Page.


Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three swallows volant Sa., a chief Sa.

Swallow. Bokenham.


1 CHEVRON between or within and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

1 Beast . . . Dog.
Sa. a chev. Erm betw. three pelicans vulning themselves —, on a canton — a talbot pass. —. Meadow. Sukling II, 129.

... Lion.
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three pelicans vulned Ppr., on a canton — a lion sejant ; in chief a label of three points — [for difference].

191

192

Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three pelicans vulned Arg., on a canton Az. a lion sejant Or; in chief a label of three points — [for difference].


Sa. a chev. betw. three pelicans vulned Arg. beaked and legged Gu., on a canton Arg. a lion sejant Az.

MEADOWS of Wintnesham. Davy.

Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three pelicans vulned Ppr., on a canton — a lion sejant —; in chief a label of three points — [for difference].

MEADOWS of Wintnesham, Botesdale. Page.

Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three pelicans vulned Arg., on a canton Gu. a lion pass. guard. crowned Or.

MEADOWS of Benacre, Middleton, Tuddenham, Chattisham. Davy.

3 Beasts.

Per fesse Or and Az. a chev. Gu. betw. three mullets counterchanged, on a canton Gs. three lions pass. in pale Or.

LANE. E.A.N. & Q. IV, 225.

Bend.

Sa. a chev. betw. three eagles disp. Arg., on a canton Arg. a bend engr. betw. two martlets Sa.

RAYMOND of Hopton. Davy.

ESCUTCHEON.

Az. a chev. Erm. betw. three pelicans Or vulned Ppr., a canton Or charged with an escutcheon Gu. thereon a lion pass. guard, crowned Or.

MEDOWS, Sr. Philip, of Suffolk. Fairfax.

1 CHEVRON between or within and in chief . . .

on a chief . . .

Annulets.

A chev. betw. three escallops, on a chief three annulets.

STOKES of Boxford. Davy.

1 Beast.

Gu. a chev. betw. three birds close Arg. beaked and legged Or, on a chief Or a lion pass. Gu.


TURNER of Li. Wratting. Davy.


Or, a chev. engr. Gu. betw. three cinquefoils (pierced) Az., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. Arg.


Or, a chev. engr. Gu. betw. three cinquefoils Az., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. Or.

COOKE of Cratfield. Blos. MS.* Or, a chev. Sa. betw. three holly leaves erect Ppr., on a chief Arg. a lion pass. guard. betw. two fleurs-de-lis Gu.


Or, a chev. Sa. betw. three holly leaves Ppr., on a chief Sa. a lion pass. betw. two fleurs-de-lis Arg.

COBBOLD of The Holywells in Ipswich. Burke L.G. 1900.

Or, a chev. Sa. betw. three holly leaves Vert, on a chief Sa. a lion pass. guard. betw. two fleurs-de-lis Arg.


Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three millrinds Arg., on a chief Arg. a lion pass. Gu.


Sa. a chev. Erm. betw. three millrinds Or, on a chief Arg. a lion pass. Gu.


3 Beasts.


Or, a chev. betw. three bugle horns stringed Sa., on a chief Gu. three lions ramp. Or.


Billets.

Arg. a chev. countercompoyny Arg. and Sa. betw. two [sic] lions' heads erased Gu., on a chief Az. three billets Or.

STEEL of Southwold. Davy.

1 Bird . . . Cock.

Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three pellets, on a chief Az. a cock betw. two cross crescents fitchy Arg. LUCAS of Suffolk. Golty 37*. Blos. MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. Rivet'.

. . . Crow.

Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three pellets, on a chief Az. a 'corb' betw. two cross crescents fitchy Arg. LUCAS of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev.)

. . . Eagle.

Az. a chev. betw. three cinquefoils Or, on a chief Or an eagle disp. ducally crowned Sa.


Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' paws erect and erased within a bordure Arg., on a chief Arg. an eagle disp. Sa.

BROWNE. Fairfax, 'The chief & Eagle were given for some Special service done by ye first bearer in Embassage to ye Emperor'.

Gu. a chev. betw. three lions' gams Arg., on a
pass. counterchanged, on a chief Gu. three leopards’ faces Or.

3 Heads (Spears).
A chev. engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis, on a chief three spear heads.

Partridge (Darby).
Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg., on a chief Or three spear heads Az.

Sa. a chev. engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg., on a chief Or three spear heads Az.

Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or, on a chief Or three spear heads Az.

Heart.
Arg. a chev. Ermines betw. three ravens Sa., on a chief engr. Ermines a heart Or.

Lozenges.
Sa. a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg., on a chief Gu. three lozenges Or.

Arg. a chev. betw. three tigers’ heads erased Sa., on a chief Sa. three lozenges Arg.

Arg. a chev. betw. three griffins’ heads erased Sa., on a chief Sa. three lozenges Arg.

CLARKE of Hadleigh, Kettlebaston. *Davy*. Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. three mullets Sa., on a chief Gu. three lozenges Or.

BOWLES. *Golty* 36*. *Fairfax*.

Mascles.
Arg. a chev. betw. three tigers’ heads erased Sa., on a chief Sa. three mascles Arg.

Arg. a chev. betw. three eagles’ heads erased Sa., on a chief Sa. three mascles Arg.


2, 3 Mullets.
Arg. a chev. lozengy Gu. and Az. betw. three crosses fitchy Vert, on a chief Sa. two mullets Arg.

REIGNOLDS, REYNOLDS of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) *Papworth* 477.
‘Golde, a cheveron betwen thre brode Arrows sables flue a chief imbateal us shre moltlettes of the field.’

Or, a chev. betw. three arrows Sa., on a chief embattled Az. three mullets Or.

HEYNES of Mildenhall. Confirmation 1575.

A chev. betw. three birds rising, on a chief three mullets.

Arg. a chev. betw. three birds rising Gu., on a chief Sa. three mullets Arg.

Arg. a chev. betw. three falcons rising Gu., on a chief Sa. three mullets Arg.

Arg. a chev. chequy Az. and Gu. betw. three crosses fitchy Vert, on a chief embattled Sa. three mullets Or.

REYNOLDS of Shotley, East Bergholt. Davy (Barrett, Edms.)
Arg. a chev. chequy Gu. and Az. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Sa., on a chief crenelly Sa. three mullets Arg.

REIGNOLDS of Belstead. Bokenham.
Arg. a chev. chequy Gu. and Az. betw. three crosses patty fitchy Vert, on a chief embattled Sa. three mullets pierced Arg.

RAYNOLD of Shotley. *Hari* 772*.
Arg. a chev. chequy Gu. and Az. betw. three crosses patty fitchy Vert, on a chief embattled Sa. three mullets (pierced) Or.

Arg. a chev. betw. three tigers’ heads erased Sa., on a chief Sa. three mullets [sic – martlets in MS.] Arg.

CLARK of Hadleigh. *Blos* ed. F.

Roundels . . . Bezants.
Arg. a chev. betw. three boars’ heads couped (in fesse) Sa., on a chief Vert three bezants.


. . . Sable.
Gu. a chev. Erm. betw. three eagles disp. Arg., on a chief embattled Or three pellets.

WALL of Aldeburgh. *Sharpe*.

Swords.
Arg. a chev. engr. Erm. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Az., on a chief Az. two swords in saltire points upward Or betw. two maunches Erm.

NORTON of Chadiston. *Blos* MS.* & ed. F.

On 1 CHEVRON . . .

1, 3 Annullats.
Arg. on a chev. Sa. an annulet Or.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. three annulets Arg.


Bars.
Gu. on a chev. Arg. three bars gemel Sa.


1 Beast.
Gu. on a chev. Arg. a lion rampant Sa. crowned Arg.

BROKE of Cockfield Hall in Yoxford. *Gipps*.
CHEVRON

Gu. on a chev. Arg. a lion rampant. Sa. crowned Or.


3 Beasts

Gu. on a chev. Or. three lions rampant. Sa.


3 Birds

Arg. on a chev. Sa. three birds Arg.

HAMIL, HAMOND, HAMMON of Ufford. Blois MS.* Fairfax (Lev.) Davy (Blois).

Az. on a chev. Or. three birds Sa. beasts Arg.

HOLDYCHE. Harl. 1772*.

Or. on a chev. Sa. three birds Arg.


... Eagles.

Paly of six Arg. and Az. on a chev. Erm. three eagles disp. Or.

JOBS. Bokenham.

... Magpies.

Az. on a chev. Or three magpies (or field-pies) Ppr.


... Martlets.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. three martlets Arg.

HAMDONDE of Ubbeston, Walpole, Cookley, Norfolk. Musket I (Harl. 1449).

Arg. on a chev. Sa. three martlets Or [sic - birds Arg. in MS.]

HAMDONDE of Ufford. Blois ed.F.

Gu. on a chev. Erm. three martlets Sa.


Gu. on a chev. engr. Or three martlets Gu.

BALDRY, BARDY of Ipswich. Golty 156* (Tyl.) Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy.

... Sea-Pies.

Az. on a chev. Or three sea-pies Ppr.

HOLDITCH. Davy (Blomef. VI, 74 and VIII 290, Barrett).

5 Birds

... Eagles.

Gu. on a chev.Arg. five eagles disp. Gu.


... Martlets.

Gu. on a chev. Arg. five martlets Gu.

ROKE of Bildeston. Golty 157* (Rev.) 'Fairfax, 'Mr. Revet's book'.

CHEVRON.

Or. on a chev. Erm. surmounted of another Gu.

HADSTOCK. Bokenham.

Crescents.

Arg. on a chev. Gu. three crescents Or.

ATTHILL, ATTHILL of Halesworth, Rumburgh, Norfolk, Davy. Papworth 481.

Erm. on a chev. Sa. three crescents Arg.

Per chev. Erm. and Ermines, a chev. party per chev. Sa. and Arg. charged on the upper part with three estoiles Or.

**Fishes.**

Gu. on a chev. Arg. three dolphins embowed Vert.
Gu. on a chev. engr. Arg. three dolphins embowed Vert.
Or [sic], on a chev. Arg. three dolphins embowed Sa.
Flambert. Suckling I, 90.

1, 3 Fleurs-de-lis.
Arg. on a chev. Sa. a fleur-de-lis Arg.
Arg. on a chev. Sa. a fleur-de-lis Or [sic — Arg. in MS.]
Wanton. Blois ed.F.
Sa. on a chev. Arg. three fleurs-de-lis —.
Pendred of Cransford. Davy (Burke). Papworth 484.

**Flowers.**

Chequy Arg. and Gu. on a chev. Az. three roses Or.
Chequy Or and Gu. on a chev. Az. three roses Arg.
Chequy Or and Gu. on a chev. Az. three roses Or.
Vallibus, Vaux, John de, of Barsham, 1288. Papworth 484. Copinger VII.
Erm. on a chev. Gu. three roses Or.
Vert, on a chev. Or three roses Gu.
Crowley of Barking, Badley, Combs, Columbinc [Hall]. E.A.N. & Q. VI, 297.

**4-Foils.**

Arg. on a chev. Sa. three quatrefoils Or.
Trewlove of Bremtenham. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

**5-Foils.**

Arg. on a chev. Sa. three cinquefoils —.
Arg. on a chev. Sa. three cinquefoils Arg.
Freston, Horston of Freston, South Elmham St. Margaret, Suffolk, Norfolk. Harl. 772*.
Bokenham. Davy. Papworth 483 (Glover).
Arg. on a chev. Sa. three cinquefoils Or.
Chequy Or and Gu. on a chev. Az. three cinquefoils Arg.
Erm. on a chev. Az. three cinquefoils Arg.
Moore, John, Bishop of Norwich, 1691—1707.
Gu. on a chev. Arg. three cinquefoils (pierced) Az.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

Vert, on a chev. Or three cinquefoils Gu. CROWLEY of Barking, Badley, Combs, Colum-,Hine [Hall]. E.A.N. & Q. VII, 297.

GARMS.
Arg. on a chev. Or, three leopards' heads Arg. on a chev. Vert three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

G. on a chev. Or, three leopards' heads Or.

GARMS.
Arg. on a chev. Az. three garbs Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

Az. on a chev. Arg. three garbs Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

Gu. on a chev. Arg. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

G. on a chev. Arg. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.

S. on a chev. Sa. three leopards' heads Or.

CROFTS of Bardwell, Saxham. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.), 'they have another coat'. Papworth 485.
WOODROFFE. Fairfax (Cand.), 'in Mr. Taylors houes in a funerall Escocothen'.
Gu. on a chev. Sa. three stags' heads erased Arg., a chief per fesse nebuly Arg. and Sa.
WOODROFFE. Davy (G.B. Jermyn).

Coronet.
Arg. on a chev. Sa. three Lowestoff china plates Ppr., in chief an antique crown Gu. betw. two Tudor roses and in base the sun rising from the point of the shield Or.

Heads.
Or, on a chev. Gu. three bezants, in chief two lions' heads erased Gu. Ort.

Or, on a chev. Sa. three Lowestoft china plates Coronet.
Gu. on a chev. Sa. three stags' heads erased Arg., a chief per fesse nebuly Arg. and Sa.

On 1 CHEVRON between or within . . . Anchors.
Erm. on a chev. betw. three anchors Az., three escallops Arg.

Annulets.
Az. on a chev. betw. three annulets Arg., three ogressees.
WEBER of Hopton. Crisp IV, 158.

Axes.
Sa. on a chev. betw. three millpicks Arg., three mullets Gu.

Beasts . . . Bears.
Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three bears couchant —, three mullets Or.
CALVERT. Kirby's map*.
Arg. on a chev. betw. three bears couchant Sa., three mullets Or.

CALVERT of Brundish. Davy.

. . . Deer.
Sa. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant (or statant) Arg., three annulets Sa.
'Sable, on a Chevron ingrailed betweene three Hinds trippant Argent, as many Annulets of the first'.


Sun.
On a chev. dancetty Az. three estoiles Arg., on a canton Arg. [sic] on a canton Ar. a fleur-de-lis Gu.

Gu. on a chev. Arg. three roses Vert barbed and seeded Gu. [sic], on a canton Arg. a fleur-de-lis Gu.


On 1 CHEVRON in chief . . . on a canton . . . fleur-de-lis.
‘Gules on a chevorn ar 3 roses of the first on a canton of the second a flewerdelice of the fild’.


Gu. on a chev. Arg. three roses Gu., on a canton Arg. a fleur-de-lis Gu.

Gu. on a chev. Arg. three roses Vert barbed and seeded Gu. [sic], on a canton Arg. a fleur-de-lis Gu.


Sun.
Or, on a chev. dancetty Az. three estoiles Arg., on a canton Arg. [sic – shld. be Az.] the sun in his glory.

THOMPSON of Thetford. Davy.

On 1 CHEVRON in chief . . . on a chevon . . . Beast.
Gu. on a chev. Arg. three cross croesslets Gu., on a chevon Or a lion pass. Gu.

GOLDSMITH. Bokenham.
Gu. on a chev. Arg. three cross croesslets Sa., on a chevon Or a lion pass. Gu.


Cross.
Purp. on a chev. Arg. three escallops Az., on a chief embattled Az. a cross potent Or betw. two griffins' heads erased Arg.


Flower.
Az. on a chev. Or three martlets Sa., on a chief Gu. a rose betw. two trunks of trees erased Or.

BROWN, Thomas, Bishop of Norwich, 1436-45. Blomefield III, 535. Bedford A. 80 (Blomef) (Bedford B. 92) states 'the other coat (as above) mentioned by Blomefield is erroneous'.

On 1 CHEVRON between or within . . . Anchors.
Erm. on a chev. betw. three anchors Az., three escallops Arg.


Annulets.
Az. on a chev. betw. three annulets Arg., three ogressees.

WEBBER of Hopton. Crisp IV, 158.

Axes.
Sa. on a chev. betw. three millpicks Arg., three mullets Gu.

Beasts . . . Bears.
Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three bears couchant —, three mullets Or.

CALVERT. Kirby's map*.
Arg. on a chev. betw. three bears couchant Sa., three mullets Or.

CALVERT of Brundish. Davy.

. . . Deer.
Sa. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant (or statant) Arg., three annulets Sa.


‘Sable, on a Chevron ingrailed betweene three Hinds trippant Argent, as many Annulets of the first’.


Sa. on a chev. engr. betw. three hinds trippant Arg., three annulets Sa.


Sa. on a chev. Arg. betw. three hinds trippant Or, three annulets Sa.


Sa. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant Or, three annulets Sa.


Sa. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant Or, three annulets Sa.


Sa. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant Arg., three annulets Sa.


Sa. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant Or, three annulets Sa.


Sa. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant Or, three annulets Sa.


Sa. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant Or, three annulets Sa.


Sa. on a chev. betw. three hinds trippant Or, three annulets Sa.
surmounted by the first Augmentation
thereon two flags staves saltirewise flowing to
pass. guard. Or betw. on the dexter side an eagle
Arg. thereon a pale Gu. charged with a lion
gold; Or, three torteaux.

Gu. on a chev. Arg. betw. three bustards Ppr.
three plates.

Ireland and to the sinister a representation of the
Gu. on a chev. Arg. betw. three bustards Ppr.
Egyptian Flag all Ppr. enfiled by a mural crown
Gu. the rim inscribed KHARTOUM in letters of
plate. 

Birds
Az. on a chev. Arg. betw. three billets (or delves)
Billets.

Az. on a chev. betw. three lions pass. guard. Or,
the dexter the Union Flag of Gt. Britain &
courant Sa., three trefoils Arg.

Az. on a chev. Arg. betw. three demi-lions ramp.
Or, gutties Gu.

three cinquefoils Az.
Sa. on a chev. Arg. betw. three demi-lions ramp.
Gu., three trefoils slipped Arg.

Sa. on a chev. flory counterflory betw. three
pies) Sa., three cinquefoils (or roses) Arg.

Sa. on a chev. engr. Sa. betw. three crows Sa.,
three escallops Or.

CROKER of Battisford. Davy.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three crows Sa., three
cinquefoils Arg.

CALDBECK of nr. Haverhill. Blois ed.F.
Arg. on a chev. betw. three Cornish choughs (or
pies) Sa., three cinquefoils (or roses) Arg.

Or, CALDEBEKE. Bokenham (Tyl., Blois).
Gu. on a chev. Or betw. three Cornish choughs
Ppr., gutties Sa.

JONES of Nayland. Davy.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three Cornish choughs
Ppr., three leopards' heads Arg.

COORANCE of Reugham. Bokenham.

... Crows.

Or, on a chev. engr. Sa. betw. three crows Ppr.,
three escallops Or.

CROKER of Battisford. Davy.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three crows Sa., three
cinquefoils Arg.

... Doves.

Sa. on a chev. flory counterflory betw. three
doves Arg., three trefoils slipped Ppr.

BIRKET. Davy. Papworth 501.

Az. on a chev. Arg. betw. three doves Ppr.,
three acorns Ppr.

HARWOOD of Crowfield. Davy.

Az. on a chev. Erm. betw. three doves close Arg.,
three acorns Ppr.

HARWOOD of Crowfield. Grant 13 August,
II. E.A. Misc. 1917, 100.

Gu. on a chev. betw. three doves Arg., three
acorns Sa.

PAGE of Framlingham. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
or without acornes. Davy (Blois).

Sa. on a chev. betw. three doves Arg. beaked
and legged Gu., three acorns Ppr. Sa.

PAGE. Fairfax (Lev.)

... Eagles.

Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three eagles disp. Sa.,
three annulets Or.


Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three eagles with two
heads disp. Sa. three annulets –

CEILY of Rushmere. Ipswich. Davy.

Gu. on a chev. betw. three eagles disp. Or, three
tortoises.

DICER, DYCKER, Bart., of Ipswich, Clopton,
Wrentham. Grant 1660/1. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

... Martlets.

Arg. on a chev. engr. Az. betw. three martlets –
three crescents Or each charged with a tormeau.

WATSON. Fairfax.

Arg. on a chev. engr. Az. betw. three martlets
Sa., three crescents Or.

WATSON of Glemsford, Cambridgeshire.
Davy. Papworth 503.
Arg. on a chev. engr. Az. betw. three martlets Sa., three cinquefoils Or.


Arg. on a chev. Erm. betw. three martlets —, three acorns —.

HARWOOD of Crowfield. E.A.N. & Q. XII, 176.

... Owls.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three owls Gu., a quatrefoil Az. [sic — shld. be Arg.]


... Pelicans.

Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three pelicans Sa. vulning themselves Ppr., three cinquefoils Arg. CRANMER, WOOD alias CRANMER, WOOD, Bart., of Lougham [Hall], Blythford. Thingoe (Ives).

Page. Copinger II.

Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three pelicans Sa., three cinquefoils Or.

CRANMER. Fairfax. Papworth 504.

... Quails.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three quails Ppr., gitties and two swords chevronwise Arg., in centre chief a pellet.

QUAYLE of Trimley St. Martin. Crisp II, 40—1* and XIII, xxi, note.

... Ravens.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three ravens Ppr., three leopards [sic — shld. be leopards’ heads] Or.


Or, on a chev. engr. Sa. betw. three ravens Ppr., three escallops Or.

CROKER. Battisford. Davy.

—, on a chev. Sa. betw. three ravens Ppr., three leopards’ faces Or.

CORRANCE of Rendlesham. Page. Copinger IV.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three ravens Ppr., three leopards’ faces Or.


Arg. on a chev. engr. Gu. betw. three ravens Ppr., three mullets Or.

CROKER. Papworth 501.

... Rooks.

Arg. on a chev. engr. Az. betw. three rooks Ppr., three suns in their glory Or.


... Swans.

Gu. on a chev. engr. Or betw. three swans Arg., three bees volant Ppr.


Bordure.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. three quatrefoils Arg., all within a bordure Sa. bezanty.

EYRE. Fairfax (Sta.)

Arg. on a chev. Sa. three quatrefoils Arg., all within a bordure engr. Sa. bezanty.


Sa. on a chev. Arg. three broomsticks Vert, all within a bordure Arg.

BROME. Fairfax, ‘of Suff. saith Leverland’.

Couplecloses or Cotises.

Arg. on a chev. betw. two couplecloses outwardly engr. —, three escallops Or.

GONVILLE, GONVILL of Blundeston, Belton. Page. Copinger V.

Arg. on a chev. couised Sa. three escallops Or.

GONVILL, GONWELL of Hemingstone, Gorleston.

Davy.

Arg. on a chev. betw. two couplecloses (or cotised) indented Sa., three escallops Or.


Arg. on a chev. betw. two couplecloses outwardly engrailed Sa., three escallops Or.


On a chev. cotised, three leopards’ faces.

MEEN, MEENE of Weybread. Davy. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. on a chev. cotised Sa., three leopards’ heads Arg.


Arg. on a chev. cotised Sa., three leopards’ heads Or.

MYYN of Cratfield. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 507.

Per pale Arg. and Or, on a chev. invented plain cotised Sa., five horseshoes Or.


Or, on a chev. cotised Gu. betw. three cornish chougs Ppr., five lozenges Or.

TAUNTEN of Coldham Hall in Stanningfield. Crisp IV, 165—9*.

Arg. on a chev. cotised Sa., three palets Or each charged with an annulet Sa., round, round-turner of Lt. Bealings, Woodbridge, Clifton Hall. Crisp XII, 1—6*.

Arg. on a chev. betw. two croonions Sa., three portcullises with chains and rings Arg. — for THURLOW, quartering Sa. a cross Or — for HOSIE, THURLOW of Ashfield, Thurlow. Baron T. Suckling II*. Page. Davy.

2, 3 Crescents.


Per pale Or and Gu. on a chev. betw. three crescents three leopards’ faces, all counterchanged.

CAMPION of Ixworth. Bokenham.

Crossey.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three crosses formy fitchy Sa., an annulet Arg.

FYNDERNE of Wiston. Davy.

Arg. on a chev. engr. betw. three crosses formy fitchy Sa., an annulet Arg.

FYNDERNE of Wiston. Davy.

On a chev. betw. three crosses paty, three birds.


On a chev. betw. three crosses paty, three doves.


Arg. on a chev. betw. three crosses paty Gu., three doves Arg.


Arg. on a chev. betw. three crosses paty Gu,
three martlets Arg.

SANCROFT of Fressingfield. Copinger IV.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three crosses bottony Sa., three fleurs-de-lis Arg., and leaved Vert. Bucane, Suff. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 509.

Vert on a chev. Erminois betw. three crosses patty—, three cinquefoils Arg.

KIRBY of Gt. Waldingfield. Davy.

Az. on a chev. betw. three crosses bottony fitted Or, three boars' heads couped Gu. (armed Or). BATTY, BUDTRY of Bury. Reeye 186. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 509.


Az. on a chev. betw. three crosses patty fitchy Or, three boars' heads couped Gu. BUTTRY of Bury, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 509.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three cross crosslets Sa., three mullets Arg.

SMYT of Mendlesham. Bokenham.

Escutcheons.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three escallops Sa., a chev. engr. (Invected) Vert. WENYEVE. Davy.

On a chev. betw. three escallops, a fleur-de-lis. BEDEL of Herringfleet. Suckling II, 23.

Gu. on a chev. betw. three escallops Arg., a fleur-de-lis—. BEDEL of Herringfleet. Davy.

Escutcheons.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three escutcheons Gu., three leopards' faces Or.


Estoiles or Stars.

Arg. on a chev. [sic— Gu. in MS.] betw. three estoiles Az., an annulet Or.

KEMP of Cavendish, Barningham. Blois ed.F. Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three estoiles Az., an annulet Or.


Az. on a chev. betw. three estoiles Or, three estoiles Gu.


Per pale Gu. and Az. on a chev. embattled betw. three estoiles Or, three estoiles Gu. GWILT of Ticklemum. Davy. Papworth 511.

Copinger IV.

Fleurs-de-lis.

Sa. on a chev: embattled Arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or, two lions pass. counter-pass. Gu. BOWEN. Sharpe. Papworth 512.

Az. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg., three estoiles (or stars) Gu.


Az. on a chev. Or betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg., three estoiles Gu.


Arg. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Sa., three rams' heads erased Arg., RAMSDEN of Grundisburgh. Davy. Papworth 512.

Sa. on a chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or, three spear heads Az.


Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Gu., three estoiles Gu., three lozenges Or.

MEASE of Cransford. Loder 312. Green 164.

Arg. or a chev. Az. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Gu., three escutcheons Or.

MACIE of Cransford. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Flowers.

A, 3, 5 Roses. Erminois, on a chev. engr. Vert betw. two roses in pale Gu. barbed and seeded Ppr., five horse-shoes Arg. — for CRIPS, quartered by Erm, on a pale Gu. a horse-shoe Or, on a chief Az. a crescent betw. two suns in splendour Or — for DAY.

CRIPS-DAY of Newmarket. Crisp VIII, 50-1*.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three roses Gu. barbed Vert, a fleur-de-lis Arg. THURLOW, Lord. Davy.

Arg. or a chev. Az. betw. three roses slipped Ppr., three fleurs-de-lis Or.

AYTON of Weybread, Earl Soham. Davy (bookplate).

Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three roses Gu. slipped Ppr., three fleurs-de-lis Or.


Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three roses Gu. stalked and leaved Vert, a rose Arg. stalked Vert.


Or, on a chev. betw. three roses Az., three pine apples Or.


Or, on a chev. Az. betw. three roses Gu. seeded Ppr., three pine apples Or.

GOLD of Grandisburgh. Sharpe.

3-Foils.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three trefoils (slipped) Sa., three crescents Or, quartered by Arg. on a fesse Gu. betw. two lions pass. guard. Sa., a fleur-de-lis Arg. betw. two crescents Or.


Or, on a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped Sa., an escutcheon Or.

CAPE or Benacre, South Cove. Davy (Mr. G.D.C. Cape, Bart.) Capes. Papworth 512.

Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three trefoils slipped per pale Gu. and Vert, three quatrefoils Or, ROE, Bart., of Brandish. Davy. Papworth 515.
Gu. on a chev. betw. three trefoils Or, a mitre —.


Or, on a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped Sa., three mullets Or.


5-FOILS.

Gu. on a chev. Or betw. three cinquefoils Arg., pierced Az., billets Gu.

WODEHOUSE, WOODHOUSE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 515.

Sa. on a chev. Or betw. three cinquefoils Arg., billets Sa.

WODEHOUSE, WOODHOUSE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 515.

Sa. on a chev. Or betw. three cinquefoils Erm., gutties Gu.

WODEHOUSE, WOODHOUSE of Ashbocking, Crowfield. Foster (Shirley). Kirby’s map*. Page. Davy, ‘Since the battle of Agincourt’. [Re this legend, see Rye’s Norfolk Families, 1021]. Papworth 516 (Glover). Copinger II.

Gu. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils Arg., three leopards’ faces Vert.


Arg. on a chev. betw. three cinquefoils Gu., three bezants.

EDGELEY, EDGLEY of Newmarket. Davy (Mr. Barnwell). Papworth 516.

Arg. on a chev. embattled Sa. betw. three cinquefoils Gu., three bezants.


FRUITS.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three pine apples slipped reversed Vert., three leopards’ faces Or.


CARBS.

Gu. on a chev. Or betw. three garbs Arg., a crescent Sa. [for difference].

DADE, Thomas, of Tannington. Funeral certificate, 1619. Dade*.

OMS.

Sa. on a chev. Arg. betw. three pistols Or, three roses Gu.


HANDS.

Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three sinister hands couped at the wrist -Gu., a crescent — for difference.

MAYNARD of Hoxne. Davy, ‘Confid. to Th. Heselrige 1770, to take name & arms’.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three sinister hands couped (and arched) Sa., three spear heads Arg.


2 HEADS.

Vert, on a chev. betw. two [sic — three in Blomef.] lions’ heads erased Or, three cross crosslets Az. 515.


3 HEADS (BEASTS) . . . BOWS.

Sa. on a chev. Arg. betw. three boars’ heads (couped fesswise) Or armed Az., an annulet Gu.

THIRWALL of Norfolk. Davy (Edms., Burke).

Papworth 519.

Arg. on a chev. engr. betw. three boars’ heads couped Sa., a plate.

BORTON of Bury, Uggeshall. Davy.

DEER.

Vert, on a chev. betw. three hinds’ heads erased Arg., three martlets Gu.

CONRAN. Davy. Papworth 520.

DOGS.

On a chev. engr. betw. three talbots’ heads erased, three trefoils slipped.

BELL. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. on a chev. engr. Gu. betw. three talbots’ heads erased —, three trefoils slipped.

BELL. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. on a chev. engr. Or [sic] betw. three talbots’ heads erased Gu., three trefoils slipped Vert.

BELL of Baughton [sic]. Davy (Edms.). Papworth 520.

Arg. on a chev. engr. Vert betw. three talbots’ heads erased Gu., three trefoils slipped Or.


Per pale Arg. and Or, on a chev. betw. three talbots’ heads erased Sa. murally gorged Or, three hawks’ lures Arg. lined and ringed Or.


FOXES.

Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three fox’s heads erased —, three pears —.

UPCHER of Sudbury, Willingham. Davy.

Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three fox’s heads erased Gu., three pears Or.


LEOPARDS.

Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three leopards’ faces Sa., three castles triple-towered Or.


Per pale Or and Gu. on a chev. betw. three leopards’ faces, three crescents, all counterchanged.

CAMPION, CAPION of Ixworth. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).

Gu. on a chev. Or betw. three leopards’ faces Arg., an ermine spot.


Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three leopards’ faces Az., three roses Arg.


Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three leopards’ faces Az., three roses Or.


Or, on a chev. Sa. betw. three leopards’ faces Az., three roses Arg.

GILBERT of Clare. Davy.

On a chev. betw. three leopards’ faces, three
trefoils slipped.


AZ. on a chev. betw. three leopards' faces Or, three trefoils slipped.


Or, on a chev. betw. three leopards' heads (cabossed) Gu., a cinquefoil Or.


Gu. on a chev. betw. three leopards' heads Arg., gutties Sa.


Gu. on a chev. betw. three leopards' heads Or, three mullets of the second [sic – shld. be Gu.].


... Lions.

Gu. on a chev. Arg. betw. three lions' heads erased Or, four bars Gu. and roundels Sa.

COLE. Papworth 522.

Gu. on a chev. Arg. betw. three lions' heads erased Or; two bars gemel and roundels Sa.

COLE of Pettistree. Sharpe.

Gu. or a chev. Arg. betw. three lions' heads erased Or, three bars gemel and ten roundels Sa.

COLE of Pettistree, Sudbury, Yoxford. Davy.

On a chev. betw. three 'lions' heads erased, three martlets.

WILDE of Lowestoft. Davy.

Vert, on a chev. Arg. betw. three lions' heads erased Or, three cross crosslets Az.


On a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased, three cinquefoils.


TALBOR. Bokenham.

Gu. on a chev. Arg. betw. three lions' heads erased Or, four bars Gu. and roundels Sa.

COLE of Pettistree, Yoxford. Davy.

Or, on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased Gu., three bezants.

SOMERTON. Fairfax (Sta.) Suckling II, 418. Davy (Barrett). Papworth 523 (Glower).

Or, on a chev. betw. three lions' heads erased Gu., three roundels Sa. [sic].

SOMERTON. Brackley.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three lions' heads erased Gu., the sun in his glory.

JOHNSON of Clare. Davy.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three lions' heads erased Gu. bezanty, the sun in his glory.

JOHNSON. Fairfax.

... Rabbits.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three rabbits' heads erased Ppr., gutties Or.

RABETT of Bramfield Hall. E.A. Misc. 1911, 50.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three rabbits' heads couped Sa., five gutties Or.


Arg. on a chev. betw. three rabbits' heads couped Sa. charged with gutties Or, gutties Or.

RABBIT of Bramfield. Sharpe.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three rabbits' heads couped Sa. each charged on the breast with a gutty Or, five gutties Or.

RABETT of Bramfield Hall, Cretingham. Burke L.G. 1833 and 1900.

... Wolves.

On a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased, three martlets.

WILDE of Lowestoft. Lees 27.

On a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased, a cross crosslet.

GALYON of Lowestoft. Davy.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased Sa., a wolf's head Or.


Arg. on a chev. betw. three wolves' heads erased Sa., three leopards' heads Or.

WHITE of Ipswich. Bokenham.

Per pale Arg. and Gu. on a chev. engr. betw. three wolves' heads erased, three mullets, all counterchanged.


3 Heads (Birds) ... Eagles.

Or, on a chev. embattled Az. betw. three eagles' heads erased Gu., an Eastern crown betw. two wreaths of laurel Or.


Sa. on a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased Or, three estoiles Gu.

CORY. E.A.N. & Q. II, 270.

On a chev. betw. three eagles' heads erased, three roundels.

GIDDING. Farrer* (seal, charter of 1358).

... Hawks.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three hawks' heads erased Az., three cinquefoils Arg.


Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three hawks' heads erased Az. three cinquefoils Arg.

JACKSON. E.A.N. & Q. VI, 105.

... Pelicans.

Or, on a chev. betw. three pelicans' heads erased Az. vuing themselves, a mullet (pierced) of six points Or.


Or, on a chev. betw. three pelicans' heads erased Az. three mullets Or.

PERNE. Bokenham.

... Swans.

Az. on a chev. [sic – fesse in MS.] betw. three swans' heads erased Or ducally gorged Gu., three cinquefoils Gu.

BAKER of Fressingfield. Blois ed.F.

3 Heads (Human).

Arg. on a chev. betw. three Moors' heads couped at the shoulders Sa., two swords in salter Arg. hilts and pommels Or.

MORE. E.A. Misc. 1915, 47 (Lev.)

3 Heads (Monsters).

Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three griffins' heads erased Az., two lions ramp. Or.

GARDNER of Stoke Ash. Davy (Edms.). Papworth 526.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Gu., three castles Arg.

BROWN of Bury. Blois M.S.* & ed.F.

Sa. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Arg., three estoiles Ga.


Sa. on a chev. Or betw. three griffins' heads
erased Arg., three estoiles Gu.
Sa. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Or, three estoiles Gu.
Per pale Or and Az., on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased, four fleurs-de-lis, all counterchanged.
Erm. on a chev. engr. Arg. betw. three griffins' heads erased --, three lozenges --.
Gu. on a chev. engr. Arg. betw. three griffins' heads erased --, three lozenges --.
ALDRICH. Davy (bookplate).
Sa. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Arg., a mullet Gu.
COTTON of Gt. Barton, Exning, Finningham, Ashfield. Davy (Edms.)
Sa. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Arg., three mullets Sa.
BEALE of Bildeston. Davy.
Sa. on a chev. betw. three griffins' heads erased Or, but have three mullets Sa.

3 Heads (Spears).
Or, on a chev. Sa. betw. three spear heads embossed at the points, five cross botonee Or.

3 Heads (Beasts).
Arg. on a chev. engr. Az. betw. four horses' heads erased three in chief and one in base Gu., three crescents Arg.; all within a bordure Az. ALLENBY of Felixstowe House. Crisp VIII, 17-19*.

Hearts.
Az. on a chev. Arg. betw. three hearts Or, three escallops Gu.

Horns.
Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three 'blowing horns' Sa. garnished Or and baldricks Az., a mullet Gu. [sic].

DURRANT of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev.)

Leaves . . . Laurel.

. . . Oak.
Az. on a chev. Arg. betw. three oak leaves Or, three crosses Gu.


Lozenges.
Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three lozenges Az., three martlets Or.

WELBECK of Higham. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 529. Copinger VI.
Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three lozenges Sa., three martlets Or.

WELBECK of Higham. Davy (Barrett). Papworth 529 (Glover).
Per pale Arg. and Sa. on a chev. betw. three lozenges, three martlets, all counterchanged.


-, on a chev. engr. Arg. betw. three lozenges chequy Or and Az., three cross clo cottets Sa.

WARREN of Long Melford, Hunsdon. Blois MS.* & ed.F. 'in Mr. Rice ye er. croisslets botonee 3 loz O. charged with 3 loz B. Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three lozenges chequy Or and Az., three cross patonce Or.

WARREN of Long Melford, Bury. Davy (Burke).
Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three lozenges chequy Or and Sa., three cross cloottes Or.

WARREN. Tymms 191.
Gu. on a chev. engr. Arg. betw. three lozenges chequy Or and Az., three crosses botonney Sa.

WARREN of Long Melford, Gt. Thurlow. Davy (Barrett, Edms.) Papworth 529.
Gu. on a chev. Or betw. three lozenges chequy Arg. and Az., three cross cloots Sa.

WARREN of Long Melford. Bokenham.
Or, on a chev. betw. three lozenges Az., three bucks' heads cabossed Or.

STAVLEY. Goly 155*.

2, 3 Masles.
Arg. on a chev. engr. betw. two fiscial lozenges Gu., three cinquefoils Or.

SPRING of Pakenham. Bokenham.
Per pale Arg. and Sa. on a chev. betw. three masles, three martlets, all counterchanged.

Bildeston 53.
Arg. on a chev. betw. three masles Gu., three roses Arg. seeded Az.

SPRING of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 529.
Arg. on a chev. betw. three masles Gu., three cinquefoils Arg.

Arg. on a chev. betw. three masles Gu., three cinquefoils (pierced) Or.


Arg. on a chev. betw. three masles Gu., three cinquefoils Or each charged with five annulets Gu.

SPRING of Lavenham, Pakenham, Cockfield. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 529.
Arg. on a chev. betw. three masles Gu., three cinquefoils Or each charged with five tertsaxes. In chief a crescent Gu. charged with
CHEVRON

another crescent Or – for difference.

SPRINGE, Nicholas. Harl. 772*.

Monsters ... Dragons.
Sa. on a chev. Or betw. three demi-dragons Erm., three martlets Gu.

BALDREY. Sharpe.

... Griffins.
Sa. on a chev. Or [betw.] three demi-griffins segreant Arg., three martlets Gu.

BALDREY of Stowmarket. Davy.

Sa. on a chev. engr. Or betw. three demi-griffins segreant Erm., three martlets Gu.

BALDREY, BALDREY of Stowmarket. Davy, Fig. 4.

Sa. on a chev. engr. Or betw. three demi-griffins segreant Erm., three martlets Gu.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three pellets each charged with an escallop Arg. (sic – Or in MS.) three mascles Arg. (sic – Or in MS.).

PRAT of Ipswich. Blois ed.F.
Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three roundels Sa., in chief three cockles 2. 1. and in base an annulet —.

PRAT of Ipswich. Blois MS.*.
Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three combs each charged with a martlet Arg., three mascles Or.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three combs each charged with a martlet Arg. and in base an ogress charged with a trefoil slipped Arg., three mascles Or.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. three combs each charged with an escallop Or, three mascles Or.


Suns.
Az. on a chev. Arg. betw. in chief two suns in splendour and in base a unicorn ramp. Or, three mullets Gu.

KERR of Brendhall in Copton. Copinger VI.

Wreaths.
Arg. on a Vert betw. three chaplets of roses Ppr., another chev. Arg.

BUREOUGHS of Melton, Kessingland. Davy.

On 1 CHEVRON between or within and in chief ... Birds.

Az. on a chev. Arg. betw. three cinquefoils Or, three annulets Sa., in chief three cockes 2. 1. and in base an annulet —.

BARDOILPH. Davy. 'in Mr. Turnor's house at Haverhill'.

Chief.
Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three leopards' heads erased Sa., three lozenges Erm., a chief Az.

HASELWOOD of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 535.
Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. three annulets Gu., three cinquefoils Arg., a chief chequy Or and Az.

HORNB of Suffolk. Davy (Barrett).

On 1 CHEVRON between or within and in chief ... on a canton ... Legs.

'St. Will'mn Buttes of Thornage in com' Norff. Kt, at this present Visita'con Highe Sheriffe of comt' Norff' & Suff', wch was about an' 1563, whose had give him by way of Increase for his worthie & valiant service done at ye battell of Muskelborowghfeild in Scotland ye 1st of Edw. ye 6th this Canton now in his Armes, vzt, p' pale argt et B. 2 Lyons legges rased in Sallter Gu' armed or.' Misc. Gen. 3rd. S. IV, 166 [pedigree]. [Coat without above Augmentation – Az. on a chev. betw. three estoiles Or, three lozenges Gu.] Mullet.

Arg. on a chev. engr. Sa. betw. six sprigs or oak fructed Ppr., a cross of points Arg., on a
canton Gu. a mullet of eight points within an inescut Arg.


Wreath.

Sa. on a chev. engr. Erm. betw. four plates each charged with a pheon erect Az., a sword in pale Ppr., on a canton Or a wreath of laurel Vert.

FLETCHER of Ipswich. Davy.

On 1 CHEVRON between or within and in chief ... on a chief . . .

Beast . . . Dog.

Az. on a chev. betw. three crosses formy (or paty) fitchy Arg., an cinquefoil betw. two escallops Gu., on a chief Arg. a greyhound courant Sa. betw. two pellets.


. . . . Lion.

Arg. on a chev. Az. betw. two barrulets wavy Gu., three doves close Arg., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. guard. Or betw. two anchors erect Ppr.

FIRMAN of Ipswich. E.A.N. & Q. IX, 185.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. two barrulets wavy — three martlets Ppr., on a chief — a lion pass. and two anchors Ppr.

FIRMAN of Ipswich. Sharpe.

Arg. on a chev. Sa. betw. two barrulets wavy Gu., three martlets Arg., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. guard. Or betw. two anchors erect Sa.

FIRMAN of Ipswich. Davy.

Or, on a chev. Sa. betw. three pellets each charged with a lark Arg., a star Or, on a chief Gu. a lion pass. Or.

LARKE. Bokenham.

Birds.

Sa. on a chev. engr. Arg. betw. three mullets Or, a rose betw. two cocks Gu., on a chief Arg. three cocks Gu.

MOORE of Ipswich. Davy.

Branches.

Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three owls Sa., three lozenges Erm., on a chief Az. three spigs of hazel —

HASLEWOOD of Ipswich. S.I.A. VII, 189.*

Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three owls Sa., three lozenges Erm., on a chief Az. three hazel branches erect Arg.

HASLEWOOD of Ipswich. E.A.N. & Q. IX, 382. Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three owls Sa., three lozenges Erm., on a chief Az. three hazel branches Or.


Escallop.

Az. on a chev. betw. three griffins’ heads erased Arg., three cross crosslets fitchy Gu., on a chief Arg. an escallip Az. betw. two cinquefoils Gu.


Flower.

Az. on a chev. Or betw. three martlets Arg., three martlets Sa., on a chief Gu. a rose betw. two trunks of trees eradicated Or.

BROWN, Thomas, Bishop of Norwich, 1436-45. Papworth 538 (Blomef. III, 379).

Hands and Arms.

Arg. on a chev. engr. Sa. betw. three trefoils Vert., three lozenges Arg., on a chief Az. two hands with arms out of clouds clothed Or holding a rose Gu.

MOODY, John, of Ipswich. Fairfax (Visit: Aug. 15th & 16th, 1664). ‘Silver, on a chevron ingrailed sable between 3 (trefoils slipped) vert, 3 lozenges gold: On a chief azure 2 clouds; out of every cloud an arm in suit, sleved gold, pomfied gules, shirt appearing at the hands silver, supporting a rose gules, traced, pomified & in the midle a bud gold.’

MOODY, Edmund, of Bury. Grant by Hawley, Clarenceux, 6 October, 1541. E.A.N. & Q. (N.S.) II, 39 [q.v. for circumstances of Grant — the charged chief an Augmentation].

Arg. on a chev. engr. Sa. betw. three trefoils slipped Vert., three lozenges Or; on a chief Az. two hands and arms on the dexter and sinister sides (issuing from clouds Arg.) hands Ppr. sleeves Or holding a rose Gu.


Arg. on a chev. engr. Sa. betw. three trefoils slipped Vert., three lozenges Or; on a chief Az. two arms issuing from clouds Ppr. vested bendy Or and Gu. holding in the hands a rose Gu.


Or, on a chev. betw. three trefoils slipped Sa., three lozenges Or; on a chief Az. two hands fesseways Or issuant from clouds Ppr. grasping a rose Gu.


Maces.

Gu. on a chev. Arg. betw. three martlets Or, three mullets Sa., on a chief Or three maces Gu.

FYNN, THINNE. Sharpe. Papworth 559 (Glover).

Gu. on a chev. betw. three martlets Or, three mullets Sa., on a chief Or three maces Gu.


Swords.

Arg. on a chev. Gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Az., three ermine spots Or; on a chief Az. two swords in saltire Ppr. betw. two maunches Erm.

NORTON. Bokenham.

Arg. on a chev. engr. Gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Az., three ermine spots Or; on a chief Az. two swords in saltire Arg. betw. two maunches Erm.

NORTON of Halesworth, Suffolk. Davy (Barrett, Edms.) Papworth 539.

2 CHEVRONS.

Two chev.


LAMBOURNE of Polstead. Ch. bkl.

Two chev., over all a lion rampant.

WINHTROP of Grotow. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. two chev. Gu., over all a lion rampant Sa. WINHTOP, WINHTOP of Grotow. Grant by Dethick, Garter. Davy (Barrett). Papworth 541. Musket I (Harl. 1820, fo. 16b.)

Arg. two chev. craneely Gu., over all a lion rampant Sa.


ARG. two chev. Sa.

CHEVRON

TYRELL, TYRELL of Lavenham, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 541.
Az. two chev. & a canton Gu.

2 CHEVRONS and in chief...

Canton.
Arg. two chev. and a canton Gu.

Or, two chev. and a canton Gu.


Chief.

Two chev. -., a chief Erm.

BAGOT, Lewis, Bishop of Norwich, 1783–90.


REPPS, RUGG. Davy.

SACKVILLE of Debenham. Davy (deeds).


Az. two chev. & a label of five points -.

Az. two chev. Or.

Az. two chev. Sa., on a canton Az. a falcon rising Or.

Az. two chev. Sa., on a canton Az. an eagle volant Or.

FARREY, FAIREY of Lavenham, Suffolk.


Az. two chev. & a label of five points -.

Az. two chev. Gu., on a canton Gu. a key Or.

Az. two chev. Gu., on a canton Gu. an escallop pierced Arg.

Az. two chev. Gu., on a canton Gu. an escallop & a label of five points -.

Az. two chev. Gu., on a canton Gu. a mullet & a label of five points -.

Az. two chev. Gu., on a canton Gu. a mullet pierced Arg.

Az. two chev. Gu., on a canton Gu. a mullet pierced Arg.

Az. two chev. Gu., on a canton Gu. a mullet pierced Arg.
CHEVRON

Or, two chev. Gu., on a canton Gu. a mullet Or.
POPE of Mildenhall. Fairfax* (Sta.) Thingoe.
Papworth 543. Copinger VII.

2 CHEVRONS between or within . . .

Birds . . . Crows.
Or, two chev. Az. betw. three crows Ppr.
CROWFOOT of Beccles, Keslingland. Davy.

. . . . Eagles.
Gu. two chev. Erm. betw. three eagles disp. Or.
PARSON, PARSONS of Botesdale, Hadleigh.
Papworth 544.

. . . . Swans.
Gu. two chev. Or. betw. three swans Arg.
SCRATTON of Belstead, Essex. Grant 1827.
E.A.N. & Q. II, 320.

Boar.
Two chev. within a bordure invecked.
STANTON of Bunyag. Ch. bkt.
Arg. two chev. Az. within a bordure engr. Gu.
TERRELL, TIRILL, TIRELL, TYRELL, TYRELL, TYRELL of Gipping, Wetherden.
Haughley, Polstead, Gl. & Lt. Thornham.
ESSON, FOSTER (Military Roll). Vitacie 1561.
Harl. 772*. Extended Parl. Roll.
Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax.
and XX, 276* and XXII, 4 and XXXVII, 142
(Dandy ped.) Bright 229. Papworth 545.
Copinger VI. E.A. Misc. 1929, 82–3.
Arg. two chev. Az. within a bordure engr. Sa.
Arg. two chev. within a bordure engr. Sa.
STANTON, STAUNTON of Chediston, Southwold.
Davy (Barrett, Edms.) Papworth 545.
Or, two chev. within a bordure Gu.
TODENI. ‘Domesed.’ Davy (Nichol’s Leics. II,
Pt. 1, 27).

Crosses.
Two chev. betw. three crosses paty.
NOYON of Suffolk. Davy.

Escallops.
Two chev. engr. above betw. three escallops.
WENYEVE. Davy.

Fleurs-de-lis.
Arg. two chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis —,
quartered by Gu. three cross croslets —.
PALEY of Frenckham. Davy.
Or, two chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Gu.
BARBER, BARBOR, BARKER of Bury, Suffolk.
Vitacie 1577. Reve 186. Goltby 142*
(Tyl.) Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax. Bokenham.
Davy. Papworth 545.

Flowers.
Sa. two chev. betw. three roses Arg.
WELLER. Davy. Papworth 546.
Sa. two chev. betw. three roses Arg. — for WELLER,
quartered by Or, a lion ramp. Sa. — for POLEY.
WELLER-POLEY of Boxted Hall, Chadacre Hall in Shipmiling.
Burke L.G. 1900.

5-Foils.
Two chev. betw. five cinquefoils, 2. 2. 1.
COKELEY, COOKELEY. Davy.

Gutties.
Arg. two chev. Gu. betw. three gutteries Sa.
PITCHES, PYTCHES of Alderton, Grotton,
Melton, Brandeston, Ipswich. Davy.

worth 546. Crisp XIX, 208 [no arms given — but pedigree]. Copinger IV.

Heads.
Arg. two chev. betw. three eagles’ heads erased Sa.
EDWARDS of Bury. Davy.

Leaves.
Arg. two chev. Az. betw. three oak leaves erect
Arg. two chev. Gu. betw. three oak leaves slipped Vert.
PIERSON of Framlingham. Green 145.

Reptiles.
Sa. two chev. Erm. betw. two serpents Or.
WISE of Ipswich, Ramsbottle, Chelmondston.
Davy.

Wreaths.
The feilde Argent two Cheuernels betweene three Chaplets verte the rosis d’or’.
BURROUGH, Thomas, of Wickhambrooke, Ipswich. Grant of Arms & Crest by Cooke,
Arg. two chev. Vert betw. three chaplets Ppr.
BURROUGH, BURROUGHS, BURROWS of Ipswich, Wickhambrooke. Grant by Cooke,
Papworth 547.

2 CHEVRONS between or within in chief . . .

on a canton . . .

Staff.
Or, two chev. Az. betw. three crows (or ravens)
Sa., on a canton Az. a staff Or erect and en-
vironed by a serpent Ppr.
CROWFOOT of Beccles. Suckling I, 247*.
Davy. Bohun*. Crisp I, 26*.
‘Or, two chevonels Azure between three Ravens
Sable, a Canton of the second charged with a
Staff erect of the first entwined with a Snake
proper’.
CROWFOOT, Dr. William, of Beccles. Grant of
Arms & Crest by George Nayler, Garter,

On 2 CHEVRONS . . .

Fleurs-de-lis.
Or, on two chev. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis of the
last [sic].
BARBER of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.)
Or, on two chev. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Or.
BARBER. Papworth 547.

Nails.
Arg. two chev. Sa. each charged with five nails
Or.
CLOVEL, CLOVELL, CLOVILE. Fairfax (Guill.,
Sta.) Davy (seal, Edms.) Papworth 548.

Roundels.
Arg. two chev. engr. Sa. each charged with five
bezants.
RODWELL, ROTHWELL of Ipswich, Livermere.
Davy.

On 2 CHEVRONS between or within . . .

Heads.
Arg. on two chev. Vert betw. three talbots’ heads
erased Gu., three trefoils slipped Or.
BELL of Haughley. Davy.
Arg. on two chev. engr. Vert betw. three talbots’
heads erased Gu., three trefoils slipped Or.
BELL of Haughley. Davy.
Arg. on two chev. engr. Vert betw. three talbots’

225
heads erased Gu., six trefoils slipped Or. 
BELL of Haughley. Papworth 548.

On 2 CHEVRONS between or within and in chief . . .

ESCABUNCLES.
Per pale Or. and Gu. and Sa. two chev. Arg. each charged with seven inquills Gu. betw. twelve escutecheons Arg. 6. 4. 2. and a lamb pass. Ppr., in chief four escabuncles Or.

3 CHEVRONS.
Three chev.

SINGLETON. E.A.N. & Q. IV, 265.

WRITING of Ipswich. Fairfax (seal). Bokenham.

Arg. three chev. Az.

ARG. three chev. Gu.


PEYTING, PETTON of Hadleigh, Lincolshire. Davy (Whiffeld deeds, 23 Edw. 3.) Papworth 548.

SINGLETON, SINGLETON of Wingfield, Mendalesham. Fairfax (Sta.). Gipps. Papworth 548.

WATIVESILE, WATIVESIL, WATIVEL, WATWILL of Essex. Fairfax (Sta.) Papworth 548 (Parl. Roll).

Arg. three chev. Gu., a label of three points Az. 

ARG. three chev. Gu., a label of three points Sa.

BARRINGTON. Suckling II, 137.

ARG. three chev. Gu., over all a lion ramp. Sa.

'd'argent three Chevrons: Gules Crenellex, over all a Lion rampant Sables armed & langued Azure:


ARG. three chev. Sa.


ARG. three chev. wavy Sa.

ARCEDECKNE, ARCHDEACON. Davy.

AZ. three chev. Arg.

ANELT, ANELDT. Bokenham. Davy (Kent's Heraldry).


AZ. three chev. Or.


AZ. three chev. Or. for ASPAL, quartering Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Gu. – for PECHLEY.


ERM. three chev. Sa.


GU. three chev. Arg.

SINGLETON, SYNGLETON of North Cove. Fairfax (Sta.). Davy. Papworth 549 (Harl. 1178, fo. 5).

GU. three chev. Or.

BLEADON of Ipswich. Davy.

OR, three chev. AZ.

BROME. Bohs MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. Leth'. Davy (Bois).

OR, three chev. Erm.


OR, three chev. Gu.


FITZRALPH of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev.)

OR, three chev. Gu., 'on ye 1st a Crosslet'. [for Difference].

FITZRALPH of Suffolk. Fairfax (Sta.)

OR, three chev. Gu., a label (of three or five points) Az.


OR, three chev. Sa.

ARCHDEACON. Tymms 182.

BROME. Fairfax.

MANNY, MANNY, MANNYE, MAWNE, Sir Walter, of Essex. Norf. & Suff. Roll. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy (Bois), Papworth 550 (Glover). Copinger IV.


Per pale Az. and Gu. three chev. Arg. voided and counterchanged.


Per pale Az. and Gu. three chev. Or. voided and counterchanged.
CHEVRON—CHIEF

Per pale Gu. and Az. three chev. Arg. voided and counterchanged.

SAY. Fairfax (Tyl.), 'empaled with Clpton'.

Sa. three chev. Arg.


PEYTON of Hadleigh. Davy (Whitfield deeds, 23 Edw. 3).

WHITEING, WHITING of Ipswich, Boxford, PEYTON of Hadleigh. ARUNDEL, ARUNDELL of PEYTON Hall.

SAY. Lord S. 23 Edw. 3).

Davy. Papworth 551.

3 CHEVRONS and in chief .

Canton.

Az. three chev. Arg., on each three fleurs-de-lis. Fairfax (Tyl.). 'empa led with Clopton'. Davy. Papworth 551.

GAINSBOROUGH of Sudbury. Davy (Mr. B.) [Wagner 12, 'Gainsborough, Painter, non-amarigevous'.]

Mullet.

Arg. three chev. Gu., in dexter chief a mullet—.

WATLEVILLE, WATERVILLE. Visitation 1664–8*. E.A. Misc. 1917, 56.

Arg. three chev. Gu., in dexter chief a mullet of six points Sa.

WATLEVILLE. Fairfax (Dandy ped.)

3 CHEVRONS and in chief ... on a canton ...

Beast.

Erm. three chev. Gu., on a canton Gu. a lion ramp. Or.


3 CHEVRONS and in chief ... on a chief ...

Sun.

Gu. three chev. Arg., on a chief Az. a sun Or.


3 CHEVRONS between or within ...

Bires.

Arg. three chev. Gu. betw. three martlets Sa.


Bordure.

Az. three chev. Or within a bordure Arg.


3-FOILS.

Gu. three chev. engr. Erm. betw. in chief three trefoils and in base another trefoil Arg.

LOFTY of Troston Hall. Burke L.G. 1900.

4-FOILS.

Az. three chev. Arg. betw. three quatrefoils Or.


On 3 CHEVRONS ...

Annulet.

Erm. three chev. Sa., on the upper one three annulet Arg.


Beast.

Or, three chev. Sa., on the first a lion pass. Or.

MANNY, Sir Walter. Davy.

Cross.

Or, three chev. Gu., 'on ye 1st a Crosslett'. [?for difference].

FITZRALP of Suffolk. Fairfax (Sta.)

9, 13, 15 FLEURS-de-lIS, FLEURY.

Arg. three chev. Gu., on each three fleurs-de-lis Arg.


Or, three chev. Gu., on each three fleurs-de-lis Or.


Or, three chev. Gu. semi of fleurs-de-lis—. 5. 5. 3.


Arg. three chev. engr. Gu., on each five fleurs-de-lis Or.

RAUFE of Wetherden. Bokenham.

Or, three chev. Gu., on each five fleurs-de-lis Arg.

FITZRALPH, St John, of Mildenhall. c. 1390.
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Nails.

Arg. three chev. Sa., on each five nails Or.

CLOVELL. Fairfax (Lev.)

Roundels.

Arg. three chev. Sa., on the middle one three bezants.

ARCOEDECKNE. Suckling II, 420.

Arg. three chev. Sa., on each three bezants. Or.


5 CHEVRONS.

Or, five chev. Gu.

ABINCUS, DE ABINCUS. Earl of Chester. Davy (Burke).

STRONGBOW. Earl of Clare. Papworth 554.

5 CHEVRONS and in chief ... on a canton ...

Beast.

Erm. five chev. Gu., on a canton Gu. a lion pass. Or.


CHIEF.

CHIEF, Plain.

A chief.


Arg. a chief Az.

CLOUN, CLUN, CLUNE, HUNE of Tunstall.
CHIEF

GOLDSMITH, GOLDSMITH, FITZGIBBON, FITZ-GIBBON, Gu. a chief Arg., over all a lion rampant. Per quartered Arg. and Or, a bend Gu. and Or, a chief Arg. and Or, a bend Arg. and Gu.


ARG. BENTY, BINTY, a chief Az.


ARG. a chief Gu.


PEIRSON. Thetford 66.


ARG. a chief Gu., over all a lion ramp. [sic – double tailed in MS.] Or.

BURGHWASH of Writheham. Blois MS.* Daw. Blomfield 3, 912, 1 (Ancester V. 178). Wagner 55. The Coat of Burgersh, which was adopted by Thomas Chaucer, the poet’s son, on his marriage with Maud, daughter of Sir John Burgersh.'

ARG. a chief Gu., over all a lion ramp. double tailed Or.


ARG. BERTY, BINTY, a chief Gu.

TALMACH, TALMACH, TOLLMACH, Sir William, of Suffolk. Bokenham Fam. 26th*.

Papworth 885 (Glover). E.A. Misc. 1926, 27.

Az. a chief Arg.

WORSLEY of Bxted, Eye, Woodbridge. Daw.

Az. 2 chief Ern.


Az. a chief Gu.


Az. a chief Or, over all a lion ramp. Arg. bilyet Sa.


Az. a chief Or, over all a lion ramp. Arg. gutty Sa.


Barry (or three bars), a chief Vair.


Bendy of six Gu. and Or, a chief Az.

DANFORD, DANFORTH of Framlingham. Daw (Burke). Papworth 556.

Chequy Arg. and Gu. a chief Az.

MCKLETHWAITE. Daw.

Chequy Gu. and Or, a chief per pale Sa. and Arg.

GIFFARD, GIFFORD of Hawerhill. Visitation 1561, Daw.

Chequy Gu. and Or, a chief quarterly Arg. and Sa.

GIFFARD. Daw.

Chequy Or and Gu. a chief per pale Arg. and Sa.

GIFFARD, Sir William. Thingoe (seal, 19 Edw. 2).

Chequy Or and Gu. a chief quarterly Arg. and Sa.

Gifford of Stoke-by-Naylad, Pond Hall in Hadleigh. Gyps.

Chequy Or and Gu. a chief Ern.


Chequy Or and Gu. a chief per pale Sa. and Arg.

GIFFORD of Haverhill. Gyps.

Emr. a chief Az., over all on a bend Gu. a sword Arg. H., Sta.

GLADWIN. Grant 1686. Sharpe. Papworth 256.

Emr. a chief joyzengy Gu. and Vair.


Gu. a chief Az., over all on a lion ramp. Arg. gutty Sa.

GOLDWELL. Bokenham.

Gu. a chief Or.

FITZ SIMOND, FITZSIMOND, FITZ-SYMON. Goly. 6th, Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Papworth 558.


Gu. a chief company Or and Az.

HASTED, HAWSTEAD OF HAWSTEAD. Daw.

Gu. a chief chequy Or and Az.


Or, a chief chequy Arg. and Az., over all a bend Gu.

DE LIGNE OF WEYBRIDGE. NOWTON. Confirmation by Camden, 1619. Daw.

Or, a chief Gu.

FITZSIMOND, FITZSIMONS, FITZ-SYMON, FITZSYMON. Norf. & Suff. Roll.

Gu. a chief chequy Or and Az.

HASTED, HAUSTED, HAWSTEAD, HAWSTED OF HAWSTEAD. Daw.

Gu. a chief of one row airy Arg. and Sa.

COFFIN OF DUSWICH. Daw.

Per pale Or and Az. a chief Gu.


Paly of six Gu. and Or, a chief Ern.

JENNEY. E.A.N. & Q. XIII, 262.

Paly of six Or and Gu. a chief Arg.

JENNEY, JENNEY, JENNEY OF SUFFOLK, NORFOLK. Daw. Papworth 559.

Paly of six Or and Gu. a chief Ern.


Paly of eight Or and Az. a chief Ga.

BASHERM, BASHAM, BASHAM OF BASHERM, SUFFOLK. Goly. 41* (Lev.). Blois MS.* & ed. F. Fairfax. Daw (Blois).

Sa. swept Ern. a chief chequy Arg. and Sa.

GIGGE, GIGGS OF SUFFOLK. Papworth 886 (Glover).

Sa. swept Ern. a chief chequy Ern. and Arg. GIGGS. Bokenham.

Sa. a chief Or.
Vair, a chief Or.


CHIEF, Indented or Dancetty.
A chief indented.


Arg. a chief indented S a.

Arg. a chief indented Gu.

A chief indented.

CHIEF, Indented or Dancetty. (or dancetty) Erm.

Az. Gu. a chief indented (or dancetty) Erm.

Chequy Arg. and Gu. a chief indented Az. Three annulets Gu.

Chequy Arg. and Gu. a chief indented Az. Three annulets Or.

Chequy Arg. and Gu. a chief indented Az. Three annulets Or.

Micklethwaite. Micklethwaite, Micklethwaite of Norfolk, Lincolnshire. Golyt 24*.

Micklethwaite. Davy.

Erm. a chief indented (of three, four points) Gu. Brome, Brooms of Brome Hall, Woodbridge, Ipswich, Gt. and Lt. Bealings. Golyt 13*.


Davy.

Golyt 6*.


Az. a chief indented Or.


Davy.


Arg. a chief indented Sa.


Az. a chief indented Or.


Davy.

Davy.


Davy.

Davy.


Davy.

Davy.


Davy.

Davy.


Davy. Papworth 558.

Wagner 37*.


Or, a chief indented Az., over all a bend Gu. Betham of Stonham Aspall. Davy.

Or, a chief indented Az., over all in bend a crozier staff Gu. crook Or.


Or, a chief indented Az. a label of five points Arg. Botteler, Botiller, Butler of Finborough.


Or, a chief indented (or dancetty) Sa. Bavent, Bayent of Letheringham, Easton Bavent, Chediston, Suffolk. Golyt 6*.

Blois MS.*, & ed.F. Fairfax (Blois). Copinger II.


Bavent of Easton Bavent, Chediston. Blois MS.*, 'in Mr. Candler'. Davy (Blois). Copinger II.

On a CHIEF... 1, 3 Annulets.

Erm. on a chief Gu. an annulet betw. two billets Or.


Gyrsonny of eight Arg. and Sa. on a chief Gu. an annulet in dexter chief Or.


Barry of six Arg. and Az. on a chief Arg. [sic] three annulets Gu.


Barry dancetty of six Arg. and Az. on a chief Az. three annulets Or.

Beck of Worlingworth. Bokenham.


Gyrsonny of eight Arg. and Sa. on a chief Gu. three annulets Or.

Rolfe of Hadleigh. Fairfax.

Gyrsonny of eight Az. and Erm. on a chief Gu. three annulets Or.

Rolfe of Hadleigh, Kersey Priory. Davy (Barrett).

Gyrsonny of eight Erm. and Az. on a chief Gu. three annulets Or.


Gyrsonny of eight Erm. and Sa. on a chief Gu. three annulets Or.


Axes.

Arg. on a chief indented Gu. three pole- (or pick-) axes Or.

Shepherd, Shepherd, Shepperd of Norfolk. Grant by Camden, Clarenceux, 1598. Blois

Barnacles.
Barry wavy of eight Arg. and Az. on a chief Gu. three barnacles Or.


1 Beast.
Arg. on a chief Gu. a lion rampant. Arg. CHAUCELE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.). Papworth 562.


Barry of four Arg. and Az. on a chief Gu. a lion passant. Or.

DENARDEStON, DENESTON of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.).

Barry of four Az. and Arg. on a chief Gu. a lion passant. Or.

MARDEStON, Sir Piers de, temp. Edw. I. Davy.

Barry of four Az. and Arg. on a chief Gu. a lion passant. Or.

BARNEDStON, BERNARDStON. Fairfax.

Gu. on a chief Arg. a lion passant. Gu.


Paly of six Arg. and Az. on a chief Gu. a lion passant. Or.

DENARDEStON, DERANStON, DERNARDISTON of Stradishall. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy.

LODINGTON of Becles. Davy (Burke). Papworth 564 (Glover).

Paly of six Arg. and Gu. on a chief Az. a lion passant. Arg. ducally crowned Or.


MAPERShall. Hengrave. Thingoe.

2 Beasts.
Erm. on a chief indented (of five points) Sa. two lions rampant. Or.


Or, on a chief Az. two lions rampant. Or.

DEPDEn of Suffolk. Papworth 565 (Glover).

3 Beasts... Lions.
Erm. on a chief—three lions rampant. ... QUINTIN of Ipswich. Frdg. Gen. IV, 28*.


Erm. on a chief Az. three lions rampant. Or.


Erm. on a chief Gu. three lions rampant. Arg.

QUINTIN of Hawkedon. Davy.

Erm. on a chief Gu. three lions rampant. Or.


RANT of Ipswich, Norwich in Norfolk. Golty 9*.

Erm. on a chief Sa. three lions rampant. Arg.


Or, on a chief Az. three lions rampant. Or.


Per pale Or and Arg. on a chief indented Sa. three lions rampant. Or.

BERVOR of Henley. Davy. Papworth 566. ... S. Seals.
Erm. on a chief—three seals—. PURCAS. Tymsms 201.

1 Bird.
Paly of six Or and Sa. on a chief Arg. a falcon Gu. FAULKNER of Long Melford. Davy.

2 Birds... Eagles.
Erm. on a chief indented Az. two eagles disp. Arg.


Papworth 567. Thornton 84, 99 (Davy).

Erm. on a chief dancetty Sa. two eagles disp. Arg.

GENT. Davy (G.B.J.).

Erm. on a chief dancetty (or indented) Sa. two eagles disp. Or.

GENT of Cambridgeshire, Essex. Golty 12*.

FAIRFAX. Papworth 567.

... Martlets.
Chequy, on a chief two martlets. BONELL of Copdock. Davy.

3 Birds... Eagles.
Erm. on a chief Gu. three eagles disp. Or.

COOKE. Bokenham.

... Martlets.
On a chief three martlets.

WOGAN of Norfolk. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. on a chief indented Az. three martlets Or, spire of Suffolk. Golty 20*.

AZ. on a chief Or three martlets—.


Az. on a chief Or three martlets Gu.


‘Azure, on a chief indented Or three Martlets Gules,’ quartering WALKLATE.


Barry of six Gu. and Or, on a chief—three martlets Az.

MOULTON of Thornton. Davy.

Or, on a chief Sa. three martlets Arg. WOGAN of Pressingfield. Davy.

Paly of six Arg. and Sa. on a chief Or three martlets Gu.

CHENERY of Thurston. Davy (Mr. B.).

Paly of six Or and Sa. on a chief Gu. three martlets Or.


... Owls.
Arg. on a chief Gu. three owls Arg.

CROPLEY of Cambridgeshire. Davy (Barrett). Papworth 569 (Harl. 6995, fo. 3).

Erm. on a chief Gu. three owls Arg.

COPLEY, CROPLEY, CROPLY of Haughley, Cambridgeshire. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Boken-
Coronets (or crowns) Or.
1, 2, 3 Crescents.
Az. on a chief Arg. three lozenge buckles tongues mullets Or pierced Gu.

Arg. on a chief Or three ravens Sa.

3 Coronets.

Arg. on a chief Az. a cross tau betw. two mullets (pierced) Or.

Arg. on a chief Sa. three crosses Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crosses paty Or.

Arg. on a chief Sa. three crosses paty Or.

Arg. on a chief Az. three ducal crosses Or.

Arg. on a chief Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. in chief two cinquefoils and in base an eagle disp. Sa. – for De Beauvoir.

Vairy Sa. and Or, on a chief wavy Or an Eastern Buckles.

Arg. on a chief indented Gu. three crescents Arg.

Erm. on a chief indented Gu. three crescents Or.

Erm. on a chief Sa. three crosses paty Arg.

Arg. on a chief Sa. three crosses paty Or.

Arg. on a chief Sa. three crosses Or.

Arg. on a chief Sa. two crescents Or.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Erm. on a chief Sa. two crescents Or.

Arg. on a chief Vert a cross tau betw. two mullets (pierced) Or.

Arg. on a chief Az. a cross tau betw. two mullets Or.

Arg. on a chief Az. a cross tau betw. two mullets pierced Arg.

Arg. on a chief Az. a cross tau betw. two mullets Or.

Arg. on a chief Vert a cross tau betw. two mullets pierced Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert a cross tau betw. two mullets Or pierced Gu.

Arg. on a chief Vert a cross tau betw. two mullets Or and Az. on a chief Az. two crosses paty Or.

Arg. on a chief Sa. three crosses Arg.

Arg. on a chief Sa. three crosses paty Arg.

Wichingham. Blois MS.* Fairfax, 'in Mr. Wingfield's book'.

Arg. on a chief Sa. three crosses paty Or.

Arg. on a chief Sa. three crosses Or.

Arg. on a chief Sa. two escallops Or.

Arg. on a chief Vert a cross tau betw. two mullets (pierced).

Arg. on a chief Arg. a chev. Gu. betw. in chief two cinquefoils and in base an eagle disp. Sa. – for De Beauvoir.


Erm. on a chief indented Az. two crows Or.

Lytton. E.A. Misc. 1929, 17 (Cand.)

Erm. on a chief indented Az. three ducal coronets (or crowns) Or.


Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Stimson of Saxmundham. Davy.

Erm. on a chief Gu. three crescents Or.

Carboneel of Bucknam Hall [sic]. Blois MS.* Davy (Blois).

Preston. Extended Parl. Roll.

Erm. on a chief three crescents Or.

Preston of Aldeburgh, Saxmundham. Davy.

Erm. on a chief Gu. three crescents Or.

Carboneel of Bucknam Hall [sic]. Blois MS.* Davy (Blois).

Preston. Extended Parl. Roll.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.

Arg. on a chief Vert three crescents Arg.
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2, 3 Estoiles

2, 3 Foliis

1 Head
Barry nebuly, of four, on a chief per pale Gu. and Arg. a stag’s head cabossed...

1, 2, 3 Foliis
Arg. on a chief Sa. a cinquefoil betw. two annuletts Or. Cooke of Li. Livermere. Bokenham. Davy.

2 Heads

1, 2, 3 Foliis
Arg. on a chief Sa. a cinquefoil betw. two annuletts Or. Cooke of Li. Livermere. Bokenham. Davy.

2 Heads

Garbs

2 Heads

2 Heads

Dogs
Paly of six Or and Az. on a chief Gu. three talbots’ heads erased Or. March of Wordell, Icklingham. Davy.

Leopards
Barruly Arg. and Sa. on a chief Gu. three leopards’ faces Or. Burrell of Sudbury. Davy (G.B.J.)

Leopards

2, 3 Gauntlets
Or, on a chief indented Az. two dexter gauntlets Or. BLOBOLD of Mendham. Blois MS.*, chief ‘G. vel Az.’ Fairfax.

2, 3 Gauntlets
Or, on a chief indented Az. two dexter gauntlets Or. BLOBOLD of Mendham. Davy (Blois, Barrett). Papworth 577.

2, 3 Gauntlets
Or, on a chief dancetty Gu. and Az. [sic] two gauntlets Or. BLOBOLD of Mendham. Blois ed.F.

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads

3 Heads
SCEVENER, SCVENER, SCVENOR, SCVENER
of Sibton, Ipswich, Bruisyard. Grant by
Cooke, Clarenceux, 1576. Reyce 187.
Visitatio 1612. Golty 11*. Visitatio
1664-8*. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Lev.)
Papworth 579. [Hard. 1440, fo. 65]. Dade MS.
Copinger I'. E.A. Misc. 1926, 81.
Per pale Or and Az. on a chief Gu. three
leopards' faces Or.

caldcoct, caldecote, caldcoct, caldcoct
of Debach, Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridgehire.
Port Roll. Blois MS.*, 'in Mr. Rivet'. Fair-
fax (Lev.) Davy (Bois). Papworth 578.

... Lions.
Arg. on a chief Sa. three lions' heads erased Arg.
Richardson of Hadleigh. Grant 1588. Fair-
fax, 'in a funerall Escoccheon'. Davy. Pap-
worth 578.

Barry of ten Gu. and Arg. on a chief Sa. three
lion's heads erased Or gorged with collars of
the first each collar charged with three tordaux
[sic].

wearg, werge of Ll. Livermere. Davy
(Burke). Papworth 579.
Or, on a chief Sa. three lion's heads erased Or.
Richardson of Hawketon, Norfolk. Golty
12*. Fairfax (Guill., Peach.) Davy (Bury

... Wolves.
Erm. on a chief indented Vert three wolves' heads
erased Or.
Chaplin of East Bergholt. Bokenham.

3 Heads (Monsters).
Erm. on a chief indented—three griffins' heads
erased.

Chaplin, Chaplyn of Semer. Sudbury, Bury.
Musket III, 108. Partridge (Darby).
Erm. on a chief indented Az. three griffins' heads
erased Or.

Chaplin, Chaplin of East Bergholt, Sudbury,
Bury, Levington. Grant 1593. Davy (Mr.
Erm. on a chief indented Vert three griffins' heads
erased Arg.
Erm. on a chief indented Vert three griffins' heads
erased Or.

Chaplin of East Bergholt, Bury, Lincolnshire.
Grant by Byshe, Clarenceux, 6 August, 1668.

Helmet.
Gyrmony of six Gu. and Or, on a chief Gu. a
close helmet Or.

BETTE. Blois M.S.* & ed.F.
Gyrmony of eight Gu. and Or, on a chief Gu. a
close helmet Or.

Heart of Ipswich, Drinkstone, Buxhall,
Davy (Barret). Gyrmony of eight Or and Gu. on a chief Gu. a
close helmet Arg.

Gyrmony of eight Or and Gu on a chief Gu. a
close helmet Or.

BETT, BRET, BRETT of Ipswich. E.A.N. & Q.
IX, 314. Bildeston 76.
2, 3 Leaves.
Gyrmony of eight Or and Sa. on a chief Or two
elm leaves Vert.
CHIEF

Erm. on a chief Sa. a griffin pass. Or.


Or, on a chief indented Az. two mullets Or.


Or, on a chief indented Az. lined Erm. two mullets Or.

D'EYE of Thrandeston. Davy (Blomef. IV, 382, Barrett).

Or, on a chief indented Sa. two mullets Or.


Sa. on a chief Arg. two mullets Or pierced Gu. [sic].

DRUY of Rougham. Davy.

Arg. on a chief Sa. three mullets pierced Arg.


Arg. on a chief indented Sa. three mullets Arg.


Gu. on a chief Arg. three mullets pierced Gu.

BACON. Fairfax (Lev.)

'Goules, on a chefe silver three Mulletts sable perched the difference an Anlet golde'.


Gu. on a chief Arg. three mullets pierced Sa.


Paly of six Arg. and Sa. on a chief Or three mullets Gu.

CHENERY, CHEVILLE, CHYNELL of Thurston. Davy (Edms.)

Sa. on a chief Arg. three mullets (pierced) Sa.


Vair, on a chief Arg. three mullets pierced Gu.


Vairy Arg. and Sa. on a chief Or three mullets Sa.

BENYON of Denston Hall. Golty 18* [drawn as martlets but—'mullets and not martlets']. Davy. Papworth 583.

Palets.

Barry of six Or and Az. on a chief Or three pales betw. two esquires bast dexter and sinister Az.; an inescutcheon Arg.


Pheons.

Arg. on a chief Vert three pheons Or.

CROMPTON of Coddenham. Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 586.

Or, on a chief Vert three pheons Or.

CROMPTON. Grant 1595. Thingoe. Papworth 587.

1 Roundel.

Arg. on a chief Gu. a bezant betw. two stags' heads cabossed Or.


3 Roundels . . . Beazants.

Arg. on a chief Gu. three bezants.

CAMOYS. F. Dun. Roll. Visitation 1664–8*.
Az. in three bezants. Norris deeds

Or fretty Sa. on a chief Sa. three bezants.

Arg. on a chief Gu. three plates. Arg. fretty Sa. , on a chief Sa. three bezants.

Erm. on a chief indented Erm. on a chief Az. three bezants.

Arg. on a chief Gu. three bezants, [sic].

MSS. 45133 [Davy, Papworth]

Az. fretty Arg. on a chief Or three torteaux. Arg. fretty Sa. on a chief Sa. three torteaux...

BAVENT, BACON, BACOUN, Monsr. John and 'Sir' Edmund, Rector of Corton. S.

CORONET—CRESCEANT

Az. a ducal crown Or pierced by two arrows in saltire Arg.

BURY ABBEY. Benedictine mitred Abbey. Taylor 78* [shown with a bordure]. E.A.N. & Q. IV., 166.

Az. a ducal crown pierced by two arrows in saltire Or.

BURY ABBEY. Papworth 591.

Sa. a crown pierced by two arrows in saltire points downward Or.

SOUTHWOLD, Borough Council. Scott-Giles 346*.

1 CORONET between or within...

Bells.

Erm. a coronet Or betw. three bells Az. Brayster of Bramford. Davy (Blomef. IV., 150).

3 CORONETS. Az. three crowns Or.

EAST ANGLIA. Davy. S.I.A. XXII, 1.

Az. three ducal crowns Or.

BURY ABBEY. Benedictine mitred Abbey. Taylor 78* (Reymier, Fuller, Tanner, Edms.) E.A.N. & Q. IV., 166. Papworth 593.

Az. three ducal crowns Or each transfixed by two arrows in saltire Arg.


Az. three ducal coronets each transfixed by two arrows in saltire (points downward) Or.

BURY ST. EDMUNDS, Town (or Borough Council) of. By Wm. Camden, 29 November, 1606. Visitation 1612. Scott-Giles 345*.

Gu. three (ducal) crowns Or.


Or, three ducal crowns Gu.


1 CRESCENT.

A crescent.

MOTT of Brent Eleigh. Misc. Gen. 2nd. S. I., 376* and II, 4*.

Arg. a crescent Sa., quartered by Az. three mullets Arg.

WILKINS of Hadleigh. Davy.

Az. a crescent enclosing an estoile of six points Arg.

MINSHULL of Suffolk. Papworth 594.

Barry of six Gu. and Arg. in chief a crescent— WETESHAM, WETSHAM of Suffolk. Papworth 594.

Barry of six Gu. and Arg. in chief a crescent Gu. WETESHAM, WETSHAM. Davy (Edms., Burke).

Per chev. Arg. and Gu. a crescent counterchanged.


'Sable, a Crescent or halfe moxe Argent'. MOTT, Marke, of Braintree in Essex. Confirmation of Arms & Grant of Crest by Wm. Segar, Garter 10 November, 1615. Misc. Gen. 5th. P. IX, 33 (Soc. of Ant. MS. 378, fo. 455).

Sa., a crescent Arg.


Sa. a crescent Or.


Sa. a crescent Or, quartered by Sa. a cross Arg. HOVEL, HOVELL of Bury. Davy (Clench ped.) Musket II (Clench ped.— Add: MSS. 19, 123, fo. 263b), 'The arms... attributed to Hovel of Bury are not authentic'— Corrigenda et Addenda, 404.

1 CRESCENT and in chief...

Estoile.

Az. a crescent and in chief an estoile Arg.

MINSHULL. Blomef MS.* & ed.F.

Mullets.

Arg. a crescent and in chief two mullets Gu.

BOLNEY of Wetheringsett, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 992.

Or, a crescent and in chief two mullets Gu.


1 CRESCENT between or within...

8, 10, Orle of Birds.

Gu. a crescent Erm. within an orle of eight martlets Arg.

BOHUN. Fairfax (Tyl., Bloms).

Gu. a crescent Erm. within an orle of eight (or ten) martlets Or.


Gu. a crescent within an orle of martlets Or.


Bordure.

Sa. a crescent Erm. within a bordure engr. Arg.


Estoiles or Stars.

Sa. a crescent betw. two estoiles (or stars) of six points in pale Arg.

3-Foils.
Gu. a crescent betw. three mullets Or.

DOBREE. Papworth 596.

Gu. a crescent per pale Or and Arg. betw. three trefoils Arg.

DOBREE. Papworth 596.

2, 3 Mullets.
Arg. a crescent betw. two mullets in pale Sa.

JERMYN of Rushbrooke. Page.

Sa. a crescent betw. two mullets (pierced) in pale Arg.

JERMIN, JERMYN of Rushbrooke, Page.

Gu. a crescent betw. three trefoils Arg.

Can ton Or three trefoils slipped per pale Gu. and Arg.

2 CRESCENTS.
Per chev. Arg. and Gu. a crescent betw. two leopards' faces in pale counterchanged, on a canton Az. three trefoils slipped per pale Gu. and Vert; all within a bordure Gu. bezanty.

CHAPMAN. Davy (Barrett).

Per chev. Arg. and Gu. a crescent betw. two leopards' faces in pale counterchanged, on a canton Or three trefoils slipped per pale Gu. and Vert; all within a bordure Gu. bezanty.

CHAPMAN of Norfolk. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev.), 'supposed anciently to have in the coat of the family with Haines of Ipswich. Sharpe.'

Gu. billety and three crescents Gu. [sic].

1 CRESCENT between or within and in chief . . .

on a canton . . .

3-Foils .
Per chev. Arg. and Gu. a crescent betw. two leopards' faces in pale counterchanged, on a canton Az. three trefoils slipped per pale Gu. and Vert; all within a bordure Gu. bezanty.

CHAPMAN. Davy (Barrett).

Per chev. Arg. and Gu. a crescent betw. two leopards' faces in pale counterchanged, on a canton Or three trefoils slipped per pale Gu. and Vert; all within a bordure Gu. bezanty.

CHAPMAN of Norfolk. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev.), 'supposed anciently to have in the coat of the family with Haines of Ipswich. Sharpe.'

Gu. billety and three crescents Gu. [sic].

1 CRESCENT between or within and in chief . . .

on a canton . . .

3-Foils .
Per chev. Arg. and Gu. a crescent betw. two leopards' faces in pale counterchanged, on a canton Az. three trefoils slipped per pale Gu. and Vert; all within a bordure Gu. bezanty.

CHAPMAN. Davy (Barrett).

Per chev. Arg. and Gu. a crescent betw. two leopards' faces in pale counterchanged, on a canton Or three trefoils slipped per pale Gu. and Vert; all within a bordure Gu. bezanty.

CHAPMAN of Norfolk. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev.), 'supposed anciently to have in the coat of the family with Haines of Ipswich. Sharpe.'

Gu. billety and three crescents Gu. [sic].

3 CRESCENTS.
Quarterly, in chief two crescents.


2 CRESCENTS and in chief . . .

Canton.
Arg. two crescents Gu., a canton Sa. BATTESFORD. Davy (Burke).

2 CRESCENTS between or within . . .

Flowers.
Two crescents betw. four roses.

GIRLING of Stradbroke. Davy.

3 CRESCENTS.
Arg. three crescents barryundy (or wavy) Az. and Gu.


Arg. three crescents Gu.


AZ. three crescents Az.


3 CRESCENTS and in chief . . .

on a canton . . .

Coronet.
Or, three crescents Sa., on a canton Sa. a ducal coronet (or crown) Or.

HODGES of Woodbridge, Layham. Golty 175*, 'on a funerall escouenon in the house of

Crescent.
Gu. three crescents Or, on a canton Erm. a crescent Gu.
ALENCON of Badingham. Davy.

3 CRESCENTS and in chief... on a chief... Spears.
Barry of six Arg. and Gu. three crescents Erm., on a chief Gu. two lances in saltire their heads broken off Arg.
WATSON of Suffolk. Papworth 601.
Barry of six Arg. and Gu. three crescents Erm., on a chief Gu. two lances in saltire; their heads broken off Or.
Barry of six Arg. and Gu. three crescents Erm., on a chief Or two broken tilting spears in saltire Gu.
WATSON of Woolpit. Davy (Edns.) Papworth 601.

3 CRESCENTS between or within...

Bordure.
Three crescents within a bordure engr.
— three crescents within a bordure engr. Erm.
BATEMAN of Flixton. Blois ed.F.
Sa. three crescents Erm. within a bordure engr. Arg.

Sa. three crescents within a bordure engr. Erm.
BATEMAN of Flixton. Davy.
Sa. three crescents Erm. within a bordure engr.

On 3 CRESCENTS...

Mullets.
Or, on three crescents Gu. three mullets Arg.

5 CRESCENTS.
Gu. five crescents Or.

5 CRESCENTS between or within...

Fleurs-de-lis.
Per pale Arg. and Az. five crescents chevronwise betw. three fleurs-de-lis counterchanged.
FLORY of Bramford, Gt. Bealings. Crisp I, 253*.

6 CRESCENTS.
Gyronym of six Gu. and Or, on each a crescent counterchanged.

7 CRESCENTS.
Seven crescents, 3. 3. 1.

CRONEL see HEAD (Spear).

CROSS.
1 CROSS, Plain.
A cross.
BAYEY, Davy (Debenham deeds).
BORS of Norfolk. S.I.A. IX, 264.
WARIN of Higham. Davy.
A cross, a label of five points.
RIVESHALL, John de, of Heworth, 1315. Davy (Bromf. V. 340).
Arg. a cross Az.
Arg. a cross Gu.
Arg. a plain cross Gu. pierced Or.
WHARTON. Fairfax, 'in a Banner displayed in ye same room' [Rumburgh Abbey].
Arg. a cross Gu., over all a bend Az.
Arg. a cross company Or and Az.
LEA, LEE. Davy.
Arg. a cross countercompany Or and Az.
LEA, LEE of Coddenham, Somersham, Suffolk. Golty 61* (Golty). Fairfax. Davy. Dade MS. and Dade MS. Dade Coll. Add: MSS. 19096, fo. 229. Dallinghoo Ch. notes—'a mistake, as it is also in the Church of Nettlestead, where it is the same with this, by the direction of this Mr. Dade.')
Arg. a cross chequy Or and Az.
Arg. a cross chequy Or and Gu.
LEA, LEE. Golty 53*. Davy.
Arg. a cross Sa.
STRATTON. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).
Arg. a cross Sa. prettily Arg.

251

252
Arg. a cross Sa. fretty Arg., in the first quarter a fleur-de-lis Gu. [for difference].

TWAITES, WM. Alderman of London, of Suffolk. Fairfax (Tyl., Sta.)

Arg. a cross Sa. fretty Or.


Arg. a cross voided Sa., in the dexter point a mullet Gu. for difference.

WOODCOT of Ipswich. Davy (Cole MS. II, 70).

Arg. a cross Vert.

MOONE. Davy.

Az. a cross Arg.

BIGOD. Earl of Norfolk. Davy.

Az. a cross Arg., a label of five points Gu.

RIVISHALL, John de, of Rushall in Norfolk, 1315. Colville 33-4.

Az. a cross countercompony Arg. and Gu. 


Az. a cross Or.


MAUTBEY, MAUTBEY, MAWTEBY of Fritton.


Chequy Arg. and Gu. a cross Az.


Chequy Or and Gu. a cross Az.

RAYDON, RIDON, ROWDON of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 611.

Erm. a cross Sa.


Gu. a cross Arg.


SEDUBRY. Hospital of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem. Badham 128 (Leland, Fuller).
1 CROSS, Engrailed.
A cross engrailed.
     BROKE of Nacton. S.I.A. VIII, 332. 

     INGOLDTHORPE. Davy (Blois). 

     REMES of Wherstead. S.I.A. XXIII, 106* (seal). 

     ARG. a cross engr. Gu. 
     GOURNAY, GURNAY. Foster (Hen. 3, Norfolk Rolls). Copinger V. 

     ARG. a cross engr. Sa. 
     WOOLTON of Theberton. Davy (seal). 

     AZ. a cross engr. Gu. [sic]. 

     GORLESTON. Davy. 

     AZ. a cross engr. Or. 

     FAIRFAX (Dugd.) Davy. Papworth 609. 

     ERM. a cross engr. Gu. 
     DALLINGER of Wickham. Davy (seal) 'an unauthorised assumption'. Papworth 611. 


     FAIRFAIX (Sta.) Davy (Blois). Papworth 611. 

     GU. a cross engr. Arg. 


     S.I.A. XXVII, 139 (Dandy ped.) Papworth 612 (Glover). 

     GU. a cross engr. Or. 
     REYMES of Easton, Gosbeck. S.I.A. XXIII, 106-7*. 

     OR. a cross engr. Gu. 

     GREEN of Suffolk. Papworth 614. 


     S.I.A. XXVII, 139 (Dandy ped.) Papworth 612 (Glover). 

     GU. a cross engr. Gu., over all a bend (or baston) 

     AZ. 


     OR. a cross engr. per pale Gu and Sa. 
     BROKE, BROOK, BROOKE, BART., of Nacton, Easton, Coddenham, Capel. Rayce 183. 


     Or, a cross engr. per pale Gu and Sa., quartered by Quarterly Or and Gu. four mullets counterchanged, all within a bordure engr. quarterly Gu. and Erminois. 


     Or, a cross engr. per pale Sa. and Gu.
CROSS


Or, a cross engr. Vert.


Per pale Az. and Gu. a cross engr. Erm.


Per pale Gu. and Az. a cross engr. Erm.


Quarterly Arg. and Az. a cross engr. counterchanged.


Quarterly Arg. and Gu. a cross engr. counterchanged.

HAYDON, HEYDON of Norfolk. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev., Sta.) Papworth 618 (Glover).

Quarterly Gu. and Az. a cross engr. Erm.


Quarterly Or and Az. a cross engr. Erm. Berney of ?Fressingham. Blois MS.*


Sa. a cross engr. Erm.


Sa. a cross engr. Gu. [sic—Or in MS.]. WILLOUGHBY. Blois ed.F.

Sa. a cross engr. Or.


Sa. a cross engr. Or, a label of three points Arg. UFFORD, Sir Thomas. Foster (Ashmole Roll).


Sa. a cross engr. Or, in dexter chief an annulet Or.


Sa. a cross engr. Or, a baston Arg.


Sa. a cross engr. Or, a bend (or bendlet) Arg.


Sa. a cross engr. Or, a baston (or bend) company Arg. and Gu.


Sa. a cross engr. Or, a bendlet Erm.


Sa. a cross engr. Or, in dexter chief a fleur-de-lis Arg.


Vert, a cross engr. Arg.

WETENHALE, WHETENDALE, WHETNELL, later WARNER of Mildenhall. Papworth 621 (Glover). Copinger IV.

i CROSS, All others.

A cross flory.

BRAHAM of Wickham Skeith. Partridge (Darby).

A cross patonce.

PILKINGTON of Ipswich. Bokenham.

Arg. a cross bottony voided Gu.


Arg. a cross flory Gu., a baston in bend Az.

BENHALL. Fairfax (Lev.).

Arg. a cross flory Gu., over all on a bend Az. fimbriated Or a fillet—

BENHALL of Benhall. Copinger V.

Arg. a cross moline Gu.


Arg. a cross moline pierced Gu.

VUEDALL. Fairfax (Sta.).

Arg. a cross patonce voided Gu.


Arg. a cross paty Gu.

COLEYVILLE, COLVILE, COLVILLE, COLYVL of Kessingland, Lowestoft, Cambridgeshire.


Arg. a cross raguly Gu.


Arg. a cross recerelly Gu., a bend (or baston) Az.

BENHALL, BENHAL of Benhall. Fairfax (Sta.). Davy (Edms.) Papworth 606.

Arg. a cross flory Sa.

BROOKE. Davy (Blois).

MANNOCK of Gifford’s Hall in Stoke. Davy (Barret).
CROSS

WOTTON. Golty 181*, 'the Baron'.
Az. a cross moline Sa.
Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
Az. a cross patonce Arg. surmounted of another Az. a cross moline Arg.
CROSS


Per pale Or and Vert, a cross recercely Gu.

INGHAM, Monsire Oliver de. Coitgrave. Fairfax.

Quarterly Gu. and Az. a cross flory Or.


Quarterly Or and Gu. a cross patonce in saltire counterchanged.


Quarterly Or and Sa. a cross flory counterchanged.


Sa. a cross floretty (or florited) Arg.


Sa. a cross florey Arg.


Sa. a cross formy fitchy Arg.

MAPLEDEN of Forrdley, Middleton. Davy.

Sa. a cross formy fitchy Arg.


Sa. a cross moline Arg.


Sa. a cross patonce Arg.


Sa. a cross indented (or dancetty) Erm.


Sa. a cross moline Erminois.


Sa. a cross moline pierced at the centre Erminois.

MOLINER of Ipswich. Bokenham.

Sa. a cross moline Gu. pierced Arg. [sic].

UVEDALE of Claydon. Davy (Blemof. IV, 35).

Sa. a cross anchory Or.

TATYNGTON of Suffolk. Papworth 620 (Harl. 1449).

Sa. a cross floretly Or.

BRAHAM, Sr. Jo., of Suffolk. Fairfax (Sta.)

Sa. a cross flory Or.


Sa. a cross lozengey (or fusily) Or, over all a bend Arg.


Sa. a cross moline Or.

BRAHAM. Hengrave. S.I.A. XXII, 4.


Sa. a cross patonce Or.


Sa. a cross potent Or.


Sa. a cross recercely Or.


Vert, a cross avellane Arg.


1 CROSS and in base . . .

Cross.

A cross crosslet, in base a plain cross.

REPORTS of Wherstead. Farrer* (seal, 13th Cent. charter).

1 CROSS and in chief [see also CROSS, Engraved – Ufford] . . .

Beast.

Or, a cross Gu., in the first quarter a lion rampant.


Bend.

Per fesse Arg. and Gu. a cross formy counterchanged, in dexter canton a baton raguly Vert.


Bird . . . Cornish chough.

Or, a cross engr. Gu., in dexter chief a Cornish chough Ppr.


. . . Crow.

Or, a cross engr. Gu., in dexter chief a crow Ppr.

MUSSENDEN. Fairfax (Sta.).

. . . Eagle.

A cross engr., in the dexter quarter an eagle disp.

TRUSON of Kelstale. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. a cross engr. Sa., in the dexter quarter an eagle disp. Gu.

TRUSON of Kelsale. Sharpe.

Arg. a cross wavy and in dexter chief an eagle disp. Sa.


Az. a cross and in dexter chief an eagle disp. Arg.

WARDE of Suffolk. Grant by Cooke. Papworth 622 (Withie’s addits. to Glover’s Ord.). Quarterly Or and Gu. a cross lozengey Arg., in the sinister quarter an eagle disp. Or.


Quarterly Or and Gu. a cross lozengey Sa., in the sinister quarter an eagle disp. Or.

FOTHERINGAY of Brockley. Davy.

. . . Martlet.

Or, a cross engr. Gu., in dexter chief a martlet Sa.

MUSSENDEN of Herringleftt Hall. Suckling II, 15.

Canton.

Gu. a cross engr. and a canton Arg.

NOIN, NOIOUN, NOJON, Sir John, of Lt. Worlingham, 1281. Suckling I, 105. Copinger VII.

Sa. a cross engr. and a canton Or.

UFFORD. Davy.

Chief.

Arg. a cross formy fitchy Gu., a chief indented Az.
SAXHAM of Saxham. Davy (Edms.)
Arg. a cross paty fitchy Gu., a chief indented Az.
Erm. a cross paty throughout Sa., a chief Gu.
Arg. a cross paty throughout Sa., a chief Gu.
Papworth 624.
Az. a cross couped (or humetty) Arg., a chief
Nebury Gu. rayonn alternately wavy and straight Or.

Az. a cross flory and a chief Or.

CHILTON of Ufford, Eyke, Mendlesham.
Davy.
Or, a cross Gu., a chief Vert.

VER, VERE, VERE of St. Swithin, Norwich.

1, 2 Escallops.
Gu. a cross flory and in dexter chief an escallop Arg.

BRANDLEY, BRANDLING. Blois MS. & ed.F.
Gu. a cross patone and in dexter chief an escallop Arg.

BRANDING of Ipswich. Visitation 1664-8.

Gu. a cross paty and in dexter chief an escallop Arg.

BRANDING. Fairfax (Lev.)
Gu. a cross potent and in dexter chief an escallop Or.

DE LA MORE, Visitation 1664-8.
Sa. a cross lozengey and in chief two escallops Or.
Pandulph, Pandulph, Pandulphus. Bishop of Norwich,
Davy. Bedford A. 78* (Blomef.) Papworth 626.
Bedford B. 90* (Blomef.)

Estoiles.
Az. a long (or Calvary) cross couped and in
dexter two estoiles of eight points Or.

THURLOW of Wortham. Davy. Papworth 626.

Fleur-de-lis.
Arg. a cross Sa., in dexter chief a fleur-de-lis Gu.

Eccleston, Ecclestone of Crowfield. Davy.
Papworth 627.

Arg. a cross and in the first quarter a fleur-de-lis Sa.

HADDOCK of Ixworth Thorpe. Davy.
Az. a cross patone Or, in dexter chief a fleur-de-lis Arg.

Gu. a cross engr. and in the first quarter a fleur-de-lis Arg.

ASHFIELD of Suffolk. Davy (Berry).

1 Head.
Erm. a cross engr. and in the dexter quarter a
boar's head couped Gu.

Davy (Blois).
Erm. a cross engr. Gu., in the first quarter a
boar's head couped Sa.

NORWOOD. Fairfax.

2 Heads (Beasts) . . . Leopards.
Erm. a cross flory Az., in chief two leopards' faces Or.

COLVIN. E.A.N. & Q. XIII, 286.

. . . Lions.
Erm. a cross flory Az., in chief two lions' faces —.


1, 2 Mullets.
A cross engr., in dexter chief a mullet.

PEYTON. S.I.A. IX, 265.
Sa. a cross engr. Or, in dexter chief a mullet
Erm. a cross Arg.

Paton, Payton, Peyton, Peyton. Payton of Tipton. Payton of
Papworth 624.

772*. Extended Parl. Roll. Reyce 177.
Visitation 1664-8*. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev., Sta.)
Papworth 628 (Harl. 6137).

Sa. a cross engr. Or, in sinister chief a mullet Arg.

Sa. a cross engr. and in dexter chief a mullet Or.

Paton, Peyton of Bury. Glyt 61*. Fairfax (Dugd.) Shape.
Papworth 628. Sperling 146.

Az. a long (or Calvary) cross couped and in
chief two mullets Or.

THURLOW. THURLOW CLARKE of Wortham.

1 CROSS and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Bend.
Per fesse Arg. and Gu. a cross formy counterchanged,
on a canton — a bead raguly Vert.

Systed of Kesgrave, Ipswich. Davy.
Per fesse Arg. and Gu. a cross formy counterchanged,
on a canton 'of ye 1st [sic] a baton raguly Vert.

Systed of Kesgrave, Ipswich. Bokenham.
'out of Italy temp. Hen. 8'.
Per fesse Arg. and Gu. a cross paty counterchanged,
on a canton Gu. a bend raguly Vert.

Systed of Kesgrave, Ipswich. Visitation 1664-8, 'desc. out of Italy'.

1 CROSS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Beast.
Arg. a cross raguly Gu., on a chief Gu. a lion
pass. guard. Or.

LAURENCE, LAURENCE of South Elmham St.
James, Fressingfield, Norfolk. Davy. Bohun*.
Papworth 625. Copinger IV.

Erm. a cross engr. Gu., on a chief Gu. a lion
pass. Erm.

AYREMONE, William de, Bishop of Norwich,

Buckles.
Gu. a cross flory Or, on a chief Az. three (round)
buckles Or.

CARTER of Flenpton. Thingoe. Papworth 625.

Fleurs-de-lis.
Sa. a cross Or, on a chief wavy Erm. three
fleurs-de-lis Gu.

HOVELL of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 625.

Heads.
Sa. a cross engr. Or, on a chief Erm. two leopards' faces Or, with a
beau tois, they a pale Az. charged with an ancient galley Or on the sea Ppr. the sail
set and prow to the sinister, issuing from the
sinister chief the sun Or.

EAST SUFFOLK, County Council. Grant 1935.
Sect.-Giles 343*.

Spheres.
Az. a cross formy fitchy Or, on a chief Or three
globes Az.

ELDRED of Ipswich, Saxham. Davy (Blois).
Az. a cross paty fitchy Or, on a chief Or three
spheres (or globes) Az.
CROSS


Tree.

Or, a cross flory Sa. surmounted by a bend Gu. thereon another engr. Or charged with three bombs Sa. fired Ppr. over all on a fesse wavy Az. the word ‘Travalar’ in gold letters; on a chief undulated Az. a cross betw. four lions pass. Or, a cross flory betw. in the first and fourth quarters a martlet and in the second and third a dexter arm in armour embowed and couped at the shoulder fesswise, all Or.

A cross between or within . . .

1 CROSS between or within . . .

Arg. a cross and in the first and fourth quarters an annulet Vert.


ERNE, a cross flory betw. four annulets Az.


Or, a cross paty betw. four annulets Gu.

Az. a cross betw. four lions Or.

Billets.

A cross flory fitchy betw. twelve billets.


Az. a cross betw. twelve billets Or.

SPARHAM of Tunstall, Saxmundham. Davy, ’but?’. 1900*.

Beasts.

Or, a cross Gu., in the first and fourth quarters a lion ramp. Sa.

BURKE of Atheries in Sudbury. Burke L.G. 1900*.

4 Beasts . . . Deer.

Arg. a cross Ern. betw. four bucks trippant Or [sic].

PARKHURST of Ipswich. Fairfax.

Arg. a cross Ermines betw. four bucks trippant Ppr.

PARKHURST of Yoxford. Davy. Papworth 629 (Glover).

. . . Lions.

Arg. a cross betw. four lions Gu.


Arg. a cross betw. four lions pass. Gu.

DABENY of East Bergholt. Davy.

Arg. a cross Gu. betw. four lions ramp. Sa.


Az. a cross betw. four lions Or.


Az. a cross betw. four lions pass. Or.

DABENY. Davy.

Az. a cross betw. four lions ramp. Or.

DARKIN of Haerverhill. Davy.

Gu. a cross Vair betw. four lions pass. Or.


Gu. a cross Vair betw. four lions ramp. Or.

PASSEY, PAVSEY of Lidgate. Davy.

2 Birds.

Arg. [sic – shld. be Az.] a cross flory betw. in the first and fourth quarters a martlet and in the second and third a dexter arm in armour embowed and couped at the shoulder fesswise, all Or.

A cross between or within . . .

A cross betw. four birds.

CRAIBE of Kesgrave. Davy.

Cocks.

Arg. a cross betw. four cocks Gu.


Az. a cross betw. four cocks Or.

COCKFIELD of Wattisfield, Naughton. Temp. Hen. 3 and Edw. 2. Gipps.

Az. a cross betw. four cocks Or.


Cornish choughs.

Arg. a cross Sa. betw. four Cornish choughs Ppr.


Birds.

A cross betw. four birds.

CRAABE of Kesgrave. Davy.

Cocks.

Arg. a cross betw. four cocks Gu.


Az. a cross betw. four cocks Or.

COCKFIELD of Wattisfield, Naughton. Temp. Hen. 3 and Edw. 2. Gipps.

Az. a cross betw. four cocks Or.


Cornish choughs.

Arg. a cross Sa. betw. four Cornish choughs Ppr.


Az. a cross engr. Sa. betw. four Cornish choughs Ppr.

AYLMORE of Akenham. Blows MS.* & ed.F.*

A cross inneveck betw. four Cornish choughs Sa.

AYLMER, AYLMOR, ELMER of Tadddington [sic].

Golty 59* (Lev.) Fairfax (Lev.).

Eagles.

Arg. a cross engr. betw. four eagles disp. Gu.

DRAYCOTT, DRAYCOTT of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 632.

Arg. [sic – shld. be Az.] a cross betw. four eagles disp. Or.


Az. a cross betw. four eagles disp. Arg.


Or, a cross formy betw. four eagles disp. Sa.

DIXON of Lidgate. Papworth 631.

Falcons.

Gu. a cross Arg. betw. four falcons (close) Or.


Az. a cross betw. four eagles disp. Arg.


Or, a cross formy betw. four eagles disp. Sa.

DIXON of Lidgate. Papworth 631.

Falcons.

Gu. a cross Arg. betw. four falcons (close) Or.

... Martlets.
A cross patonce betw. four martlets.

bird of Denston.  E.A. Misc. 1923, 60.
Arg. a cross flouried betw. four martlets Gu.  Byrde.  Rayce 222.
Arg. a cross betw. four martlets Sa.


... Owls.
Gu. a cross Arg. betw. four owls Or.

webb of Farlingaye Hall nr. Woodbridge.  Davy.

... Sea-Pies.
Arg. a cross betw. four sea-pies Sa.

ATLMOR of Claydon, Akenham.  Fairfax (Lev.) 5 Birés.

Az. a cross patonce betw. five doves Or.

WEST SUFFOLK, County Council.  Scott-Giles 344* [shown as martlets].

Bordure.
A cross within a bordure engr.

S.I.A. IX. 264.
Arg. fretty Gu. a cross Arg., within a bordure Sa. charged with cinquefoils Arg.

BRICE.  Davy.  Papworth 634.
Chequy Gu. and Arg. a cross Arg., within a bordure Arg.

BRISE of Cavendish.  Davy.
Gu. a cross Arg. within a bordure Or.

CARBONELL.  Goltz 56*.  Papworth 635 (Jenyn's Ord.)

Gu. a cross Arg. within a bordure engr. Or.


Gu. a cross Arg. within a bordure indented Or.


Gu. a cross Arg. within a bordure engr. Or.

HUNTINGFIELD of Huntingfield.  Davy (Blois).
Gu. a cross moline fitchy within a bordure engr. Arg.

Gu. a cross patty fitchy Arg. within a bordure engr. Or.

HODLELOW, HODILLOW of Lt. Cornard, Sudbury.  Davy.

Gu. a cross recercedly within a bordure engr. Arg.

Gu. a cross Or within a bordure Or charged with eight mullets of six points Gu.  

COLCHESTER.  Benedictine Abbey of St. John.  Papworth 635.


Gu. a cross patty fitchy at the foot within a bordure Arg. Or.

HODDELOW, HODDILLOWE, HODILLOW of Wenham.  Papworth 636.

Lozengy Gu. and Arg. a cross Arg., within a bordure Sa. charged with eight quatrefoils —


Lozenge Gu. and Arg. a cross Arg., within a bordure Sa. charged with eight quatrefoils — for BRISE, quartered by Per chev. Gu. and Arg. three roses counterchanged — for RUGGLES.

RUGGLES-BRISE of Clare.  Burke L.G. 1853.
Or, a cross Gu. within a bordure Az. billety of the second [sic].


3. 4 Bougets.
Arg. a cross engr. betw. three [sic] water bougets Gu.

BUTCHER of Ipswich.  E.C. Collect. 57-8.  Copinger III.
Arg. a cross engr. Gu. betw. four water bougets Sa.

Arg. a cross engr. Gu. betw. four water bougets Sa., a label of three points Az. each charged with three fleurs-de-lis Or.

Arg. on a cross engr. Gu. betw. four water bougets Sa., a mullet for difference, quartering Gu. billety Or, a fesse Arg.


Sa. a cross betw. four water bougets Arg.


Sa. or a cross betw. four water bougets Arg.


?Coral.
Quarterly Or and Gu. a cross quarterly counterchanged, in the first and fourth quarters a branch of ?coral and in the second and third a bend Arg.

ZINCKE of Wherstead.  Davy (bookplate).

Coronets.
A cross patty betw. three crowns.


SA. a cross patty betw. three crowns Or.


2. 4 Crescents.
Sa. a cross Or, in the first and fourth quarters a crescent Or.

HOVELL of Wyverstone.  Muskett II, 404.
Arg. a cross betw. four crescents Gu.
CROSS

Gu. a cross betw. four crescents Arg.

Cockshall, Coggeshall, Coggeshall of

Sa. a cross betw. four crescents Arg.

Barnham, Bernham, Braham, Burnham, Sire
Walter de, of Suffolk, Norfolk. Parl. Roll.
Foster. Golty 48* (Lev.) *Fairfax (Lev.,
Sta.) *Davy (Edms.) *Papworth 637.

Sa. a cross voided betw. four crescents Arg.

Smallay of Debenham. Davy Arch.* 
Papworth 637.

Sa. a cross Erm. betw. four crescents Arg.

Barnham of Thelnetham. Blos MS.* 
& ed.F.* Davy (Blois).

3, 4, 5, 6, 12 Crosses.
Az. a cross moline betw. three crosses formy Or.

Thurland. *Fairfax (Tyl.)
Arg. a cross 'petoncee' betw. four similar 
crosses Or.

Jerusalem, Order of St. John of.

Reyce 173, 'Owners of a manor in Preston'.

Az. a cross moline betw. four crosses paty –

Thurland. Davy.

Az. a cross flory betw. four crosses paty Or.

Forester, Forrester. Withiopolli Withypoll.

17 (portrait, Davy).

Az. a cross moline betw. four crosses formy Or.

Thurland of Christ Church in Ipswich.

E.A. Misc. 1929, 37 (Tyl., Cand.)
Gu. a cross betw. four crosses paty Or.

Francis. Bokenham.

Arg. a cross [sic – shld. be a fesse] betw. six 
cross croisslets fitchy Sa.

Layton of Ipswich. Davy.

Arg. a cross potent betw. eight similar crosses Or.

Battisford. Commandery of Knights Hospit-

Sudbury. Hospital of the Knights of St. John 
of Jerusalem. Badham 128* (Leland, Fuller).

Arg. a cross chequy Or and Az. betw. twelve 
cross croisslets fitchy Sa.

Mendham Priory. Clinkell to castleacre.

Taylor 90*. E.A.N. & Q. IV, 166.

Gu. a cross betw. twelve cross croisslets fitchy 
Or.

Exton of Crettingham, Athelington. Corn-
wallis xxxxi*. Davy.

3, 4 Cups.
Or, a cross Sa. betw. three covered cups Gu.

Euston of Euston. Davy.

Or, a cross Sa. betw. four covered cups Gu.

Euston. Papworth 639.

Cushions.
Gu. a cross Arg. betw. four lozenge cushions 
Erm. tasselled Or.

Redman, William, Bishop of Norwich. 1595–
1602. Grant by Lee, Clarencieux, 1 May, 1595.


Papworth 639. Bedford B. 93*.

Escallops.
A cross betw. four escallops.

Coggeshall of Framingham, Ipswich. Green 

A cross lozenge (or engr.) betw. four escallops, 
Malden, Maldone of Sudbury. Farrer* (seal, 
charter of 1339).

Arg. a cross flory Gu. betw. four escallops Sa.

Salthorpe of Kersey, Playford, Gt. Bentons. 
Blos MS.* & ed.F. *Fairfax (Blois). 
Suckling II, 40. Page. S.I.A. VII, 337 (Davy, 
Rushbrooke Ch. notes). Papworth 639.

Arg. a cross patonce Gu. betw. four escallops Sa.

Sampson of Kersey, Playford, Suffolk. Golty 
182*. Davy (Barrett, Edms.) Papworth 639 
(Glover).

Arg. a cross moline Gu. betw. four escallops Sa.


Arg. a cross betw. four escallops Sa.

Coggeshall, Coggeshall, Coggeshall of
Ifford, Benhall, Carlton, Hundon, Melton, 
& ed.F. *Fairfax (Tyl.) Kirby's map*. 
E.A.N. & Q. IX, 382 and XIII, 193. Papworth 
639.

Az. a cross Erm. betw. four escallops Arg.

Pleasant. E.A. Misc. 1916, 21 (Conder 44),
'in the parlour of the house late Sir Ralph 
Cantrell's – in glasse'.

Or, a cross patonce Gu. betw. four escallops Sa.

Sampson, Sampsonne of Kersey, Playford, 
Suffolk. Davy. Papworth 639 (Harl. 1449, 
fo. 84).

Sa. a cross patonce betw. four escallops Arg.

each charged with a cross patonce Sa.

Fludyer, Bart., of Felixstowe. Davy.

Papworth 639.

Sa. a cross Erm. betw. four escallops Arg.

Pleasant, Pleasants, Pleasance, Pleasance 
of Tuddenham, Brandon, Barningham. Grant 

Golty 54*. Visitant 1664–8*. Blos MS.* &
ed.F.* Fairfax, 'impaled with Cantrell in his 
parl'r at Hemingston'. Bokenham. Davy 
(Barrett, Edms.) Papworth 639 (Withie's 
addits. to Glover's Ord.) Copinger IV.

Sa. a cross patonce Or betw. four escallops Arg.

Sampson of Kersey, Oulton. Davy.

Estoiles or Stars.
Az. a cross Arg. fretty Az. betw. four stars of 
six points Or.

Wyvill of 'Huntingfield. Blos ed.F. [mul-
lets in MS.]

Az. a cross couped betw. four estoiles Or.

Sterling, Sterling. Blos MS.* & ed.F., 
'cross vel A.'

Az. a cross formby betw. four estoiles Or.

Sterling of Charsfield. Bokenham.

Az. a cross paty betw. four estoiles (or stars of 
three pty) Or.

Sterling, Sterlinge, Sterlyng, Sterling of 
Charsfield, Witnesham, Brandeston, Suffolk. 
Papworth 640 (Glover).

2, 4 Fleurs-de-lis.
Sa. a cross invested betw. in the first and fourth 
quarters a fleur-de-lis and in the second and 
third a crescent, all Or.

Hovell of Wyverstone. Muskett II (Herald's 
Coll.) – but 'inexacty described' – Corrigenda 
et Addenda, 404.

Arg. a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis Sa.

Fenton. Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 640.

Az. a cross fretty betw. four fleurs-de-lis Or.

Jennour, Jennour of Laxfield. Fairfax, 'in 
Trin. Coll. Libr.'

Az. a cross patonce betw. four fleurs-de-lis Or.

Jenner, Jenour, Jenoure, Bart., of Laxfield, 
Stonham Aspall, Essex. Page. Davy. Pap-

Gu. a cross fretty betw. four fleurs-de-lis Or.

Mcclamont of Newmarket. Burke L.G. 1900*.

Or, a cross bottony fitchy betw. four fleurs-de-
lis Sa.
CROSS

READ of Stoke-by-Ipswich. Vistation 1664–8. Per pale Or and Arg. a cross bottony fitchy betw. four fleurs-de-lis Sa.


Sa. a cross betw. four fleurs-de-lis Arg.


Flowers . . . 4, 8 Roses.

A cross florly betw. four roses.

COLMAN of Ipswich. Davy.

A cross patonce betw. four roses.

COLEMAN of Ipswich. Bokenham.

-, a cross engr. Arg. betw. four roses Or.


‘Argent a Crox gules, betweenn foure Roses of the same, the barbear vert.’

TROTMAN, Edward, of Cam, Co. Gloucester. Grant by Wm. Segar, Garter, 27 November, 14 James I. Misc. Gén. N.S. IV, 188.

Arg. a cross betw. four roses Gu. barbed Vert seeded Or.


Arg. a cross engr. betw. four roses Gu. barbed and seeded Ppr.


Per fesse Arg. and Sa. a cross patonce betw. four roses, all counterchanged.


Arg. a cross potent betw. eight roses Or.

BATTIFORD. Commandery of Knights Hospitals. E.A.N. & Q. IV, 166.

3-Foils.

Quarterly Az. and Gu. a cross florly betw. four trefoils slipped Or.

MANNING of Diss in Norfolk. Crisp II, 121-4.

4-Foils.

Arg. a cross Az. pierced Arg. in the centre a millrind Sa., betw. four quatrefoils Gu.


5-Foils.

Az. a cross patonce betw. four cinquefoils Or.

MANNING of Bungay, Thorford, Barnardiston. Grant 1577. Davy.

2 Heads (Beasts) . . . Bours.

Arg. a cross nebuly per pale Gu. and Sa., in the first and fourth quarters a boar’s head erased Sa.

BROOKE of Sibton Park, Badingham Hall. Crisp I, 73–81*. Burke L.G. 1900. Copinger IV.

. . . Deer.

Or, a cross parted and fretty Az. betw. in the first and fourth quarter a stag’s head cabossed Az. and in the second and third a mountain in flames Ppr.

MACKENZIE of Downham. Copinger IV.

4 Heads (Beasts) . . . Leopards.

A cross betw. four leopards’ faces.

PRESENENY, PRESENEYS, Robert de, of Stan­ningfield, 1200. S.I.A. III, 300, 304 (seal).

Copinger VI.

. . . Wolves.

Az. a cross betw. four wolves’ heads couped Or.

GARRARD. Vistation 1664–8.

4 Heads (Birds).

Gu. a cross fusilly Ermine, betw. four pelicans’ heads erased Or.

CANNHAM of Milden. Sharpie.

Gu. a cross lozenge Ermine, betw. four pelicans’ heads erased —.

CANNHAM. Kirby’s map*. Gu. a cross lozenge Ermine, betw. four pelicans’ heads erased Or.


4 Heads (Monsters).

A cross betw. four griffins’ heads erased.

CUTLER of Ipswich. Davy.

Az. a cross Or betw. four griffins’ heads erased Arg.

GARDNER of Glensford. Davy.

Millrinds.

Erm. a cross perforated betw. four millrinds Sa.


Monsters.

Sa. a cross florly betw. four griffins pass. wings elevated Arg.

RISBY. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Thingoe (Chitting).

Sa. a cross patonce betw. four griffins pass. Arg.

RISBY of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 644.

3, 4, 6 Mullets.

Or, a cross moline engr. and pierced betw. three mullets Az.

EDWIN. Davy.

A cross florly betw. four mullets.


A cross patonce betw. four mullets.

COLEMAN of Parkfield. Partitiope (Darby).

Arg. a cross chequy Az. and Or betw. four mullets Az.

BRADFORD of Norfolk. Papworth 645.

Arg. a cross chequy Or and Az. betw. four mullets of the second [sic].


Arg. a cross Sa. a tressure of demi fleurs-de-lis [sic] betw. four mullets pierced Sa.

ATKINS. Davy.

Arg. a cross fleur-de-lisy on the sides betw. four mullets pierced Sa.

ATKINS. Papworth 645.

Az. a cross Arg. fretty Az. betw. four mullets of six points Or.


Per fesse Arg. and Sa. a cross florly betw. four mullets, all counterchanged.


Per fesse Arg. and Sa. a cross patonce betw. four mullets, all counterchanged.


Per fesse Arg. and Sa. a cross patonce betw. four mullets, all counterchanged.


Per pale Arg. and Sa. a cross hammett betw. four mullets, all counterchanged.

COLEMAN. Blois MS.* & ed.F.*, ‘vel party per fesse a cross florly bet. 4 mullets, counter­ changed’. Papworth 645.

Per pale Arg. and Sa. a cross patonce betw. four mullets, all counterchanged.


Sa. a cross bottony betw. four mullets Arg.


Per fesse Arg. and Sa. a cross florly betw. six
CROSS

mulets, all counterchanged.


Roundels . . . Roundels.

A cross engr. betw. four roundels.

CLAYTON of Southolt, Bedford. Partridge (Darby).

Gules.

Arg. a cross engr. Sa. betw. four martlets' (or argyran)s.

CLAYTON of Yoxford, Sibton, Southwold, Finningham.

Arg. a canton Vert. Papworth 646. E.A. Peds. I.

Arg. a cross engr. Sa. betw. four martlets each charged with a beaver Arg.

FLETCHER of Ipswich. Fairfax (Chesh.) Sharpe. Papworth 646.

Suns.

Az. a cross formy betw. four suns Or.

Sterlyng. Military Roll*.

1 CROSS between or within and in chief . . .

Bird.

Az. a cross flory betw. four martlets Or, in chief on a rose branch issuing out of the cross bearing six roses Arg. an eagle wings extended Arg. crowned Or.

EYE, Borough of. Grant by Wm. Dethick, Garter, 5 April, 1592. S.I.A. VII, 33–50*.

Az. a cross flory betw. four martlets Or, in chief an eagle wings disp. Arg. crowned Or perched upon two sprays of roses Arg. slipped and leaved Ppr.


Canton.

Arg. a cross flory betw. four martlets Gu., a canton Az.


Arg. a cross patonce betw. four martlets Gu., a canton Az.


Arg. a cross moline betw. four martlets Gu., a canton Az.


Arg. a cross formy flory betw. four martlets Gu., a canton Az.

BIRD, BYRDE of Denston. Davy (Hawes).

Arg. a cross betw. four martlets Gu., a canton Vert.

BIRD of Denston, Nayland. Gipps.

Arg. a cross flory (or flowered) betw. four martlets Gu., a canton Vert.


Arg. a cross paty flory betw. four martlets Gu., a canton Vert.

BIRD of Denston. Papworth 647.

1 CROSS between or within and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Crescents.

Arg. a cross Erm. betw. four bucks trippant Ppr., on a chief Arg. three crescents Arg.

PARKHURST. Fairfax (Lev.)

Arg. a cross engr. Ermines betw. four bucks trippant Ppr., on a chief Gu. three crescents Or.

PARKHURST, John, Bishop of Norwich, 1560–75. Grant by Dethick, 1559. Bedford A. 81* (Grant). Bedford B. 93* (Grant, seal).

Or [sic], on a chief Gu. three crescents Arg.

PARKHURST. Fairfax (Lev.).

Arg. a cross engr. Ermines betw. four bucks trippant Ppr., on a chief Gu. three crescents Or.

PARKHURST, John, Bishop of Norwich, 1560–75; Grant by Dethick, 1559. Bedford A. 81* (Grant). Bedford B. 93* (Grant, seal).

On 1 CROSS . . .

Annulet.

Erm. [sic – Quarterly Erm. and Az. in MS.] on a cross Or five annuletts Sa.

OSBORNE of Carlton. Blois ed.F.* Quarterly Erm. and Az. on a cross Or five annuletts Sa.

OSBORNE of Carlton. Blois MS.*, 'Without annuletts in Mr. Ca.' Davy.

4 Beasts.

On a cross four lions ramp.

WALE of Lackford. Thingoe.

5 Beasts.

On a cross five lions ramp.


Arg. on a cross Sa. five lions ramp Or.

WAKEWELL, WAKEWELL of Higham. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 650.


Arg. on a cross Sa. five lions ramp, guard. Or.

WALE, WAKEWELL of Lackford, Risby. Davy (Barrett).

9, 13 Billets, Billety.

Gu. on a cross Arg. nine billets Sa.

SAICNIN. Fairfax (Sta.)

Gu. on a cross Arg. thirteen billets Sa.

SAMPSON, SAMSON of Playford, Brettenham. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Papworth 650 (Glover).

Gu. a cross Arg. billety Az.

SAMPSON. Golty 53*.

Gu. a cross Arg. billety Sa.

SAMPSON. Golty 53*.

SAMPSON. Golty 53*.

SANCSON. Fairfax (Sta.).

Gu. a cross Arg. thirteen billets Sa.

WAILE, WAKEWELL of Higham. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 650.

WAILE. Fairfax (Tyl., Blois). Davy (Blois). S.I.A. IV, 63. Copinger III.

4 Birds.

Erm. on a cross Sa. four martlets Or.

VASEY. Reycce 184.

5 Birds . . . Eagles.

Arg. on a cross Sa. five eagles disp. --. APLIN of Melton. Davy.

. . . Martlets.

Erm. on a cross Sa. five martlets Or.


1, 5 Crescents.

Arg. on a cross recercely Sa. a crescent Or.

COPELEY of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 651.

Arg. on a cross engr. Gu. five crescents Arg.


Arg. on a cross recercely Sa. five crescents Arg.
COLEY of Suffolk. Davy (Edns.) Papworth 651.

Arg. on a cross Sa. five crescents Or. 
FLAUDE, FLOWDE, FLOYDE of Yaxley, Norfolk.

Arg. on a cross moline Sa. five crescents Or. 
COLEY of Suffolk. Blos MS* & ed.F., 'in Mr. River'. Davy (Edns.) Or, on a cross—five crescents Or. 
ELYs. Harl. 772* 

Or, on a cross Sa. five crescents Arg. 

Or, on a cross Sa. five crescents Or. 
ELYs of Lincolnshire. Papworth 651. 2. 4 Escallops. 
Arg. on a cross Gu. two crosses flory Vair. 
FERRAND of Tustall. Davy. 

Erm. on a cross quarter-pierced Arg. four crosses moline Sa. 
TURNER. Golly 62* (Tyl.) 

3. 5 Escallops. 
Arg. on a cross Az. three escallops Or. 
STONAM. Fairfax (Sta.) On a cross five escallops. 
WEYLAND. Mendlesham Ch. bkt. 

Arg. on a cross Az. five escallops Arg. 
STONHAM of Stomhill Aspall, Bramfield, Heselt. Gipps. Burgate 39 [pedigree 100–1]. 

Arg. on a cross Gu five escallops Arg. 
STONHAM of Stomhill, Bramfield, Davy. 

Arg. on a cross Gu five escallops Or. 
CHEVALLIER of Aspall. Copinger III. 


Arg. on a cross Gu. five escallops Or, a label (of three points) Az. 

Arg. on a cross Sa. five escallops Arg. 
KOSALE, Sir Willm., of Suffolk. County Roll. 

Arg. on a cross Sa. five escallops Or. 
STONHAM, STOMHAM of Stomhill, Bramfield. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy. Papworth 654. 

AZ. on a cross Arg. five escallops Gu. 

Erm. on a cross brestted—[sic—Sa. in MS.] five escallops [sic—estoeles in MS.] Or. 
WARNER of Framlingham, Parham. Blos ed.F.*

Erm. on a cross Gu. five escallops Or. 

Or, on a cross Gu. five escallops Arg. 

Or, on a cross Sa. five escallops— 
KIRKTOT of Stomhill Aspall. Blos ed.F., 'in Mr. Maw, vel B, 5 coqulis O in Mr. Mow, of Suff. Watham'. 4. 5 Estoiles or Stars. 
Or, on a cross formy Sa. four estoiles Or. 
ROSE, ROSER, ROGER, of Hacheston. Fairfax (Tyl.) 

Arg. on a cross formy Sa. five estoiles Arg. 

Arg. on a cross raguly Sa. five estoiles Arg. 

Erm. on a cross brestted Sa. five estoiles Or. 
WARNER of Framlingham, Parham. Blos MS*. 

Erm. on a cross raguly Sa. five estoiles (or stars of six points) Or. 

GU. on a cross Arg. five estoiles Sa. 
Bedford B. 91*. 

Or, on a cross formy Sa. five estoiles Or. 
ROSE, ROSSER, of Hacheston. Fairfax, 'Mr. Moweswell's table'. Bokenham. Davy (Barrett). 

Or, on a cross paty Sa. five estoiles Or. 

Fleurs-de-lis. 
On a cross five fleurs-de-lis. 
NEAVE of Framlingham. Blos MS* & ed.F. Partridge (Darby). 

Arg. on a cross Sa. five fleurs-de-lis Arg. 

Or, on a cross Az. five fleurs-de-lis Or. JENOUR, JENOUR, JOYNER. Golly 51*. E.A.N. & Q. I, 395. 

Or on a cross Sa. five fleurs-de-lis Or. 
ARG. on a cross Sa. five cinquefoils Or.  
3. Five Foils.  

Gutties.  
ARG. on a cross quarterly-pierced Arg. four millrinds Sa.  
Lozenge.
AZ. on a cross flory Or five gutties Gu., on a canton Or a lozenge AZ.

IMAGE of Wherstead, Herringswell, Mildenhall. Burke L.G. 1900*.

On 1 CROSS and in chief ... on a chief ... Flowers ... 1, 3 Roses.
SA. on a cross engr. ARG. a lion pass. Gu. betw. four Cornish leopards' faces AZ., on a chief OR a rose Gu. betw. four Cornish choughs Ppr. WOLSEY, CARDINAL. DAYV.
SA. on a cross engr. ARG. a lion pass. Gu. betw. four Cornish leopards' heads AZ., on a chief OR a rose Gu. betw. two birds SA. beaked and legged Gu. WOLSEY, ‘ye cardinal’. FAIRFAX, ‘This Coat is hanged up in Ipswich. In ye house of Fra: Bacon Esq. being the house in which Cardhalf Wolsey was borne’.
SA. on a cross engr. ARG. a lion pass. Gu. betw. four Cornish leopards’ heads AZ., on a chief OR three roses Gu. WOLSEY, Thomas, CARDINAL and LEGATE, d: 1530. Wager 66*.
SA. on a cross engr. ARG. a lion pass. Gu. betw. four Cornish leopards’ heads AZ., on a chief OR three roses Gu. beaked and seceded Ppr. WOLSEY, ‘ye Famous Cardinal’, BOKENHAM.
ARG. on a cross flory SA. five mullets OR, on a chief AZ. three roses OR. BICKERSTETH of ACTON. DAYV. PAPWORTH, 662, PALE.
ARG. on a cross indented GU. two annulets GU. barbed and seeded Ppr. WOLSEY, ‘ye Cardinal’. BOKENHAM.
ARG. on a cross flory SA. five gutties GU. on a canton GU. five lions pass. guard. ARG. [sic]. KERRISON, BART., of HOXNE. DAYV.
SA. on a cross engr. betw. four eagles disp. ARG. five lions pass. SA. PAGET, PAGETT. FAIRFAX (Blois). HENGRAVE. S.I.A. XXII, 3-4.

... Sea-Birds.
ARG. on a cross betw. four sea-birds SA., five bezants. AYLMER. DAYV.

Bordure.
ERL. on a cross SA. five martlets OR, all within a bordure OR.
OR, on a cross AZ. five fleurs-de-lis OR, all within a bordure AZ. JOYNOUR. FAIRFAX (LEV.)
OR, on a cross engr. AZ. five fleurs-de-lis OR, all within a bordure engr. AZ. JENOUR. FAIRFAX.
OR, on a cross engr. AZ. five fleurs-de-lis OR, all within a bordure engr. AZ. JENOUR of STONHAM ASPALL. DAYV (BARRETT). S.I.A. I, 102*.
OR, on a cross AZ. five fleurs-de-lis OR, all within a bordure GU. JOYNER. GOLTY 56*.

Crescents.
OR, on a cross engr. betw. four crescents GU., a masque ARG.
WODDERSPOON. PAPWORTH 666.

Escallops.
ARG. on a cross GU. betw. four escallops SA., five bezants. LAMPEET of THORNDON. BOKENHAM.
ARG. on a cross engr. GU. betw. four escallops SA., five bezants. ALMOT of WINGFIELD. BLOIS MS.* & ed.F.* DAYV.
LAMPEET, LAMMET, LAMPETT of SUFFOLK. MILITARY ROLL*, ‘Jorge.’ FOSTER. EXTENDED PARL. ROLL, BLOIS MS.* & ed.F.* DAYV (Ems.) PAPWORTH 666 (Glover).
ARG. on a cross engr. GU. betw: four escallops SA., five plates. ALMOT of WINGFIELD. DAYV.
ARG. on a cross betw. four escallops OR [sic], a mallet – [a mallet, for difference]. COGGESHALL, Sir Henry, of Exning, d: 1375. COPINGER IV.

Frets.
On a cross betw. four frets, a tower. BENCE of Carlton. PARTRIDGE (Darby).
ARG. on a cross betw. four frets GU., a tower ARG. BENCE of THORINGTON, ALDEBURGH, BENHAL, RINGSFIELD, HEVENHAM, KENTWELL HALL in MELFORD. BLOIS MS.* & ed.F.* BOKENHAM. SHARP, NUCKING II, 379. PAGE. DAYV. CRISP XXI, 97-98. BURKE L.G. 1900. COPINGER II.
ARG. on a cross betw. four frets GU., a tower (or castle) OR. BENCE of THORINGTON, ALDEBURGH, BENHAL, RINGSFIELD. VISITATION 1664-8*. PAPWORTH
CROSS


Heads (Beasts).
Arg. gutty Sa. on a cross flory Sa. betw. four leopards' faces jessant-de-lis Gu., a cross flory Or.


Heads (Monsters).
Az. on a cross betw. four griffins' heads erased Arg., a cinquefoil Gu.


Davy (Blos).

Az. on a cross Or betw. four griffins' heads erased Arg., a cinquefoil Gu.

GARDINER, Stephen, Bishop of Winchester. *Goltly* 49*.

Papworth 661. *Whelnhem Reg*. 436–7, 'cinquefoil pierced, or rose. The coat of G. of Glemsford'.

Monsters.
Sa. on a cross voided betw. four griffins segreant Or, five billets—.

RISBY of Thorpe Morieux, Lavenham. *Davy (Barrett)*.

Sa. on a cross voided betw. four griffins segreant Or, five billets 'of ye 1st.' [sic].

RISBY of Lavenham. *Bokenharn*.

Sa. on a cross voided betw. four griffins segreant Or, five billets Or.


2 CROSSES and in base . . .

Annulet.
Per chev. Gu. and Az. in chief two crosses formy and in base an annulet Or.

WOTTON of Tostock. *Davy*.

Per chev. Gu. and Az. in chief two crosses patonce and in base an annulet Or.

WOTTON of Tostock. *Davy*.

2 CROSSES between or within . . .

Flaunches.
Gu. two crosses formy Or in pale betw. two flaunches chequy Arg. and Sa.

SHERINGTON. *Goltly* 177* [three crosses shown, but corrected in blazon].

Gu. two crosses paty Or in pale betw. two flaunches chequy Arg. and Sa.

SHERINGTON. *E.A. Misc.* & *Q. VI*, 178.

Gu. two crosses patonce Or voided Sa. in pale betw. two flaunches chequy Arg. and Az.

SHERINGTON. *Fairfax*.

Gu. two crosses paty Or voided Sa. in pale betw. two flaunches Arg. and Az.

SHERINGTON. *Blos MS.*, 'in Mr. Leth'.

Gu. two crosses paty Sa. voided Or betw. two flaunches chequy Arg. and Az.

SHERINGTON. *Blos ed.F.*

3 CROSSES.
Three cross crosslets fitchy.

ADAMSON of Horringer. *Thingoe*.

Arg. three cross crosslets fitchy Gu.


Arg. three crosses couped (or humetty) Sa.


Az. three crosses Or.

3 CROSSES.
Butvileyn. *Davy (Blomef. I, 167)*.

Gu. three cross crosslets—, quartering Arg. two chev. betw. three fleurs-de-lis—.

PALEY of Freckenham. *Davy*.

Sa. three cross crosslets Or.

CANDISIE, CAVENDISH, CAVENDYS, Sir John, of Suffolk, 1539. *Papworth* 671 (Glover).

Davies*.

Sa. three cross crosslets fitchy Or.

CANDISH, CANDISHE, CANDYSH, CAVENDISH. *Blos MS.* & *ed.F.*, 'in Mr. Leth'. *Fairfax. Davy (Blos)*. *Papworth* 671 (Glover).

3 CROSSES and in chief . . .

Chief.
Gu. three cross crosslets and a chief Or.

ALDENE of Suffolk. *Davy (Edms.)*

3 CROSSES between or within . . .

Bendlets or Cotises.
Arg. three cross crosslets in bend betw. two bendlets (or cotises) Gu.


Az. three cross crosslets fitchy betw. two bendlets Or.

CATCHPOLE, KNATCHBULL of Mickfield, Letheringham. *Davy. These are the arms of Knatchbull, assumed by Catchpole*. *Papworth* 672.

Bordure.
Gu. three crosses tau Arg. within a bordure Vair.

TOOKIE, TOOKY of Worlington. *Davy*.

6 CROSSES.
Per chev. Az. and Arg. in chief six cross crosslets Or, 4. 2. – for WILTSHIRE, quartered by Arg. a fesse countercompony Or and Az., in chief three martlets Gu. – for ARNEY.

ARNEY of Ixworth. *Visitation* 1664–8*. *Davy (Harl. 1085)*.

Per fesse Sa. and Arg. six crosses formy flory counterchanged.

CORBET of Suffolk. *Davy (Edms.)*

Per fesse Sa. and Arg. six crosses paty flory counterchanged.

CORBET of Suffolk. *Papworth* 674.

6 CROSSES and in chief . . .

Chief.
Arg. six cross crosslets fitchy —, a chief indented Az.

SAXHAM of Saxham. *Davy*.

Arg. six cross crosslets Gu., a chief indented Az.

SAXHAM of Saxham, Thruston, Ixworth. *Gipps. Davy (Blos)*.

Arg. six cross crosslets fitchy Gu., a chief indented Az.


Copinger VII.

Arg. six cross crosslets fitchy Sa., a chief Vair.

BLUNDESTON of Suffolk. *Goltly 26* (Lev.)*Fairfax (Lev.)*.

Arg. six cross crosslets fitchy Sa., a chief vairy
CROSS—ESCALLOP

Arg. and Gu.
Gu. six cross crosslets fitchy and a chief Or.
D’ARDERNE. Cotgrave. Papworth 674 (Jenyn’s Ord.)
Sa. six cross crosslets and a chief dancetty Arg.
SAXHAM. Davy.

6 CROSSES and in chief ... on a chief ... Mullets.
Arg. six cross crosslets fitchy Sa., on a chief Az.
two mullets Or pierced Gu.

CROSSILY.
Gu. crossily Or.
ATWOOD of Aspall. Davy.

CROSSILY and in chief ...
Chief.
Gu. crossily and a chief Arg.
ARDERNE. Davy.
Gu. crossily and a chief Or.

CROWN see CORONET.
CROZIER see STAFF.

CUPS.
Arg. crossily fitcheys—, three covered cups Sa.
BUTLER, Dr. Wm., of Ipswich, 1606. Davy. Az. three covered cups Or.
Gu. three covered cups Arg.
Gu. crossily and three covered cups Arg.
Gu. three standing cups covered Or.
ARGINTON, Lord. Reyez 160.

CUPS between or within ...
Bendlets or Cotises.
Three covered cups in bend betw. two cotises.
Arg. three covered cups in bend betw. two cotises Sa.
BOTELE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 678.

7, 10 Crosses.
Arg. three covered cups Sa. betw. seven cross crosslets Gu.
BUTLER, Dr. Wm., of Ipswich, 1606. Davy.

Gu. three covered cups betw. ten cross crosslets Arg.
ARGENTEINE of Halesworth. Davy.

CUSHIONS or PILLOWS.
Gu. three lozenge cushions (or pillows) Erm. tasselled Or.
Gu. three lozenge cushions tasselled Erm., quartering Gu. a lion rampant Arg.

CUTLASS see SWORD.
DISHES.
Az. out of three bowls or dishes Or, three boars’ heads couped Arg.
BOLLE, BOLLES, BOWLES. Davy. ‘These arms were allowed and confirmed to William Bolles of Osbister co. Notts., son of William Bolles of Wortham, by Flower, 16 July, 1575.’ Papworth 677.

ERMIN.
Ermine.


1 ESCALLOP between or within ...
Heads.
Gu. an escallop betw. three rams’ heads cabossed Arg.

3 ESCALLOPS.
DAVILLER vel AVILLERS of Erwarton, nr. Pettistree. Blois ed.F.
Arg. three escallops Sa.
Az. three escallops Arg.
Az. three escallops Or.
Az. three escallops in pale Or.
SYMES, SYMMES. Papworth 681.
Gu. three escallops Arg.
Per chev. embattled, three escallops.
HUDSON of Earl Stonham, Gt. Yarmouth in
ESCUTCHEON—ESCALLOP

Norfolk. E.A. Misc. 1924, 64.
Per chev. embattled Arg. and Gu. three escallops counterchanged.
Hudson. Papworth 681.
Per pale Az. and Arg. three escallops counterchanged.
Trowle of Wepstead. Davy.
Sa. three escallops Arg. 

3 ESCALLOPS and in chief, Bird.
Three escallops, in chief a cock.

3 ESCALLOPS and in chief... on a chief, Bird.
Az. three escallops Arg., on a chief Arg. a cock Gu.

3 ESCALLOPS between or within...

Bendlets or Cotises.

Bordure.
Az. three escallops within a bordure engr. Az. (?) Milbourne of Southwold. Davy.

3 ESCALLOPS between or within and in chief...

5-foil.
Arg. three escallops in bend betw. two cotises Sa., in the sinister chief a cinquefoil Gu. Almot of Suffolk. Davy (Berry).

6 ESCALLOPS.
Arg. six escallops Sa.
Colchester of Cockfield. Golty 226*. Blois MS.* & ed.F. 'in Mr. Candler.' Davy (Blois).
Az. six escallops Arg.
Ratillisdon, Sir John. Papworth 683 (Glover).
Az. six escallops Or.


Gu. six escallops Arg.
Sa. six escallops Arg.
Sa. six escallops Or.
Method. Fairfax (Sta.)

10 ESCALLOPS.
Az. ten escallops Or, 3. 2. 3. 2. Bayton, Boton, Boyton. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'in M. Letherlov'. Fairfax.

11 ESCALLOPS.
Az. eleven escallops Or, 3. 2. 3. 2. 1. Boyton, Willm. de, temp. Edw. 1. Davy.

ESCARBUNCLE between or within...

2, 3 Estoiles.
Gu. an escarbuncle betw. two estoiles Or. Harold of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 684.

1 ESCUTCHEON.


1 ESCUTCHEON between or within...

Beasts.
Birds.  Arg. an escutcheon within an orle of (eight) martlets Or.

VAUX, VAUX, VAUX of Lt. Wenham, Norfolk.
Davy (Blos). Papworth 686 (Glover).

Az. an escutcheon within an orle of martlets Arg.

WALCOT, WALTCONS, WACOLTT. Reece 218.
Fairfax (Tyl., Sta.), 'married Clopton'. Papworth 686.

Az. an escutcheon with an orle of (eight) martlets Or.

GENY, GENNEY, GENEYN, GENEYNE of Gislingham.

Or, an escutcheon within an orle of (eight) martlets Sa.

BROWNLOW of Lincolnshire. Papworth 686.

Vert, an escutcheon within an orle of (eight) martlets Arg.


8, 9 Crescents.

Az. an escutcheon Arg. betw. eight crescents Or.

MONNINGS. Davy (Barrett).

Az. an escutcheon betw. eight decrecent Or.

MONNINGS of Monks Eleigh. Bokenham.

Az. an escutcheon Arg. within an orle of (nine) increcents Or.

MONNINGS of Monks Eleigh. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Az. an escutcheon Arg. within an orle of (nine) increcents Or, quartering Or, on a pile in point betw. an increcent and a decrecent Gu, a crescent Or.


3, 4 Crosses.

Gu. an escutcheon Arg. betw. three crosses paty fitchy –

cook of Langham. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'in Morgan'.

Gu. an escutcheon Arg. betw. four cross slessets Or.


Gu. an escutcheon Arg. betw. four crosses forny fitchy in saltire Or (the points to the centre), cooke of Langham, Badwell Ash. Grant by Camden, 1612. Davy (Edms.) Muskett II (Howell of Ashfield ped).

6, 8 Estoiles or Stars.

Gu. an escutcheon Erm. betw. six estoiles Or.

WYCHEM. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. River'.

Gu. an escutcheon Arg. within an orle of eight estoiles (or stars of six points) Or.


Firrballs. Arg. an escutcheon barry wavy of ten Or and Ga. within an orle of eight fireballs Ppr.


5-Folls.

Gu. an escutcheon betw. eight cinquefoils Arg.

CHAMBERLEN of Alderton. Davy (Barke).

Mullets.

Gu. an escutcheon Arg. within an orle of (eight) mullets Or.


On 1 ESCUTCHEON...

Chevron.

Or, on an escutcheon Az. a chev. betw. three lions rampant Or.


5-Foils.

Gyronny of eight Arg. and Gu. on an escutcheon Or a cinquefoil Az., a moptyd of ?Sutton. Davy (Master's Hist. of C.C.C.C., 102).

3, 7 Fusils.

Bendy of six Or and Az. on an escutcheon Arg. three fusils in fesse Gu.


Bendy wavy of seven [sic] Or and Az. on an escutcheon Arg. seven fusils Gu.


On 1 ESCUTCHEON between or within...

Crosses.

Arg. on an escutcheon betw. three crosses formy fitchy Sa. each pointing to the centre of the shield, a cross Or.


Arg. on an escutcheon betw. three crosses paty Sa. each pointing to the centre of the shield, a cross Or.

MELLSENT vel MILLESON of Bury. Blois MS.* [croses shown as plain] and ed.F., 'Mr. Rice saith ye crosses are upon ye escutcheon, and no other crosse'.

Or, on an escutcheon betw. three crosses formy fitchy Sa. each pointing to the centre of the shield, a cross Or.

MELLSENT, MILLESON of Bury. Davy.

3 ESCUTCHEONS.

Arg. three escutcheons Gu.


Arg. three escutcheons Gu. [forty], quartered by Or, a unicorn rampant Arg. [sic] with a bordure Gu. bezanty.

DUMMOND of Hadleigh. Davy.

Arg. three escutcheons Sa.

ESCUTCHEON—ESTOILE


Barry of eleven Erm. and Gu. three escutcheons. Or, three escutcheons barry (of six) Vair and Gu. Gu. three escutcheons Arg.

Or, three escutcheons barry of ten Arg. and Az. on six escutcheons. 6 ESCUTCHEONS.


1 ESTOILE and in base... Crescent. Az. an estoile issuant out of a crescent in base Arg.

MINSHULL, MYNHULL. Davy (Edms.) Az. a star of eight points in tesse and in base a crescent Arg. MINSHULL. Fairfax (Chesh.)

1 ESTOILE and in chief... Canton. Sa. an estoile (of six points) and a canton Arg. COLEMAN, COLMAN of Parham, Hacheston. Golty 176* (Tyl.), they have an other coate'. Fairfax (Tyl.) Sharpe. Davy.

1 ESTOILE between or within... Beasts. A star of eight points betw. two lions pass. GARNHAM OF BURY, Ashfield. Davy (Mr. B.)


2 ESTOILES between or within... Bordure. Az. two estoiles within a bordure engr. Or. SPORLEY, SPURLEY. Davy (Edms., Burke).


3 ESTOILES and in base... Monster. Per chev. Or and Az. in chief three estoiles Az. and in base a cockatrice Gu. [sic]. BRENCH, SYR John, of Beckles. Harl. 772* [These are the arms of BROWNE of Attleborough in Norfolk, quartered by BRENCH]. Per chev. Or and Az. in chief three estoiles Az. and in base a cockatrice Or. BROWNE OF Attleborough in Norfolk. Visitation 1561.


Sa. three estoiles Or within a bordure Arg. STODDARD. Sporley 147 (Eden ped.) STUTTER of Higham. Davy, 'from his carriage'. Sa. three stars within a bordure Or. STODDARD OF Layham. Bokenham.

8 ESTOILES and in chief... on a canton... Beast. Gu. an orle of (eight) estoiles Arg., on a canton Arg. a lion ramp. Sa. FORLESSE, TORLESSE OF Stoke-by-Nayland,
ESTOILE—FESSE


10 ESTOILES. 
Az. ten estoiles Or, 4. 3. 2. 1.


FALCHION see SWORD.
FER-DE-MOLINE see MILLRIND.

FESSE.

Per fesse indented Arg. and Gu. fretty Az.


Per fesse nebuly Or and Gu. CAYDENSH of Trimley. Harvy. Per fesse wavy Or and Gu. CANDISH. Golty 259*.

Per fesse nebuly Sa. and Arg. PEETSON. Golty 257*, 'quartered by Sr. Symonds D'Ewes'. Per fesse indented Sa. and Or. HARSECK, HARESICK of Suffolk. Davy (Edns.) Papworth 700.

FESSE, Plain.


Chequy Or and Sa. CALTHORPE, HAWSTEAD 51.


Chequy Or and Gu. a fesse Erm. CAYLEY. CAYLY of Norfolk. Papworth 703. E.A. Misc. 1917, 55, 'sometimes used a fesse, though more often a bend'. FITZJOHN, John. Norf. & Suff. Roll. Fairfax (Sta.)


Erm. a fesse chequy Or and Gu. SPRIGGS of Brockley. Davy [see].


FESSE


Gu. billety Or, a fesse Arg., quartered by Arg. on a cross engr. Gu. betw. four water bouquet Sa., a mullet for difference.


Gu. fretty Or, a fesse Arg., HELION of Cavendish. Davy.

Gu. a fesse Erm.


Gu. fretty Or, a fesse Or. HELION of Cavendish. Davy.

Gu. a fesse chequy Or and Az.

BUCKE. Fairfax (Tyl.), 'emplied with Tilney'. WHITINGTON. Fairfax (Sta.)

Gu. a fesse Vair.


Gu. a fesse vairy Or and Az.

CATESBURY, GATESBURY of Stansfield. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 706.

Or, a fesse chequy Arg. and Az. STEWARD, STEWART of Melton, Aldeburgh, Barton Mills. Bokenham. Davy.


Or, a fesse chequy Arg. and Az., quartering Arg., a lion ramp. Gu. debruised by a bend raguly Or. STEWARD, STEWART of Ipswich, Gt. Yarmouth in Norfolk. Suckling I. 320. Davy, 'from a carriage, 1827'.


Or, FRANCE and ENGLAND in fesse purpure company Arg. and Az., a crescent Sa. [for dfference]. SOMERSET, Sr George. Extended Parl. Roll.

Or, a fesse Gu.


Or, a fesse Gu., a label of twelve points Az. QUNCY. Earl of Winchester. Davy (Burke). Or, a fesse Sa.


Paly of six Az. and Arg., a fesse Or. CHAVENT of Rougham. Davy. Papworth 707.

Paly of six Or and Az. a fesse chequy Arg. and Sa. CURTIS of Honington. Davy.

Paly of eight Az. and Or, a fesse chequy Sa. and Or. CURTIS of Honington. Page.

Sa. a fesse Or.

BOND, BONDE of Harkstead. 11 Edw. 3. Davy (Blois). Papworth 709.


FESSE, Embattled.

Or, a fesse embattled 'on ye upper part' Sa.

ABABURY, ABERBURY, ABERBURY, ALDERBERYE of Suffolk. Fairfax (Dugd.) Davy (Edms.) Papworth 707 (Harl. 1386, fo. 34).

FESSE, Indented or Dancetty.

A fesse dancetty.

PETICUR, PETYCUR of Withersfield. Davy (Cole MS.).

Billette, a fesse dancetty.


Arg. billette and a fesse dancetty Sa.


Az. a dance Ern.

THORNHAM, Tho'. Norf. & Suff. Roll.

Az. a fesse dancetty Ern.


Az. billety and a fesse dancetty Or.


Gu. billette Or, a fesse dancetty Arg.

BRETTY of Orford. Davy.

Gu. a fesse indented Ern.

NOTBENE. Badham (Blois, Tyl.)

Or, a fesse indented Az.


FESSE, Lozengy.

Az. a fesse lozengy Ern.

DAWTRY. Suckling II, 386. Papworth 702.

FESSE, Nebuly, Usdy or Wavy.

A fesse wavy.

CRANE of Beccles. Davy.

Arg. a fesse nebuly Az.

SWALE. Davy. Papworth 700.
A fesse, in chief three martlets.

Arg. a fesse chequy Or and Az., in chief three martlets

Per chev. Az. and Arg., in chief six cross crosslets Arg. a fesse and Arg. a canton Gu.

Canton.

Arg. a fesse and a canton Gu.

BADGILISERME, BADGILISERME. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 711.

FESSE and in chief...

Annull.

Gu. a fesse chequy Or and Az., in dexter chief an annulet Arg.

WITTINGTON, WITTINGTON of Theberton, Yoxford, Orford. Fairfax (Dugd.) Davy.

Beast.

Arg. a fesse and in chief a lion pass. ?guard. Gu. WOLFORD of Buckleham, Woodbridge, Dallingho, Melton. Davy.

Arg. a fesse and in chief a lion pass. Gu.

WALFORD of Essex. Papworth 710.


Gu. a fesse Erm., in chief a lion pass. Or.

WALLACE of Ipswich. Davy.

Gu. a fesse Erm., in chief a lion pass. guard. Or.


Or, out of a fesse Sa. a demi-lion ramp. issuant Gu.

EAMES, EMES of Aspall. Davy (Burke), 'but?'. Papworth 710.

2 Birds... Eagles.


... Martlets.

Arg. a fesse fusilly (or lozengy) Gu., in chief two martlets ontangant Sa.


3 Birds.

A fesse, in chief three martlets.

CARBONEL, Sir John, 1275. Davy (deed).

Arg. a fesse chequy Or and Az., in chief three martlets Gu.

ARNLEY of Ixworth. Bokenham.

Arg. a fesse countercompony Or and Az., in chief three martlets Gu. – for ARNLEY, quartering Per chev. Az. and Arg., in chief six cross crosslets Or. 4. 2. – for WILTHIRE. ARNLEY of Ixworth. Visitation 1664-8*.

Arg. a fesse and in chief three martlets Sa.

EDMONDS of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 711.

CANTON.

Arg. a fesse and a canton Gu.

BADGILISERME, BADGILISERME. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 711.
FESSE

1 Head.
Az. a fesse Or, in chief a bear's head Ppr. muzzled and ringed Or.
BARING of Thetford, Baron Ashtonbury. Papworth 715. Copinger IV.

2 Heads.
Arg. a fesse chequy Or and Az., in chief two martlets Arg.
CHAMBER of Southwold, Becles. Davy.

1, 2, 3 Mullets.
Arg. a fesse and in chief a mullet Sa.
HILLARY of Hadleigh. Davy (Edms.)
Arg. a fesse and in chief a mullet Gu.
Arg. a fesse countercompony Or and Gu., in chief a mullet Sa.

3 Roundels...Argent.
Arg. a fesse indented throughout Vert and Sa.
Arg. a fesse engr. betw. three annulets Sa.
PAPWORTH, THINGOE. Page.
Arg. a fesse engr. betw. three pairs of annulets interlaced Or.
HILLARY of Hadleigh. Papworth 716.

1 Roundel.
Gu. a fesse Vair, in chief on a bezant an anchor Sa. betw. two mullets Arg. and in base three martlets Arg.
BARDY, Richard, of Stowmarket, c. 1500. 'Father of Sir Thos. B., Lord Mayor of London, 1523'. Page. [This coat bears no resemblance to that given by Heylyn as borne by Sir Thos.]

3 Roundels...Argent.
Gu. a fesse and in chief three roundels Arg.

...Sable.
Arg. a fesse and in chief three roundels Sa.
BANSELEY, LANGLEY. Goltz 140*; Fairfax (Dugd., Tyl., Guill.) Papworth 718.

FESSE...and in chief...on a canton...Beast.
Sa. a fesse Erm., on a canton of the first a lion ramp. of the second [sic].
WYNTER of Aldeburgh. Davy (J.W.D., Burke).
Sa. a fesse Erm., on a canton Erm. a lion ramp. Sa.
WYNTER of Aldeburgh. Papworth 712.

Mitres.
Chequy Or and Az. a fesse Erm., on a canton Az. three mitres Or.

FESSE and in chief...on a chief...Roundels.
Arg. a fesse Sa., on a chief—three roundels Sa.
LANGLEY of Ipswich. Sharp.

FESSE between or within...3, 6 Annulets.
Arg. a fesse engr. betw. three annulets Sa.
Arg. a fesse countercompony Arg. and Sa. betw. three annulets Or.
WHITWELL. Thingoe.

Gu. a fesse betw. three annulets Or.
Arg. a fesse betw. six annulets Gu.

Gu. a fesse chequy Arg. and Sa. betw. three pairs of annulets interlaced Or.
WHITWELL. MUSKETT I.
Gu. a fesse chequy Or and Az. betw. six annulets Or.

2 Bars or Cotises.
- a fesse Erm. cotised ?Sa.
HARLSTON. Blois MS.*
Arg. a fesse cotised Az. De la mere, Delamere of East Bergholt, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 739.

Arg. a fesse Erm. cotised Sa., quartered by Arg. a chev. Sa.
HARLSTON of Suffolk. Military Roll*. Foster.
Arg. a fesse Gu. betw. two bars (or cotises) wavy Az.

Arg. a fesse Gu. cotised wavy Sa.
ELIOT of Aldeburgh. Blois MS.*, 'cotises vei B. and 2. in Morgan,' Arg. a fesse indented throughout Vert and Sa. cotised Vert, all within a bordure engr. Sa.
HODEY of Suffolk. Military Roll* (Harl. 4205).
Arg. a fesse indented throughout Vert and Sa. betw. two cotises the upper one Vert the lower one Sa., all within a bordure engr. Sa.

HODEY of Suffolk. Military Roll (Add: MSS. 45133).

AZ. a fesse cotised Arg.

EVENHAMING of Suffolk. Davy.

AZ. a fesse cotised Arg. betw. three close helmets Or.

ARMIGER of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 740.

ERM. a fesse wavy Or and Gu. cotised Vert.

PLUM of Hawkedon. Copinger V. Gu. a fesse betw. two cotises and three ?part-ridges close Or.

PATRIDGE. Golty 121*.

Or, a fesse betw. two cotises and three horses' heads erased Sa.

JENKSON of Tunstall. Bokenham.

Sa. a fesse couped betw. two cotises and five masques, four in chief and one in base, all Arg.

POWNIE of Milden Hall in Lavenham. Burke L.G. 1900*.

4 Bars or Cotises.

Arg. a fesse Erms. betw. two bars gemel (or double cotises) Sa.


Arg. a fesse Erminois betw. two bars gemel Sa.

HARLESTON. Hengrave. S.I.A. XXII, 4.

Arg. a fesse Gu. double cotised wavy Az. ELLIOT, ELLIOTT of Aldeburgh. Blois MS.* Davy.

Arg. a fesse betw. two bars gemel Gu.


AZ. a fesse betw. two bars (or cotises) gemel Or.


Cooper Or and Sa. a fesse nebuly betw. two bars gemel Erm., -- for Calthorp, quartering Gu. on a fesse betw. four crescents three in chief and one in base Or, three palets Sa., -- for Holloway. Holloway-Calthorp of Wissett. Copinger II.

Erm. a fesse double cotised Sa.

CALAMY of Bury. Davy.

Or, a fesse betw. two bars gemel Az.


Or, a fesse Erms. double cotised Sa.

HARLESTON of Bardwell, Denham. Davy (Blomef ', V. 356).

Or. a fesse betw. two bars gemel Gu.

DRE LA MARE, DELAMERE of Suffolk. Davy (Burke). Papworth 720.

Or, a fesse Gu. double cotised wavy Sa.


2 Beasts . . . Asses.

Arg. a fesse betw. two asses Sa.


... Dogs.

--. a fesse engr. Erm. betw. two talbots pass. regard. --.

HILLS of Freston. Davy.

... LIONS.

A fesse betw. two lions pass.
FESSE


... Horses.
A fesse betw. three horses courant. 
Arg. a fesse Az. betw. three colts Sa.

Arg. a fesse betw. three colts at full speed Sa.

Gu. a fesse Or betw. three horses courant Arg.
RUSH, RUSHE of Sudbourne, Essex. Davy (Barrett), 'Ald. (7)by Camden, 1604'. Papworth 724.

... Lions.
A fesse betw. three lions pass. 
DOWING of Laxfield. Green Memoir 79.
A fesse betw. three lions rampant. 
THORNE of Akenham, Hemingstone. Partridge (Darby).
A fesse wavy betw. three lions pass. 
HAWYS of Botesdale. Partridge (Darby).
A fesse wavy betw. three lions rampant. 
CROMPTON of Walpole. E.A. Misc. 1932, 69. Partridge (Darby)
Arg. a fesse betw. three lions rampant Gu., all within a bordure Gu. charged with eight bezants. WILLS of Pressingham. Davy.
Arg. a fesse Gu. betw. three lions rampant Sa. 
Az. a fesse betw. three lions pass. Erm. 
A fesse Erminois betw. three demi-lions rampant. 
OR. 
Az. a fesse engrav. betw. three demi-lions rampant. 
OR.
Az. a fesse wavy (or undy) betw. three lions pass. 
OR. 

... Moles
Arg. a fesse betw. three moles Sa. 

... Oxen
Arg. a fesse betw. three calves pass. Sa. 

... Squirrels
Arg. a fesse Sa. betw. three squirrels sejant Gu. 
LITTLER. Davy (Blos).

Arg. a fesse betw. three squirrels sejant Gu. 

... Tigers.
Sa. a fesse betw. three tigers pass Or. 
STONE of Cliff in Suffolk [sic]. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 726 (Withie's addits. to Glover's Ord.)

BELLS
Gu. a fesse Erm. betw. three church bells Arg. 
Sa. a fesse betw. three bells Arg. 
Sa. a fesse Erm. betw. three church bells Arg. 

... 3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16 Billets.
Arg. a fesse betw. three billets Sa. 
MINSTERCHAMBER of Stuston. Blois MS*. & ed.F.
Arg. a fesse betw. three billets Sa. each charged with a bezant. 
MINSTERCHAMBER. Bokenham.
MUSCAMP. Davy.
Gu. a fesse Arg. betw. six billets Or. 
LOVEYN of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev.) Or, a fesse dancetty Erm. betw. six billets Ermines.

PARKIN of Hailleigh, Aldham. Davy (Blos).
Sa. a fesse engr. betw. six billets Arg. 
ALLINGTON. Davy.
Or, a fesse dancetty Erm. betw. seven billets four in chief and three in base Ermines.
PARKINS. Blois MS*. & ed.F.
A fesse betw. eight billets.
MAY of Ramsholt. Thingoe. Partridge (Darby).
Gu. a fesse betw. eight billets Or.
Sa. a fesse betw. eight billets Or.
MAY of Eyke. Davy.
Az. a fesse dancetty betw. ten billets Or.
D'ENCOUROT, 'the Baron Ed. 1.' Golty 125*.
Gu. a fesse Arg. betw. ten billets Or. 
LOVEYN of Bildeston. Bildeston 32. Copinger III.

Az. a fesse dancetty betw. twelve billets Or. 
DEYNCOURT. E.A. Misc. 1912, 95 (Blois, Erwarton Ch. notes).
Gu. a fesse Arg. betw. twelve billets Or. 
BRETT. Davy. Papworth 728.
Gu. a fesse Arg. betw. fourteen billets Or. 
Gu. a fesse Arg. betw. fifteen billets Or.
LOVAIN. Fairfax (Tyl.)
Gu. a fesse Arg. betw. sixteen billets Or.
LOVAIN. Blois MS*. & ed.F., 'vel 6 billets 3 & 3.vel 13 billets, 4, 3, 3, 2 and 1'.

2 Birds... Eagles.
Arg. a fesse betw. two eagles disp. Gu. 
ELMHAM. S.I.A. IV, 62 (Tyl.)

... Martlets.
Arg. a fesse betw. in chief two martlets Sa. and in base an eagle disp. Gu. 
ELMHAM, WI: Nosf. & Suff. Roll. (This is apparently what is meant by the somewhat rudimentary tricks - H.S. London).

3 Birds... Alps.
Az. a fesse Erm. betw. three alps, or bullfinches, Arg.

Az. a fesse Erm. betw. three alps, or bullfinches, Ppr.

ALPE of Framlingham. Bokenham.

Eagles. Arg. a fesse nebuly betw. three eagles disp. Gu.

CUDDON. Blos MS.* & ed.F., in Mr. Clop'. Davy (Blos).

Arg. a fesse Gu. betw. three eagles disp. Sa. (beaked and legged Gu.)


Arg. a fesse dancetty Gu. betw. three eagles disp. Sa.


Arg. a fesse indented Gu. betw. three eagles disp. Sa.

FRANCIS of Shadingfield. Page. Davy. Copinger VII.

Arg. a fesse nebuly betw. three eagles disp. Sa. legged Gu.


CUDMORE, CUDNOR of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 730.

Arg. a fesse wavy Gu. betw. three eagles disp. Sa.

NEWMAN. Suckling I, 75.

Arg. a fesse Sa. betw. three eagles disp. Gu. ELMHAM. Bokenham.

Arg. a fesse betw. three eagles disp. Sa. (beaked and legged Gu.)

ELINGHAM, ELMHAM of Westhorpe, Norfolk.

Davy. Papworth 730.

Az. a fesse dancetty (or indented) betw. three eagles disp. Ar.


Or, a fesse Gu. betw. three eagles disp. Sa.

LEDEES of Oulton, Eyke, Staverton. Davy.

Falcons.

Per fesse Arg. and Sa. a fesse counterembattled betw. three falcons counterchanged belled and jessed Or.


Per pale Arg. and Sa. a fesse counterembattled betw. three falcons counterchanged belled and jessed Or.

THOMAS of Brandon, Southwold. Davy.

Finches. Az. a fesse Erm. betw. three bullfinches, or alps, Arg.


Az. a fesse Erm. betw. three bullfinches, or alps, Ppr.
ALPE of Framlingham. Bokenham.

.. Geese.
Az. a fesse Or betw. three geese Arg. beaked and legged Gu.
GISLINGHAM of Gislingham. Gipps.
Sa. a fesse betw. three geese close Arg. Gislingham. Thingoe (Chitting).

.. Hawks.
A fesse betw. three sparrowhawks. Sparhawk. Green 143, 150.
Gu. a fesse betw. three sparrowhawks Or. Sparhawk of Leiston. Loder 308. Davy.

.. Martlets.
A fesse betw. three martlets. Church of Suffolk. Davy.
EDWARDS of West Stow. W. Stow Reg. 77* [shown as martlets, but with legs].
Arg. a fesse betw. three martlets —.
BIGS of Glemsford. Fairfax.
Arg. a fesse betw. in chief three martlets and in base a chev., all Az.
TAY, TAYE, TYE of Brightwell, Essex. Foster (Mil. Roll). Golty 117*.
Arg. a fesse Az. betw. in chief three martlets and in base a chev. Gu.
TAY, TEE of Brightwell. Davy.
Arg. a fesse Az. betw. three martlets Sa.
Arg. a fesse Ermines betw. three martlets Sa.
Crisp I, 257-64 [no arms given — but pedigree].
Arg. a fesse Sa. betw. three martlets Gu.
Arg. a fesse betw. three martlets Sa.
Az. a fesse dancetty betw. three martlets Arg.
Az. a fesse dancetty Erm. betw. three martlets Arg.
PAGE of Ipswich. Davy.
Az. a fesse dancetty betw. three martlets Or.
Or, a fesse betw. in chief three martlets and in base a chev., all Gu.
TAY, TEE of Brightwell. Davy (Barrett).

.. Owls.
A fesse betw. three owls.
APPLEYARD of Norfolk, Drury 197. Suckling II, 55.
—, a fesse Erm. betw. three owls —.
WEBBE of Elmswell. Tynnys 198.
—, a fesse companyVert and Gu. betw. three owls —.
APPLEYARD. Suckling II, 55 (Jermyn, Davy).
Az. a fesse company Arg. and Vert betw. three owls Arg.
HAWARD of Alburgh in Norfolk. Palgrave 21 (Bloemf, VI, 359, 462 and VIII, 73).
Az. a fesse paly of six Gu. and Vert betw. three owls Arg.
HARWOOD, Sir Busick, of Newmarket. Davy (Edms.). "These are the arms of Harward of Alburgh, Norf."
GU. a fesse Erm. betw. three owls Or.
SA. a fesse embattled (or cynell) betw. three owls Arg.
SA. a fesse Or betw. three owls Arg. crowned Or. BURTON of Gt Yarmouth in Norfolk. Suckling II, 31.

.. Peewits, Lapwings or Plovers.
Or, a fesse dancetty Erm. betw. three peewits (lapwings or plovers) Vert.
QUARLES of Newton. Fairfax (Tyl.), ' Mr. Francis Quarles Recr. of Newton seems by his Seals to bear this Coat'. E.A.N. & Q. III, 159.

.. Pigeons.
A fesse betw. three pigeons rising.
JOHNSON of Stradbroke, Horham. Davy.
.. Popinjays.
Arg. a fesse betw. three popinjays Vert beaked and legged Gu.
CLIFFE of Suffolk. Fairfax (Sta.)
Or, a fesse dancetty Erm. betw. three popinjays Vert.
QUARLES of Newton, Denham, Risby. Davy.

.. Rooks.
Arg. a fesse betw. three rooks Sa.

.. Sea-Mews.
A fesse engr. betw. three sea-mews.
SYER of LT. Waldingfield. S.I.A. IX, 129.
GU. a fesse engr. betw. three sea-mews Arg.
SYER of LT. Waldingfield, Grant 21 February, 1614. Warren's map*. S.I.A. IX, 114 (Davy).
Papworth 733. E.A. Misc. 1930, 38.
Gu. a fesse engr. Or betw. three sea-mews Arg.
SYER of Kedington. Davy.

.. Sea-Peewits.
Or, a fesse dancetty Erm. betw. three sea-peewits Vert.
QUARLES of Norfolk, Essex. S.I.A. XXVII, 145 (Dandy ped.) Papworth 733.

.. Swans.
Az. a fesse betw. three swans close Arg. (beaked and legged Gu.)
Az. a fesse Or betw. three swans Arg. beaked and legged Gu.
Az. a fesse Or betw. three swans Ppr.
GISLINGHAM. Bokenham.
SA. a fesse Or betw. three swans Arg. beaked and legged Gu.
WYBERNE, WYBORNE of Flixton, Suffolk.  
Golty 140*, Davy. Papworth 733. 
Sa. a fesse Or betw. three swans Ppr.  
Wyborne.  
Fairfax (Sta.).  
6 Birds. . . Cornish choughs.  
Arg. a fesse Gu. betw. six Cornish choughs Ppr.  
ONDELSLOW, ONSLOW of Norton, Theberton.  
Foster (Shirley). Davy. Papworth 734.  
. . . Crows.  
Arg. a fesse Gu. betw. six crows Ppr.  
Onslow.  
Fairfax (Lev.).  
. . . Martlets.  
A fesse betw. six martlets.  
DEY of Eye, Blis MS* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).  
Arg. a fesse Sa. betw. six martlets Gu.  
D'AYE, D'YE of Eye. Golty 111* (Lev.)  
Fairfax (Lev.).  
HARDISSHULL, HARDRESHALL. Blis MS* & ed.F. Fairfax (Blois). Davy (Blois). 
Sa. a fesse betw. six martlets Arg.  
WISHAM, WYSHAM, John de, lands in Suffolk  
Bits. 
Sa. a fesse engr. betw. three horse bits Arg.  
CARDINAL of East Bergholt. Davy (Barrett).  
Bordure.  
Arg. a fesse dancetty Sa. within a bordure Gu. bezanty.  
west of Suffolk. Papworth 735.  
Arg. a fesse dancetty within a bordure Sa. bezanty.  
west of Fakenham Aspes [Gt. F.]. Lord Delaware. Davy (Edms.) 
Arg. a fesse counterembattled within a bordure Sa.  
BENAS of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 735 (Glover). 
CHEQUY Or and Gu. a fesse Arg., all within a bordare Arg.  
THORPE of Combs, Horham. Davy (Blomf. V, i42).  
Gu. a fesse within a bordure engr. Erm.  
Gu. a fesse engr. within a bordure engr. Erm.  
ACTON of Bramford, Golty 121* (Rev.) 'in mr Wingfields booke'. Fairfax (Rev.).  
Bougets.  
Arg. a fesse Erm. betw. three water bougets Gu.  
HEREES of Suffolk. Davy.  
Arg. a fesse vaire Or and Gu. betw. three water bougets Az.  
CHEKE, CHEKE of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy (Edms.) Papworth 736.  
Arg. a fesse vairy of one row Or and Gu. betw. three water bougets Sa.  
DETHICK, Sir William, Garter. S.I.A. VII, 43* (on Grant of Arms to Eye, 1592).  
Arg. a fesse vairy Or and Gu. betw. three water bougets Sa.  
DETHICK, DEITHICK of Fransden, Norfolk.  
Fairfax (Sta.) Davy. Papworth 736.  
Gu. a fesse Erm. betw. three water bougets Arg.  
MEERES. Fairfax (Tyl., Sta.).  
Branche.  
Arg. a fesse betw. three oak branches Vert.  
COPDOCK, COPDOCKE of Copdock. Golty 115*.  
Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy.  
Buckles.  
Chequy Arg. and Gu. a fesse Az. betw. three buckles Or.  
Gu. a fesse betw. three round buckles Arg.  
Gu. a fesse betw. three round buckles tongues fesseways Arg.  
Gu. a fesse betw. three round buckles tongues paleways Arg.  
Gu. a fesse Erm. betw. three round buckles tongues fesseways Erm.  
SOTTERLEY of Sotterley. Davy.  
Gu. a fesse Erm. betw. three round buckles tongues fesseways Or.  
SOTTERLEY, SOTTERLEY of Sotterley. Visitations 1561 and 1664-8*. Davy.  
Gu. a fesse betw. three round buckles Or.  
SOTTERLEY. Extended Parl. Roll.  
Castles.  
CARDINALL. Blis ed.F.  
1 Chevron.  
A fesse betw. in chief a chev. and in base a dolphin, above the fesse a trefoil.  
CUTTEYS, Sir John, of Lindsey. Farrer* (seal, charter of 1350).  
2 Chevrons.  
A fesse betw. two chev.  
FITZWALTER. Lavenham Ch. bkh.  
Peachey of Strawdshall, Exning. Partridge (Davy).  
A fesse betw. two chev., a label of three points.  
A fesse betw. two chev., a bordure engr.  
TENDRINGGE, Sir Richard de, Parson of Burgate 1340, Farrer* (seal).  
as a fesse Erm. betw. two chev. [sic – cotises in MS.].  
HARLSTON. Blis ed.F.  
Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Az.  
TENDERING, TENDRING of Tendring Hall in

**ARG. A FESSE BETW. TWO CHEV. OR**

Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Gu., the field semy of martlets Sa.

**ARG. A FESSE BETW. TWO CHEV. SA. A LABEL AZ.**

Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Sa., a label (of three points) Az.

**ARG. A FESSE BETW. TWO CHEV. AZ. A LABEL (OF THREE POINTS) GU.**

Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Az. a label (of three points) Gu. charged with fleurs-de-lis Arg.

**ARG. A FESSE BETW. TWO CHEV. ERM. BETW. TWO CHEV. OR.**

Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Erm. betw. two chev. Or.

**ARG. A FESSE BETW. TWO CHEV. OR. A LABEL (OF THREE POINTS) GU.**

Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Or, a label (of three points) Gu.

**ARG. A FESSE BETW. TWO CHEV. OR. A LABEL (OF THREE POINTS) AZ.**

Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Or, a label (of three points) Az.

**ARG. A FESSE BETW. TWO CHEV. OR. A LABEL (OF THREE POINTS) OR.**

Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Or, a label (of three points) Or.

**ARG. A FESSE BETW. TWO CHEV. GU. A LABEL (OF THREE POINTS) ERM.**

Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Gu. a label (of three points) Erm.
CURTOIS of Tuddenham. *Blois M.S.*
Az. a fesse dancetty betw. three mural crowns Or.

Davy (Blois, Edms.)

Cofises see Bars.

2, 3 *Cress.*
Arg. a fesse betw. in chief two crescents Gu. and in base a bugle horn Gu. (stringed Vert.)


–, a fesse counter-cenellated Erm. betw. three crescents –

*WELD.* Suckling I, 227.

–, a fesse nebuly betw. three crescents Erm.

*WELD of Bury.* Tymms 199.

–, a fesse Gu. betw. three crescents –

*PHILLIPS of Halesworth, Ipswich.* Davy.

–, a fesse Gu. betw. three crescents –, all within a bordure quarterly Az. and Arg.

*OGLE of Framlingham.* Green 145.
Arg. a fesse nebuly Az. betw. three crescents jessant fleurs-de-lis Sa.

*SIDNOR, SYDNON of Blundeston, Belton.* Drury 221. *Suckling I*, 311*.* Page. *Papworth 742.* *Copinger V.*

Arg. a fesse nebuly Az. betw. three crescents jessant fleurs-de-lis Sa., all within a bordure Gu.

*SIDNOR of Blundeston.* Davy (Blome/ V., 57, Barrett).

Arg. a fesse nebuly Az. betw. three crescents jessant fleurs-de-lis Sa., all within a bordure Gu.


Arg. a fesse embattled Erm. betw. three crescents Sa.

GLOVER of Ash. Davy.

Arg. a fesse betw. three crescents Gu.

*WACHESAM, WACHESHAM.* Fairfax (Blois). Davy.


Arg. a fesse betw. three crescents jessant fleurs-de-lis Gu.

*OGLE, ORGILL of Bardwell, Becles, Worlingham, Brampton, Lincolnshire.* Fairfax (Yorke). *Davy, now Leman*. Papworth 742.

Arg. a fesse indented betw. three crescents Gu. *ROUSE, ROUSE, ROWSE of Cransford.* Davy (Barrett, Edms.) Papworth 742.

Arg. a fesse Sa. betw. three crescents Az.

*PATTESHELL of Euston.* Davy (Mr. B.).

Arg a fesse Sa. betw. three crescents Gu.


Arg. a fesse Sa. betw. three crescents Gu. each charged with three crescents Arg.

*MOUNTFORD, MOUNTFORT of Lt. Saxham.* Hengrave. Thingoe (Chitting). Davy (Gage). *[3½ coat of DERWARD, DURWARD of Bures].

Arg. a fesse betw. three crescents Sa.

NEWPORT. *Golty 111*, ‘quartered by Bacon of Shribland, in the parlour there’. Papworth 742–3 (Glover).


Arg. a fesse betw. three crescents Sa. each charged with another crescent Arg.

DERWARD. Papworth 743 (Glover).


Az. a fesse betw. three crescents Gu. [sic].

ROSSINGTON of Framlingham, Yoxford. Davy (Burke).

Gu. a fesse engr. above betw. three crescents Erm.

REEVE of Halesworth. Davy, ‘from his carriage’, 1825*.

Sa. a fesse betw. three crescents Arg.

GOLDSMITH. Davy.

Sa. a fesse engr. betw. three crescents Arg.


Sa. a fesse Erm. betw. three crescents Arg.

GLOVER of Campsey Ash. *Blois M.S.* & ed.F.

Sa. a fesse embattled (or crenelly) Erm. betw. three crescents Arg.


Sa. a fesse dancetty Or betw. three crescents Arg.


3 Crosses.

A fesse betw. three cross crosslets fitchy.

LAWES of Saxmundham. Davy.

A fesse betw. three crosses paty.

GARNHAM. Partridge (Darby).

A fesse betw. three crosses paty fitchy at the foot.

BEALES of Woolpit. *Partridge (Darby).*

–, a fesse Erm. betw. three cross crosslets –

MIDDLETON, MENDELTON. Papworth 743 (Glover). *Fairfax (Sta.)* *Copinger IV* (*seal, 1392*).

Arg. a fesse Az. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Gu.

SMYTH of Sproughton, Stoke, Ipswich.

Davy. Arg. a fesse chequy Gu. and Az. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Sa.


Arg. a fesse lozengy Gu. and Az. betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Az.

REYNOLDS, Edward, Bishop of Norwich, 1660
FESSE

[etc. Davy.
Arg. a fesse betw. three cross crosslets Gu.

CRANE, Sir Robert, of Chilton. Goltby 114*, 'in Preston Church but the cross crosslets are there fictee and so ought to be'.

Arg. a fesse betw. three cross crosslets fitchy Gu.


Arg. a fesse betw. three cross crosslets bottonny fictee Gu.


Arg. a fesse nebuly betw. three cross crosslets Gu.

BOCKING of Ashbocking. Davy.

Arg. a fesse nebuly betw. three cross crosslets fictee Gu.


Page. Davy.

Arg. a fesse undy (or wavy) betw. three cross crosslets fictee Gu.


Arg. a fesse nebuly betw. three crosses potent fictee Gu.

BOCKING. Davy (Barrett).

Arg. a fesse wavy betw. three crosses potent fictee Gu.

BOCKING, BOKINGE of Bocking. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 744.

Arg. a fesse Gu. betw. three cross crosslets Sa.

SMITH, Sir Thomas, of Sutton. Sharpe.

Arg. a fesse Sa. betw. three cross crosslets fictee Gu.

SMYT of Sproughton, Stoke, Ipswich. Davy.

Arg. a fesse betw. three cross crosslets fictee Sa.

LATO, LAWTON. Fairfax (Chesh).

Arg. a fesse betw. three crosses formy fictee Sa.


Az. a fesse Erm. betw. three cross crosslets Arg. MIDDLETON. Bokenham.

Az. a fesse dancetty Erm. betw. three cross crosslets Arg. BARNARDISTON of Barnardiston, Kedington, Lincolnshire. Gipps, 'anciently'.

AZ. a fesse indented Erm. betw. three cross crosslets Arg. MIDDLETON. Bokenham.

Az. a fesse dancetty betw. three cross crosslets Or, over all a bend Gu.

ENGAGEINE, ENGAGEINE. Blois MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. Riset. Davy (Blos). Gu. a fesse countercompony Arg. and Sa. betw. three cross crosslets Arg.

BUTLER of Clare Priory, 'Owners of New-market, etc.' Goltby 124*. Davy.

Gu. a fesse countercompony Arg. and Sa. betw. three crosses formy fictee Arg.

BUTLER of Clare Priory, 'Owners of New-market, etc.' Davy.

Gu. a fesse betw. three crosses formy fictee Or.

BALES of Norton. Bokenham*.

Gu. a fesse betw. three crosses paty fictee Or.


Or, a fesse dancetty betw. three cross crosslets fictee Gu.


Or, a fesse dancetty betw. three cross crosslets bottonny fictee Gu.


Or, a fesse betw. three crosses formy fictee (at the foot) Sa.


Or, a fesse betw. three crosses formy fictee Sa., a label of three points Gu.

RELEY of Whespead. Thingoe.

Per pale Gu. and Az. a fesse wavy Arg. betw. three crosses floretty Or.

GODSAVE. Fairfax (Sta.)

Per pale Gu. and Az. a fesse wavy Arg. betw. three crosses formy Or.


SA. a fesse betw. three cross crosslets fictee Arg.


SA. a fesse Erm. betw. three cross crosslets Or.

MIDDLETON. Thingoe (Philpott).

SA. a fesse Erm. betw. three cross crosslets bottonny Or.

MIDDLETON of Mendham. Papworth 746.

SA. a fesse Erm. betw. three cross crosslets bottonny fictee Or.

MIDDLETON, MIDDLETON of Mendham. Davy (Edms., Gage).

SA. a fesse Erm. betw. three cross crosslets fictee Or.


SA. a fesse Erm. betw. three crosses moline Or.


5 Crosses.

Arg. a fesse betw. five cross crosslets Gu.

BOCKING. S.I.A. XXI, 237.

6 Crosses.

A fesse betw. six cross crosslets fictee.

LAYTON of St. Matthew's in Ipswich. Hasle­wood.

Arg. a fesse betw. six crosses Gu.

BOCKING. Blois MS.*, 'vel crosse croslets'. Davy (Blos).

Arg. a fesse betw. six cross crosslets Gu.

BOCKING. Blois ed.F. Papworth 746.

CRANE of Chilton. Davy (Blos).

Arg. a fesse betw. six cross crosslets bottonny fictee Gu.


Arg. a fesse betw. six cross crosslets fictee Gu.


Arg. a fesse wavy betw. six cross crosslets Gu.


Arg. a fesse nebuly betw. six cross crosslets fictee Gu.
**FEES**

BOKINGE of Ashbocking. *Visitation* 1577. Arg. a fesse undy (or wavy) betw. six cross.crosslets fitchy Gu.


Az. a fesse danceetty betw. six cross crosslets fitchy Arg.

BERNARDISTON. Golty 125* (Rev.)

Az. a fesse danceetty Erm. betw. six cross crosslets fitchy Arg.


Az. a fesse danceetty Erm. betw. six cross crosslets fitchy Arg.

BERNARDISTON, BERNARDISTON, Reyce 271. Fairfax (Tyl., Rev.) S.I.A. VIII, 224 (Davy, Clare Ch. notes).

Az. a fesse danceetty Erm. betw. six cross crosslets botony fitchy Arg.


Az. a fesse danceetty Erm. betw. six cross crosslets Or.

DEVARDISTON, DEVARDISTON. Davy.


Gu. a fesse sountercompony Arg. and Sa. betw. six cross crosslets fitchy Arg.

BUTLER. Golty 124*.

Gu. a fesse betw. six cross crosslets Or.


Gu. a fesse chequy Or and Sa. betw. six cross crosslets Arg.

BOTTLE. Dade.

Gu. a fesse wavy Vert betw. six crosses botony fitchy Or [sic].


**CUPS**

Arg. a fesse betw. three covered cups — WESTHORPE of Westhorpe. Davy.

**DELVES**

Arg. a fesse betw. three delves Sa. each charged with a plate.

MINSTERCHAMBER of Stuston. Harl. 772*, Davy (Barrett).

**ESCALLOPS**

A fesse embattled betw. three escallops.

PADDON of Southwold. Davy (seal).

Az. a fesse betw. three escallops Arg. austen of Cavendish. Davy.

Az. a fesse embattled betw. three escallops Arg. COLBY, Jo. Norf. & Suff. Roll.

Gu. a fesse floury counterflory Or betw. three escallops Az. [sic].

CHEEK. Blois MS.*, & ed.F. Davy (Blois).

Gu. a fesse betw. three escallops Or.

LAWTON of Ipswich. Davy (Barrett).

PURP. a fesse betw. three escallops Or.


PURP. a fesse betw. three escallops Or.


SA. a fesse betw. three escallops Arg.

BATTEL, BOKENHAM.


3. 6 ESTOILES OR STARS.


Arg. a fesse Gu. betw. three estoiles. EVERTT of North Cove. E.A.N. & Q. IV, 269.

Arg. a fesse betw. three estoiles Gu. EVERARD of Soffolk. Golty 105*. Fairfax (Guill.) Davy (Edms.) *Papworth* 751.


Arg. [sic—Az. in MS.] a fesse Or betw. three estoiles — [sic — Or in MS.]


AZ. a fesse betw. three estoiles Or.

GIPS, GIPPS of Bury. Blois MS.*, Davy.

Gu. a fesse danceetty betw. three stars Arg. EVERARD. *Extended Parl. Roll.*


Gu. a fesse nebuly betw. three estoiles of six points Arg.

EVERARD, EVERARDE. Reyce 216. Golty 123*. Fairfax (Tyl., Lev.)

Gu. a fesse wavy betw. three estoiles Arg. EVERARD of Linstead. Davy (Blois).

Or, a fesse betw. three estoiles Sa. COURTexas. Davy.

A fesse betw. six estoiles.

GIPPS. S.I.A. VIII, 286.

AZ. a fesse betw. six estoiles Or.

& Q. (N.S.) III, 318*. Papworth 752 (Glover). Copinger VI. Wheltem Reg. 164, 447*. Az. a fesse crenelly (or embattled) betw. six stars (or estoiles) Or.


Felles.

Áz. a fesse. Sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Gu., masoned Or. FRAY. Recye 213. Erm. a fesse Sa. betw. three fleurs-frays Or. FRAY. Thingoe. Copinger VII. Erm. a fesse Sa. betw. three fleurs-frays Gu. FRAY. Recye 209.

Fires.

Erm. a fesse. Gu. betw. three fires (or bombs) Or., all within a bordure engr. Or.

FISHERS...DOLPHINS.


...Fishes.


Fleurs.

Az. a fesse. Chief in a differ and in base a wolf pass., all Or. MADDY of Somerton, Stanesfield, Hardest. Davy. Papworth 721.

2, 3, 6 Fleurs-de-lis.

Sa. a fesse Or betw. chief two fleurs-de-lis Or and in base a hind pass. Arg. BARROW of Wedge Thorpe. Grant 16 Edw. 4. Davy. — a fesse - betw. three fleurs-de-lis Gu. WADDINGTON of Cavendish. Davy.

A fesse engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis. Style. E.A. Misc. 1926, 85 (Cand.) A fesse engr. betwy. three fleurs-de-lis, all within a bordure engr. Styles of Hemingstone. Misc. Gen. 3rd S. IV, 189*.

Arg. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis jettant [sic] Gu. ORGILL of Beccles. Suckling II, 188.

Az. a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or. LACESTER, LISTER of Wenhamston. Davy. Papworth 754.

Gu. a fesse indented counter-indented two points at each end, betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg. ASHEFIELD of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 754.


ASHLEY of Suffolk, Norfol. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 754.


Sa. a fesse engr. Arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or. ASHFIELD. Davy.

Sa. a fesse engr. Arg. Gretty Gu. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or, all within a bordure engr. Or. STYLE. Bokenham.

Sa. a fesse Or! Gretty Sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or, all within a bordure Or. STYLE. STYLE of Coddenden, Ipswich. Papworth 754. Copinger II.

Sa. a fesse engr. Or Gretty Sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or, all within a bordure Or. STYLE. Hemingstone, Ipswich. Visitation 1664-8. Davy (Barrett., Edms.)

Arg. a fesse wavwy betw. six fleurs-de-lis Gu. DAVIDSON. Thingoe.

Arg. a fesse nebuly Gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis Sa. DOBSON of Ipswich. Sharpe. Papworth 755.

Gu. a fesse betw. six fleurs-de-lis Arg. THORP, THORPE. Foster (Nobility Roll). Blois MS.* & ed.F. 'in Mr. Rice'. Papworth 755 (Glover).

Flowers.


Gu. a fesse betw. three roses Arg. BEWLEY of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 755.

Gu. a fesse Arg. betw. three roses Or. BEALE. Bokenham. Davy (Kent's Heraldry).

Gu. a fesse betw. three roses Or. RUSHBROOK, RUSHBROOKE of Rushbrooke.
Arg. a fesse engr. Sa. betw. three apples Gu.
Or, a fesse Sa. betw. three apples stalked Vert.
and stalks Vert.

Arg. a fesse Gu. betw. three hazel nuts Or husks
and stalks Vert.

HASLEY, HASLEY, HASLEY, HASSELY of Suffolk.

Military Roll*. Foster, Fairfax. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 757 (Glover).
Arg. a fesse Gu. betw. three nuts Ppr.

HASLEY, BLISS MS.* & ed.F.

Pineapples or Pine Cones.
Arg. a fesse Sa. betw. three pine apples Gu.

APPLETON, APPLETON. Extended Parl. Roll. Papworth 758.

Fusils.
Arg. a fesse betw. three fusils Az.


Garbs.
Arg. a fesse Az. betw. three garbs —
GERARDVILLE of Eye, Mendlesham. Davy.

Arg. a fesse betw. three garbs Gu.


Arg. a fesse Gu. betw. three garbs Sa.

TINDALL, TYNDALL of Norfolk. Papworth 758 (Glover).

Az. a fesse betw. three garbs Or.

LEWIS, WHITE, WHITSE. Papworth 758. E.A. Misc. 1928, 66 (Canld.)

Sa. a fesse engr. Erm. betw. three garbs Or.


Gutty.
Arg. a fesse nebuly Gu. betw. fifteen gutties Or [sic]. 4, 3, 4, 3, 1.


Hands.
Sa. a fesse engr. Erm. betw. three dexter hands fesseways Arg.


2 Heads (Beasts).
Arg. a fesse betw. two leopards' heads in pale Sa.

GOODDAY of Preston. Golty 111*.

Arg. a fesse wavy betw. two leopards' heads in pale Sa.


2 Heads (Monsters).
A fesse betw. in chief two unicorns' heads erased and in base a cross paty.

Rix of Thrandeston. E.A. Misc. 1924, 29 (Darby).

Az. a fesse betw. in chief two unicorns' heads erased and in base a cross paty, all Or.


Se. a fesse wavy Arg. betw. two unicorns' heads erased Or.

PEERIS of Gazeley. Davy (Edms.)

3 Heads (Beasts) — Boars.
Gu. a fesse counterembattled betw. three boars' heads couped Arg.

JUDD of Brandon. Bokenham.

Gu. a fesse raguly betw. three boars' heads couped Arg. armed Or.

JUDD. Golty 112*. Papworth 762.

Sa. a fesse engr. Erm. betw. three boars' heads
FESSE

Arg. a fesse wavy betw. three leopards' heads Sa.

BAGWORTH, Sr. Jo., of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev.).
Sa. a fesse engr. Erm. betw. three boars' heads couped Arg.

BAGWORTH. Blois MS. & ed. F. Davy (Blois).
Sa. a fesse engr. Erm. betw. three boars' heads erased and erect Arg.

BAGWORTH, Sr. Jo. Blois MS. & ed. F. 'in Mr. Candler'. Davy (Blois).
Sa. a fesse engr. Erm. betw. three boars' heads erased fesseways Arg. armed Or.

BAGWORTH, Sir John, of Suffolk. Golty 111* (Lev.).
Sa. a fesse betw. three boars' heads couped close Or.

BORRETT of Wilby. Davy (Blois).
Sa. a fesse Vert [sic] betw. three talbots' heads erased and erect Arg. couped-

Arg. a fesse betw. three talbots' heads erased and erect Arg. couped-.

BAGWORTH. Blois MS. & ed. F. Davy (Blois).

A erased fesseways Arg. armed Or. couped Arg.

A erased horses' heads Arg. Sharpe. Thingoe 772*.

A horses' heads erased Arg. Sharpe. Thingoe 763.

A trapped-.

A fesse chequy Or and Az. betw. three horses' heads erased Arg.

A fesse chequy Erm. betw. three boars' heads couped close Or.

A fesse engr. Erm. betw. three leopards' heads Or.

A fesse engr. Erm. betw. three leopards' faces Or.

A a fesse Vair betw. three leopards' faces Or.

A a fesse Vair betw. three leopards' faces Or.

A a fesse Vair betw. three leopards' heads jessant fleurs-de-lis Or.


Gu. a fesse Vair betw. three leopards' heads Or.

Gu. a fesse Vair betw. three leopards' heads Or.


Gu. a fesse Vair betw. three leopards' heads Or.

Gu. a fesse Vair betw. three leopards' heads Or.


Gu. a fesse Vair betw. three leopards' heads Or.

Gu. a fesse Vair betw. three leopards' heads Or.


Or, a sancy bev. threoues' heads erased
Sa. — for Howe, quartering Arg. on a bend Sa. three popinjays Or beaked and legged Gu. — for Curzon.

Sa. a sancy dandyly bev. threoues' heads erazed Or.

Sa. a sancy bev. threoues' heads erazed Or.


3 Heads (Birds) ... Cocks.
Arg. a sancy bev. threcockes' heads erazed Sa. combed and waltted Gu.
Alcock. Bokenham.

... Swans.
Az. a sancy bev. thre swans' heads Or.

Baker of Fressingfield. Gipps.

3 Heads (Human).
Az. a sancy engr. Or bev. thre boys' heads copped Arg.
Mallow, Mallow of Wattisfield, Bury, Eye. Davy (Barrett). Papworth 768.

3 Heads (Monsters) ... Dragons.
Az. a sancy 'fleury de lis' bev. thre dragons' heads erazed Or.
Cutler of Thornham Hall. Bokenham.

... Griffins.
Arg. a sancy chequy Az. and Gu. bev. thre griffins' heads erazed Az. ducally gored Or.
Willyams of Exning. Davy.
Sa. a sancy Erm. bev. thre griffins' heads erazed ...

Harsant of Wickham, Earl Soham, Dennington. Davy (seal).
Sa. a sancy humetty Erm. bev. thre griffins' heads erazed Arg.
Sa. a sancy humetty bev. thre griffins' heads erazed Erm.

... Unicorns.
A sancy engr. bev. thre unicorns' heads.
A sancy engr. bev. thre unicorns' heads copped.

Gu, a sancy wavy bev. thre unicorns' heads ?copped Arg.


6 Heads.
Copinger VI. Marlesham Ch. bkt.

2. 3 Helmets.
Arg. a sancy undy (or wavy) bev. two helmets Sa.
Sa. a sancy wavy bev. two helmets Arg.
Sa. a sancy wavy bev. three close helmets Arg.
Bulbrooke of Tostock, Drinkstone, Wherstead. Davy.

Hinges.
Sa. a sancy bev. three door hinges Arg.
Sa. a sancy engr. bev. three door hinges Arg.
Sa. a sancy Erm. bev. three door hinges Arg.

Hives.
Erm. a sancy Sa. bev. three bee-hives Or.

Horns.
Arg. a sancy Gu. bev. three bugle horns Sa. stringed Or.

Horseshoses.
Arg. a sancy bev. three horseshoses Gu.
Az. a sancy bev. three horseshoses Or.

3 Leaves ... Dock.
Arg. a sancy bev. three dock leaves reversed Vert.
Docket of Copdock. Fairfax (Tyl). Davy.

Oak.
Arg. a sancy bev. three oak leaves Gu.
Fitzlangley, Langley. Temp. Hen. 3. Golty 106*; 'sometimes six oken Leaves'.
FESSE

Papworth 771.
Arg. a fesse betw. three oak leaves Vert. coppodk of Copdock. Sharpe.

6 Leaves.

2 Legs.
Arg. a fesse betw. chief two human feet couped Sa. and in base a wing Arg. Clowing of Laxfield. Blos MS.* & ed.F.

3 Legs (Beasts) . . . Bears.
Arg. a fesse Az. three bears' paws cowed Sa. armed Gu.

Clouting. Golt. 117*.
Arg. a fesse Az. betw. three bears' paws couped and erect Sa.


Or, a fesse Az. three bears' feet couped Sa. Clowting. Fairfax, ‘qu. if the field be not A. Ye feet are upwards in Dunnington Ch. & at Henham Hall Suf.’

. . . Lions.
Arg. a fesse Az. betw. three lions' paws erased Gu.

Clowting of Laxfield. Bokenham.

Links.
Gu. a fesse countercompony Arg. and Sa. betw. three links of chain Or.

Whitwell of Suffolk. Davy (Darby, Darby ped.)

Mascelles.


Or, a fesse quarterly Az. and Gu. betw. three mascelles Az. Kirkman of Wissett. Blos MS.* & ed.F.


Millrinds.
Arg. a fesse betw. three millrinds Sa.


Monsters.


1, 3, 6 Multels.
Per fesse Gu. and Az. a fesse Or betw. in chief a mullet and in base a crescent Arg.

Moxon. Davy.

Arg. a fesse betw. three multels pierced Az. Paslew, Paslewe of Suffolk. Foster (Jenyn's Roll). Davy (Edms.) Papworth 774 (Glover).

Arg. a fesse Az. betw. three multels Sa. Moore of Ipswich. Fairfax (Tyl.)


Moore of Ipswich. Davy.


Az. [sic–shld. be Arg.] a fesse betw. three multels pierced Sa.

Barret. Visitation 1561.


Sa. a fesse dancetty betw. three multels (pierced) Arg.


Sa. [sic–shld. be Gu.] a fesse betw. six multels Arg. Ashburnham of Badley. Earl of A. Copinger II.

Rings.
Sa. a fesse betw. three 'wrought rings' Arg. [shld. be hinges]. Cardinal of East Bergholt. Sharpe.

2 Roundels.

3 Roundels . . . Roundels.

. . . Beazants.
Sa. a fesse countercompony Arg. and Az. betw. three beazants.


Sa. a fesse chequy Or and Az. betw. three beazants.

Pitt of Crows Hall [in Debenham], Beaings. Bokenham.

. . . Argent.
Gu. a fesse nebuly Arg. betw. three plates. Le Wafre, Le Wafrer, Wafere, Wafferer.

9 Roundels.

Saltires.
Arg. a fesse countercompony Or and Az. betw. three saltires Gu. 
BUCK of Long Melford. Davy (Tilney ped.) Gu. a fesse chequy Or and Az. betw. three saltires Arg. 
BUCK of Melford. Bokenham.

Wreaths.
Arg. a fesse Ern. betw. three chaplets Sa. 
Sa. a fesse Ern. betw. three chaplets Arg. 

Arg. a fesse Ern. betw. three porcupines Arg. a canton 
Sa. a fesse Erm. betw. six crescents Arg., on a 
Chief Or a lion pass. Sa. 

FErosse between or within and in chief . . .

Canton.
Gu. a fesse betw. three hedgehogs Arg., a canton Arg. 
CLAXTON. Royce 187.

Gu. a fesse betw. six billets barwise Or, a canton Ern. — for BEAUCHAMP, quartering Arg. a chev. betw. three martlets Sa. — for PROCTOR, 
BEAUCHAMP-PROCTOR, Bart., of West Crexting, Norfolk. Davy. Papworth 399-400.

Arg. a fesse betw. two chev. Gu., a canton Ern. 
ILKESHAL of Ikleshall. Temp. Will. 2. Copinger VII.

Gu. a fesse betw. two chev. Or., a canton Ern. 

Or, 2 fesse betw. two chev. Gu., a canton Ern. 

Chief.
Arg. a fesse betw. six fleurs-de-lis Sa., a chief Gu. 

Crosses.
Az. a fesse cotised Or betw. in chief a cross paty cantoned with four similar smaller crosses Or and in base an arm issuing from the dexter side Gu. cuffd Arg. in the hand a rose Ppr. 

DESPOTINE of Burton. Davy (Mr. Barnwell).

Heads.
Az. a fesse Ern. cotised Arg., in chief three bucks’ heads cabossed Arg. attired Or. 
AGASE. Bokenham.
Az. a fesse Ern. cotised Or, in chief three bucks’ heads cabossed Or. 
AGASE, AGASE. Davy (Kent’s Heraldry).

FErosse between or within and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Bars.
Or, a fesse betw. four barrulets wavy Az., on a canton Az. two bars Arg. charged with three swallows volant Sa. 2. 1. ALLOTT of Lt. Thurlow. Grant 9 June, 1729. Davy. Papworth 781.

Bend.
Arg. a fesse lozenge Or and Az. betw. in chief three mascles Az. and in base five ermine spots, all within a bordure Az. bezanty; on a canton Gu. a bend Arg. charged with the staff of office of Knight Marshal Ppr.


Birds.
Gu. a fesse betw. two hedgehogs Arg. one in dexter chief the other in base, the sinister quarter barry of ten Arg. and Az., on a canton Gu. three martlets Arg. 
CLAXTON of Chediston, Suffolk. Suckling II, 201. Davy (Edms.)

Gu. a fesse betw. two hedgehogs Arg. one in dexter chief the other in base, the sinister quarter barry of ten Arg. and Az., on a canton Sa. three martlets Arg.

CLAXTON of Chediston, Livermere. Visitation 1561. 
Gu. a fesse betw. three hedgehogs pass. Arg. on a sinister canton Arg. five bars Az. and on a canton Gu. three martlets Arg. 

Gu. a fesse betw. three porcupines Arg. a canton barry Arg. and Az. three martlets Or [sic]. 
CLAXTON of Chediston. Bokenham.

FErosse between or within and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Beast.
Sa. a fesse Ern. betw. six crescents Arg., on a chief Or a lion pass. Sa. 
TOMPSON of Suffolk. Goltz 34*. Blois MS.* & ed.F., ‘in Mr. Cad’.

Sa. a fesse Ern. betw. six crescents Arg., on a chief Or a lion pass. guard. Sa. 
TOMPSON. Fairfax.

or a FESSE . . .

Annulets.
Erm. on a fesse Gu. three annulets Or. 

1 Beast . . . Lion.
Arg. on a fesse Gu. a lion pass. Arg. 

. . . Ox.
. . on a fesse Vert a bull pass. Arg. 
ALDRICH of Hessett. S.I.A. V, 38.

Arg. on a fesse Vert a bull pass. — 
ALDRICH of Ipswich. E.A.N. & Q. IX, 186.

Or, on a fesse Az. a bull pass. Arg. 
ALDRICH, ALDRIDGE of Hessett. Davy.

Or, on a fesse Vert a bull pass. Arg. 
ALDRICH of Ipswich, Erwarton Hall. S.I.A.
Fesse


Or, on a fesse Vert a bull pass. Sa. (armed and hooved Or).


Vert, on a fesse Arg., a bull pass. Arg. [sic].

ALDRICH, ALDRIDGE of Ipswich, Stowmarket, Boyton. Davy.

Vert, on a fesse Or a bull pass. Vert.


3 Beasts.

Arg., on a fesse Sa. three lions pass. Arg.


Chequy Arg. and Gu. on a fesse Az. three lions ramp. Arg.

BARKER, MORE, Rob. de temp. Edw. 1. Davy.

Ern. on a fesse Az. three lions ramp. Arg.

COKE, JO., of Orford. Fairfax (Tyl.), 'set up ye Foxt'.

Erm. on a fesse Gu. three lions ramp. Or.


Erm. on a fesse Sa. three lions ramp. Arg.

COKE, STAFF. Fairfax (Sta.)

'Ermyne on a fess Sables 3 Lyons rampant Gold'.


Erm. on a fesse Sa. three lions ramp. Or.

COKE, Fairfax.


Erm. on a fesse Sa. three lions ramp. Guard. Or.

Rant of Ipswich. Sharpe.

Or, on a fesse Az. three lions ramp. Arg. armed and langued Gu.

VYNN of Ipswich. Sharpe.

Birds. Cornish choughs.

Sa. gutty Arg. on a fesse Arg. three Cornish choughs Ppr.


Sa. gutty Arg. on a fesse dancety Arg. three Cornish choughs Sa.

COWRELY, COWRELY, BART. of Brome. Visitation 1561. Harl. 772*.

... Daws.

Sa. gutty Arg. on a fesse Arg. three 'dawes'.

COWRELY, SR. THOMAS. Extended Parl. Roll.

... Eagles.

Arg. on a fesse Az. three eagles disp. Or.


Erm. on a fesse Vert three eagles disp. Or.

WINN, WYNN. Papworth 785.

... Martlets.

Chequy on a fesse three martlets.


Chequy Or and Gu. on a fesse Arg. three martlets Sa.


Bouquets.

Or, on a fesse Sa. three water bouquets Arg.


Buckles.

Arg. on a fesse Az. three buckles Arg.

GEDDING, GEDING of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 786.

Chequy Arg. and Az. on a fesse Gu. three 'fermaux' Or.

GEDDING, Bokenham.

Chequy Arg. and Gu. on a fesse Az. three buckles Arg.

GEDDING of Bokenham, Buxhall.

Gips.

Chequy Arg. and Gu. on a fesse Az. three buckles (or fermails) Or.


Castles.

Arg. gutty Sa. on a fesse Sa. three towers Arg.

HIGGENS of Bury. Davy (Berry). Papworth 786.

Chess-rooks.

On a fesse three chess-rooks.

HAVERS. Partridge (Darby).

Or, on a fesse Sa. three chess-rooks Or, a label of three points Gu.


Crescents.

Az. on a fesse Arg. three crescents Az.


Crosses.

Arg. on a fesse Vert three cross crosselets Or.

KIRBY of Ipswich. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).

Arg. on a fesse Vert three crosses paty Or.


Escallops.

Arg. on a fesse Az. three escallops Or.

JAQUES, JAQUES.

JAQUES.}

JAQUES.}

On a fesse Az. three escallops Sa.

JAQUES, JEX of Lowestoft. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 788.


Chequy Arg. and Gu. on a fesse Az. three escallops Arg.

Chequy Arg. and Gu. on a fesse Az. three escallops Or.


Chequy Arg. and Gu. on a fesse Arg. three escallops Az.

BALDOCK, Robert de, Bishop of Norwich, 1325. Bedford A. 79* (Poole, Norwich Arch. Soc.) Papworth 788.

Chequy Or and Gu. on a fesse Az. three escallops Arg.


Chequy Or [sic – Arg. in MS.] and Gu. on a fesse Az. three escallops Or.

ROWCSTER. Blis ed.F.

Chequy Or and Gu. on a fesse Az. three escallops Or.

JENNY. Blis M.S.* & ed.F., 'qu. Rowcster A and G, of Eriswel'.

Erm. on a fesse three escallops –. LODER of Woodbridge. Davy (bookplate, Burke). Papworth 788.

Erm. on a fesse Gu. three escallops Arg.


Erm. on a fesse Gu. three escallops Or.


Fleurs-de-lis. Arg. on a fesse raguly – three fleurs-de-lis Or.

ATWOOD of Suffolk. Davy.

Arg. on a fesse Az. three fleurs-de-lis Or.


Arg. on a fesse engr. Az. three fleurs-de-lis Or. BAKER of Watsfield Hall. E.A. Misc. 1911, 96.

Arg. on a fesse raguly Az. three fleurs-de-lis Or.

ATWOOD of Essex. Papworth 789.

Arg. on a fesse Sa. three fleurs-de-lis Or.


Arg. fretty Gu. on a fesse Az. three fleurs-de-lis Or.


Az. fretty Or, on a fesse Arg. three fleurs-de-lis Az.

CULVERWELL. Fairfax.

Chequy, on a fesse three fleurs-de-lis.

JACOB of Laxfield. Green Memoir 63.


Erm. on a fesse engr. Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Or. BAKER of Westhorpe. Bokenham.

Fretty, on a fesse three fleurs-de-lis.

CULVERWELL of Grundisburgh. Davy. JACOB of Laxfield. Partridge (Darby).

Fretty, on a fesse invected three fleurs-de-lis.


Or, on a fesse Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Or.


Or, on a fesse Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Or – for LENNARD, quartering Per pale Arg. and Gu. barry of four counterchanged – for BARKETT: all within a bordure wavy Sa.


Per saltire, on a fesse three fleurs-de-lis.

MATCHETT of Norfolk. Partridge (Darby).

Per saltire Or and Az. on a fesse Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.

MATCHETT of Gisleham. Davy.

5-Foils.

Az. on a fesse Or three cinquefoils Gu.

FRESTON of Mendham. Davy (Edms.). Papworth 790.

Fusils.

Arg. on a fesse Az. three fusils Or.

FIELDING, Earl of Desmond. Fairfax (Dugd.). 1, 3 Garbs.

Paly of six Or and Az. on a fesse Az. 2 garb Or banded Gu.

BORRETT of Stradbrooke. Bokenham.

Arg. on a fesse Az. three garbs Or.

CRAKE of Fairfax (Lev.), 'thus. but qu. whether a Cheyn'.

Arg. on a fesse Sa. three garbs Or.


Arg. on a fesse Vert three garbs Or.


Or, on a fesse Az. three garbs Or.


Heads (Beasts) ... Boars.

Or, on a fesse Az. three boars' heads coupled Or.

LOWNSFORD of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.). Papworth 792.

... Hares.

Arg. on a fesse nebuly-Sa. three hares' heads coupled Arg.


Arg. on a fesse nebuly Sa. three hares' heads erased.

Arg. on a fesse nebully Sa. three hares' heads couped Or.

HAREWELL, HARWELL of Lt. Blakenham, Felsham. Golty 107* (Golty, 208), Fairfax (Tyl.) Davey (Edms.) Papworth 792.

Leopards.

Arg. on a fesse Gu. three leopards' heads Or.

FRESTON. Reyce 185.

Arg. on a fesse humetty Gu. three leopards' faces Or.

BRABANT, BRABON, BRABORNE, BRABOURNE of Rumburgh. Fairfax (Tyl. Lev.) Davey (Blemef. IV, 17). Papworth 792.

Arg. on a fesse dancetty Sa. three leopards' faces jessant fleurs-de-lys Or.

WEST of Bury. Davey. Papworth 792.

Az. on a fesse Or three leopards' heads Gu.


Sa. on a fesse Arg. three leopards' faces Gu.

TORKINGTON of Breitenham. Davey. Papworth 792.

... Lions.

Az. on a fesse Arg. three lions' heads erased Erm.

GALE. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Breast.

Arg. on a fesse Gu. three plates.


Bend of six Or and Gu. on a fesse Az.

Cheke of Suffolk. Davey (Edms.) Papworth 793.

Arg. on a fesse Sa. three plates Or.


Lozenges.

Arg. on a fesse Az. three lozenges Or.


Erm. on a fesse Sa. three lozenges Or.

Erm. on a fesse Sa. three lozenges Or.

CLEERE of Suffolk. Davey (Edms.) Papworth 793.

Mullets.

Arg. on a fesse Sa. three mullets Or.

GRIMSTON of Rishangles, Thornham. Fairfax (Tyl.) Bokenham.

Arg. on a fesse Sa. three mullets (of six points) Or pierced Gu.

GRIMSTON, GRIMSTON of Rishangles, Trimley, Suffolk. Foster (Surey Roll, Jenyn's Ord.)Blois MS.* & ed.F., or six points mullets. 'If Ermine spot in chief' dexter. Ye Sir Harbottle bears it.' Fairfax. Davey (Edms.) Papworth 794.

Chequy Arg. and Gu. on a fesse Az. three mullets Or.

GEDING, GEDING of Suffolk. Davey (Edms.) Papworth 794.

Palets.

Erm. on a fesse Gu. three palets Or.


Phœnix.

Erm. on a fesse – three phœnix –.

CLAGETT of Bury. Tymms 197.

Erm. on a fesse Sa. three phœnix Or.


3 Roundels . . . Bezants.

Arg. on a fesse Gu. three bezants.


Arg. on a fesse Sa. three bezants.

PARKER of Suffolk. Golty 107* (Lev.) Papworth 795 (Glover).

Arg. on a fesse dancetty Sa. three bezants.


Erm. on a fesse Gu. three bezants.


LARK, LARKE. Extended Par. Roll. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davey (Blois).

WISBICH of Suffolk. Davey (Edms.) Papworth 795 (Glover).

Erm. on a fesse Sa. three bezants.

PARKER of Sproughton. Golty 107*, 'Le – and in Dandyse pedigree. It is also borne the field Arg.' S.I.A. XXVII, 144 (Dandy ped.) Papworth 795.

... Argent.

Arg. on a fesse Az. three plates.

WELWETHAM, WELWETHAM of Suffolk. Davey (Edms.) Papworth 796.

Arg. on a fesse Gu. three plates.

Camos. Davey.

Bendy of six Or and Gu. on a fesse Az. three plates.


Copinger fam. 398. Burke L.G. 1900*.

Copinger VI.

Bendy sinister of six Or and Gu. on a fesse Az. three plates.

STURMYN of Iken. Davey (Blois).

Erm. on a fesse Gu. three plates.


CLEERBECK of Acton. Davey (Blois).

Erm. on a fesse Sa. three plates.


Or, on a fesse Az. three plates.

WALNETHAM, WELNETHAM, WELMIHAM vcl.


Or, on a fesse Gu. three plates.

Camos. Davey.

HONTYNGFELD, HUNTINGFELD, HUNTINGFELD, HUNTINGFIELD, HUNTYNGFELD of Huntingfield,

Or, on a fesse Sa. three plates.


9 Roundels.

Erm. on a fesse Gu. nine bezants (or bezanty).


Rowels.

Arg. on a fesse Sa. three rowels of six points Or.

GRIMESTON. Roycey 176.

Swords.

Or, on a fesse Gu. three cutlasses (bendways to the sinister side) Arg. pomelled Or.

CHESTER of Loudham. Grant 1639. Davy (Mr. Barnwell). Papworth 796 (Glover).

On a FESSE and in chief . . .

Beast.

Gu. on a fesse Or three trefoils Az., in chief a lion pass. Arg.


Ermine spot.

Arg. on a fesse Az. three mullets of six points pierced Or, in dexter chief an ermine spot.

GRIMSTON of Rishangles, Ipswich. Davy (Edns.).

Arg. on a fesse Sa. three mullets (of six points) Or pierced Gu., in dexter chief an ermine spot.


Gu. [sic – shld. be Arg.] on a fesse Sa. three mullets of six points Or ‘pierc’d of the Field’, in the dexter point an ermine spot.

GRIMSTON of Rishangles, Thorndon, Stonham Aspall, Bradfield in Essex. Gipps.

Sword.

Gu. on a fesse – three apples slipped –, in chief a sword barwayed and pointed to the sinister –.


Gu. on a fesse Arg. three ?fir apples – slipped Vert, in chief a sword barwayed and pointed to the sinister Arg. hilted Or.

APPLEWHAIT of Huntingfield, Stoke Ash. Davy.

Gu. on a fesse Arg. three ?fir apples – slipped Vert, in chief a sword barwayed and pointed to the sinister Arg. hilted Or;

APPLEWHAIT of Huntingfield, Stoke Ash. Davy.

On a FESSE and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Beast.

‘Or on a fesse indent ed sable three Cinquefoyls of the First, on a Canton of the second a demy Lion of the feilde’.


Or, on a fesse indented Sa. three cinquefoils Or, on a canton Sa. a demi-lion Or.

LAUNCE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.).

Or, on a fesse indented Sa. three cinquefoils Or, on a canton Sa. a lion ramp. Or.

LAUNCE of Halesworth. Grant 8 November, 1580. Davy. ‘Grant pen. Mr. B.’ Papworth 797.

Sun.

Or, on a fesse dancyct Az. three estoiles Arg., on a canton Az. the sun in glory Or.


Or, on a fesse dancyct Or [sic – shld. be Az.] three estoiles Or, on a canton Az. the sun in splendour Ppr. – for THOMPSON, quartered by Arg. on a chief Gu. three garbs –, for WHATE­LEY.


On a FESSE and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Roundels.

On a fesse a greyhound courant, on a chief three pellets.

WORRELL of Kersey. Davy (seal, 1580).

On a FESSE between or within . . .

Anchors.

Sa. on a fesse Arg. betw. three anchors Or, three lions’ heads erased Gu.

WAYMAN, WAYNEMAN, WENMAN of Bury. Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 800.

3, 6 Annulets.

On a fesse Erm. betw. three annulets, a lion pass.

UNDERWOOD of Bury. Bokenham.

Gu. on a fesse Erm. betw. three annulets Or, a lion pass. Az.


Sa. on a fesse Erm. betw. three annulets Or, a lion pass. Sa.


Arg. on a fesse betw. three annulets Gu., a mullet betw. two garbs Or.

DRAPER of Suffolk. Davy (Berry).

Or, on a fesse betw. six annulets Sa., a cross paty Or.

MOWSE of Needham Market. Davy.

Axes.

Or, on a fesse Vert betw. three halberts Gu. headed Az., a fleur-de-lis Or betw. two demi­roses palewise Arg.

JENNINGS, JENNYNGS of Dennington, Suffolk. Visitation 1561. Fairfax (Blois), ‘poleaxes Gules armed (i.e. ye Edges & pike) B.’

Or, on a fesse Vert betw. three poleaxes Gu. headed Or, a fleur-de-lis Or betw. two demi­roses palewise Arg.

JENNINGS. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Or, on a fesse Vert betw. three halberts Gu. headed Az., a fleur-de-lis betw. two demi­roses palewise Or.

JENNINGS of Suffolk. Davy (Berry).

Or, on a fesse Vert betw. three poleaxes Gu., a
fleur-de-lis and two roses Or.

**Jennings. Bokenham.**

1 **Beast.**
On a fesse betw. in chief a squirrel and in base three (battle-) axes erect, two mullets

**Collinson of The Chantry in Sproughton.**


Arg. on a fesse Az. betw. in chief a squirrel sejant eating a nut and in base three halberts palewise all Ppr., two mullets pierced Arg.

**Collison of Sproughton.**

_Davy (seal).*

2 **Beasts.**
Arg. on a fesse Gu. betw. two lions pass. guard.

_Mann, Mann of Framsden._

_Date Apr._

29, 1627'.

Arg. on a fesse Az. betw. three goats pass. Arg., three pellets.

**Sturton of Bury.** Grant 1691. *Davy. Papworth 803.*

Gu. on a fesse betw. three horses courant Arg., three hurts.

**Rush of Benhall, Sudbourne.** _Reyce 224._

_Sharp. Davy (Morant II, 330)._ Gu. on a fesse Or betw. three horses courant Arg., three hurts.

**Boys of Haverhill.**

_A. Davy._

**Riche, Rushe of Chapmans in Suffolk,** Ipswich, Orford, Thornham, Kirkley, Suffolk._

_Visitation 1561._ Harl. 772*._ *Fairfax (Tyl, Sta.). Bokenham.** *Papworth 803._

_Copinger V._

Purp. on a fesse Or betw. three horses pass. Arg., three hurts.

**Rush, Rushe of Suffolk.** *Davy (Edms.) Papworth 803 (Glover)._**

Quarterly Gu. and Arg. on a fesse per pale Vert and Or betw. three horses courant three roundels, all counterchanged.

**Rush of Benhall, Raydon.** *Davy. Papworth 803._

_Copinger VI._

**Lions.**

Az. on a fesse betw. three lions pass. guard. Or, three crosses patonce Sa.

**Fowler. Suckling I, 320._**

Az. on a fesse betw. three lions ramp. Or, a rose Gu. betw. two Cornish choughs Ppr.

**Cromwell of Haverhill.** Earl of Essex, temp. Hen. 8. Lolty 125*, 'thus some.克拉克-Cooke hath a wheele g. insted of the rose'. *Fairfax._

_Davy._

Arg. on a fesse betw. three lions ramp. Gu., three mullets Arg.

**Mathew of Bury.** *Davy (Mr. B)._**

6 **Beasts.**

Gu. on a fesse dancetty Arg. betw. six lions pass. Or, three martlets Sa.

**Griffin of Suffolk.** *Davy (Edms.) Papworth 805._

2 **Birds . . . Cornish choughs.**

Or, on a fesse Sa. betw. two Cornish choughs in pale Ppr., three escallops Or.

**Bowell, Bultoole of Parham Hall.** *Fairfax (no arms given), Sharp._

**Martlets.**

Or, on a fesse betw. two martlets Sa., three escallops Or.

**Bowell. Bokenham.**

Arg. on a fesse Az. betw. two martlets (in pale) Sa., three fleurs-de-lis Or.

**Hustler of Bury.** _Thingoe. Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 805._

_Ray 35._

3 **Birds . . . Birds.**

Arg. on a fesse betw. three birds Sa., three roses Arg.

**Caldebeck, Davy.**

Arg. on a fesse betw. three birds Sa., three cinquefoils Arg.

**Caldebeck of Cowling.** _Davy, 'in Mr. Turner's house'.**

Arg. on a fesse [sic—engr. in MS.] Gu. betw. three birds Sa., three mascles Or, all within a bordure [sic—engr. in MS.] Gu. bezanty.

**Payne of Hengrave, Alpheton, Worlington.** _Blois ed.F._
Arg. on a fesse engr. Gu. betw. three birds Sa., three crescents Or, all within a bordure engr. Gu. bezanty.

PAYNE of Hengrave, Alpheton, Worthington. 

Blos MS.*

... Cocks.

On a fesse betw. three cocks, three mullets.

LOVENEY, William, of Stratton [Hall nr. Levington], 9 Hen. 5. Thingoe (seal).

On a fesse betw. three cocks Gu., three mullets Or.

LOVENEY of Stratton [Hall nr. Levington].

Davy. Papworth 866.

... Cornish choughs.

Or, on a fesse Sa. betw. three Cornish choughs Ppr., three escallops Or.

BOWTELL of Parham. Davy.

Arg. on a fesse Gu. betw. three Cornish choughs regard. Ppr., a garb betw. two cross crozets fitchy Or.

TALKERNE of Withersfield. Visitation 1577.

On a fesse betw. three Cornish choughs regard. Sa., a garb betw. two cross crozets fitchy Or.

TALKERNE of Withersfield, Stoke-by-Clare.

Davy.

Or, on a fesse Sa. betw. three Cornish choughs regard. Ppr., a garb betw. two crosses paty (or formy) fitchy Or.

TALKERNE of Stoke-by-Clare. Blos MS.* & ed.F.

Arg. on a fesse indented Sa. betw. three Cornish choughs Ppr., seven bezants.

ELRINGTON of Suffolk. Golty 127*.

Arg. on a fesse wavy Sa. betw. three Cornish choughs Ppr., seven bezants (or bezanty).

ELRINGTON of Withersfield. Blos MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. F.' Davy (Blos).

... Cranes.

Or, on a fesse betw. three cranes Az., a rose betw. two garbs Or.


... Doves.

Gu. on a fesse Arg. betw. three doves Ppr., three crosses formy (or patty) Gu.


Or, on a fesse betw. three doves Az., a rose betw. two garbs Or.

FULMERSTON of Withersfield, Stoke-by-Clare, Norfolk.

Papworth 806. Copinger IV.

... Eagles.

Arg. on a fesse betw. three eagles disp. Az., three crescents Arg.

TASSELL. Extended Parl. Roll.

Arg. on a fesse Sa. betw. three eagles disp. Az., three crescents Arg.


On a fesse betw. three eagles close regard. Sa., a garb betw. two cross crozets fitchy Or.

TALKERNE of Withersfield, Stoke-by-Clare. Davy (Barrett).

Or, on a fesse betw. three eagles close regard. Sa., a garb betw. two crosses formy fitchy Or.

TALCARNE. Bokenham.

... Fowls.

Or, on a fesse betw. three 'fowles' Az. beaked and legged Gu., a rose betw. two garbs Or.

FULMERSTON of Norfolk. Fairfax (Lev.)

... Martlets.

Ern. on a fesse Arg. betw. three martlets Sa., three annuletts Or [sic].

BGG of Glemsford. Davy.

Ern. on a fesse engr. betw. three martlets Sa., three annuletts Or.

BGG of Essex. Papworth 807.

On a fesse betw. three martlets, three marlts.

PAYNE of Lt. Waldingfield. S.T.A. IX. 128.

Arg. on a fesse Gu. betw. three martlets Sa., three marlts Or.


Arg. on a fesse engr. Gu. betw. three martlets Sa., three marlts Or, all within a bordure engr. Gu. bezanty.


Sa. on a fesse wavy Or betw. three martlets Arg., three wings Gu., all within a bordure engr. Or.

MURIELL of Yoxford, Sibton. Davy. Papworth 808 (Glover).

... Owls.

Az. on a fesse Gu. betw. three owls Arg. beaked and legged Or, two gobons Vert [sic].

HARWARD. Fairfax.

... Pigeons.

Sa. on a fesse wavy betw. three pigeons Arg., three wings erased Gu., all within a bordure engr. Arg.

MURIELL. Fairfax (Lev.)

... Sea-mews.

G. on a fesse engr. Ern. betw. three sea-mews Sa. beaked and legged Gu., three annuletts Or.

PAGE of Hessett, Framlingham, Grundisburgh. Grant 1532. Blos MS.* & ed.F.

Or, on a fesse engr. Ern. betw. three sea-mews Sa. beaked and legged Gu., three martlets Or.


Or, on a fesse betw. three sea-mews Az., a rose betw. two garbs Or.

FULMERSTON of Elvedon, Thetford. Copinger IV.

Or, on a fesse betw. three sea-mews Az. beaked and legged Gu., a rose betw. two garbs Gu. [sic].


... Swans.

Az. on a fesse Or betw. three swans naiant Arg., three roses Gu. barbed Vert seeded Or.


Or, on a fesse Or betw. three swans naiant Arg., three roses Gu. barbed Vert seeded Or.


6 Birds.

Arg. on a fesse dancetty Gu. betw. six storks Sa.,— bezants.

ELRINGTON of Withersfield. Davy.

Arg. on a fesse dancetty betw. six storks Sa.,— bezants.


Boo<s.

Arg. on a fesse betw. three Bibles Gu. (garnished
Or a falcon rising Or betw. two suns in splendour.


Bordure.
Arg. on a fesse FRANCE and ENGLAND quarterly, Or, on a fesse FRANCE and ENGLAND quarterly, Arg. on a fesse Az. three mullets Arg., all within a bordure engr. Az.

FENN, FENNE of Worthington, Sudbury, Suffolk, Norfolk. Fairfax (Gild.) Dayv. Papworth 810. Ern. on a fesse Gu. three escallops –, all within a bordure Az. charged with eight roses Arg. each bearing in its centre another rose Gu.

SECKFORD CHARITY, Woodbridge. Grant 1823. Seeckford 12*.


MUIR, MURE of Saxham. Thingoe. Page. Copinger VII. Arg. on a fesse Az. three martlets Arg., all within a bordure compony Arg. and Az.


Bendy of six Or and Gu. on a fesse Az. three bezants, all within a bordure Purp. Copinger of Suffolk. Copinger Fam. 399.

Bendy of eight Or and Gu. on a fesse Vert three bezants, all within a bordure Purp. COPINGER of Buxhall. Dayv. Bendy of six Or and Gu. on a fesse Az. three plates, all within a bordure Purp.

COPINGER, COPPINGER of Buxhall. Dayv. COPINGER, COPPINGER of Buxhall. Dayv. COPINGER Fam. 399.

Gu. on a fesse engr. betw. three water bougets Arg., a cross formy Sa. charged with five bezants betw. two cloves of the second [sic].


On a fesse engr. betw. six oak slips fructed, three oak leaves, all within a bordure Erm. OAKES of Bury. Tymms 195. Sa. on a fesse engr. betw. six oak branches Arg.,

three oak leaves Vert, all within a bordure Erm. OAKES of Bury, Newton. Dayv (bookplate, 1829).


Sa. on a fesse engr. betw. six slips of oak fructed Or, three oak leaves Vert, all within a bordure engr. Erm.


CHESS-ROOKS.

Sa. on a fesse betw. three chess-rooks Or, three martlets Sa.

MERCEK. Sharpe.

CHEVRENS.

Or, on a fesse betw. two chev. Sa., two annulets conjoined of the last [sic]. BAYNARD of Spexhall. Dayv.

Az. on a fesse betw. two chev. Arg., three crescents Gu.

TENDERING, TENDERING of Essex. Thingoe. Papworth 811 (Glover).

Az. on a fesse betw. two chev. Or, three crescents Az.


Or, on a fesse betw. two chev. Sa., three cross croisslets Or.


Or, on a fesse betw. two chev. Sa., three crosses paty Or.


On a fesse betw. two chev., three escallops. HEMENHALE. S.I.A. V, 261.

Arg. on a fesse betw. two chev. Gu., three escallops Arg.


Or, on a fesse betw. two chev. Gu., three escallops Arg.

CALL, CALLE of Framlingham, Boyton, Thetford. Call 4*, [Extracted from the Records of the College of Arms, London (C.15. p.3) W. A. Lindsay, Norroy, 18 November, 1919].


Or, on a fesse betw. two chev. Gu., three escallops Arg. in dexter chief an annulet Sa. [for difference].
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FESSE
HEMMALE, Thomas. Norf. & Suff. Roll. Arg. on a fesse Gu. betw. two chev. Az. each charged with three escallops Arg., three garbs Or.

EDEN, EDON of Ballingdon Hall in Sudbury. Visitation 1561. Harl. 772*


BOYNTON of Sudbury. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Papworth 814.

On a fesse betw. three crescents, three escallops. ELD of Ilketshall St. Andrew. Suckling I, 117.

Gu. on a fesse Arg. betw. three crescents Or, three escallops Az.


SA. on a fesse dancetty Or betw. three crescents Arg., (seven) gutties Gu.

BOYNTON of Sudbury. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Papworth 814.

On a fesse betw. three crescents, three escallops. ELD of Ilketshall St. Andrew. Suckling I, 117.

Gu. on a fesse Arg. betw. three crescents Or, three escallops Az.


SA. on a fesse dancetty Or betw. three crescents Arg., (seven) gutties Gu.

BOYNTON of Sudbury. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Papworth 814.

On a fesse betw. three crescents, three escallops. ELD of Ilketshall St. Andrew. Suckling I, 117.

Gu. on a fesse Arg. betw. three crescents Or, three escallops Az.


SA. on a fesse dancetty Or betw. three crescents Arg., (seven) gutties Gu.

BOYNTON of Sudbury. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Papworth 814.

On a fesse betw. three crescents, three escallops. ELD of Ilketshall St. Andrew. Suckling I, 117.

Gu. on a fesse Arg. betw. three crescents Or, three escallops Az.


SA. on a fesse dancetty Or betw. three crescents Arg., (seven) gutties Gu.

BOYNTON of Sudbury. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Papworth 814.

On a fesse betw. three crescents, three escallops. ELD of Ilketshall St. Andrew. Suckling I, 117.

Gu. on a fesse Arg. betw. three crescents Or, three escallops Az.


SA. on a fesse dancetty Or betw. three crescents Arg., (seven) gutties Gu.

BOYNTON of Sudbury. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Papworth 814.

On a fesse betw. three crescents, three escallops. ELD of Ilketshall St. Andrew. Suckling I, 117.
Or, on a fesse betw. three cross crosslets Sa., three escallops Or.


EVERTON. Fairfax (Tyl.), 'at Aldham Hall'. Arg. on a fesse betw. three crosses bottony fitchy Sa., three fleurs-de-lis Arg.

EVERTON of Battisford. Bokenham. Arg. on a fesse betw. three crosses flory Sa., three fleurs-de-lis Arg.

EVERTON of Battisford, Aldham, Newton. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Arg. on a fesse betw. three crosses patonce Sa., three fleurs-de-lis Arg.

EVERTON of Battisford. Visitation 1561. Arg. on a fesse betw. three crosses patonce Sa., three fleurs-de-lis Or.

EVERTON of Newton, Belstead. Davy (Barrett, Edms.). Papworth 815. Gu. on a fesse Or betw. three cross crosslets flory Sa., three cinquefoils Arg. [sic]

LAWTON of Elmswell. E.A.N. & Q. VI, 311, 'not according to heraldic rule and may have been transposed'. Arg. on a fesse Vert betw. six cross crosslets Sa., three talbots pass. Arg. 


Escallop.

Arg. on a fesse Sa. betw. three escallops Az., three doves volant Arg. winged Or.

MELFORD alias REVE, John, Abbot of Bury. Born at Long Melford. Willemet*. Arg. on a fesse betw. three escallops Sa., three doves volant—


Arg. on a fesse betw. three escallops Sa., three eagles volant Arg. winged Or.

SAMPSON. Thingoe (Chitting). Arg. on a fesse betw. three escallops Sa., three eagles disp. Or. 


REVEES of Bury. Bokenham. Arg. on a fesse Sa. betw. three escallops Gu., three falcons volant Or.

SAMPSON. Visitation 1577.

Escutcheons.

Arg. on a fesse betw. three escutcheons Gu., three mullets Or. 

PAWNE of Hessett. Davy.

Arg. on a fesse engr. betw. three escutcheons Gu., three mullets Arg. 


Arg. on a fesse engr. betw. three escutcheons Gu., three mullets Arg. pierced Sa.

BACON of Hessett. Papworth 818. Arg. on a fesse engr. betw. three escutcheons Gu., three mullets (pierced) Or. 


Arg. on a fesse engr. betw. three escutcheons Gu., three mullets Or pierced Sa.


Estoilles.

Arg. on a fesse betw. three estoiles Sa., a demi-lion ramp. betw. two fleurs-de-lis Arg.


On a fesse betw. three estoiles, three mullets.

EVERARD of Denston. Cotman*. Gu. on a fesse betw. three estoiles Arg., three mullets Sa.


Sa. on a fesse betw. three estoiles Arg., three roundels Sa.


Fleurs-de-lis.

Sa. on a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg., three escallops Gu.

CHURCH, LE CHURCH of Gislingham. Visitation 1561 and 1664—8*. Muskett I (Harl. 1820).

Sa. on a fesse engr. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Arg., three escallops Gu.


Sa. on a fesse engr. Arg. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or, three escallops Gu.


Arg. on a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis Gu., a fleur-de-lis Or.

CHALLONER of Woodbridge. E.A. Misc. 1924, 72, 75, 'if W. in Suffolk'.

AZ. on a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or, three griffins' heads erased Az.

BACON of Suffolk. Grant by Barker, before 1549. Blois MS.*, 'in Mr. Rivet'. Fairfax,

On a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis, three spear-heads or trowels.


Sa. on a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis Or, three pheons Az.

Smythier of Ipswich. By Bysse, temp. Car. 2.

Arg. on a fesse Sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Gu., three bezants.


On a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis, three trowels.


Flowers.

Per pale Or and Ern. on a fesse embattled Vert betw. three roses Gu. barbed and seeded Ppr., four ermine spots Arg.


3-foils.

Arg. on a fesse betw. three trefoils Gu., another fesse nebuly Or.


4-foils.

Per pale Or and Az. on a fesse betw. four quatrefoils, two crescents; all counterchanged.

Sone. Dade.

Per pale Or and Az. on a fesse counterembattled betw. four quatrefoils, two crescents; all counterchanged.


Per pale Or and Az. on a fesse wavy betw. four quatrefoils, two crescents; all counterchanged.


2, 3, 4 5-foils.

On a fesse betw. two cinquefoils, three swans’ heads erased.

Baker of Stoke-by-Nayland. Torlesse 78. Arg. on a fesse Gu. betw. three cinquefoils Az., a hind pass. betw. two pheons Or.

Laward alias Lord, Lord. Davy (Kirby’s map). Papworth 820 (Glover).

Sa. on a fesse Or betw. three cinquefoils Arg., a lion pass. Gu. betw. two mullets Sa.

Lamb, Davy.

Sa. on a fesse Or betw. three cinquefoils Erm., a lion pass. Gu. betw. two mullets Sa.


Arg. on a fesse betw. three cinquefoils pierced Sa., three antelopes’ heads erased Arg.


Arg. on a fesse betw. three cinquefoils pierced Sa., three antelopes’ heads erased Or.

Brond of Boxford. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 820.

Arg. on a fesse betw. three cinquefoils Sa., three goats’ heads erased Or.

Brand of Buxford. Bliss MS.* & ed.F. On a fesse betw. three cinquefoils, three swans’ heads erased.

Barker of Stoke-by-Nayland. Partridge (Darby).

Per pale, on a fesse counterembattled betw. four cinquefoils pierced, two crescents.

Sone of Ubbeston. Dade*.

Per pale Or and Az. on a fesse nebuly betw. four cinquefoils, two crescents; all counterchanged.

Sone. Dade*.

Per pale Or and Az. on a fesse wavy betw. four cinquefoils, two crescents; all counterchanged.


Per pale Or and Vert, on a fesse betw. four cinquefoils, two crescents; all counterchanged.


Per pale Or and Vert, on a fesse wavy betw. four cinquefoils, two crescents; all counterchanged.


Quarterly Or and Az. on a fesse wavy betw. four cinquefoils, two crescents; all counterchanged.

Sone of Ubbeston. Bokenham.

3, 6 Fruits.

Sa. on a fesse betw. three acorns Or, three oak leaves Vert.

Oke of Shrubland [Hall in Barham]. Bokenham.

Sa. on a fesse Arg. betw. six acorns Or, three oak leaves Vert.


Garbs.

Arg. on a fesse Gu. betw. three garbs Sa., a martlet –.

Tindale of Braiseworth. Temp. Ric. 2. Copinger III.

Arg. on a fesse Gu. betw. three garbs Sa., a martlet Or.

Tindall. Golty 116*.

Gates.

Per fesse Sa. and Arg. on a fesse embattled betw. three gates, three goats’ heads erased; all counterchanged.


Gutties.

Or, on a fesse betw. ten gutties Sa., three castles Or.

Higgins of Bury. Davy (Barret).

2 Heads.

Az. on a fesse betw. two bucks’ heads cabossed Or, a fleur-de-lis Az. betw. two demi-roses Gu. Stonley of Framingham, Essex. Davy. Papworth 822.

3 Heads (Beasts) . . . Boars.

On a fesse betw. three boars’ heads couped, an annulet.


Gu. on a fesse Arg. betw. three boars’ heads couped Or, a lion pass. Az.

Ern. on a fesse betw. three boars' heads erased palewise Or, three lions rampant. Sa.

WYTATT of Framlingham. Davy.

Arg. on a fesse 'Gu. betw. three boars' heads couped fesswise --, three mullets Or.

CARTER of Ipswich. Davy.

... Leopards.

Or, on a fesse betw. three leopards' heads erased Az., a lion pass. Arg.

KETT of Oakley. Kett* [pedigree 3].

Or, on a fesse betw. three leopards' heads erased Az., a lion pass. guard. Arg.


Arg. on a fesse Az. betw. three leopards' faces Gu., three eagles disp. Or.

CINQUEFOILS. Arg. ducally gorged Gu., three cinquefoils erased Gu., three anchors Or.

ARG. on a fesse ?Gu. betw. three boars' heads erased Or, a fleur-de-lis of the second . . .

3 Heads (Birds). . . .

ARG. on a fesse Arg. betw. three leopards' faces Gu., three eagles disp. Or.


... Panthers.

'Gules upon a fess engrailed silver betweene three Panthers heads rasyd in their proper Coulers, three treffles sables on ech one three hermynes silver'.

CLARKE, Edward, of Kettlebaston. Grant of Arms & Crest by Thomas Hawley, Clarenceux, 2 May, 2 & 3 Philip & Mary [1555/6]. Suff. Arm. Fans.*

Gu. on a fesse engr. Arg. betw. three panthers' heads Ppr., three trefoils slipped Erm.


Arg. on a fesse betw. three cocks' heads erased Sa. combed and wawled Gu., a mitre Or.

ALCOCK, John, Bishop of Ely, 1486-1500. Bedford A. 40* [arms of Jesus Coll. Cambs.]

Bedford B. 45* [monument].

... Swans.

Az. on a fesse Arg. betw. three swans' heads erased Or, three cinquefoils Gu.

BAKER. Sperling 147 (Eden ped.)

Az. on a fesse betw. three swans' heads erased Or ducally gorged Gu., three cinquefoils (pierced) Gu.


3 Heads (Monsters).

Az. on a fesse engr. betw. three griffins' heads erased Or, a fleur-de-lis Az. betw. two roses Gu. barbed Vert seeded Or.


Az. on a fesse engr. betw. three griffins' heads erased Or, a fleur-de-lis of the second [sic] betw. two roses Gu. barbed Vert seeded Or.

SHERIFF of Henstead, Uggeshall. Grant 1559. Davy (Blomel, I, 23).

Az. on a fesse Or betw. three 'griffs' heads erased of the field [sic], three fleurs-de-lis of the second [sic].

BACON. Blos ed.F. [in the MS. the fesse is between the fleurs-de-lis and charged with the griffins' heads].

4 Heads.

Vert, on a fesse dancetty betw. four lions' heads erased three in chief and one in base Or, three doves Az.


LURES.

Or, on a fesse betw. three hawks' lures Gu., a lion pass. Or.


Or, on a fesse betw. three hawks' lures Gu., 'a lion of England' [pass. guard.]

SKINNER. Bokenham.

MASCLES.

Az. on a fesse betw. three mascales Arg., three cinquefoils Az.

PURVES, PURVIS of Moulton. Sharpe. Papworth 829.

Az. on a fesse Arg. betw. three mascales Or, three cinquefoils Az.


2, 3 Matches.

Arg. on a fesse Gu. betw. two matches Sa. rolled and fired Ppr., a martlet Or.


Arg. on a fesse Gu. betw. three matches kindled Ppr., a martlet Or.

LEET, LEITE of Bury, Suffolk, Cambridge. Fairfax (Guill.) Papworth 830.

2, 3 Mullets.

Erm. on a fesse -- betw. in chief two mullets and in base a cock --, a bull pass. --.

GRIGBY. Davy.

Erm. on a fesse betw. three mullets Gu., a bull pass. Or.


Erm. on a fesse betw. three mullets Gu., a bull pass. Or.


Gu. on a fesse Erm. betw. three mullets Arg., two crescents interlaced Gu.

CRAWFURD of Higham. Papworth 830. Crip II, 8-9*.

Sa. on a fesse betw. three mullets (pierced) Arg., three cross crosselets Gu.

GROSS. Davy. Papworth 831.

Sa. on a fesse betw. three mullets Arg., three crosses paty Gu.

GROSS. Davy.

Arg. on a fesse betw. three mullets pierced Sa., three bezants.

POGSON of Rougham, Edwardstone. Davy.

PHOENS.

Sa. on a fesse Or betw. three phoens Arg., three fleurs-de-lis Gu.


ROUNDELS . . . ROUNDELS.

On a fesse betw. three roundels each charged with a peacock's head erased, three mullets.

PEACOCK of Ipswich. Haslewood 12.

. . . BEZANTS.

Gu. on a fesse Arg. betw. three bezants each
FESSE—FISH

charged with a peacock’s head erased Az., three mascles Sa.


Gu. on a fesse engr. Arg. betw. three bezants each charged with a peacock’s head erased Az., three mascles Sa.

PEACOCK, PEACOCK, PEACOCKE. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy. Papsworth 832 (Glover).

... Argent.

Gu. on a fesse Arg. betw. three plates each charged with a peacock’s head erased Az., three lozenges Sa.

PEACOCK. Recye 217.

Gu. on a fesse Arg. betw. three plates each charged with a peacock’s head erased Az., three mascles Sa.


... Sable.

Or, on a fesse Gu. betw. three ogresses, a lion pass. Or.

PETT. Davy. Papworth 832.

Saltires.

Az. on a fesse betw. three saltires Arg., three lions’ heads erased Az.

GALLE, GALE of Hadleigh. Davy (Mr. Barnwell). Papworth 833 (Glover).

Az. on a fesse betw. three saltires Arg., three lions’ heads erased Erm.

GALLE, GALE of Hadleigh. Davy (Blotis).

Tuns.

Sa. on a fesse betw. three tons [sic = ?tuns] Arg., three plates [sic].

NECTON, NEKETON. Davy.

On a FESSE between or within and in chief...

Canton.

Gu. on a fesse betw. three hedgehogs Arg., an escutcheon barry of ten Arg. and Az.; a canton Erm.


Head.

Arg. on a fesse Gu. a greyhound courant betw. two broad arrow heads Or, in chief a goat’s head couped Gu., all within a bordure Gu.


On a FESSE between or within and in chief...

on a chief...

1 Beast.

Sa. on a fesse betw. two pairs of hand-cuffs (or double manacles) Arg., three phoenixes Gu.; on a chief Or a demi-lion ramp. betw. two lozenges Az.


3 Beasts.

On a fesse betw. three fleurs-de-lis, three mullets; on a chief engr. three lions ramp. (or salient).

ANTHONY of Framlingham. Green 143. Davy.

Arg. on a fesse Sa. betw. three fleurs-de-lis Az., three mullets Or; on a chief engr. Az. three lions salient Or armed and langued Gu.

ANTHONY of Framlingham. Loder 308.

FISH.

BARBELS.

Az. two barbels hauriant respecting each other Arg.

COLSTON of Essex. Golty 225*. Fairfax (Guill.) Papworth 837.

Az. two barbels respecting each other Or.

COLSTON of Badingham. Davy (Mr. Barnwell).

1 DOLPHIN.

A dolphin embowed.

SYMONDS. E.A.N. & Q. II, 309, 326.

A dolphin embowed, holding in the mouth a fish. SYMONDS of Redgrave. Partridge (Darby).

Sa. a dolphin naiant embowed and holding in the mouth a fish Arg.


Sa. a dolphin embowed Or. SYMONDS of Belton. Davy. Papworth 836.

1 DOLPHIN and in chief...

Chief.

→ a dolphin embowed ←, a chief Erm.

FISHER of Westleton. Bokenham.


Gu. a dolphin embowed Or, a chief Erm.


1 DOLPHIN between or within...

Bendlets or Cotises.

A dolphin naiant in bend betw. two bendlets wavy.


Az. a dolphin (naiant in bend) betw. two bendlets wavy Arg.


3 DOLPHINS.

Gu. three dolphins naiant embowed Arg.

ARNOLD of Lowestoft, Ellough. Davy (seal).

3 DOLPHINS and in chief...

Chief.

Sa. three dolphins hauriant Arg., a chief Or.


EELS.

Three eels naiant in pale barways.

ELLS of Cotton, Harleston, Westhorpe. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. three eels naiant in pale barways Az.

ELLIS of Cotton, Redisham. Davy (Mr. B.) Arg. three eels naiant in pale (barways) Sa.


2 FISHES.

Vert, two fishes addorsed paleways Arg.

HAWMIES of Suffolk. Papworth 837.

3 FISHES and in chief...

Chief.

Sa. three fishes hauriant Arg., a chief Or.

3 FISHES between or within . . .
Bordure.
Gu. three fishes naiant in pale within a bordure engr. Arg.
Gu. three fishes naiant in pale within a bordure engr. Arg., quartered by Arg. a bear pass. Sa. muzzled Or.
BARNARD, John, of Suffolk. Military Roll*.

HERRINGS.
Az. crussily and six herrings (hauriant in pale) Or.

1 LUCY between or within . . .
Bendlets or Cotises.
Az. a lucy naiant Or betw. two bendlets wavy Arg.
VENTRIS of Sproughton. Bokenham.

2 LUCIES.
Vert, two lucies hauriant addorsed Arg.
HAME, HAMWS of Suffolk. Military Roll*.
Foster. Papworth 837.
Vert, two lucies addorsed in pale Or.

3 LUCIES.
Gu. three lucies hauriant Arg.
^ MOULTON, MULTON of Hawkedon. Davy.
Gu. three lucies hauriant Arg., quartering Or, a lion rampant. Az.
Gu. crussily Or, three lucies hauriant Arg.
LUCY, LUCY of Old Newton. Golty 225*.
Fairfax (Dugd.) Davy (Edms.). Sperling 194.
Gu. crussily and three lucies hauriant Or.

3 LUCIES (or PIKES) and in chief . . .
Chief.
Sa. three lucies (or pikes) hauriant Arg., a chief Or.

TROUT and in chief . . .
Chief.
Sa. three trout hauriant Arg., a chief Or.

TURBOT (or TENCH) and in chief . . . on a chief . . .
Fish.
Or, a turbot (or tench) Arg. [sic], on a chief—two similar fishes Arg.
WAYTH of Gt. Glemham. E.A. Misc. 1911, 50.
Or, a turbot (or tench) Arg. [sic], on a chief Az. two similar fishes Arg.
WAYTH of Gt. Glemham. Davy.

WHITING.
Sa. three whiting naiant Arg.
WHITING of Ipswich. Fairfax (Sparrow ped., Cand.).
Sa. three whiting naiant fesseways in pale Arg. WHITING of Ipswich. Blos MS. & ed.F.

FLAUNCHES.
"Gold two talbots passani, two flaunces Sable".
ALDHAM, John, of Shimpling in Norfolk. Confirmation of Arms & Grant of Crest by Wm. Hervey, Clarenceux. 20 April, 1563. Misc. Gen. 5th. S. VIII, 192.
Or, two unibots (or hounds) pass. in pale betw. two flaunces Sa.
Sa. a lion rampant betw. six cross crosslets three in chief and three in base Arg. betw. two flaunces Erm.
Arg. a lion passant guardant betw. two flaunces Sa. ANTHONY, ANTON, ANTONY of Suffolk. Davy
[as 'leopard statant']. Papworth 128. E.A. Misc. 1918, 15 (Burke G.A.)
Vert, a lion ramp. Or betw. two flaunches Erm. each charged with a tilting spear in pale.

NORTON of Alderton, Eyke. Davy.
Arg. three martlets in pale betw. two flaunches Sa. each charged with a leopard Arg.

BROWNE of Hengrave Hall. Earl of Kenmare, Baron Kenmare. Papworth 333. Copinger VII.

Arg. three martlets in pale betw. two flaunches Sa. each charged with a lion pass. Arg.

BROWNE, Sr Valentine. Fairfax (Tyl.) 'impald with Bacon of Redgrave'.
Arg. three martlets in pale betw. two flaunches Sa. each charged with three lions pass, in pale Arg.


AZ. two swans in pale Arg. betw. two flaunches Erm.

MELLIS. Papworth 322.
AZ. two swans Ppr. betw. two flaunches Erm.

MELLIS. Bokenham.
Sa. two swans in pale Arg. betw. two flaunches Or.

FATTOR, FUTTER of Stanton, Norfolk. Goltz 177*, 'this is in the Church of Creetingham Suff. upon the tombe of Cornwails'. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Papworth 322, 843.

Sa. two swans in pale Ppr. beaked and legged Or betw. two flaunches Or.


GU. two crosses forny Or in pale betw. two flaunches chequy Arg. and Sa.

SHERINGTON. Goltz 177* [three crosses shown, but corrected in blazon].
GU. two crosses paty Or in pale betw. two flaunches chequy Arg. and Sa.

SHERINGTON, E.A.N. & Q. VI, 178.
GU. two crosses patonc Or voided Sa. in pale betw. two flaunches chequy Arg. and Az.

SHERINGTON. Fairfax.
GU. two crosses paty Or voided Sa. in pale betw. two flaunches chequy Arg. and Az.

SHERINGTON. Blois MS.* 'in Mr. Letb'.
GU. two crosses paty Sa. voided Or betw. two flaunches chequy Arg. and Az.

SHERINGTON. Blois ed.F.
Sa. an estoile or star of six (seven or eight) points Or betw. two flaunches Erm.

Per pale Arg. and Sa. three fleurs-de-lis betw. two flaunches, all counterchanged.

ROBINS of Badley. Partridge (Darby).
Sa. three fleurs-de-lis in fesse betw. two flaunches Arg.

ROBINS of Thorndon. Bokenham.
Gu. a 'sheaf of rye' [sic—two garbs in MS.] Arg. betw. two flaunches Erm.

BRIDGES, BRIGES. Blois ed.F.
Arg. two garbs in pale Gu. betw. two flaunches Erm.

BRIDGES of Ipswich. Sharpe.
Gu. two (rye) garbs Arg. betw. two flaunches Erm.

BRIDGES, BRUGES. Blois MS.* Davy (Blois). Papworth 895.
Gu. two garbs Or [betw. two] flaunches Erm.

BRIGES. Extended Parl. Roll.
Sa. a buck's head cabossed betw. two flaunches Arg.


Copinger I.
Arg. a leopard's face Gu. betw. two flaunches Sa.

ANTHONY, 'John Dr. of Physick'. Goltz 177*, 'in the Parlour of Mr Holmsted at Dinnington', Fairfax, 'in an escoc hon in ye hour of Mr Holmsted at Dinnington'. Papworth 918.
Arg. a leopard's head betw. two flaunches Sa.

ANTHONY. Bokenham. Davy.
Arg. a leopard's head betw. two flaunches Sa. each charged with a plate.

ANTHONY. Davy. Papworth 918.
Gu. two leopards' faces in pale Or betw. two flaunches Arg.

FRERE. Warren's map*.
Gu. two leopards' heads in pale betw. two flaunches Or.

FRERE of Finningham, Roydon Hall nr. Diss in Norfolk. Bokenham. Kirby's map*, Burke L.G. 1853. Papworth 922. Freire vi., 'Sheppard Frere used the arms with the tinctures reversed ... as did his children and grandchildren. In 1875 Sir Bartle F. reverted to the earlier colouring'.
Or, two leopards' heads in pale betw. two flaunches Gu.

Sa. three leopards' heads in pale betw. two flaunches Arg.

ANTHONY. Goltz 177* (Lev.).
Gu. three horses' heads couped in pale Arg. betw. two flaunches Erm.

BOTTIELFORD of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 943.
Sa. three horses' heads couped in pale betw. two flaunches Erm.


Sa. eleven plates (or platy) betw. two flaunches Arg.


1 FLEUR-DE-LIS.
A fleur-de-lis.

POLKES, ROWKE of Mildenhall, West Stow. Muskett II (Visitt. of Cambis. 1684). W. Stow Reg. 76*.
Vert, a fleur-de-lis Arg.

Per pale Gu. and Vert, a fleur-de-lis Erm. Chief.

Az. a fleur-de-lis Or, a chief Erm.

Az. three fleurs-de-lis and a chief indented Or.

Per pale Vert and Gu. a fleur-de-lis Erm.

Per pale Vert and Gu. a fleur-de-lis Arg.

Per pale Arg. and Gu. a fleur-de-lis Sa.

Or, a fleur-de-lis Vert.

Gu. a fleur-de-lis Arg.


Fairfax (Sta.) Davy (Edms.) Papworth 847.

Gu. a fleur-de-lis and in chief a label of three Gu. a fleur-de-lis Arg.

Az. a fleur-de-lis Or, a label of three Or, a label of three Arg.

Vert, a fleur-de-lis Arg.

Among these, three escallops Or.

FOULKE, FULKE of Denington. Gu. 192* and 226*.

2 FLEURS-DE-LIS.

Per pale crenelly Or and Az. two fleurs-de-lis Or. Gosnold of Otley, Ipswich. Davy.

2 FLEURS-DE-LIS and in base . . .

Castle.

Per chev. Arg. and Sa. in chief two fleurs-de-lis Sa. and in base a castle (or tower triple-towered) Arg.

LITELL, LITTLE of Shrubland Hall in Barham. Gu. 261*, 'Helen daughter and heiress of Thomas Lattell Esqr. was married to Edward Bacon Esqr. Vitiation 1664-8*.

Fairfax (Tyl.) Sharpe. Page. Copinger II.

Fusils.

'Party p' Cheveron gold and azure 5 fesswes in fesse of the Chefe vpon wch fesswes a Scallop and in the Chefe two floures deluces goyles'.


Per chev. Or and Az. in chief two fleurs-de-lis Gu. and in base five fusils conjoined in fesse Or each charged with an escallop Gu.


Lozenges.

Per chev. Or and Az. in chief two fleurs-de-lis Az. and in base five lozenges Or each charged with an escallop Gu.


Papworth 850. E.A. Misc. 1921, 42. Martlesham Ch. bkt.

3 FLEURS-DE-LIS.

Three fleurs-de-lis.

BURROUGH of Alpheton. Tymms 199.

E.A. Misc. 1927, 61.


WAKERING, John, Bishop of Norwich, 1416-25.

Bedford A. 80 (Browne's Repertorium). Bedford B. 92.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis—

HOLLAND of Huntingfield. Davy.

Arg. three fleurs-de-lis Gu.

DEARSLEY of Cowling, Dalham. Davy.

MAUNDEFORD, MONDEFORD, MOUNDFORD, MOUNTFORD, MUNDEFORD of Barrow, Bury, Cotton, Norfolk. Temp. Hen. 3.
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Golty 192*.

Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy. Papworth 847.

Suckling II. FAULKES of Barton, Norfolk. Mildenhall, Weston Market, Chelsworth.

Golty 192*.


REDESHAM, Sir Edmund, of Suffolk. Fairfax (Sta.)

Az. three fleurs-de-lis Arg.


BURROUGH, BURROW, Sir James, of Bury. Davy.
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Az. three fleurs-de-lis Erm.
BOROUGH, BROUGH, BURROUGH, BURROW of Bury. Lord B. Golt. 192. *Clarence-Cooke. the Baron H; 8'. Fairfax (Sta.) Bokenham.
Quarterly 1 & 4; France Modern, quartering England all within a bordure Arg. 2 & 3; Or, a chev. Gu. STAFFORD of Offton. Duke of Buckingham. Davy. France Modern, quartering England, all within a bordure compony Arg. and Az.
France Modern, quartering England, all within a bordure compony Or and Az., quartering BRANDON, BRUNE, etc.
France Modern, quartering England, a label of three points Arg. the first point charged with a canton Gu. PLANTAGENET, Elizabeth, Duchess of Suffolk. E.A.N. & Q. (N.S.) II, 320.
Per pale Az. and Sa. three fleurs-de-lis Or. PROBERT of Bury. Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 852.
3 FLEURS-DE-LIS and in base...
CASTLE.
Per chev. Arg. and Sa. in chief three fleurs-de-lis Sa. and in base a tower (triple-towered) Arg.
LITTLE, LITTLE of Shrubland Hall in Barham. Davy. Papworth 854. E.A. Misc. 1929, 17 (Cand.)
Lozenges.
Per chev. Or and Az. in chief three fleurs-de-lis Az. and in base five lozenges Or each charged with an escallop Gu. EDGAR of Ipswich. Grant by Barker, Garter, 16 September, 38 Hen. 8. [1546]. Davy.
3 FLEURS-DE-LIS and in chief... on a chief...
Beast.
Gu. three fleurs-de-lis Or, on a chief Arg. a lion pass. guard. Gu.
3 FLEURS-DE-LIS between or within...
Bendlets and Cotises.
Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. two cotises Gu. HACKET, HAGGITT of Ipswich, Bury. Davy. Papworth 854.
Bordure.
Three fleurs-de-lis in bend, within a bordure engr.
COCKET of Ampton. Davy.
Crosses.
Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. eight cross cotises (or crusilly) fitchy and within a bordure engr. Sa.
BERESFORD. Davy. Papworth 854.
Flaunchevs.
Per pale Arg. and Sa. three fleurs-de-lis betw. two flaunchevs, all counterchanged.
ROBINS of Badley. Partridge (Darby). Sa. three fleurs-de-lis in fesse betw. two flaunchevs Arg.
ROBINS of Thornton. Bokenham.
3 FLEURS-DE-LIS between or within and in chief... on a canton...
Flower.
Arg. three fleurs-de-lis betw. five cross cotises Sa., on a canton of the first [sic] a rose Gu.
ELINGTON of Wrentham. 41 Edw. 3. Davy.
On 3 FLEURS-DE-LIS...
Annulets.
Arg. three fleurs-de-lis Az. each charged with an annulet Or.
6 FLEURS-DE-LIS.
Six fleurs-de-lis. QUINCE of Honington. Davy.
Az. six fleurs-de-lis Arg.
HARLING. Fairfax (Lev.)
Gu. six fleurs-de-lis Arg.
Gu. six fleurs-de-lis Or.
IRELAND of Ousden Hall. Burke L.G. 1853.
Sa. six fleurs-de-lis Arg.
LENHAM. Robert de, 1315, of Laneham [sic], Cockfield, Thorpe, Preston. Misc. Gen. 5th.
6 FLEURS-DE-LIS and in chief...

Chief.

9 FLEURS-DE-LIS.
Az. nine fleurs-de-lis Arg. 3. 3. 3. DARLINGHO, Davy, 'in Mr. Bohun's house at Chelmondston'.
Az. nine fleurs-de-lis Arg. 3. 3. 2. 1. HARLING of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 857.
Vert. nine fleurs-de-lis Arg. 3. 3. 3. DARLINGHO, DALLINGHOE of Dallinghoo, Fressingfield, Suffolk. Visitation 1561. Davy (Barrett). Papworth 857.

FLEURY.
Az. semy of fleurs-de-lis Arg. DARLINGHO, DALLINGHOE of Dallinghoo, Fressingfield. Davy.

FLEURY between or within...
Fret. Fretty.
Arg. seamy and fretty Gu. HAMELTON, HAMILTON of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 882. Az. fleurs-de-lis Arg. betw. a fret of six pieces Or. Mortimer. Fairfax (Lev.)

FLOWER.
GILLYFLOWERS and in chief... on a chief...
Mullets.
Arg. on a mount in base Vert three gillyflowers Ppr. stalked and lefted Vert; on a chief Az. four mullets of six points Or. SPURLING of Gt. Leonard, Burgh, Stratford, Essex. Davy. Papworth 862.

1 ROSE.
Erm. a rose— BEVERLEY of Mettingham. E.A. Misc. 1916, 41.
Per pale Arg. and Gu. a rose counterchanged. NIGHTINGALE of Essex. Golty 193*, Papworth 859.

1 ROSE and in chief...
Chief. 'Gules a Rose Argent, seeded Or, leaved Vert, a Chief Ermine'.
Coronet. —, a rose Gu. barbed and seeded Or, surmounted by an imperial crown Or. LOWESTOFT, Borough of. Lees 38, 'Lowestoft was not granted the arms as we now know them until 14th February, 1913'.

1 ROSE and in chief... on a chief...
Flags.
Erm. a rose Gu., on a chief embattled Or two flags in saltire enfiled with a wreath Vert the sinister one Purp. inscribed 'Laswaree' the other one Or, a chief in chief, on a chief...

2 ROSES between or within...
Muscles.
3 ROSES.  
Arg. three roses Gu.  
Az. three roses Or.  
BUTWILEYN. Davy (Blomef. I, 167).  
Erm. three roses —.  
SPARROW, E.A.N. & Q. IV, 267.  
Erm, three roses Arg. seeded Or.  
SPARROW, Anthony, Bishop of Norwich. Papworth 862.  
Erm. three white roses seeded Or.  
SPARROW of Worthingham. Page. Copinger VII.  
Ermines, three roses Arg. seeded Or.  
Gu. three roses Erm.  
Or, three roses Gu. (barbed Vert seeded Or).  
HARMAN, HARRIAM, HARNHULL of Bramfield. Thiege, Davy (Edms.) S.LA. XXVII, 151 (Dandy ped.) Papworth 862 (Glover).  
Or, three roses Pr.  
Per bend Arg. and Gu. three roses in bend counterchanged.  
Per bend Gu. and Arg. three roses in bend counterchanged.  
MACKWILLIAM. Golty 258*. Papworth 862.  
Per chev. Gu. and Arg. three roses counterchanged.  
RUGGLES of Clare. Davy (Burke). Burke L.G. 1853.  
Per chev. Gu. and Arg. three roses counterchanged — for RUGGLES, quartering Lozenge Gu. and Arg. a cross Arg., all within a bordure Sa. charged with eight quatrefoils — for BRICE.  
RUGGLES-BRICE of Clare. Burke L.G. 1853.  
Sa. gutty and three roses Arg.  

3 ROSES and in chief ...  
Chief.  
Arg. three roses Gu. seeded Or, a chief Gu.  
Arg. three roses Gu. barbed Vert seeded Or, a chief Purp.  
Arg. three roses Purp. barbed Vert seeded Or, a chief Purp.  
Or, three roses Purp. seeded Or, a chief Purp.  

3 ROSES and in chief ... on a chief ...  
Beast.  
Per pale Or and Arg. three roses Gu., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. guard. Or.  
MEREST of Bury, Wortham. Davy.  
Leaves.  
Arg. three roses Purp. seeded Or, on a chief Purp. three leaves Vert [sic].  

6 ROSES.  
Arg. six roses Gu. seeded Or.  

1 3-FOIL between or within ...  
Mullels.  
Sa. a trefoil slipped betw. eight mullets Arg.  

3 3-FOILS.  
Arg. three trefoils Vert.  
Az. three trefoils slipped Arg.  
Az. three trefoils slipped Or.  
Gu. three trefoils (pierced) Arg.  
Gu. three trefoils Az. [sic].  
BACON of Suffolk. Bacon 17 (Edms.) Papworth 865.  
Per bend Sa. and Arg. three trefoils slipped in bend counterchanged.  
Per bend Sa. and Arg. three trefoils slipped in bend counterchanged.  
JOHNSON of Lavenham. Visitation 1577. Golty 258*.  

6 3-FOILS.  
Per chev. Sa. and Or, six trefoils slipped —.  
CATESBY. Davy.  

10 3-FOILS and in chief ...  
Canton.  
Arg. ten trefoils slipped in pile Vert, a canton Gu.  
4-FOIL—5-FOIL

1 4-FOIL between or within . . .
Beasts.
A quatrefoil betw. three demi-lions pass. guard.
HAMMOND of Ipswich. Muskett I.
A quatrefoil charged with five ermine spots betw. three demi-lions pass. guard.

3 4-FOILS.
Or, three quatrefoils Gu.
D'EWEs, DEWES, DEWS, Bart., of Stowlangtoft.
Reyce 220. Golty 189*, 'in Preston church'.
Thingoe. Tyrums 204.
Or, three quatrefoils Gu. pierced Arg.
D'EWEs, DEWES, Bart., of Stowlangtoft. Golty 189, 'in mr Bloys his house'. Gipps. Sharpe.

1 5-FOIL.
Erm. a cinquefoil —.
DOVER. Green 149.
Erm. a cinquefoil Az.
Erm. a cinquefoil pierced Erm.
Gu. a cinquefoil Arg.
Gu. a cinquefoil pierced Arg.
ANGUISH of Somerleyton. Suckling II, 45.
Gu. a cinquefoil (pierced) Erm.
PAGANEL. BOIus MS.* & ed.F. Davy.
RUSSEL, RUSSELL. BOIus MS.* & ed.F. Davy (BoIus).
Gu. a cinquefoil pierced Erm. quartering Gu. a pale Or.
RUSSEL. Extended Parl. Roll.
Gu. a cinquefoil (pierced), Or.
Burke L.G. 1853. Papworth 868.
Or, a cinquefoil (pierced) Gu.

1 5-FOIL and in chief . . . on a chief . . .
Beast.
Arg. a cinquefoil Az., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. Or.
RATTEDSON. Golty 21*.
Arg. a cinquefoil Az., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. guard. Or.

1 5-FOIL between or within . . .
Bordure.
Az. a cinquefoil (pierced) Erm. within a bordure engr. Or.
ASTELEY, ASTLEY of Weybread, Norfolk.
Gu. a cinquefoil Erm. within a bordure Sa. charged with ten bezants (or bezanty).
ANGERVILLE, DANGERVILLE, D'ANGERVILLE, DAUNGERVILLE of Bury, Sproughton, Newton.
Bokenham Fam. 260*. Copinger VI.

3 8 Crosses.
Gu. a cinquefoil betw. three cross crosslets Arg.
STUBBIN, STUBBING of Higham, Naughton, Somersham, Offton, Raydon. Davy (bookplate). Muskett II. Copinger II.
Gu. a cinquefoil (pierced) within an orle of (eight) cross crosslets Or.
HUMFREVILLE, HUMFREVILLE, UMFREVILLE, UMFREVILLE of Stoke-by-Nayland. Golty 190*.
Gu. a cinquefoil within an orle of (eight) crosses patonce Or.
Gu. a cinquefoil within an orle of eight crosses paty Or.
UMFREVILLE of Stoke. Papworth 870.

2 5-FOILS.
Arg. two cinquefoils Gu.
SEABRIGHT, SHAWBERY of Bury. Davy (Blomef. V, 212).
Per chev. Sa. and Arg. in chief two cinquefoils Arg.

3 5-FOILS.
Three cinquefoils.
HOWCHIN of Eye. Davy.
Arg. three cinquefoils (pierced) Gu.
Papworth 871. Sperling 147 (Eden ped.).
Arg. three cinquefoils Gu., quartered by Gyronny of four Arg. and Az. a saltire Gu.
Az. three cinquefoils Arg.
Az. three cinquefoils Or.
BARDOLF, BARDOLFE, BARDOLPH of Bradwell, Dennington, Clopton, Ilketshall St. Lawrence.
Az. three cinquefoils in bend Or.
GEDGE of Bury. Davy (Mr. B.). Papworth 872.
Az. three cinquefoils pierced Or, a crescent Arg. in fesse point.
BARDOLF, WY'. Norf. & Suff. Roll.
Az. crusally and three cinquefoils Or.
Erm. three cinquefoils Az.
HEPDOWORTH of Hepworth. Davy (Edms.). Papworth 872.
Gu. three cinquefoils Arg.

Gu. three cinquefoils Ermine.


Gu. three cinquefoils (pierced) Ermine.

BACON. Goltby 189. Papworth 872.


Gu. three cinquefoils Ermine. pierced Or.


Gu. three cinquefoils Or.

BARDOH of Clopton, Ilketshall. Davy.

Or, three cinquefoils (pierced) Sa.

HOWCHIN of Eye. S.I.A. II, 146. E.A.N. & Q. I. 312, 'Dykes surrount'. [both Papworth and Burke attribute this coat to Dykes].

Per chev. Sa. and Arg. in chief three cinquefoils Arg.


5 FOILS and in chief .

CANTON. Arg. three cinquefoils (pierced) Gu., a canton Gu.


Chief.

Arg. three cinquefoils Sa., a chief Az.


On 3 5-FOILS . .

5, 6 ANNULETS.

Arg. three cinquefoils Gu. each charged with five annulets Arg.

SOUTHWELL of Barham. Sharpe.

Arg. three cinquefoils Gu. each charged with six annulets Arg.


Arg. three cinquefoils Gu. each charged with six annulets Or.


Keumetels.

Arg. three cinquefoils pierce Gu. each charged with five bezants.


6 5-FOILS.

Arg. six cinquefoils pierced Gu.

PALTON, Sr. John. Fairfax (Lev.)
FRET

WENTWORTH.
Arg. a fret Sa., a label Gu.
H. Extended Purl Roll.
Arg. a fret Sa., over all an escutcheon Gu.
De la river, Ryvers of Suffolk. Military Roll*. Fairfax.
Az. a fret Arg.
Cave. Golty 244*.
Az. a fret Or.
Cave. Golty 244* (Lev.)
Az. a fret of six pieces Or, betw. each of them a fleur-de-lis Arg.
Mortimer. Fairfax (Lev.)
Gu., a fret Arg.
Huddleston, Huldeston of Boxford. Foster (Surrey Roll). Fairfax (Sta.), 'frett of vi staves'. Davy. Papworth 878.
Gu. a fret Arg., over all a fesse Or.
Helion, Helton of Haverhill. Davy (Morant II, 531)
Gu. [sic - Or in MS.] a fret Az.
Willinghuppy of Parham. Blowis ed.F.
Gu. a fret Or.
Touche. Page (Reyce).
Or. a fret Az.
Sa. a fret Arg.
Harrington of Clare, Lavenham. Reyce 223. Golty 244*, 'the Baron Edw. 3. and Jacob'. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.) Davy. Papworth 878.
Sa. a fret Or.
Malravers, Malravers. Golty 244* (Guill., 318, 421, 422.). Davy. Papworth 878.
Sa. a fret Or, a label of three points Erm.
Malravers. Baron M. Davy.
FRET and in chief . .
Canton.
Arg. a fret Sa., a canton Gu.
Arg. a fret Sa., a canton Gu. over all a label Az.
quartering Az. two trumpets in chevron betw. five cross crosslets Or.
Trumpynnorton of Suffolk. Military Roll*.
Chief.
Arg. a fret Gu., a chief Az.
Curwen. Fairfax.
Arg. a fret Sa., a chief Az.
Curwen. Fairfax (Sta.)
Az. a fret and a chief Arg.
Ellerker, Ellerker. Golty 26*. Fairfax (Sta.) Papworth 880.

Az. a fret Arg., a chief Or.
'Sable a fret Ermyn a chefe chekke silver & of the feld'.
Sa. a fret Erm., a chief chequy Arg. and Sa.
Giggis. Blowis ed.F.
Sa. a fret Erm., a chief countercompany Arg. and Sa.
Giggis. Blowis MS.*, 'in Mr. Rivet'.
5-Foil.
Sa. a fret and in chief a cinquefoil Arg. [for difference].
Harrington of Hawkedon. Davy.
FRET and in chief . . . on a canton . .
Cross.
Or, a fret Az., on a canton Gu. a cross moline Arg.
Mounby. Golty 246*.
Gantlet.
Arg. a fret Sa., on a canton Or a (dexter) gauntlet Sa. (garnished Or).
Maunch.
Arg. a fret Sa., on a canton Sa. a maunch Or.
FRET and in chief . . . on a chief . .
Heads.
A fret, on a chief three leopards' heads.
Az. a fret Arg., on a chief Arg. three leopards' heads Gu.
2, 3 Mullets.
Gu. a fret Or, on a chief Arg. two mullets Sa.
Fitzewustace of Hawstead. Gipps.
A double fret couped at the bottom, on a chief three mullets.
Fuller of Gorleston. Davy.
Roundels . . . Bezants.
Or, a fret Sa., on a chief Sa. three bezants.
Amant, St. Amond. Golty 17*. Papworth 880.
. . . Argent.
Arg. a fret Sa., on a chief Sa. three plates.
Chamberlain. Fairfax (Lev.)
Fitzralph. Fairfax (Sta.)
FRET between or within . .
Bordure.
Az. a fret Arg. within a bordure indented Or.
Echingham. Reyce 224.
Gu. a fret Or within a bordure Arg.
FRET—FRETTY

Fleurs-de-lis.
Az. a fret of six pieces Or, betw. each of them a fleur-de-lis Arg.

MORTIMER. Fairfax (Lev.)

On a FRET . . .
Fleurs-de-lis.
Arg. a fret (of eight pieces) Gu. charged on each joint with a fleur-de-lis Or.

HAMELDEN, HAMELDENE, HAMELDON, HAMELD—

On a FRET and in chief . . . on a canton . . .
Etoile or Star.
Arg. a fret Az. charged with eight fleurs-de-lis Arg. Fretty and fleury Gu.

Or, on a fret Gu. an annulet Az., all within a bordure engr. Gu. bezanty.

BREMFORD. Davy.
Or, on a fret Gu. an annulet Az., all within a bordure engr. Az. bell [sic] of Bramfield. Bokenham.

Or, on a fret Gu. an annulet Az., all within a bordure engr. Az. bezanty.

MELL, MILL of Bramfield. Harl. 772*. Blois MS.* & ed.F. 'Bromfield in Mr. Rice mistaken. Fairfax*, in Mr. Moswell's Table'.

Or, on a fret Gu. an annulet Az., all within a bordure Gu. bezanty.


Or, on a fret Gu. an annulet Az., all within a bordure engr. Gu. bezanty.

MELL of Bramfield. Davy (Barrett).

FRETTY.

Fretty.
MOLL of Ipswich. Davy.
Arg. fretty Az.

Arg. fretty Gu.


Arg. fretty and fleury Gu.

HAMELTON, HAMILTON of Suffolk. Davy (Edns.) Papworth 882.
Arg. fretty Sa.

—

bordure engr. Ch. note.


Arg. fretty Sa. a label of three (or five) points Gu. and a canton Sa.


Sa. fretty Erm. a chief chequy Arg. and Sa.

GIGGE, GYGGES of Suffolk. Papworth 886

Az. fretty Arg. 


Az. fretty Or.


Gu. fretty Or.

Gu. fretty Or, a label Az.


Or fretty Az.


Or fretty Gu.

MOLL. Fairfax, 'Major John Moll bears it with an annulet A. he was borne in Suff. but his Ancestors came out of Herefordshire'.


Or fretty Sa.


Quarterly Az. and Or, fretty raguly counter-changed.

BROADHURST of Brandeston. Davy (Berry). Papworth 883.

Sa. fretty Or.


Vert fretty Arg.


Vert fretty Or.


FRETTY and in chief . . .
Canton.

—

a fretty and a canton Sa.

MIDDLETOWN of Crowfield Hall. Sharpe.
Arg. fretty and a canton Sa.


Chief.

Arg. fretty Sa. a chief Az.


Arg. fretty Sa. a chief Gu.


Sa. fretty Erm. a chief chequy Arg. and Sa.
Glover).  
 Sa. fretty Erm. a chief chequy Erm. and Arg.  
 GIGGS. Bokenham.

**FRETTY** and in chief... on a canton...

**Cross.**  
 Az. fretty Or, on a canton Gu. a cross formy Arg.  
 Az. fretty Or, on a canton Gu. a cross moline Arg.  

**Head.**  
 Arg. fretty Sa. on a canton per chev. Sa. and Or a unicorn's head erased per chev. Or and Gu horned Or and Sa.  
 Arg. fretty Sa. on a canton per chev. Sa. and Or a unicorn's head erased per chev. Or and Gu horned Or and Sa.  
 MIDDLETON, Bart., of Shrubland Hall in Barham, Crowfield Hall. Davy.

**Maunch.**  
 Arg. fretty Sa. on a canton Sa. a maunch Arg.  
 VERNON. Bokenham.  
 Arg. fretty Sa. on a canton Sa. a maunch Or.  

**Wreath.**  

**FRETTY** and in chief... on a chief...

**Beast.**  
 Sa. fretty Arg. on a chief Arg. a lion pass. reguard. Sa.  
 MAPPERSHALL, Hengrae. Thingoe.

**Escallop.**  
 Arg. fretty Gu. on a chief Az. an escallop Or.  
 CUTTING of Mettingham. Davy (Mr. Barnwell).

**Mullets.**  
 Gu. fretty Or, on a chief Arg. two mullets Sa.  

**Roundels...Bezants.**  
 Arg. fretty Sa. on a chief Sa. three bezants.  
 CHAMBERLAIN, CHAMERLANE. Goltby 15*. 'this was borne anciently by FitzRalph'. Fairfax.

Or fretty Sa. on a chief Sa. three bezants.  
 AMAUND, AMAUNT, AMOND, ST. AMAND, ST.  
 CHAMBERLAIN, CHAMBERLYN of Suffolk, Essex. Davy (Edms.). Papworth 887. Farrer (seal, 3 Hen. 4.)

- **Argent.**  
 Arg. fretty Sa. on a chief Sa. three plates.  

- **Gules.**  
 Arg. fretty Sa. on a chief Sa. three turrets [six].  

**FRETTY** between or within...

**Bordure.**  
 Gu. fretty Or, a bordure Arg.  

**Fleurs-de-lis.**  
 Arg. fretty and the field repleni shed with fleurs-de-lis Gu.  
 HAMELTON, HAMILTON of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.). Papworth 882.

**FRETTY** Charged.  
 Arg. fretty Gu. the fret charged with fleurs-de-lis Or.  

Arg. fretty Sa. the fret charged with plates.  
 FLATT of Wickham Skeith. Bokenham.  
 Or fretty Sa. the fret charged with plates.  

**FRETTY** Charged and in chief... on a canton...

**Estoile.**  
 Arg. fretty Gu. the fret charged with nine fleurs-de-lis Or, on a canton Gu. an estoile Or.  
 HAMELDEN of Holton. S.I.A. XIV, 93.

**Sun.**  
 Arg. fretty Az. the fret charged with fleurs-de-lis Or, on a canton Gu. the sun in splendour Or.  
 HAMELTON, HAMILTON of Suffolk. Blois MS.* & ed.F., in Holton church'. [no name given in MS.]

**FRUIT.**

**PINEAPPLES.**  
 Az. three pine apples fructed Or leaved Vert.  
 APPLETON of L.t. Waldingfield. Davy (Morgan 29).

Gu. three pine apples Arg.  

**TURNIP and in chief... on a chief...**

**Guttles.**  
 Sa. a turnip Arg. left Vert. on a chief Or gutties Az.  

Sa. a turnip Ppr. left Vert. on a chief Or gutties Az.  
 DAMANT of Wilby. E.A. PEDS. II.

Sa. a turnip leaved Ppr., on a chief Or gutties Sa.  

**WHEAT.**  
 Az. three ears of Guinea wheat couped and bladed Or.  
 GRANDGEOERGE, GRANDGORGE of Bradfield St. Clare, Lincolnshire. Fairfax (Guill.). Davy.
FUSIL—GARB

Papworth 889.


3 FUSILS between or within . . .

Birds. Gu. three fusils in fesse Erm. betw. three martlets Arg. BLYANT, BLYANT of Thornham nr. Stoke. Fairfax (Dandy and Humfrey peds.)

5-Foils. Arg. three fusils in fesse Gu. betw. three cinquefoils (pierced) Az.

BLOMVILLE, BLOOMEFIELD, BLOUNFELD, BLUNVILE of Norfolk. Fairfax (Sta.) Papworth 891.


On 5 FUSILS . . . Escallops. Gu. five fusils in fesse Arg. each charged with an escallop Sa. BOSVILE, BOSWELL. Davy.

On 5 FUSILS and in chief . . . Beast. Arg. five fusils in fesse Gu. each charged with a martlet Arg., in chief a lion pass. Sa. collared Or. HEREFORD of Suffolk. Fairfax (Sta.)

On 5 FUSILS between or within . . . Heads. Arg. five fusils in fesse Gu. each charged with a mullet Arg., betw. two bears’ heads erased Sa. BEWKIE of Bungay. Davy (bookplate).


1 GARB between or within . . .


Flauches. Gu. a ‘sheaf of rye’ [sic — two garbs in MS.] Arg. betw. two flauches Erm. BRIDGES, BRIGES. Blis ed.F.

2 GARBS between or within . . .

GARBS

Az. six dexter gloves Arg.

3 GARBS.
Az. three garbs Or.

Gu. six dexter gloves Arg.

3 GLOVES.
Vert, three gloves Arg. with hawks standing upon them —.

3 GARBS between or within...
Bordure.

—, three garbs within a bordure engr. Or.

Gu. three garbs Or within a bordure engr. Erm.

3 GAUNTLETS.

Az. three sinister gauntlets Or.

3 GAUNTLET.
Gu. two gauntlets saltirewise Arg.

2 GAUNTLETS.
Gu. three gauntlets between or within.

3 GARBS.

Az. three sinister gloves Arg.

WAUNCY. Davy.

Gu. six sinister gloves Arg.


GUN between or within...

Grenades.

A cannon on its carriage betw. six ?grenades fired.

CAHAN of Bradfield Combust. Davy, Partridge (Darby), 'arms defaced' [none given].

GUNSTONE see ROUNDEL SABLE.

3 GUTTIES between or within...
Bordure.

Az. three gutties bendways Or within a bordure Erm.

HARBOTTLE. Reyce 185.

8 GUTTIES.

Arg. eight gutties Sa. 3. 2. 3.

MONGOMBRY, MONTGOMERY of Suffolk. Davy (Berry). Papworth 898 (Glover).

GYRONNY of 8.

Gyonny of eight Arg. and Sa.

BLACKERBY of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 899.

GYRONNY of eight Or and Az.

BASSINGBORNE, BASSINGBOURNE of Lincolnshire. Gytly 165* (Lev.) Fairfax (Lev.) Davy. Papworth 900. Copinger VII.

RACKHAM of Bungay. Davy (Berry).

GYRONNY of eight Or and Sa.


GYRONNY of eight Or and Sa. a crescent Arg. [for difference].

CAMELL of Gisleham, Bradwell, Lound. Suckling I, 327. Davy (Blomef I, 38 and IV, 190).

GYRONNY of 12.

Gyonny of twelve Or and Az.


HALBERT see AXE.

HAMMERS.

Gu. three hammer Or.


1 HAND between or within...

5-FOILS.

Gu. a dexter hand erect couped at the wrist, betw. three cinquefoils Arg.

WORSEOP, WORSEPP of Ipswich. Davy. Papworth 905 (Glover).

3 HANDS.

Az. three dexter hands (open and couped) Arg.

MALMAYN, MALMAYNES of Cowling. Davy. Papworth 906 (Glover).

Az. three sinister hands couped and erect Arg.

MALMAYS, MALMAYNES. Gytly 266*. Papworth 907.

Gu. three hands holding a crown a key and a purse Or.

NIGEL, NIGELBUS, Bishop of Ely, 1133–69. Bed-
Per bend Arg. and Or, three dexter hands erect couped at the wrist Gu.
ADAIR, Bart., of Flixton Hall. Davy Arch.* Suckling I. 201*. Davy.
Per bend Or and Arg. three dexter hands erect couped at the wrist Gu.
ADAIR, Bart., of Flixton Hall, Craftfield. Davy. Burke P. 1891*. Copinger II.
Per bend Or and Az. [sic] three hands couped at the wrist Gu.
ISAIR, Bart., of Flixton Hall. Page. Quarterly Az. and Gu. three sinister hands (couped at the wrist and erect) Arg.
Sa. three dexter hands couped at the wrist Arg. HANCHET. Davy. Sa. three sinister hands couped at the wrist Arg. HANCHET. Davy.
Vert, three sinister hands Arg. each holding a falcon Or.
LEYSTON, LOYSTON. Visitatation 1561. Harl. 772*. Vert, three sinister hands in gloves Arg. each holding a falcon lined and tasselled Or.
LESTON. Visitatation 1664-8.

6 HANDS.
Gu. six (dexter) hands erect Arg. WANGE, WAUNCY, Brackley. Davy (Edms., Burke). Papworth 908 (Glover).

1 HAND AND ARM.
A dexter arm (couped and embowed) issuing from the sinister side naked, holding in the hand a halbert erect.
HINGESTON of Ipswich. Davy. E.A.N. & Q. XII. 118. Arg. an arm lying fetiseways couped at the elbow, holding a sword erect entwined about the blade with a serpent, all Ppr.
DONOVAN of Thorpe Hall in Horham. Davy. Gu. a naked arm embowed issuing from the sinister side holding a battle-axe erect Ppr.
HINGENSON. Papworth 903.

2 HANDS AND ARMS.
Or, two cubit arms issuing from the dexter and sinister base points habited Gu, grasping the poll or head of a hart cabossed Sa, with a raven perched thereon, all betw. three bugle horns Ppr.

3 HANDS AND ARMS.
Gu. three dexter arms vambraced Arg. hands Ppr. ARMSTRONG of Melton. Davy.

HANK see SKEIN.

HARP.

1 HEAD (Beast) ... Boar.
Per pale indented Arg. and Gu. in dexter chief a boar's head couped Sa.

... Deer.
Arg. a buck's head cabossed Gu. attired Or. GARNHAM of Buxhall, South Town. Davy. Gu. a buck's head cabossed Arg. (attired Or).
DUNSTON of Bedfield. Blos MS.* Or, a buck's (or stag's) head cabossed Sa.
Papworth 910. Copinger V.
HENMAN, HINMAN of Occold. Blosi MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax, 'in Humfry's ped.'

... Dog.
Ern. in dexter chief a talbot's head couped Arg. BARRELL of Suffolk. Davy.

... Leopard.
A leopard's face.
COOKE of Pakenham, Horringer. E.A. Peds. I. Per saltire Arg. and Or, a leopard's face Sa.
HEMSWORTH of Gislingham, Bedfield, Norfolk. Davy. Papworth 911. Copinger IV.
Sa. a leopard's head Arg. jessant-de-lis Or. MORLEY of Saxham. Grant 1575. Golty 229*. Fairfax (Guill.) Davy. Papworth 911.

... Lion.

... Wolf.
Per pale indented Arg. and Gu. in dexter chief a wolf's head couped Sa.

1 HEAD (Beast) and in chief ... Canton.
Sa. a boar's head couped and a canton Or. BOREHEAD of Westhall. Davy (Barrett).

Chief.
Sa. a leopards' face Or, a chief chequy Or and Az.
Cross.  
Arg. a buck's head cabossed and betw. the attires a cross Sa.  


1 HEAD (Beast) between or within . . .

Bordure.  
Vert, a buck's head (couped) within a bordure engr. Or.  

Branches.  
Arg. a hind's head couped Az. collared Or betw. two branches of hazel Vert fructed Or.  
ALFORD, ALFARWOOD of Ipswich. Blois MS.* & ed.F., "in Mr. Rivet". Papworth 919.

Coronets.  
Gu. a boar's head betw. three Eastern coronets and within a bordure, all Or.  

Crescents.  
A lion's head erased betw. three crescents.  
Arg. a lion's head erased betw. three crescents Gu.  
NEWCOME, NEWCOME, NEWCOMEN of Layham, Marlesford. Davy (Kirby's map). Papworth 917.
Arg. a lion's head erased Sa. betw. three crescents Gu.  

Crosses.  
Arg. a boar's head couped Sa. armed Or betw. three cross croislets Sa.  

Flaunches.  
Sa. a buck's head cabossed betw. two flaunches Arg.  
Arg. a leopard's face Gu. betw. two flaunches Sa.  
ANTHONY, 'John Dr. of Physick'. Golty 177*, 'in the Parlour of mr Holmstedt at Dinnington'. Fairfax. 'in an escocchin in ye hous of Mr Holmstedt at Dinnington'. Papworth 918.
Arg. a leopard's head betw. two flaunches Sa.  
ANTHONY. Bokenham. Davy.  
Arg. a leopard's head betw. two flaunches Sa. each charged with a plate.  
ANTHONY. Davy. Papworth 918.

Heads.  
Or, a leopard's face Az. betw. three eagles' heads erased Gu., all within a bordure Gu. bezanty.  
SHARPE. Martlesham Ch. bkt.
Or, a leopard's face Az. betw. three falcons' heads erased Sa., all within a bordure inverted Gu. charged with ten bezants.  
Or, a leopard's face Sa. betw. three 'hawks' heads erased --, all within a bordure Gu. bezanty.  
Or, a tiger's head cabossed Ppr. betw. three eagles' heads erased Az., all within a bordure engr. Gu. charged with eight bezants.  
SHARPE of Melton, Woodbridge. Davy.

1 HEAD (Human) between or within . . .

Fleurs-de-lis.  
Arg. a Negro's head couped betw. three fleurs-de-lis Sa., quartered by Arg. on a bend Sa. three bulls' heads couped Arg.  
Or, a Negro's head in profile betw. three fleurs-de-lis Sa. quartered by Or, on a bend engr. Sa. three bulls' heads couped Or.  

1 HEAD (Spear) between or within and in chief . . .

on a chief . . .

Castle.  
Sa. a spear head betw. three scaling ladders --, on a chief Gu. a castle triple-towered --.  
LOYD of Thrandeston. Partridge (Darby).
Sa. a spear head Arg. embossed Ppr. betw. three scaling ladders Arg., on a chief Gu. a tower triple-towered Arg.  

2 HEADS (Beasts) . . . Deer.  
Gu. two bucks' heads cabossed Arg. attired Or.  
D'OYLEY, Bart., of Pond Hall [in Hadleigh], Ipswich. Davy (Edms.).
. . . Lions.  
Per chev. Az. and Erms. in chief two lions' heads erased Arg.  
JACOMB of Ipswich. Grant 20 April, 1672. Davy (Burke). Papworth 921.

2 HEADS (Beasts) between or within . . .

Flaunches.  
Gu. two leopards' faces in pale Or betw. two flaunches Arg.  
FRERE. Warren's map*.
Gu. two leopards' heads in pale betw. two flaunches Or.  
FRERE of Finningham, Roydon Hall nr. Diss in Norfolk. Bokenham. Kirby's map*. Burke L.G. 1853. Papworth 922. Frere vi, 'Sheppard Frere used the arms with the tinctures reversed . . . as did his children and grandchildren, In 1875 Sir Bartle F. reverted to the earlier colouring'.
Or, two leopards' heads in pale betw. two flaunches Gu.  

3 HEADS (Beasts) . . . Bears.  
Arg. three bears' heads erased Az. (muzzled Or).  
Arg. three bears' heads erased and erect Az. muzzled Or.  
BARRICK of Westhorpe. Blois MS.*, 'S. vel B.
Arg. three bears' heads couped Gu.  
CUDLOW. Davy.  
Arg. three bears' heads Sa. muzzled --.  
FITZCOURSE, FITZURSE. Davy.
Az. three bears' heads erased Sa. muzzled Or.

BERVED of Badingham. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Arg. three bears' heads couped Sa. muzzled Arg.

BERVED of Stradbroke. Page, Papworth 925. (seal, charter of 1315).

BERVED of Badingham. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Arg. three bears' heads couped Sa. (armed Or).

Davy. E.A. Misc. 1910, 63.

Arg. three bears' heads erased Sa. muzzled Or.


Arg. three bears' heads couped close at the neck Or.

Arg. three bears' heads erased counterchanged.

Arg. three bears' heads erased Sa. (armed Or).

A. crusilly and three boars' heads couped Arg. BEARE of Bildeston. Davy.

Barwick, Davy (Barrett), BEARE of Bildeston. Davy.

Arg. three bears' heads couped Sa. muzzled Or.

BEARE of Bildeston. Papworth 922. 'Bildeston 12'.

Az. three bears' heads couped Arg. muzzled Gu.


... Boars.

Three bears' heads. GDF. 29 (tradesman's token).

Three bears' heads couped. SWINFORD. S.I.A. IX, 265.

Three bears' heads erased. SWINFORD. S.I.A. IX, 265.

Three bears' heads erased and erect. SWINFORD. S.I.A. IX, 265.

Three bears' heads couped. SWINFORD. S.I.A. IX, 265.

Three bears' heads couped Sa. (armed Or).

Arg. three bears' heads erased Sa. muzzled Arg.

Arg. three bears' heads erased and erect Sa.

Arg. three bears' heads couped Sa. (armed Or).

Arg. three bears' heads couped Sa.

Arg. three bears' heads couped Sa. (armed Or).

Arg. three bears' heads couped (close) in pale Sa.


Arg. three bears' heads erased Sa.

BERVED of Badingham. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

Arg. three bears' heads erased and erect Sa. (armed Or).


Arg. three bears' heads couped close at the neck Or.

Arg. three bears' heads erased Sa. muzzled Arg.

BERVED of Stradbroke. Davy. 'Field'.

Gu. three bears' heads couped Arg.

SWINFORD, Sir Robt., of Suffolk. County Roll.


Or. crusilly and three boars' heads couped Sa.

BORRETT of Stradbroke. GREEN MEMORIAL 70. Page

Or. crusilly and three boars' heads couped in fesse Arg.

COPING of Bramfield. Davy.

Per pale Az. and Gu. three boars' heads couped in fesse Arg.


Per saltire Gu. and Arg. crusilly and three boars' heads couped counterchanged.

CRADOCK of Wissett. Copinger II. Papworth 926.

Per saltire Gu. and Or. crusilly and three boars' heads couped counterchanged.

CRADOCK. Papworth 925.

Vert, three boars' heads couped Arg.


Vert, three boars' heads couped close Arg.

BURLEIGH of Haverhill. Davy (seal).

... Deer.

Three bucks' (or stags') heads cabossed.

Cavenish. S.I.A. XXXIII, 207*. DERSHAM. Davy (seal, deed of 34 Edw. 3., Benacre deeds 4.).

Arg. three stags' heads cabossed Sa.


Bendy of six Arg. and Gu. three stags' heads cabossed Or.


Gu. three stags' heads cabossed Arg.

PENNING. Sharpe.

Gu. three bucks' heads cabossed Arg. (attired Or).

DOYLE, O'DOYLE, D'OYLEY, DOYLL, DOYLY, D'OYLEY, DOYLL, PENNING.

Davy (seal). Papworth 80. Copinger IV.

Arg. three stags' heads cabossed Sa.

Cavendish. S.I.A. 180, 218. Visitation 1800. 3., COPEINGER IV.

BATED, BAXTER of Suffolk, Norfolk.

Visitation 180-8.Contributors to Glover's Ord.)

COPINGER, Page 926. Copinger III.

Gu. three bucks' heads cabossed Arg. attired Or.


Gu. three bucks' heads cabossed (and attired) Or.

RENDLESHAM. Sharpe.


Gu. three deers' heads erased Or, each charged on the neck with an esc tallop Sa.

DERISLEY. Davy (Barrett).

Quarterly Sa. and Gu. three bucks' heads couped at the neck Or.

BAXTER, BAXTER of Suffolk, Norfolk. Papworth 927 (Wither's addits. to Glover's Ord.)

S.I.A.XXIII, 312. Papworth 926.

Davy (seal). Papworth 80. Copinger IV.

Arg. three deers' heads erased Or, each charged on the neck with an esc tallop Sa.

Davy (seal). Papworth 927.

... Dogs.

Per chev. florl counterflory Arg. and Gu. three talbots' heads ceased counterchanged.

CRADE of Badingham. Fairfax. 'I have seen a Parchmnt with a Coat & under it these arms ... doo.
belong & appertaine to ye name & family of
Colchester in Oxfordsh. from whome Robt.
Colchester of Barking in Suff. is descended—
Candler'.

Per fesse indented, three greyhounds' heads erased

SMITH, SMYTH of Laxfield. Davy.
Per fesse nebuly Arg. and Sa. three greyhounds' heads erased counterchanged collared Gu. each collar charged with three bezants and with a knot Or.

MILDAY of Essex. Golty 260*, 'This is the antient Coate of Mildmay of Essex. This family hath another coat, see p. 210'. Papworth 929 (Glover).

Sa. three talbots' heads erased Arg.

... Elephants.
Per chev. Arg. and Sa. three elephants' heads erased counterchanged.


Per chev. Sa. and Arg. three elephants' heads erased counterchanged (armed Or).

... Foxes.
Arg. three fox's heads couped Gu.
Ffox, FOIX. Golty 200*. Fairfax.
Three fox's heads erased.
Or, three fox's heads erased Gu.
The arms of Bokenham appear to be a crest (a fox with a rose in his mouth) and a badge (the arms of Bokenham with a rose in the middle).

... Goats.
Per pale Az. and Sa. three goats' heads erased Arg.
Sa. three goats' heads couped Arg. armed Or, BRUSYARD, BRUSZARD. Fairfax. Davy (Blois).
Sa. three goats' heads couped Sa. [sic] armed Or, BRUSYARD. Blois MS.* & ed. F., 'in Mr. Leth'.

... Horses.
Gu, three horses' heads couped at the neck Arg. bridled Or.
HORSEY of Bury. Bath King of Arms. Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 928.
Paly of six Sa. and Arg. three horses' heads erased Arg., quartered by Arg. three piles issuing from the chief Sa.

LLOYD-ANSTRUTHER of Hinthlesham Hall. Burke L.G. 1900.
Sa. three horses' heads erased Arg.
Sa. three horses' heads erased Erm.

Torlesse 55 [no arms given].

... Leopards.
Az. three leopards' faces Arg.

Gu. three leopards' heads inverted jessant-de-lis Or.
CANTLUPE of Badmoadisfield Hall in Wickhambrook. Temp. Hen. 3. Copinger V.
Per chev. Az. and Gu in chief three leopards' heads erased Arg.
Per chev. Sa. and Gu in chief three leopards' heads erased Arg.
Per pale nebuly Sa. and Or, three leopards' heads guard. erased counterchanged.
SMITH of Helmingham. Davy.
Sa. three leopards' faces reversed jessant-de-lis Arg. Arg.
Sa. three leopards' faces jessant-de-lis (or flourished) Or.


... Lions.
Three lions' faces, FERMER of Stoke-by-Clare. Farrer* (seal, charter of 1342) [apparently leopards' faces].
Az. three lions' heads erased Or.
CUTLER of Eye, Occold. Grant c. 1557. Page. Copinger III.

Erm. three lions' heads erased Sa.
Emmoinis, three lions' heads erased Sa.
Per chev. wavy Sa. and Or, three lions' heads erased counterchanged.


... Oxen.
Three ox's heads cabossed.
OXYWK. Davy (seal, 1825).
Arg. three ox's (or bulls') heads cabossed Sa.
OXCLIFFE, OXCLIFFE. Foster (Jenyn's Roll). Fairfax (Lev.) Papworth 932.
Arg. three bulls' heads erased Sa. (armed Or).
Arg. three bulls' heads erased Sa. breathing fire Ppr.


Az. three bulls' heads couped Arg. armed Or.


Az. three bulls' heads couped Or.


Or, three bulls' heads cabossed Gu.

BULL. Davy (Barrett). Papworth 932.

Or, three bulls' heads cabossed Sa.


Or, three bulls' heads couped Sa.


1. Seals.

Three seals' heads erased.

SMITH of Laxfield. Davy.

... Sheep.

Gu. three rams' heads cabossed Arg. (armed Or).


Gu. three rams' heads couped Arg.


Per fesse dancetty, three rams' heads erased.


2. Tiggers.

Per chev. undy Sa. and Or, three tigers' heads erased Ppr.

CRABTREE of Halesworth. Davy, ‘from his carriage’.

... Wolves.

Three wolves' heads.

BURLEY of Eye. S.I.A. II, 144.

Arg. three wolves' heads couped Gu.


Arg. three wolves' heads erased Gu.


Davy. Three wolves' heads couped Sa. distilling gutsy Gu.


Arg. three wolves' heads erased Sa.

WILSON of Redgrave. Davy (seal).

Az. three wolves' heads erase Or.


Gu. three wolves' heads erased Or.

BEDWELL of Ipswich, Holon. Davy.

Gu. three wolves' heads erased Or, quartered by Sa. a lion Arg. armed and belled Or (a trefoil slipped).


Gu. three wolves' heads erased Or langued Az., quartered by Sa. a falcion close Arg. armed and belled Or charged on the breast with a trefoil Vert.


Erminois, three wolves' heads erased Sa.


Or, three wolves' heads erased Gu.


Per pale Arg. and Gu. three wolves' heads erased counterchanged.


3 HEADS (Beasts) and in chief ...

Chief.

Arg. three bears' heads erased Gu. muzzled Or, a chief Gu.

BARKER of Clare. Davy.

Arg. three bears' heads erased Sa. muzzled Or, a chief Gu.

BARKER of Clare. Davy.

Arg. three bears' heads erased Sa. muzzled Gu., a chief Gu.

BARKER of Thornford. Davy.

Arg. three bears' heads erased Sa. muzzled Gu., a chief Sa.

BARKER of Thornford. Davy.

Per pale Az. and Gu. three bears' heads couped Or, a chief Or.

COPIN, COPPIN, COPPING, COPPYNE of Stonningfield, Cockfield, Bury, Herringswell. Fairfax (Cand.) Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 938.

Az. three bucks' heads couped Arg., a chief indented Erm.

PENNING of Ipswich. Bokenham.

Gu. three bucks' heads cabossed Arg., a chief indented Erm.


Gu. three bucks' heads couped Arg., a chief indented Erm.

PENNING. Royce 182.

Arg. three horses' heads erased Sa., a chief Gu.

SLADE of Ipswich. Davy. Papworth 938 (Glover).

Roundels.

Arg. three bears' heads erased Gu. muzzled Or, in chief three torteaux.

3 HEADS (Beasts) and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Beast.
Erm. three leopards' faces Or, on a chief Gu. a lion pass. guard. Or.

3 HEADS (Beasts) between or within . . .

Bordure.
Or, three boars' heads Gu. within a bordure quarterly Gu. and Sa., quartering Per pale and per fesse indented Erm. and Az.
URQUHART of Hobland Hall [in Bradwell]. Davy.

Or, three boars' heads couped Gu. within a bordure Gu. and Sa., quartering Per fesse indented Erm. and Az.

Or, three boars' heads erased within a bordure Gu., quartering Per fesse indented Erm. and Az.

Arg. three lions' heads erased within a bordure engr. Sa.

Az. three lions' heads erased Or within a bordure Arg.

Flaunches.
Gu. three horses' heads couped in pale Arg. betw. two flaunches Erm.

BOTELFORD of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 943.

Sa. three horses' heads couped in pale betw. two flaunches Erm.

BATESFORD of Eye. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

3 HEADS (Birds) . . . Birds.
Sa. three birds' heads erased Arg.
WAREYN of Kenton. E.A. Misc. 1919, 98.

Cranes.
Three cranes' heads erased.
WAREYN of Kenton, Wilby. Partridge (Darby).

Sa. three cranes' heads erased Arg.

Drakes.
Arg. three drakes' heads erased Ppr.

. . . Eagles.
Erm. three eagles' heads erased — GEDDING of Lackford. Thingoe (seal, 2 Hen. 4).
Erm. three eagles' heads erased Or. GEDDING of Lackford. Davy (Gage).

Storks.
Sa. three storks' heads erased Arg.
WAREYN of Kenton. Bokenham.

Swans.
Sa. three swans' necks couped Arg.
WAREYN of Kenton. Bokenham.

Sa. three swans' necks couped Arg.
Papworth 934 (Glover).
Sa. three swans' necks couped Ppr.
Sa. three swans' necks couped Or.
Sa. three swans' necks couped Or. Squire. Fairfax (Guill.)

3 HEADS (Birds) and in chief . . .

Chief.
Gu. three eagles' heads erased Arg., a chief indented Erm.


3 HEADS (Birds) and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Fleurs-de-lis.
Per chev. Ermines and Gu. three pelicans' heads erased Arg. vulning themselves, on a chief Az. three fleurs-de-lis Or.
KENDALL of Norton. Davy.

3 HEADS (Birds) between or within . . .

Bordure.
Arg. three eagles' heads erased Sa. within a bordure engr. Az. bezanty.

BRIDON of Ipswich. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Arg. three hawks' heads erased Arg. within a bordure engr. Az. bezanty.


Sa. three swans' necks within a bordure Arg.
SQUIRE of Barton Place nr. Mildenhall. Burke L.G. 1853.

3 HEADS (Human).
Arg. three Negro's heads couped Ppr. drops in their ears Arg.

cANNING of Colchester in Essex. Sharpe.
Arg. three Negro's heads couped Ppr. wreathed about their temples Or and Az. jewels in their ears Arg.

cANNING of Ipswich. Sharpe.
Arg. three Moors' heads couped in profile Ppr. wreathed about their temples Arg. and Az. (drops in their ears Arg.)

Arg. three Moors' heads couped Sa. wreathed about their temples (Arg. and) Gu.


Arg. three Moors' heads in profile couped at the neck Ppr. wreathed about their temples Or and Az. (jewelled Or).


Az. three Moors' heads couped Or.


Sa. three Saracens' heads Ppr. [each] collared with a bow.
HARTCUP. Green Memoir.

3 HEADS (Monsters) . . . Dragons.
Arg. three dragons' heads couped Gu.


Arg. three dragons' heads erased Gu.

Arg. three dragons' heads erased Vert (langued Gu.)


Az. three dragons' heads erased Or (langued Gu.)
3 HEADS (Monsters) and in chief . . .
Chief.
Gu. three griffins’ heads erased Or, a chief indented Erminois.

3 HEADS (Monsters) between or within . . .
Bordure.
Gu. three unicorns’ heads couped within a bordure engr. Or.

3 HEADS (Spears).
Sa. three spear-heads Arg. embossed Gu.

3 HEADS (Spears) and in chief . . .
Chief.
Arg. three spear-heads and a chief Az.
Arg. three spear-heads Gu., a chief Az.
Arg. three spear-heads in fesse Gu., a chief Az.

1 HEART and in chief . . .
Chief.
Arg. a human heart Gu., a chief Sa.

1 HEART and in chief . . . on a chief . . .
Mullets.
Arg. a human heart Gu. ensigned with an imperial crown Ppr., on a chief Az. three mullets Arg.

3 HEARTS.
Arg. three hearts Ppr.
HUNT. Bokenham, ‘anciently’.
Per chev. Or and Gu. three human hearts counterchanged.

1 HELMET between or within . . .
Phœns.
Sa. a helmet close betw. three phœns (each pointing to the centre) Arg.

3 HELMETS.
Arg. three helmets with visors open Sa.
MINET, MINETT, MNYETT, MNYOT of Bramford, Henham, Stonham. Fairfax (Guill.) Davy (Edms.) Papworth 935 (Glover).
Az. three close helmets Or.
Sa. three close helmets Arg. (garnished Or).
Sa. three esquires’ helmets Or.

3 HELMETS and in base . . .
Beast.
In chief three close helmets and in base a lion pass.
KNAPP of Ipswich. Cotman*.
Arg. in chief three helmets Az. and in fesse a lion pass. Sa. armed and langued Gu.
KNAP of Ipswich. Sharpe.
Arg. in chief three helmets and in fesse a lion pass. Sa. armed and langued Gu.
KNAPPE. Fairfax, ‘Wingfield’s Book’.
Arg. in chief three close helmets and in base a lion rampant, Sa. armed and langued Gu.

**Knap of Ipswich.** *Golty* 202.

Or, in chief three close helmets and in base a lion passant, Sa.


### 3 HELMETS between or within...

**Bordure.**

Sa. three helmets Arg. garnished Or within a bordure engrailed Arg.


### HEMP-BRAKES.

Arg. three hemp-brakes Sa.

**Hampson, Hempson of Haughley.** *Davy* (Edms.) *Papworth* 947.

### HILLS.

Three 'mole-hills."

**Cliffe of Dunwich.** Davy (Darsham deeds 10).

Arg. three mole-hills Vert.


### 1 HORN between or within...

**Crescents.**

Arg. a bugle Sa. stringed Gu. betw. three crescents Sa.

**Lillingston of Sproughton, Ipswich, Southwold.** Davy.

Per pale Arg. and Or, a bugle-horn Sa. garnished or stringed Gu. betw. three crescents Sa. each charged with an emine spot Arg.

**Lillingston of The Chantry in Ipswich, Southwold.** *Crip* IX, 33-40*. *Burke* L.G. 1900*.

### 2 HORNS.

Az. crussily and two trumpets in pale (or palewise) Or.

**Thruston of Cambridgeshire.** *Hengrave. Thingoe.* *Papworth* 950.

### 2 HORNS between or within...

5, 12 Crosses.

Az. two trumpets in chevron betw. five cross crosslets Or, quartered by Arg. a fret Sa., a canton Gu. over all a label Az.

**Trumpington of Suffolk.** *Military Roll*. Az. two trumpets in pale betw. twelve cross crosslets Or.

**Trumpington of Tuddenham [mr. Mildenhall].** Davy.

### 3 HORNS.

Three bugle horns.

Az. two trumpets in chevron betw. five cross crosslets Or, quartered by Arg. a frett Sa., a canton Gu. over all a label Az.

**Lowde of Fressingfield.** Davy. *Partridge* (Darby). Az. three bugling horns or bugles Sa. stringed Or and Sa.

**Forster of Copdock.** *Fairfax* (Try.) Arg. three 'huchets' [i.e. hanchets] or bugles Sa. garnished Or.


Arg. three bugle horns Sa. (and garnished) Or.


**Forster, Foster.** *Golty* 239*.

Arg. three bugle horns stringed Sa.


Gu. three bugle horns (or 'hunchets') Or.

**Fitzraynold, Fitzreynold of ?Friston, Suffolk.** *Blos* MS.* & ed.F., 'in Mr. River'. Davy (Edms.) *Papworth* 951.

Sa. three bugle horns Arg. garnished Or (garnished Az.)


Sa. three bugle horns stringed Or garnished Az.


Sa. three bugle horns Or stringed Az.


### 3 HORSESHOES.

Three horseshoes.

**South of North Cove.** E.A.N. & Q. IV, 267.

Arg. three horseshoes Sa.

**Farrier.** *Papworth* 951.

**South of North Cove.** Davy. *Papworth* 951.

### 4 HORSESHOES.

Arg. four horseshoes Sa., in the fesse point a diamond Gu.

**Farra of Trimley.** *Fairfax*.

### 6 HORSESHOES.

Arg. six horseshoes Sa.

**Ferrars, Ferrers.** Earl of Ferrers and Derby. *Golty* 253*; 'the Earle Wm. 1.' *Fairfax*. Davy. *Papworth* 952.

### 1 HUMAN FIGURE.

A child in a cradle, an eagle standing thereon.

**Nebeling of Hessett, Beyton.** Davy. S.I.A. V, 37.

Gu. a barded man standing in pale Prp. and covering his privities with both hands.


### 3 HUMAN FIGURES.

Az. three wood-men Prp. wrathed about the middle Vert, clubs in their dexter hands and on
their sinister arms shields Arg. each charged with a cross Gu.

WOOD of Loundham Hall [in Pettistree]. Davy.

Az. three wood-men in fesse Ppr. clubs in their dexter hands resting on the ground, on their sinister arms shields Arg. each charged with a cross Gu.

WOOD of Woodbridge, Melton. Davy.

Papworth 954 (Glover).

Az. three wood-men in fesse Ppr. with clubs and targets Or.

WOOD. Thingoe. Papworth 954.

Gu. three demi-wild men, each with a club on his shoulder Ppr.

WOOD of Ufford. Bokenham.

HURT see ROUNDEL AZURE.

ICICLES between or within . . .

Bordure, — three icicles fesseways in pale — within a bordure engr. Erm.

HARBOTTLE. E.A. Misc. 1925, 84.

Az. three icicles in bend (or bendways) Or within a bordure engr. Erm.


INKMOLINE see MILLMIND.

INSECTS.

Sa. three bees (or flies) Or.

SABIAN, SABIN, SABYN of Ipswich. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy.

Sa. three butterflies Or.


1 KEY between or within . . .

Mullets. Az. a key in pale (wards upward) betw. two mullets Or.

ACHAMBER, CHAMBERS of Framlingham. Davy (Rows ped.) Papworth 958.

3 KEYS.

Gu. three keys enfiled with crowns Or.


6 KEYS.

Az. three pairs of keys addorsed (in triangle) Or.


KNIVES.

Three knives, or cutlasses.

Wrigley of Cockfield. S.J.A. IX, 29.

LADDERS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Castle. Arg. three scaling ladders bendways Ppr. 2, 1., on a chief Sa. a tower Arg.


LANCE see SPEAR.

1 LEAF.

Az. a water leaf Arg.

MORIENS, MORIEUX of Thorpe Morieux, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 960.

3 LEAVES . . . Elm.

Az. three elm leaves Or.

MERVESSE of Suffolk. Papworth 961.

1 LEAVES.

Az. three leaves Or.


Erm. three leaves Or.

MOREYNE. Davy (Edms.)

. . . Mulberry.

Az. three mulberry leaves Or.


Per bend Arg. and Sa. three oak leaves in bend counterchanged.

JOHNSON of Lavenham. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

3 LEAVES between or within . . .

Bendlets or Cotises.

Three walnut leaves in bend cotised. WALLER. Partridge (Darby).

Sa. three walnut leaves in bend Or betw. two cotises Arg.


1 LEG (Beast) between or within . . .

Crosses.

Or, a lion’s gamb erased in bend betw. two cross crosses fitchy Gu.


1 LEG (Bird) and in chief . . .

Wings.

An eagle’s leg coupled at the thigh, on the top two wings erect addorsed.

VICTORYN of Stowmarket. Davy.

1 LEG (Human).

Arg. a human leg coupled above the knee Sa.

PRIME. Suckling I, 70.

Arg. a human leg erased at the thigh (in pale) Sa.


BALLS of Newmarket. Davy.

Or, a man’s leg erased at the thigh Sa.


Sa. a man’s leg coupled at the thigh Arg.


1 LEG (Human) between or within . . .

Spears.

Sa. an armed leg coupled at the thigh in pale and bent at the knee Arg. betw. two broken spears erect Arg. headed Or.

2 LEGS (Beasts).  
Az. semy of fleurs-de-lis Or, two lions' paws (or gambs) erased and erect in fesse Arg. pointing to each side.  

2 LEGS (Beasts) between or within...
Heads.  
Sa. two lions' gambs erased per saltire (claws upward) betw. two lions' heads erased Arg. (langued Gu.)  
BRANDON of Suffolk. Military Roll*. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 964 (Glover).

2 LEGS (Human).  
Per pale Arg. and Gu. two legs armed and coupled at the thigh counterchanged.  

3 LEGS (Beasts).  
Gu. three lions' gambs erased (and erect) Arg.  
SHORTING of Brome, Eye, Stonham Aspall.  
Misc. Gen. 5th. S. II, 299-303 [pedigree], ‘these arms, which appear to have been assumed, were borne by Newigate of Holt, co. Norfolk’.  
Gu. three lions' gambs erased paws downward Arg.  
NEWIDGE, NUDIGATE. Fairfax (Lev.). Per pale Arg. and Az. three lions' gambs erased fesseways in pale counterchanged.  
WILSON of Bungay. Papworth 964.  
Az. three legs in armour couped at the thigh Arg.  
PERFESS: Indented Az. and Or (or Erm.)  
Az. three lozenges Arg. between or within fesseways.  
Erm. three lozenges in chief Arg.  
Erm. three lozenges in fesse Sa.  
Erm. three lozenges in chief Sa.  
Erm. three lozenges between or within fesseways.  
Az. three lozenges in fesse Gu.  
Az. three lozenges between or within fesseways.  
Erm. three lozenges in chief Or.  
BAR CLAW(

3 LEGS (Beasts) between or within...
Bordure.  
Arg. three lions' paws (or gambs) couped and erect within a bordure engr. Sa.  

3 LEGS (Human).  
Arg. three legs in armour couped at the thigh flexed at the knee Az. spurred Or.  
Gu. three armed legs conjoined in fesse Or, quartered by Per fesse indented Az. and Or (or Or and Az.) in chief three pellets. Both quartered by Arg. on a bend Az. three stags' heads cabossed Or. Over all on an inescutcheon Az. a lion ramp.  
STANLEY, James, Bishop of Ely, 1506-15. Bedford A. 40* (Coll. of Arms MS.) Bedford B, 45*.  
Or, three shambrogues Sa.  
COCKER. Davy (Mr. Barnwell).

LETTERS between or within...
Bordure.  
Gu. three T's Arg. within a bordure Vair.  
TOOKY. Papworth 965.

LOCK.  
Arg. a shackbolt Sa.  

1 LOZENGE.  
Per fesse Or and Gu. a lozenge counterchanged.  
KIRKE, KIRKE. Bokenham. Papworth 966 (Glover).

1 LOZENGE between or within...
Horseshoes.  
Arg. a lozenge betw. three horseshoes Sa.  
FARRER, Revd. Edmund, F.S.A. Bookplate, 1889*.

3 LOZENGES.  
Three lozenges.  
WHITAKER of Fressingfield, Withersdale. Partridge (Darby).  
Arg. three lozenges Gu.  
MORTLOCK of Woodbridge, Moulton. Davy. Papworth 967.  
PITCAIRNE of Burgh Castle, Belton. Davy. Papworth 967 (Lyon Register).  
Arg. three lozenges in fesse Gu.  
Az. three lozenges Arg.  
FREEMAN. Kirby's map*. Papworth 967.  
Az. three lozenges in fesse Arg.  
DAWTREY of Bricett. Davy (Morant I, 192).  
Az. three lozenges in pale Arg.  
GLAVILL, GLAVILLE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 967.  
Az. three lozenges Or.  
Az. crusily and three lozenges Or.  
STOPFORD of Ipswich. Burke P 1891* [under courttown]. Crisp XV, 24 [in Fanshawe ped. – no arms given].  
Barry of six Arg. and Az. in chief three lozenges Gu.  
FLEMING, FLEMMING of Bedingfield. Fairfax (Sta.) Bokenham. Papworth 967.  
Erm. three lozenges in fesse Gu.  
Erm. three lozenges in fesse Sa.  
Gu. three lozenges in chief Arg.  
Sa. three lozenges Arg.  
WHITAKER. Papworth 967 (Glover).
3 LOZENGES between or within . . .

Birds.

Arg. three lozenges in fesse Erm. betw. three martlets Arg.

Bordure.

Arg. three lozenges conjoined in fesse Gu. within a bordure Sa.

Roundels . . . Argent.

Gu. three lozenges in fesse Arg. betw. three plates, a fleur-de-lis for difference.

Sable.

Arg. three lozenges in fesse Gu. betw. three pellets, in chief a mullet.

4 LOZENGES.

Or, four lozenges in fesse Gu.
PINEDEY of Cavendish. Davy.

Sa. four lozenges in fesse Or.

4 LOZENGES between or within . . .

Bordure.

Arg. four lozenges in pale within a bordure Sa.
DANIEL, DANIELL of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 970.

Sa. four lozenges in cross within a bordure Erm.

5 LOZENGES.

Arg. five lozenges in bend Az.
RIGATE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 970.

Az. five lozenges (conjoined) in fesse Arg.
DAWTNEY, DAWTRY, DEALTRY. Blois MS.* & ed.F. 'in Morgan'. Papworth 970.

Erm. a fesse and [sic — shld. be Or] five lozenges Gu.
EBDEN of Ipswich, Haughley. Davy (G.B.J.)

Or, five lozenges conjoined in fesse Az.


Sa. five lozenges Or. 1. 3. 1. ESSINGTON of Brightwell Hall. Gipps.


5 LOZENGES and in chief . . .

Chief.

Five lozenges in cross, a chief indented.
KENDAL of Thetford. Partridge (Dardy).

On 5 LOZENGES and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Head.

Az. five lozenges in fesse Or each charged with an escallop Gu., on a chief of the second an eagle's head erased betw. two fleurs-de-lis of the second [sic].
EDGAR of Suffolk. Davy (Barrett), 'More ancient arms'.

On 5 LOZENGES between or within . . .

Heads.

Arg. five lozenges in fesse Gu. each charged with a mullet Arg., betw. three bears' heads erased Sa. (muzzled Or).

7 LOZENGES.

Gu. seven lozenges Vair.


15 LOZENGES.

Gu. fifteen lozenges conjoined Erm. 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. CHARLES of Kettleburgh. Davy.

LOZENGY or MASCULY.

Lozengy Arg. and Gu.


Lozengy Arg. and Gu., quartered by Gu. three bars indented Arg.
TUDENHAM. Davy.

Lozengy Arg. and Sa.

CROFTS. Papworth 972.

Lozengy Erm. and Gu.


Lozengy Gu. and Arg.

TUDENHAM. S.I.A. XVI, 14.

Lozengy (or masculy) Gu. and Erm.


Lozengy Gu. and Erminois.

ROKELL.


Lozengy Gu. and Erminois.

ROKELL.


Lozengy Gu. and Vair.

BORGE, BORGES, BURGES, BURGH of Suffolk.
LOZENGY—MASCULY

Davy. Papworth 972.

Loz Percy Or and Az.


Lozengy (or masculy) Or and Sa.


Lozengy Or and Sa.


Lozengy Sa. and Arg.


LURES.

Arg. three lures Gu.


Arg. three hawks' lures stringed Sa., a crescent for difference.


Sa. three hawks' lures stringed and ringed Arg.

ALDRINGTON. Papworth 973.

Sa. three hawks' lures Arg. stringed Sa.

ALDRINGTON of South Elmham St. Cross. Davy.

Vert, three lures Arg.

Leyston of Bramfield, Friston. Davy.

LURES and in chief ... Chief.

Sa. three hawks' lures stringed Arg. ringed Gu., a chief Arg.

ALDINGTON, ALDRINGTON. Golty 44*.

MALLET.

Arg. three mallets [sic—mallets in MS.] Gu.

Gedding. Blot ed.F.

Gu. three mallets Or.

MARTELL of Snape, Aldeburgh. Davy.

Or. three mallets Gu.


1 Mascle between or within ... Buckles.

Gu. a mascle betw. four square buckles —.

WINNIEPE, WINNIEVE of Brettenham. Fairfax.

Gu. a mascle betw. four lozenge buckles tongues to the dexter Arg.

WINNIEPE of Brettenham. Golty 242* and 253*, 'in Preston Church the buckles are placed some-what otherwise as locked into the mascle at the fower corners'.

Gu. a mascle betw. four lozenge buckles each one touching a point of the mascle Arg.

WINNIEPE of Brettenham. Blot MS.* & ed.F.

Gu. a mascle betw. four muscle buckles in cross Arg.

WINREVIE of Brettenham. Bokenham.

Gu. a mascle betw. four square buckles Arg.

WINNIEPE of Brettenham. Sharpe.

Gu. a mascle Arg. interlaced with four lozenge buckles crosswise recontrant in point Or.


3 Mascles.

Three mascles.

Pitcairne of Burgh, Belton. E.A.N. & Q. II, 327.

Arg. three mascles Az.


Per bend Sa. and Arg. three mascles counterchanged.


Per bend Sa. and Arg. three mascles counterchanged.


Per chev. Or and Sa. three mascles counterchanged.

EMERINGHALL of Hadleigh. Davy (Barrett).

Sa. three mascles Arg.


3 Mascles between or within ... Buckles or Cotises.

Gu. three mascles in bend betw. two cotises Or.

UGGISHALL. Davy.

4 Mascles and in chief ... Chief.

Az. four mascles 1, 2, 1. and a chief indented Arg.

POXTE of Suffolk. Davy (Berry). Papworth 975.

5 Mascles and in chief ... Chief.

Five mascles (conjoined) in cross, a chief indented.

PAMAN, PAYMAN of Wickhambrooke. Davy. E.A. Misc. 1923, 60 and 1925, 58.

Or, five mascles in cross and a chief Gu.

TINDALL of Norfolk. Grant July, 1611. Papworth 975.

Or, five mascles in cross and a chief indented Gu.


7 Mascles.

Arg. seven mascles conjoined Az.


Arg. seven mascles conjoined Gu.


Gu. seven mascles Or.


MASCULY or Lozengy.

Mascule (or lozengy) Gu. and Erm.


Mascule (or lozengy) Or and Sa.

MASCULY—MILLRIND


MASCULY and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Roundels.
Masculy Arg. and Sa. on a chief Sa. three plates. CHAMBERLAIN. Extended Parl. Roll.

MAUNCH.
NORTON. Fairfax (Sta.) AZ. a maunch Erm., over all a bend (or bendlet) Gu.
AZ. a maunch Erm., [over all] a bend Or. CONIES of Barton. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Per fesse Or and Sa. a maunch counterchanged. WIGHTMAN of Framlingham, Cranford, Saxted, Clare. Papworth 978. Wightman 19, 61. 106*.
Per pale Arg. and Vert. a maunch, counterchanged.
Wing of Bury. Dairy (Burke). Papworth 978.
Per pale Or and Vert, a maunch counterchanged. Wing of Bury. Davy (Mr. Barnwell).
SA. (tacking from the sinister side) an arm in a maunch Or holding in the hand Prp. a fleur-de-lis (Or).

MAUNCH between or within . . .

Fleurs-de-lis.
Gu. a maunch within an orle of fleurs-de-lis Or. CREEKE, CRICK of Luton; Hurley, Cambridgeshire. Davy (Burke). Papworth 979.
Gu. an arm in a maunch holding in the hand a fleur-de-lis within an orle of fleurs-de-lis, all Or. CREEKE, CREEKE of Cockfield. Biós MS.* & ed.F. 'Semee de lis - Farrer. Davy (Blois).

Letters.
Arg. a maunch Sa. betw. K.W.O. - WHARTON of Rumburgh. Fairfax. 'De? Lantslot p'or de Rumbourgh (Suff.) in ye Parly. Window at Ram. Abbey'.

On a MAUNCH . . .

Fleur-de-lis.
Arg. on a maunch Gu. a fleur-de-lis Or. THIRKLE, THURKLE of Ipswich. Sharpes. Davy (Kirby's map). Papworth 979.

Roundels.

MILLRIND.
Arg. a millrind and a lion salient both in fesse Sa. CRESPIGNY of Hintleshare, Aidelberg. Kirby's map*. Davy (bookplate).
Per pale Or and Vert, a fer-de-moline Gu. HINGHAM, INGHAM of Norfolk. Parl. Roll. Foster.

MILLRIND and in chief . . .

Chief.
A fer-de-moline, a chief charged with an annulet for difference. WALKPOOLE of Beccles. E.A. Misc. 1922, 29.

MILLRIND and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Wings.
Erm. a millrind Sa., on a chief Az. two marlions' wings Or.

MILLRING between or within . . .

Birds.
A fer-de-lance pierced betw. two martlets.

Gu. a fer-de-lance (pierced, palewise) betw. two martlets (in fesse) Arg.

Gu. a millrind betw. two martlets in pale Arg.

BEVERSHAM. Blois MS.*

Lozenges.
Per fesse Or and Gu. a fer-de-lance and four lozenges counterchanged.

IBGRAVE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 956.

MITRES.
Az. three mitres (with their labels) Or.
Sa. three mitres Or.


MONSTER.
Cockatrice. Arg. a cockatrice (volant) Sa. crested beaked and legged Gu.

LANGLEY of Eye. Bokenham. Davy (Edms.) S.I.A. VI, 86 (Added to Grant of Arms to Eye) and VII, 49. Papworth 980.
Arg. a cockatrice wings addorsed Sa. beaked and legged Gu.


DRAGONS.
Gu. three dragons pass. in pale Ern.


1 Griffin.
Billette and a Griffin segreant.

OSBORNE. Haslewood 12.
Arg. a Griffin silente per fesse Az. and Purp. armed Or.

ACKWORTH of Suffolk. Davy.
Arg. a Griffin segreant per fesse Az. and Purp. armed Or.

ACKWORTH of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 980.
Arg. a Griffin segreant per fesse Sa. and Az. (armed Or).

Az. a Griffin segreant Or.

Barry of six Arg. and Vert, a Griffin segreant Or.

DOWNING of Spexhall. Davy.
Barry of eight Arg. and Vert, a Griffin segreant Or.

Barry of ten Arg. and Az. a Griffin segreant Or.
HILL of East Bergholt. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy (Blois).
Gu. a Griffin segreant Arg.

ROOS, ROSE, ROYS of Wissett. Visitation 1561. Suckling II, 137.

Gu. a Griffin segreant Or.


WILLINGTON of Barsham, Roos Hall in Beccles. Suckling I, 27: ‘at Dunstable Tournament, 2 Edw. 2: [sic – Willington bore at both tournaments Gu. a saltry Vair. ‘Conulsion with Roos]’.
Per pale Gu. and Az. a Griffin segreant Ern.

HANKEY of East Bergholt. E.A.N. & Q. XII, 325.

Sa. billette and a Griffin segreant: Or.
Vert, a Griffin segreant Or.


I Griffin in and in chief . . .

Canton.
Az. a Griffin segreant and a Canton Or.


Chief.
Gu. a Griffin segreant Or, a chief Ern.

SHORTH of Boule. Davy. Papworth 984 (Withie’s adds. to Glover’s Ord.).
Gu. a Griffin segreant and a chief Or.

SHORT of Bury. Davy (Mr. B.).
Gu. a Griffin segreant Or, a chief indented per fesse Or and Ern.

BROWNE of Higham. Davy (Morant, Cole MS. 112).

‘in a Shield Vert a Grifin passant Or, a cheie of the same’.


Vert. a Griffin pass. and a chief Or.

MONSTER


1 GRIFFIN and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Fleur-de-lis.
Vert, a griffin segreant Or, on a canton Arg. a fleur-de-lis Gu.
Colling, Collinge, of Bury, (Cookley. Davy (Edms.). Papworth 984.
Vert, a griffin segreant Or, on a canton Or a fleur-de-lis Sa.

1 GRIFFIN and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Ermine spots.
Sa. a griffin pass. Arg., on a chief Arg. five ermine spots Sa. Short of Bouge. Davy (Burke).

Leaves.
Vert, a griffin pass, Or, on a chief Or three laurel leaves Vert.
Inwood. Papworth 985.
Vert, a griffin pass. Sa., on a chief of the second three laurel leaves of the field [sic]. Inwood of Sproughton. Davy.

Lozenges.
Per pale Gu. and Az. a griffin segreant Arg., on a chief Erm, three lozenges Az.
Chafy of Bury. Davy (G.B.J.)

Mulets.
Az. a griffin pass. Or, on a chief Arg. three mulets of six points Az.
Brown of Beccles. Bohun*.

1 GRIFFIN between or within . . .

Bordure.
Gu. a griffin segreant within a bordure Or.
Battle. Golty 231.
Battayle. Golty 231* (Tyl.)

Crescents.
Vert, a griffin segreant Or betw. three crescents Erm.

3 GRIFFINS.
Az. three griffins pass. in pale Arg.
Wythe of Eye, Framsdon. Davy.
Az. three griffins pass. Or (armed Gu.)
Az. three griffins pass. in pale Or.
Az. three griffins pass. guard, in pale Or.
Az. three griffins segreant Or.

Gu. three griffins pass. regard. in pale Arg. armed Gu.
Wyth, Sir Oliver, of Lound, 1350. Copinger V.
Gu. three griffins pass. in pale Erm.
Gu. three griffins pass. in pale Or beaks and forelegs Gu.
Wyth, John'. Norf. & Suff. Roll.
Or, three griffins pass. Az. armed Gu.
Godfrey of Bealings. Davy (H.J.)
Or, three griffins pass. in pale Az.
Godfrey of Gt. Bealings. Fairfax (Lev.) Musekt ii (Clench ped. – Add. MSS. 19, 123, fo. 263b).

MERMAID.
A mermaid, holding a mirror and comb.
Ellis of Frostenden. Davy.
Arg. a mermaid Ppr.
Ellis of Gt. Yarmouth in Norfolk. Papworth 983.
Arg. a mermaid Gu. crined Or, holding a mirror in her right hand and a comb in her left.
Ellis. Fairfax (Gill.) Papworth 983.

TIGER see BEAST, Tiger.

UNICORN.
Arg. a unicorn salient Or [sic].
Harling. Davy.
Arg. a unicorn Sa. horned and hooved Or. Herling of Knettishall, Temp. Edw. 3. Copinger I.
Arg. a unicorn ramp. Sa. (horned and hooved Or).
Harling, Harlyn, Harling of Norfolk. Foster (Mil. Roll). Recye 223. Golty 197*. Fairfax (Tyl.) Thetford 64.
Arg. a unicorn salient (erect or climant) Sa. (horned and hooved Or).
Harling, Harling, Herling of Suffolk. Foster (Mil. Roll). Recye 223. Golty 197*. Fairfax (Tyl.) Thetford 64.
Arg. setny of fleurs-de-lis and a unicorn erect Sa. Harling, Suckling 215.

UNICORN and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

?Billets.
Sa. a unicorn pass. – on a chief Or three ?billets Sa.
Swatman of Beccles, Dunwich. Davy.

Flowers.
Per pale Az. and Gu. a unicorn statant Or; on a chief Erm. three gillyflowers Ppr. over the centre flower a sword in bend Ppr. hilt and pommel Or surmounted saltirewise by a key Or.
Flower, Bart. Davy.

UNICORN between or within . . .

Bordure.
Az. a unicorn ramp. Arg. within a bordure Or charged with ?thistles –.
Drummond of Hadleigh. Davy Arch.*.
Or, a unicorn ramp. Arg. [sic] within a bordure Gu. bezanty, quartering Arg. three escutcheons Gu. [for Hay].
Drummond of Hadleigh. Davy.
MONSTER—MULLET

Crosses.
Per pale Arg. and Sa. a unicorn pass. (or courant) betw. three cross crosslets, all counterchanged.


SA. a unicorn Erm. betw. three cross crosslets Arg.

CARVER of Halesworth. Suckling II, 343.

On a UNICORN and in chief . . .
Chief.
Gu. on a unicorn pass. Arg. horned Or, gutties Gu., a chief Arg.


WYVERN.
Arg. a wyvern with wings displayed and tail nowed Gu.


WYVERN and in chief . . . on a canton . . .
Fleur-de-lis.

Vert, a wyvern segreant Or, on a canton Or a fleur-de-lis Sa.

COLLINS of Bury, Gt. Fernham [sic]. Blois MS.* & ed.F.

1 MULLET.
Arg. a mullet Gu.


Arg. a mullet Sa.


Arg. a mullet Sa. pierced Or.

ASHTON. Golty 187, ‘Chesh. hath the mullet pierced Or, & so in Halesworth church’. Fairfax, ‘in Halesworth chancell’.

Az. a mullet pierced Arg.


Per fesse Or and Az. a mullet of six points counterchanged.

SCOTTOWE of Yoxford, Somerleyton. Davy.

1 MULLET and in base . . .
Attire.

Az. in dexter chief a mullet and in sinister base a stag’s horn Arg.


1 MULLET between or within . . .
Hearts.

Arg. a mullet betw. three human hearts Gu.

VALENTINE of Suffolk. Davy (Barrett, Edms.) Papworth 991.

On 1 MULLET . . .
Roundel . . . Bezzant.

Arg. on a mullet (of six points) Gu. a bezant, thereon a martlet Sa.

HARPDEN, HARPEDEN of Suffolk. Military Rolf*. Foster. Papworth 992 (Glover).

Gules.

Az. on a mullet Arg. pierced Or, a targeau.

COLDHAM of Bury. Davy.

2 MULLETS and in base . . .
Crescent.

Arg. in chief two mullets and in base a crescent Gu.

BOLNEY of Wetheringsett, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 992.

Or, in chief two mullets and in base a crescent Gu.


3 MULLETS.
Arg. three mullets Gu.


Arg. in chief three mullets Sa.

INNES, Bart., of Ipswich. S.I.A. VII, 203 (Davy, St. Matthew’s Ch. notes).

Arg. three mullets pierced Sa.


Az. three mullets Arg., quartering Arg. a crescent Sa.

WILKINS of Hadleigh. Davy.

Gu. three mullets Arg.


Sa. three mullets Arg.

BROWNE of Suffolk, Lincolnshire. Fairfax (Yorke). Davy (Edms.) Papworth 994.

3 MULLETS and in base . . .
Monster.
Per chev. Or and Az. in chief three mullets of six points Az. and in base a wyvern Gu. [sic].


3 MULLETS and in chief . . .
Chief.

Az. three mullets (pierced) and a chief indented Or.

BRIGHT. Bokenham. Papworth 995.

Gu. three mullets Or, a chief indented Erm.


3 MULLETS between or within . . .
Tressure.

Az. three mullets Arg. within a double tressure flory counterflory Or.


4 MULLETS.
Quarterly Gu. and Or, four mullets counterchanged.


4 MULLETS between or within . . .
Bordure.

Quarterly Gu. and Or, four mullets within a bordure all counterchanged.

MULLETS—PALE

(Barrett, Edm.) Papworth 997.
Quarterly Or and Gu. four mullets within a bordure, all counterchanged.

Vere. Dade MS.* (Davy) [shown without bordure]. Dade.
Quarterly Or and Gu. four mullets counterchanged within a bordure engr. quarterly Gu. and Erminois, quartering broke of Nacn. Vere, Sir Charles Broke. Grant 1827. Davy.

6 MULLETS.
Sa. six mullets Arg.

9 MULLETS
Arg. nine mullets in saltire Gu.
Goss, Gossie. Davy (Burke). Papworth 998.

10 MULLETS between or within...

Bordure.
Gu. ten mullets [sic - shld. be billets] Or, 4, 3, 2, 1., within a bordure engr. Arg. charged with sixteen roundels Az. and Gu. alternately.

Saltier of Battisford. Page. Copinger II.

NAIL see WEDGE.
OGRESS see ROUNDUEL SABLE.

ORLE.
Arg. an orle Gu.
Gu. an orle Arg.

Gu. an orle Vair.

ORLE between or within...

Billets.

Bordure.
Arg. an orle within a bordure Gu.

PALE.

PER PALE.
Per pale indented Arg. and Az.

Per pale Arg. and Gu.

Per pale indented Arg. and Gu.
SILVEST, SYLVESTRE. Reyce 212. Golty 254*, 'E: of Leicester Wm. T'.

Per pale indented Arg. and Sa., quartering Az. a fleur-de-lis Or.
WARNER of Mildenhall. Grant 1616. Reyce 178, 'another Author has it parted p. bend', 224. Fairfax (Tyl.), 'Thus in Preston Ch. & Til. but Mr. Bloys has it parted p. bend indented', Papworth 1001.

Per pale crenelly (or embattled) Or and Az.

Per pale nebuly Or and Az.
GOSNOLD. Extended Parl. Roll.

PALE, Plain.
Gu. a pale Or.
GRANDESMNELL, GRANDESMVILE, GRENTMENSELL. Temp. Will. I. Fairfax (Guill.) (Davy) (Burke). Papworth 1002 (Glover).

Gu. a pale Or, quartered by Gu. a cinquefoil pierced Erm.
RUSSELL. Extended Parl. Roll.
Gu. a pale Sa. [over all] on a bend Or three martlets Sa.
BLACK, BLAKE of Suffolk. Edms. Papworth 1002 (Glover).

Gu. a pale Sa. [over all] on a bend Or three mullets Sa.
BLACK, BLAKE of Suffolk. Edms. Papworth 1002 (Edms.)

Per pale Gu. and Arg. a pale Or.
CHESWORTH of Suffolk. Papworth 1003.

PALE, Engrailed.
Per pale, on sinister side a pale engr., quartering A chev. betw. three roundels.

Sa. a pale lozengy Arg.
FORNEAUX, FORNEUX, FURNEAUX, FURENEUX. Davy. Papworth 1003.

PALE between or within...

Castles.
Arg. a pale betw. two towers Sa.
CUNNINGHAM. Golty 66*. 

Fleurs-de-lis.
Arg. a pale betw. four fleurs-de-lis Az.
GILLY. Davy.

Heads.
Quarterly, a pale betw. four horses' heads couped 2. 2.
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On a PALE . . .

Beast.

On a pale radiant rayonny, a lion rampant.

Breast.

Az. on a pale radiant (rayonny) Or, a lion rampant.

Crescents.

Az. on a pale and head (fish).

Barry of six Or and Sa. on a pale Gu. an eye.

Barry of six Or and Sa. on a pale Gu. a woman's crescent.

Eye distilling drops of milk Ppr. mullets or, pierced Or.

Cheeky arg. and gules, upon a pale sable, three mullets or, pierced Or.

Arg. on a pale sable three crescents of the first.

Arg. on a pale and head of Ant. MS.

Heyward, Edward, of the Inner Temple and Heyward, How ard of Bury, Brundish, 21 June, 1611.

Dodge of Norfolk.

Az. on a pale radiant rayonny Or, a lion rampant.

Harvey, Capt. Booty, R.N., of Wordwell.

Grant of Arms by Earl Marshal's warrant, 11 March, 1816.

Davy. Papworth 1008. Wordwell Reg. 110, 299-303 [arms not given].

Falcon or Hawks.

Per fesse, a pale counterchanged, three hawks rising belled and crowned.


Per fesse Az. and Or, a pale counterchanged, on each of the Az. a falcon Or.


Per fesse Az. and Or, a pale counterchanged, three falcons rising Or ducally crowned Arg. lock of Mildenhall. Grant 8 December, 1770. Davy (Edms.) S.I.A. IX, 223.

Bordure.

Arg. on a pale Sa. three bezants, all within a bordure Sa.


Buckles.

Per fesse Az. and Or, a pale counterchanged, three (lozenge) buckles Or.


Corsets.


Fleurs-de-lis.

Az. on a pale rayonny Or guitty Az. betw. two fleurs-de-lis Or, a lion rampant. betw. two annulets in pale Gu.

Colman of Barking. Crisp VII, 142-8*.

Flowers.


Foil.

Per fesse Sa. and Arg. a pale counterchanged, three trefoils slipped Arg.


Per fesse Sa. and Arg. a pale and six trefoils slipped counterchanged.

Simonds of Burgh, Ormesby nr. Yarmouth in Norfolk. Druery 118.

2 Heads (Beasts) . . . Antelopes.

Per fesse Az. and Arg. a pale counterchanged, three antelopes' heads erased Or.

Raper of Clapton. Davy (Clutterbuck III, 275).

Goats.

Per fesse Az. and Arg. a pale counterchanged,
three goats' heads erased Or.
RAPER of Clopton. Copinger III.

Horses.
Per fesse Or and Sa. a pale counterchanged, three horses' heads erased Sa.


Per fesse Or and Sa. a pale engr. counterchanged, three horses' heads erased Sa.


Lions.
Per fesse Arg. and Vert, a pale counterchanged, three lions' heads erased Gu.


2 Heads (Birds).
Per fesse Sa. and Erm. a pale counterchanged, three ostrich's heads erased Arg. each dually gorged (and lined) Or.


2 Heads (Monsters).
Per fesse Arg. and Sa. a pale counterchanged, three griffins' heads erased Or.

GARDINER of Walberswick, Wrentham. Visitation 1561.

Per fesse Arg. and Sa. a pale counterchanged, three griffins' heads erased Or.


4 Heads.
Per fesse Gu. and Az. on a pale engr. Erm. betw. four unicorns' heads erased Arg., a key Sa. betw. two crosses paty Gu.

GWILT, GWYLT of Icklingham. Davy (Mr. B.) Burke L.G. 1853.

Wreath.
Per fesse Arg. and Gu. a pale counterchanged, three chapslets Gu.

WEBE of Higham. Davy. Papworth 1012 (Glover).

On a PALE between or within and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Coronet.
Az. on a pale Arg. betw. two lions ramp. combatant Or, a sword Ppr., on a chief Erm. an antique (or Eastern) crown betw. two leopards' faces Gu.

ASEST of Becles. Davy. Papworth 1012.

AZ. on a pale Arg. betw. two lions ramp. confronting Or, an asiant dagger point upward Ppr., on a chief Erm. an Eastern crown Gu. betw. two leopards' faces Ppr.

ASEST of Becles. Fauconberge 43.

PALY BENDY.
‘Paly bend’ Arg. and Sa.

CROFTES. Extended Parl. Roll.

Paly bendy Or and Gu.

TUDENHAM. Visitation 1664-8.
PALLY—PEEL


PALLY of 7 [sic].
Pally of seven Arg. and Sa. per fesse counterchanged.
NEACHES. Suckling I, 198.

PALLY of 10.
Pally of ten Arg. and Sa.

2 PALETS.
Az. two palets invected, the first Or the second Arg.
ELLIOIT of Boxted. Blois MS.* [both Or in Farrar]. Davy (Blois).
Vair, two palets Or.

2 PALETS and in chief . . .
Canton.
Sa. two palets Arg., a canton Erm. NEWCE of Gazeley, Norfolk. Grant 1575.
Davy. Papworth 1013.

2 PALETS between or within . . .
Crosses.
Or, two palets betw. five cross crosslets fitchy in salitie Gu.
'T Bedford B. 47* (Confirm. by Camden, 1611).

FLEURS-DE-LIS.
Az. two palets betw. nine fleurs-de-lis Or.
HICKS of Beccles. Grant 1754. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 1014.

3 PALETS.
Three palets.
Arg. three palets undy (or wavy) Gu.
Arg. three palets wavy Gu.
TRAAS of Moulton. Davy (Drury ped.).
Az. three palets Or. JERVELY. Davy.
Or. three palets Gu.
Or, three palets wavy Gu.
MOLYNS, MOLYNS. Foster (Surrey Roll).
Goltly 68 (Lev.). Fairfax (Lev.)
Or, three palets Sa.
STRABOLGI, STRABOLGY. Earl of Athol. Davy. Papworth 1014 (Glover).
Per fesse Arg. and Sa. three palets counterchanged.
NEACHES, NECH. Visitation 1561. Papworth 1014.

3 PALETS and in chief . . . on a chief . . .
Beast.
Arg. three palets Vair, on a chief Az. a lion pass. Sa. [sic].
Gu. three palets Vair, on a chief Or a lion issuant Sa.
PATRICK of Dalham. Bokenham.

Birds.
Cheqy Or and Az. three palets Gu., on a chief Or three martlets Gu.
CHERRY. Goltly 40*, 'Dandyes pedigree'.
Or, three palets Sa., on a chief Gu. three martlets Or.

Heads.
Or, three palets Az., on a chief Gu. three talbots' heads erased Or.
MARCH of Wordwell, Icklingham. Davy.

Monster.
Gu. three palets Or, on a chief Or a griffin pass. Sa.

On 3 PALETS . . .
Heads.
Arg. three palets Sa. each charged with three leopards' faces Or.

PALL.
Arg. a pall finché [sic] Sa.
CUNNINGHAM of Lowestoft. Davy.
Gu. a pall reversed Erm.
Gu. a 'pairle' reversed Or.
THROGMORTON of South Elmham All Saints. Suckling I, 186.

PALL between or within . . .
Castles.
Arg. a pall betw. two castles Sa.

On a PEEL.
Arg. on a baker's peel Sa. two manchets Ppr.
PYSTOR of Claydon. Bokenham.
Arg. on a (baker's) peel in pale Sa. three manchets (loaves or roundels) Arg.
Arg. on a peel in pale Sa. three cakes Or. PISTER of Bury. Davy (Bury map).

PELLET see ROUNDSEL SABLE.
PESTLES and MORTARS. Sa. three mortars Arg. in each a pestle Or. WAKERLEY of Gedding. Papworth 989. Copinger VI (Burke).

1 PHEON.
Or, a pheon Az.

1 PHEON and in chief ... on a chief ... Beast.
Arg. a pheon Sa., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. Arg. BAMBROUGH of Suffolk. Golty 28* (Lev.) Fairfax (Lev.)
Arg. a pheon Sa., on a chief Sa. a lion pass. guard. Arg. WALDEN. Blois MS.*, 'Bamber in Mr. Rice'.

1 PHEON between or within ... Crescents.
Sa. a pheon betw. three crescents Arg.
HOLMISTED, HOLMSTED, R.C., Clerk, of Dennington. Golty 186* (Lev.) Fairfax (Lev.), 'in his parlour'.

3 PHEONS.
Gu. three pheons Arg. EDWARD of Mettingham. Davy.
Per chev. engr. Or and Sa. three pheons counterchanged.
HINDE, HYNDE. Visitation 1561. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy. E.A. Misc. 1929, 37 (Tyl., Can.)
Per pale Gul. and Arg. three pheons reversed counterchanged.
Sa. three pheons Arg.

3 PHEONS and in chief ... on a chief ... Beast.

PILE.
1 PILE, Plain.
Barty of six Or and Sa. a pile counterchanged. GROWSE of Bildeston, Cowling, Leiston.

Bildeston 92.
ERM. a pile AZ.
BRETTINGHAM, BRETTINGHAM. Davy. Papworth 1021.
Sa. a pile Arg.
KERRICH of Bury. Tynms 192.

1 PILE, Engrailed.
Arg. a pile of three points engr. Sa.
Sa. a pile engr. Or.
MAGGS, MAGGYS, MAGS of Pettistree, Suffolk. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Sta.) Davy (Blois).

On 1 PILE ...
Beast.
Or, on a pile Az. a lion ramp. Or.

Blitres.
On three pheons.
CROPLEY. S.I.A. V, 39.
Arg. on a pile Gu. three owls Arg.

1, 3 CALTRAPS.
Arg. on a pile Gu. a caltrap Or.
KEBRIDGE of Shelley. Blois MS.* & ed.F.
Sa. on a pile Arg. a caltrap Sa.
Arg. on a pile Az. three caltraps Arg.
KERRISH of Hoxne. Copinger IV.
Or, on a pile Az. three caltraps Or.
Or, on a pile Az. three caltraps Or; with the Augmentation. On a chief embattled Erm. a wreath of laurel encircling a sword erect Pp. pommel and hilt Or betw., on the dexter, pendant from a riband Gu. embattled Az. a representation of the gold medal awarded to Sir Edward K. for his services in the battle of Orthes beneath it the word 'Orthes' in letters Sa., and on the sinister, pendant from the like riband a representation of the silver medal awarded to him for his services at the battle of Waterloo beneath it the word 'Waterloo' in letters Sa.
Or, on a pile Sa. three caltraps Or.
KERRISON of Bungay. Davy.

CHEVRON.
Arg. on a pile Gu. a chev. betw. three cross crosslets Arg.

Crescents.
Arg. on a pile Az. three crescents Arg.
COOKE of Rougham, Lavenham, Semer. Davy (Barrett).
Escallops.  
Erm. on a pile Vert six escallops Or.  
Mudd of Lavenham. Davy.

Flower.  
Arg. on a pile Az. a rose Arg. barbed and seeded Prp. betw. three arrows points downward Or barbed and feathered Arg.  
Pearson of Henley. Crisp XV, 164–6*.

Heads (Beasts).  
Arg. on a pile Az. three wolves' heads erased Arg.  
Middleton of Wixoe. Davy.  
Arg. on a pile Vert three wolves' heads erased Arg.  

Heads (Monsters).  
Arg. on a pile Gu. three griffins' heads erased Arg.  
Halsey of Bury. Davy.

1, 3 Mullets.  
Sa. on a pile Arg. a mullet Sa.  
Kerridge. Grant 17 June, 1620. Copinger VI.

Or, on a pile Sa. three mullets Or.  

Phœns.  
Or, on a pile Az. three pheons Or.  
Kerrison of Bungay. Suckling I, 155.

Or, on a pile Sa. three pheons Or.  
Kerrison of Bungay. Davy.

On 1 PILE and in chief . . . on a chief . . . Beast.  
Or, on a pile Az. ten bezants, 4, 3, 2, 1., on a chief Erm. a lion pass. Az. langued Gu.  

On 1 PILE between or within . . . Crescents.  
Arg. on a pile Az. betw. an increscent in dexter and a decrescent in sinister base Gu., a crescent --.  
Moyninges. Thingoe (Chitting).

Or, on a pile Az. betw. an increscent in dexter and a decrescent in sinister base Gu., a crescent Gu. [sic].  
Moynings of Nedging, Monks Eleigh. Blois MS. * & ed.F. 'should be O'. Farrer.

Or, on a pile Az. betw. an increscent in dexter and a decrescent in sinister base Gu., a crescent Or.  

Crosses.  
Arg. on a pile point betw. an increscent and a decrescent Gu., a crescent Or, quartered by Az. an escutcheon Arg. within an orle of nine increscents Or.  

Escallops.  
Arg. on a pile Sa. betw. two (long) cross crosslets fitchy Gu., three lozenge Arg.  


Az. on a pile betw. two escallops Arg., an escallop Az.  
Trowle of Whetstead, Cambridgeshire. Papworth 1025 (Glover).

Flauches.  
Arg. on a pile betw. two flauches Sa., a cross couped Arg.  

Fleurs-de-lis.  
Or, on a pile Gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis Az., three lions pass. guard. Or, quartering Gu. two wings inverted and conjoined Or.  

Or, on a pile Gu. betw. six fleurs-de-lis Az., three lions pass. guard. Or, quartering Gu. two wings conjoined in lure (Or)–for Seymour. Both quartered by Sa. on a bend cotised Arg. a rose betw. two annulets Gu.–for Conway.


Roundels.  
Or, on a pale [sic – shld. be pile] engr. Sa. betw. in base two fountains Barry wavy of six Arg. and Az., three cross crosslets Arg.  
Hallifax de Cavendish, Chadacre Hall [in Shimping]. Davy. 'gilly Savile'.

Or, on a pile engr. Sa. betw. two fountains Ppr., three cross crosslets Or.  

2 PILES.  
Az. two piles meeting in base Erm.  

Erm. two piles (in point at the base) Sa.  

3 PILES.  
Three piles.  
Kedington. Davy, 'Ancient arms'.

Three piles wavy.  
Garnon or Candish. E.A.N. & Q. III (N.S.) 121.

Arg. three piles Gu.  

Arg. three piles wavy in point Gu.  


Arg. semy of martlets Sa., three piles wavy in point Gu.  

Arg. three piles wavy, two from the chief and one from the base reversed, Gu.  
Garnon, Gernon alias Cavendish, Candiche, Candish, Cansysthe, Cavendish of Cavendish,

Arg. three piles issuing from the chief Sa.

ANNISTRUTHER of Hintlesham Hall. Davy. Papworth 1027. Copinger VI.

Arg. three piles issuing from the chief Sa., quartering Paly of six Sa. and Arg. three horses’ heads erased Arg.


CANDISH alias GARNON, CAVENDISH. Davy. Az. three piles Or.


Emm. three piles wavy in point Gu.

GERNON alias PYKE. Papworth 1028 (Glover).

Erm. three piles engr. (in point) Sa.


Gu. three piles wavy (in point) Arg.


Gu. three piles wavy in point Or.

GERNONS. Bokenham.

Or, three piles in point Az. (a label of three points –).

BRYAN, BRYENE, Sir Guy de, K.G., of Acton, died 1390. Golty 167*. Fairfax (Sa., Guilt., Dugd.) Davy. S.I.A. XX, i. Farrer*.

Or, three piles in point piercing a human heart Gu.

LOGAN of Kentwell Hall [in Long Melford]. Davy, 'from his carriage, 1828'. Papworth 1027 (Lyon Reg.).

Or, three piles (in point) Sa.

KATERLE, KATERLY. KATHERLEY. Bokenham. Papworth 1027.

3 PILES and in chief . . .

Canton.

Az. three piles wavy in point –, a canton Erm. STAFFORD of Chediston. Visitation 1561.

Az. three piles in pale rompu Or, a canton Erm. STAFFORD of Wissett. Davy (H.J.)

Az. three piles wavy (in point) Or, a canton Erm. STAFFORD of Chediston. Visitation 1664–8. Golty MS.* & ed.F.

3 PILES and in chief . . . on a canton . . .

Beast.

Three piles in point [possibly paly of six], on a canton a lion pass.


3 PILES and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Beast.

Sa. three piles in point Arg., on a chief Arg. a lion pass. guard. Sa.

HACKET of Mickfield. Bokenham.

Birds.

Or, three piles [sic – shld. be palets] Sa., on a chief Gu. three martlets Or.

GOODWIN of Li. Stonham. Page.

2, 3 Helmets.

Or, three piles in point Gu., on a chief Az. two (esquires') helmets close Or.


Or, three piles Gu., on a chief Az. three helmets close Arg.

GROOM. Davy (Barrett).

Or, three piles Gu., on a chief Az. three helmets close Or.


3 PILES between or within . . .

Birds.

Arg. three piles wavy in point Gu. betw. twelve martlets Sa.


Borécure.

–, three piles wavy in point Vert within a bordure Az. bezanty.

BRYAN, Sr Guido de, of Acton. Justice of King’s Bench, i Hen. 7. Gipps.

Or, three piles wavy in point Vert within a bordure Arg. [sic] bezanty.

BRYAN of Acton. Davy.

Or, three piles wavy in point Vert within a bordure Az. bezanty.

BRYAN. Fairfax.

On 3 PILES . . .

Annulets.

Or, three piles Sa. each charged with an annulet Or.


Birds.

–, three piles wavy –, the middle one charged with four and the others with three martlets Sa.

coo. Davy.

BOUGH.

Arg. three piles Gu. two issuant from the chief and one in base each charged with a water bouget Arg.

SKEELS of Kirkley. Crisp V, 19–20*.

1 PILLAR.

Or, a pillar Sa. enwreathed with an adder Arg.


Sa. a pillar ducally crowned and betw. two wings expanded and joined to the base, all Or.


3 PILLARS.

Az. three pillars (of the Corinthian order) with baips on the tops, all Or.

PILLOW—QUARTERLY

Pillow see Cushion.
Plate see Roundel Argent.
Pomey see Roundel Vert.
Quarter see Canton.
Quarterly
Quarterly Arg. and Gu.
Paworth 1034.

Sparke, Bokenharn.
Quarterly Arg. and Gu., a label of five points Az.
Massy, Massy of Monks Eleigh, Milden. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).

Quarterly Arg. and Sa.

Ate Church, Church of Lindsey. Davy.
Paworth 1034. E.A. Misc. 1911, 68.


HOO, HOOE of Wissett. Lord H. Reyce 223.
Fairfax (Lev.) Page. Paworth 1034 (Glover).

Quarterly Arg. and Sa., a label Gu. bezanty.
Hoo of Bradwell. Fairfax.

Quarterly embattled (or cielly) Arg. and Sa. 
Karelli, Kely, Kevel, of Woodbridge, Boshington. Davy. (J.W.D.) Paworth 1036.

Quarterly Az. and Or.


Quarterly Erm. and Az.
Woodhouse of Mendham. E.A. Misc. 1911, 85, 87.

Quarterly per fesse indented Erm. and Az.

Quarterly indented (or per pale and per fesse indented) Erm. and Az., quartered by Or, three boar’s heads Gu. within a bordure quarterly Gu. and Sa. 
Urquhart of Hobland Hall [in Bradwell]. Davy.

Quarterly Erm. and Gu.


Quarterly Gu. and Arg.


Quarterly Gu. and Or.


Quarterly Or and Az.


Quarterly Or and Gu.

Fastolfe, Sr of. Extended Parl. Roll.

Pagenham, Pakenham of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Paworth 1035.


Quarterly Or and Sa.


Quarterly Or and Vert.


Quarterly Sa. and Arg.


Quarterly Vert and Or.

Berners. Paworth 1036. Stutton*.

Quarterly, 1st. only charged . . .
Beast.
Quarterly indented, in the first quarter a lion ramp.
Quarterly per fesse indented, in the first quarter a lion ramp.
Cross of Bradwell. Partridges (Darby).
Quarterly indented Arg. and Az. in the first quarter a lion pass. Gu.

croft. Fairfax (Lev., Sta.)

Quarterly dacoety Arg. and Az. in the first quarter a lion pass. guard. Gu.

Cross of Bradwell. Davy.

Quarterly Arg. and Gu. in the first quarter a lion pass. guard. Az.


Quarterly per fesse indented Az. and Or, in the first quarter a lion pass. guard. Arg.

Cross of Gorleston. Kett* [pedigree 5]. Quarterly per fesse indented Az. and Or, in the first quarter a lion pass. guard. Or.


Quarterly per fesse indented Gu. and Arg. in the first quarter a lion pass. Arg.

Croft. Davy.

Quarterly Or and Az. in the first quarter a lion ramp. 


Quarterly Or and Gu. in the first quarter a lion pass. Az.

Say of Suffolk, Norfolk. Reyce 159, ‘Lord
QUARTERLY

Say Earle of Essex. Fairfax (Lev.) Davy (Edms.) Papworth 1037.
Quarterly Or and Gu. in the first quarter a lion pass. guard (or leopard) Az.
Quarterly Or and Sa. in the first quarter a lion pass. Gu.
Quarterly Sa. and Arg. in the first quarter a lion ramp. Arg.

Bird . . . Cock.
Quarterly Arg. and Gu. in the first quarter a cock Or [sic].

Cocke of Ipswich. Bos MS.* & ed. F. Quarterly Gu. and Arg. in the first quarter a cock Or.

... Eagle.
Quarterly Gu. and Arg. in the first quarter an eagle disp. Or.

Quarterly Gu. and Or, in the first quarter an eagle disp. Arg.

Philips of Dennington. Bokenham.
Quarterly Gu. and Or, in the first quarter an eagle disp. Or.

Quarterly Or and Az. in the first quarter an eagle disp. Vert.
PAGENHAM, PAKENHAM. Davy. ‘in Debenham Ch.’.
Quarterly Or and Gu. in the first quarter an eagle disp. Gu.
PAGENHAM, PAKENHAM of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 1038.
Quarterly Or and Gu. in the first quarter an eagle disp. Vert.

... Martlet.
Quarterly Arg. and Sa. [in the first quarter] a martlet Gu.

Quarterly Or and Sa. in the first quarter a martlet Or.


Crescent.
Quarterly Arg. and Sa. in the first quarter a crescent Gu.


I, 3 Byngs.
Quarterly Gu. and Arg. in the first quarter an escallop Or.
Quarterly Gu. and Arg. in the first quarter three escallops Or.
TIMPERLEY. Golty 185*, ‘this is a coat in Hintlesham Church (Tileston) but in Preston chart for Timperley of Hintlesham is on the first quarter but one escallop Or, and so in the house of mr Bloys in Grundisburgh’.

S-Foil.
Quarterly Az. and Erm. in the first quarter a cinquefoil Erminois.

Davy (Bury map).

Quarterly Sa. and Or, in the first quarter a cinquefoil Arg. charged on each petal with an ermine spot.


Head (Beast) . . . Gor.
Quarterly Gu. and Erm. in the first quarter a goat’s head erased Arg. armed Or.


... Leopard.
Quarterly Az. and Arg. in the first quarter a leopard’s head Arg.

DAUNDY of Combs, Sapiston. Davy.

Davy (Bird) . . . Bitters.
Quarterly Arg. and Sa. in the first quarter a bittner’s head erased Gu.


... Eagle.
Quarterly Arg. and Sa. in the first quarter an eagle’s head erased Arg. beaked Or.

BYTON. Papworth 912, 1039 (Glover).

Head (Monster).
Quarterly Arg. and Sa. in the first quarter a griffin’s head erased —

BITTON of Uggeshall. Partridge (Darby).

Horn.
Quarterly per fesse indented Arg. and Sa. in the first quarter a harchet (or buglehorn) Sa.


Mullet.
Quarterly, in the first quarter a mullet.

DAUNDY. S.I.A. VIII, 321.

Quarterly per fesse indented Arg. and Gu. in the first quarter a mullet Sa. [for difference].

Bonyon, BETTON of Minford, Davy. Papworth 1036.

Quarterly Az. and Or, in the first quarter a mullet Arg.

Quarterly, 2nd. and 3rd. only charged...

Annulets. Quarterly Or and Gu. in the second and third quarters three annulets Arg., over all a bend Sa. BURGULLION, BURGULOON. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy.

Birds. Quarterly Or and Az. in the second and third quarters an eagle disp. Or, over all on a bend Az. a fret betw. two martlets Or. AUDLEY of Barton. Davy (Harl. 1085).

Quarterly per fesse indented Or and Az. in the second and third quarters an eagle disp. Or, over all on a bend Az. a fret betw. two martlets Or. AUDLEY. Golty 99*; 'the Baron of Walden. H.8. on a monument in Framlingham Church'. Quarterly per pale indented Or and Az. in the second and third quarters an eagle disp. Or, over all on a bend Az. a fret betw. two martlets Or. AUDLEYE, AUDLEY, AUDLEY of Barton. Visitation 1664-8*.

Fleurs-de-lis. Quarterly Or and Sa. in the second and third quarters three fleurs-de-lis in pale Or. PASKE of Needham Market. E.A.N. & Q. VII. 296.

Frets or Frett. Quarterly Arg. and Az. in the second and third quarters a fret Or, over all on a bend Gu., all within a bordure Gu. bezanty (or sometimes charged with mitres Arg.) DESPENSER, Henry, Bishop of Norwich, 1370-1406. Blomefield III. 525.


Quarterly Arg. and Gu. the second and third quarters pretty Or, over all a bend Sa., all within a bordure Az. charged with (eight) mitres Or. DESPENCER, DESPENSER, Henry, Bishop of Norwich, 1370-1406. Bed ford A. 80* (Add: MSS. 20, 756). Bedford B. 92* (seal). Bangay Ch. bklt.

MANSEY. Golty 79*, 'this is in a window of

Papworth 921.

Palets. Quarterly Or and Erm. in the first and fourth quarters four palets Gu. KNIGHTLEY of Badingham. Bokenham.
QUARTERLY—REPTILE

Baddingham Hall.
Quarterly Arg. and Gu. the second and third quarters a griffin's head erased Or, over all on a bend Sa. three escallops —, all within a bordure Az. charged with mitres Or.

DESPENSEN, Henry, Bishop of Norwich, 1370—1406. Bedford A. 80 (Poole, Norwich. Arch. Soc.)

Quarterly Arg. and Gu. in the second and third quarters a fret Or, over all a fesse Az.


Heads (Beasts)

Quarterly Arg. and Az. in the second and third quarters a talbot's head erased Arg., over all on a bend Gu. three quatrefoils Arg.

CHITTING of Wortham, Bury. Davy.
Quarterly Arg. and Az. in the second and third quarters a talbot's head erased Or, over all on a bend — three quatrefoils —.

CHITTING, CHITTING of Wortham. Blois MS.* & ed. F.

Quarterly Arg. and Az. in the second and third quarters a greyhound's head erased Or, over all on a bend Gu. three escallops Sa.

Smyth, Smythe of Thorpe Hall in Mendham. Copinger IV.
Quarterly per pale indented Gu. and Az. in the second and third quarters a greyhound's head erased Gu. [sic] collared —, over all on a bend — three escallops —.

SMITH, SMYTHE of Halesworth. Blois MS.*
Quarterly per pale indented Gu. and Az. in the second and third quarters a greyhound's head erased Gu. [sic] collared —, over all on a bend — three escallops —.

Quarterly per pale indented Or [sic — Gu. in MS.] and Az. in the second and third quarters a greyhound's head erased Or collared Gu. [beaumant], over all on a bend Or three escallops Sa.

SMITH, SMYTHE of Halesworth. Davy (Barrett).
Quarterly per pale indented Gu. and Az. in the second and third quarters a greyhound's head erased Gu. [sic] collared —, over all on a bend — three escallops —.

SMITH, SMYTHE of Halesworth. Blois ed. F.

Leopards.
Quarterly Erm. and Az. in the second and third quarters a leopard's face Or.

CARSON of Welberswick. Davy (Edms.)
Quarterly Az. and Gu. in the second and third quarters a griffin's head erased Or, over all on a bend Or three escallops Sa.

SMITH of Halesworth. Revey 184.

Labels.
Quarterly Arg. and Sa. in the second and third quarters a file of three points Gu. [sic].

Hoo of Wissett. Davy.

Mulets.
Quarterly Arg. and Sa. in the second and third quarters three mullets Arg.

NEWMAN of Ipswich. Davy.

Piles.
Quarterly Gu. and Erm. in the second and third quarters three piles in point Gu., over all on a fesse Az. five bezants (or bezanty).

GATACRE, GATAKER of Mildenhall. Foster (Shirley). Papworth 1042.
Quarterly Gu. and Erm. in the second and third quarters five piles Gu., over all on a fesse Az. five bezants.

GATACRE, GATAKER of Mildenhall. Davy.

QUARTERLY, Each charged.
Quarterly Arg. and Gu. in each quarter a bend counterchanged.

HARLOW. E.A.N. & Q. IX, 150 and XIII, 139.
Quarterly Az. and Arg. in each quarter a lion ramp. counterchanged.

Quarterly per fesse indented Az. and Or, in each quarter a lion pass. guard. counterchanged.

Cromwell of Elmham in Suffolk. Thomas, Lord C. S.I.A. XII, 105-6.
Quarterly per fesse indented Or and Az. in each quarter a lion pass. counterchanged.

Cromwell. Golty 185*, 'L. Cromwell of Elmham in Norff. on a monument in Helminghch.'
Quarterly Az. and Gu. in the first and fourth quarters an estoile Or and in the second and third quarters an eagle's head erased Arg. holding in the beak an oak branch fructed Ppr.

DUFFIN of Yoxford. Davy.
Quarterly wavy Or and Arg. in the first and fourth quarters two wings expanded fessewise and in pale tips to the dexter Sa. each charged with a trefoil slipped Or, and in the second and third quarters an oak tree eradicated Ppr. charged with an escutcheon bendwise Gu. thereon three gutties Arg.

Thelusion of Rendlesham, Aldeburgh. Baron Rendlesham of Rendlesham. Crisp XIV, 121-9*.

RAYS.
Per pale Or and Arg. three rays of the sun issuing out of the dexter chief Az.

Bryan. Tyburn 193.

REPTILE.

SNAKES and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Pheons.
Gu. three snakes coiled Or, on a chief Or three pheons Sa.

Whitby. Papworth 1045.
Gu. three snakes coiled Vert [sic], on a chief Or three pheons Sa.

Whitby of Boulge. Davy.

TORTOISE.

A tortoise erect.

Cooper of Woodbridge, Saxmundham. Partridge (Darby).
Arg. a tortoise pass. Vert.

Gawdy, Bart., of Crow's Hall in Debenham, frustrated, Woodbridge, Tattingstone, Norfolk. Papworth 1044. Copinger VII.
REPTILE—ROUNDELS

Az. a tortoise erect Or.


Vert, a tortoise pass Arg.


RING see ANNULET.

ROCK between or within .

Crosses.

Gu. a rock betw. two crosses fonný in pale voided Or, all betw. two flaunches chequy Arg. and Az.


On a ROCK .

Cross.

Az. fixed on a rock in base Ppr. a patriarchal cross Or.

TAVELL of Ash. Davy.

ROUNDELS.

4 ROUNDELS.

Gyronny of four Or and Gu. four roundels each charged with a martlet, all counterchanged.

BEZANTS and 6 ROUNDELS.

Per bend Or a and Or, six roundels counterchanged. (2. 2. 2).

PAYNE. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy (Blois).

Per bend Or and Az. six roundels counterchanged. (2. 2. 2).


BEZANTS.

1 BEZANT between or within .

Beasts.


3 BEZANTS.

Sa. three bezants.

GERRYSE. Blois MS.* & ed.F., ‘Gerweis of Sudbury in Mr. Rice. I think ye coate above was mistaken, bezants should have been Bee-hives’.

3 BEZANTS and in chief .

Chief.

Gu. three bezants, a chief Erm. ZOUCH, Lord of Mozewden. Lord Z. Davy.

On 3 BEZANTS .

Human Figures.


Gu. on three bezants three crowned kings robes Sa. doubled Erm. holding in their right hands covered cups and in their left hands swords Or. DE INSULA, DE LISLE, Thomas, Bishop of Ely, 1345-61. Papworth 1051 (Guill.).

10 BEZANTS.

Az. ten bezants.

BESSILS, BESILS, BESILLS, BESSELIS, BECILL of Stuston. Fairfax (Dugd.) Misc. Gen. 5th. S. V, 63, 67-8 [no arms given – but pedigree]. Papworth 1054 (Glover). E.A. Misc. 1917, 100. ZOUCH. Goltz 233*, ‘as it is in Letheringham Church’.

Vert, ten bezants.


ROUNDELS ARGENT, or PLATES.

On 3 PLATES .

Beasts.

Gu. three plates each charged with a squirrel Gu. cracking a nut Or.

CREASEWELL. Davy.

10 PLATES.

Vert, ten plates.

LISTON, LYSTON. Page. Davy.

10 PLATES and in chief .

Beast.

Sa. ten plates, 4. 3. 2. 1., on a chief Arg. a lion pass. Gu.

BRIDGEMAN of Combs, Stowmarket, Creeting St. Owayne. Davy.

Sa. ten plates, 4. 3. 2. 1., on a chief Arg. a lion pass. Sa.


11 PLATES between or within .

Flaunches.

Sa. eleven plates (or platy) betw. two flaunches Arg.


ROUNDELS AZURE, or HURTS.

Arg. three hurts.


DE LA LUNE. Davy (Edms.)

Az. [sic] three hurts, a label of three points –.

DE LA LUNE. Davy.

ROUNDELS GULES, or TORTEAUX.

I TORTEAU betw. or within .

Horns.

Arg. a torteau betw. three bugle horns Gu. (stringed Or).


3 TORTEAUX.

Barry of six Arg. and Az. in chief three torteaux.

GRAY, GREY of Hengrave, Haverhill, Kelsale,

Barry of six Arg. and Az. in chief three torteaux, a label of three points Erm.


Or. three torteaux.


Or., three torteaux, a label of three points Az. each charged as the field (sic).


Or., three torteaux, a label of three points Az. on each three bezants.


3 TORTEAUX between or within . . .

Bendlets or Cotises.


7 TORTEAUX.

Arg. seven torteaux, (2. 2. 2. 1). HONEYPOT, HONEYPOT, HUNNYPOTT, PONEPOT of Suffolk. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Fairfax (Davy) (Blos, Barrett). Papworth 1053.

10 TORTEAUX.

Arg. ten torteaux, 4. 3. 2. 1. HONEYPOT, HONEYPOTT. Recye 222. Davy. Arg. ten torteaux, 4. 3. 2. 1., a label of three points Az. BABBINGTON of Halesworth. Papworth 1055. Crip VIII. 89–93*.

ROUNDELS SABLE, or GUNSTONES, OGRESSES, PELLETS.

3 GUNSTONES, etc.

Arg. three guastones (ogresses or pellets).

DE LA LUNE. Davy.


Arg. three guastones Sa., a label of three points Or.


Barry of six Arg. and Sa. in chief three ogresses.

HUMERSTON of Lincolnshire. Goltby 136*. Fairfax (Yorke).

Per fesse indented Az. and Or (or Or and Az.) in chief three pellets, quartering Gu. three armed legs conjoined in fesse Or. Both quartered by Arg. on a bend Az. three stags' heads cabossed Or. On over all an inescutcheon Az. a lion rampant Arg.


On 3 GUNSTONES, etc. . . .

Bendlets.

Arg. three ogresses (or pellets) each charged with a bendlet Arg.

BENFIELD, BENJAFIELD, BENNY of Bury. Davy (Mr. Barnwell). Papworth 1051.

1, 3 CROSSES.

Arg. three guastones Sa. on the first a cross Arg.


Arg. three guastones Sa. on the first a croiset Arg.

HEATH, HETHIE of Suffolk. Fairfax (Lev.), 'or a cr. formy'. Thingoe (Chitting). Papworth 1051 (Glover).

Arg. three ogresses (or pellets), on the first a cross fleury Arg.

HEATH, HETHIE of Mildenhall. Blois MS.*, 'or without ye crofs fiurt'. Papworth 1051.

Arg. three pellets, on the dexter one a cross paty Arg.

HEATH. Bokenham.

Arg. three ogresses, on the first a cross fleury Or.

HEATH, HETHIE of Saxham, Denham. Davy.

Arg. three ogresses, each charged with a croiset Arg.


Arg. three pellets, each charged with a cross flory Arg.


Three gunstounes each charged with a fesse dancetty, a label of three points.


Arg. three guastones Sa. each charged with a fesse dancetty Or.

HEATH, HETHIE, Robert, of Lt. Saxham, temp. Ric. 2. Thingoe. Davy (Gage).

ROUNDELS VERT, or POMEYS.

On 3 POMEYS . . .

Crosset.

Arg. three pomeys, each charged with a cross Or.

HETCOTE of Suffolk. Papworth 1051 (Glover).

RYE see FRUIT.

SADDLES.

Three saddles.

HARVEY of Cockfield. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. three saddles Sa. (garnished Or).


SALTIRE.

1 SALTIRE, Plain.

Arg. a saltire Az.


Arg. a saltire Gu.


Arg. a saltire Sa.


Arg. a saltire Sa., a label of five points Az. [sic – Gu. in MS.]

COCKFIELD. Blos MS. & ed.F.

Arg. a saltire Sa., a label of five points Gu. COCKFIELD, COCKFIELD of Suffolk. Golty 168*. Blos MS.* Fairfax (Lev.) Davy (Blois).

Barry of six Or and Az. a saltire Gu.

Gyronny of four Az. and Arg. a saltire Gu. 

Gu. crusilly formy Or, a saltire Arg.

Erm. a saltire chequy Gu. and Or.

Gu. crusilly and a saltire Arg.


Barry of seven Gu. and Az. a saltire Or.


Per pale Ern and Sa., a saltiere counterchanged.


By the right of the Lords. Papworth 1058.

Port, porte, le porte of ‘Hortyard Howme, in the Woodlands of Suffolk’. Burke L.G. 1853.

Barry of seven Gu. and Az. a saltire Or.

Barry of eight Az. and Or, a saltire Gu.

Gyronny of four Arg. and Az. a saltire Gu.

Per pale Az. and Gu. a saltiere Or.


Barry of seven Or and Erm., a saltiere Gu.

CHESTON of Mildenhall. Bokenham.

Barry wavy of ten Or and Erm. a saltire Gu.

Barry of seven Or and Az. a saltiere Gu.


Erm. a saltiere chequy Gu. and Or.


Erm. a saltiere compeoy Or and Gu.


Erm. a saltiere chequy Or and Gu.


Erm. a saltiere Sa.


GU. a saltiere Arg.


Gu. a saltiere Arg., a label (or ile) of three points company Arg. and Az.

FITZGUGH, Lord F. Davy.


Gu. crussily formy Or, a saltiere Arg.

DENNEY. S.I.A. XIX, 319.

Gu. crussily formy Or, a saltiere Arg. DENNEY. Reyce 223.

Gu. a saltiere Vair.


Gyronny of four Arg. and Az. a saltiere Gu.

CAGE. Papworth 1059 (Glover).

Gyronny of four Arg. and Az. a saltiere Gu., quartering Arg. three cinqufoils Gu.


Gyronny of four Az. and Arg. a saltiere Gu.

CAGE, Bart., of Hengrave. Page. Davy (Burke). Copinger VII.

Or, a saltiere Gu.


Paly of eight Az. and Or, a saltiere Arg.


Per pale Arg. and Sa. a saltiere counterchanged.

HUNT of Mildenhall, Essex. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy. Papworth 1059 (Glover).

OSTEVILLE, OSTIVELLE of Suffolk. Davy (Barrett, Edms.). Papworth 1059.

Per pale寅entd Arg. and Sa. a saltiere counterchanged.

STUTEVILLE of Dalham. Davy.

Per pale Gu. and Az. a saltiere Or.


Per pale Ern and Ermines, a saltiere counterchanged.

STUTEVILLE of Dalham. Davy.

Per pale Gu. and Az. a saltiere Or.


Per pale Or and Az. a saltiere counterchanged.


Per pale Arg. and Az. a saltiere Gu.

CAGE, Bart., of Hengrave. Foster (Shirley).


Per pale Arg. and Az. a saltiere Gu.


Sa. a saltiere Arg.


WINDSOR, WINDSOE, WYNDESOE of Suffolk. Military Roll*. Foster. Papworth 1060 (Glover).

Vert, a saltiere Or.


1 SALTIRE, Engrailed.

A saltiere engr. POWLE of Gt. Waladingfield. Partridge (Darby).

Arg. a saltiere engr. Az.

Arg. a salitre engr. Gu.

BOUTETORT of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.)


THIPPETOT, TIBETOT, TIPTOTF, TIP­TOTE, TIPTOT, TYPHTOT of Nettle­stead, Bramford, Bartow. Earl of Worcester.


Arg. a salitre engr. Sa.

BOUTETORT of Mendlesham. Davy.

MOYNE of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 1060.

Arg. a salitre engr. Sa., a label Gu.


Az. a salitre engr. Arg.

TERINGHAM, TYRINGHAM, TYRINGHAM of Suffolk. Military Roll.* Fairfax (Fyl.) Papworth 1061.

Az. a salitre engr. Or.


Erm. a salitre engr. Gu.


Gu. a salitre engr. Arg.


Gu. a salitre engr. Arg. a label of three points Or.

KERDISTONE, Sire Roger de, of Norfolk. Parl. Roll.

Or. a salitre engr. Gu.


Or. a salitre engr. Sa.


MOYNE. Papworth 1061.

Or. a salitre engr. Vert.


STUTEVILLE of Suffolk. Davy (Berry).


Per pale Arg. and Sa. a salitre engr. Ermines and Erm.


Per pale indented Arg. and Sa. a salitre engr. (sic – plain in MS.) counterchanged

SALTIRE

scot of Leiston. Blois ed.F.

Per pale Or and Sa. a salitre engr. counterchanged.


Sa. a salitre engr. Or.

MOYNE, MOYNE. Blois MS.* & ed.F., ‘Moynie in Mr. Rivet. vel O, a salitre S, vel O, a salitre G.’ Davy (Blois).

Vert. a salitre engr. Or.


1 SALTIRE, All others.

A salitre of mascles.

COCKFIELD if JEXFORTH, COCKFIELD of Yoxford. Blois MS.* Davy (Blois).

Arg. a salitre ducally Gu., a label of five points per pale Gu. and Az.

COCKFIELD. Fairfax.

Arg. a salitre fitchy Sa.

RUSTON of Stutton. Sharpe.

Or, a salitre lozenge Gu. and Vair.


Quarterly Or and Gu. a salitre ‘flowered’ counterchanged.

MANDEVILLE. Reece 159.

Quarterly Or and Gu. a salitre ‘pantonce’ counterchanged.

ESSEX. Davy (Banks).

1 SALTIRE and in chief .

Canton.

Per pale Arg. and Vert, a salitre counterchanged, a canton Erm.


Chief.


Head.

Arg. a salitre and in chief a leopard’s head (cassosed) Sa.

BARNET, John, Bishop of Ely, 1367-73.


1 SALTIRE and in chief . . on a chief .

1 Beast.

Erm. a salitre engr. Az., on a chief Az. a lion pass. Or.

Erm. a saltire enbr. Gu., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. Or.

ARMINE. Golty 23*, 'Blacksmith', 'sr. Wm. of the County of Lincoln'.

Erm. a saltire enbr. Gu., on a chief Gu. a lion pass. guard. Or.

ARMINE, ARMINE of Lincolnshire. Fairfax, 'in Mr. Wolds hous in Bildeston'. Davy. Papworth 1063.

2 Beasts.

Erm. a saltire enbr. Gu., on a chief Gu. two lions rampant Arg.


Coronets.

Or, a saltire enbr. Gu., on a chief Az. three antique crowns Or.


Crosses.

Gu. a saltire enbr. Or, on a chief Or three cross-crosslets Gu.


Cushions.

Arg. a saltire Sa., on a chief Gu. three cushions Or.


Arg. a saltire enbr. Sa., on a chief Gu. three cushions Or.

JOHNSTON of Suffolk. Papworth 1064.

Escallops.

Or, a saltire Gu., on a chief Gu. three escallops Arg.


Heads (Beasts) . . . Leopards.

Per pale Arg. and Az. a saltire counterchanged, on a chief Arg. three leopards' heads cabossed Az.

BOLDROW of Suffolk. Papworth 1065.

Per pale Arg. and Az. a saltire counterchanged, on a chief Or three leopards' heads erased Az.

BOLDERO of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 1064 (Glover).

. . . Rhinoceroses.

Per pale Arg. and Az. a saltire counterchanged, on a chief Arg. three rhinoceroses' heads Az.

BOLDERO of Ipswich. Fairfax.

. . . Tigers.

Per pale Arg. and Az. a saltire counterchanged, on a chief Arg. three tigers' heads erased Az.

BOLDRY. Bokenham.

Heads (Monsters).

Per pale Arg. and Az. a saltire counterchanged, on a chief Arg. three griffins' heads erased Az.

BOLDERO, BOLDOY, BOWLDROW of Felsham, bury, Suffolk. Golty 23*, Blois MS. & ed.F. Musket I. 'Recorded in Herald's College'.

Per pale Arg. and Az. a saltire counterchanged, on a chief Or three griffins' heads erased Az.


Per pale Or and Az. a saltire counterchanged, on a chief Or three griffins' heads erased Az.


Packs.

Arg. a saltire Sa., on a chief Gu. three woolpacks Or.

JOHNSTON of Long Melford. Davy.

1 SALTIRE between or within . . .

A saltire betw. four . . . ALLEYN, John, of Thetford, 2 Ric. 2. Thetford 285 (seal).

Beasts.

Az. a saltire Or betw. four bucks trippant Arg.

DANDY, DANDYE, DAWNDYE of Combs, Suffolk.

Golty 171*, 'in their pedigree at Comber-hall, but they have another coat which they do usually bear (see page 184).', Fairfax. 'D. ped. at Combes Hall'. S.I.A. XXVII. 149 (Dandy ped.), 'This Coat belongeth to the fam'ly of the Dandyes of Suff' and is borne by the name of Dandy the grant of it I could never see But as I suppose Arther Dandy som'tyme steward of Graves Inn having some dislike of his owne paternall Coat purchased this to please his owne fancie'.

Billets.

Az. a saltire Or betw. four billets Arg.

ISHIES, LEYES, LYESEE, LYOSE of Acton, Buxted. Davy. Papworth 1068 (Glover).

Az. a saltire betw. four billets Or.

LEYES, LYOSE. Visitation 1561.

Birds . . . Birds.

Arg. a saltire enbr. betw. four birds Sa.

BADDY. Davy (Kent's Heraldry).

Cocks.

Arg. a saltire enbr. betw. four cocks Sa.

BADDY. Fairfax.

Gu. a saltire Vair betw. four cocks Arg.


. . . Cornish choughs.

Arg. a saltire Vair betw. four Cornish choughs Perp.

READ of Crowe Hall in Stutton. Burke L.G. 1900* Copinger VI.

Arg. a saltire Vair and Or (or Or and Az.) betw. four Cornish choughs Perp.


. . . Eagles.

Az. a saltire betw. four eagles disp. Arg.

WENTWORTH, 'Sr. John of Sommerleytowne'. Golty 171*, 'in the house of me Bloys at Groundisbergh the saltier is Ermin'.

Az. a saltire Erm. betw. four eagles disp. Arg.


Az. a saltire Erm. betw. four eagles disp. Or.

Az. a saltire Erm. betw. four eagles with two heads disp. Or.
wentworth of Somerleyton, Darsham, Ipswich. Davy (Barrett).
Gu. a saltire Erm. betw. four eagles disp. Arg. WANTWORTH, WAWNORTH of Somerleyton.
Reycy 185. Bokkenham.

Crescents.
Gu. a saltire embattled betw. four crescents Arg. BARNWELL.

Drury 205.
Gu. a saltire embattled betw. four crescents Arg. BARNWELL.

Thingoe.

12 Crosses.
Arg. a saltire betw. four cross crosslets fitchy Sa.

Gu. a saltire betw. four cross crosslets fitchy Arg. BARNWELL.

Fairfax (Lev.).
Gu. a saltire betw. four cross crosslets fitchy Arg. BARNWELL of Brampton, Norfolk. Golyt 171* (Lev., Peach.) Davy. Papworth 1071.

Gu. a saltire betw. four cross crosslets Or. FRANCIS. Harl. 772*. Papworth 1071.

Gu. a saltire betw. four crosses formy Or. FRANCIS, FRAUNCEES of Essex. Fairfax (Lev.) Papworth 1071.

Gu. a saltire Arg. betw. twelve cross crosslets —.

DENNY.
Gu. a saltire Arg. betw. twelve cross crosslets Or. WINDSOR, WINSOR of Bysyham. Tending Hall in Stike-by-Nayland, Parham Lodge. Earl of Plymouth, Lord W. Golyt 171*.

Gu. a saltire Arg. betw. twelve crosses formy Or.

DENNY, DENNY of Mettingham. Lord D. Davy. Papworth 1071.
A saltire betw. twelve crosses paty.
DENNY. S.I.A. XIX, 331. Partridge (Darby).
Gu. a saltire Arg. betw. twelve crosses paty Or.

Gu. a saltire Arg. betw. twelve crosses paty fitchy Or.

Gu. a saltire engr. Arg. betw. twelve crosses formy fitchy of the field [sic].

DENNY of Occold. Davy (Harl. 1085).
Gu. a saltire betw. twelve crosses paty Or.


Ermine spots.

Fascies.
Arg. a saltire Az. betw. in pale two Roman fasces Ppr. and in fesse two crosses paty fitchy Gu.

Rust of Abbot's Hall in Stowmarket, Drinkstone. Davy (Burcke). Papworth 1072. Copinger VI.

Fleurs-de-lis.
A saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis.

Az. a saltire engr. Erminois betw. four fleurs-de-lis Or.

Gu. a saltire Erm. betw. four fleurs-de-lis Or. CRACHRODE. Davy (Mr. Barnwell). Papworth 1072.
Gu. a saltire Or betw. four fleurs-de-lis Arg.

FARR of North Cove, Beccles, Weston. Suckling I, 50*. Copinger VII.
Gu. a saltire Or couisd Arg. betw. four fleurs-de-lis Or.

Gu. a saltire couisd Or betw. four fleurs-de-lis Arg.

FARR. E.A.N. & Q. IV, 265.
Quarterly Arg. and Sa. a saltire per saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis, all counterchanged.

Loss of Copdock. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 1072.

12 5-Foils.
Gu. a saltire engr. betw. four cinquefoils Or. [sic, Or in Ms.]

BURNAVILE, BURNOYLE. Blois ed.F.
Gu. a saltire engr. Arg. betw. four cinquefoils Or. BARNVILLE, BURNAVILE, BURNVILLE, BURNIVE.

Gu. a saltire engr. betw. four cinquefoils Or.

BURNAVILE, BURNINVILE, BURNIOYLE. Blois M.S.*. Bokkenham.
Gu. a saltire Arg. Barre of Az. betw. twelve cinquefoils Or.

WORTH, WORTHY, WORTHY of Suffolk. Davy. Papworth 1074 (Glover).

Fruits.
Arg. a saltire Sa. betw. twelve cherries Gu. stalked Vert.

SERGERAUX, SERGERAUX. Golyt 171*, 'in the pedigrees of Vere and of Wungfield'. Papworth 1074.

Garb.
Arg. a saltire Gu. betw. four garbs Or [sic].

Gu. a saltire Or betw. four garbs Arg.


2 Heads (Beasts) . . . Bears.
Arg. a saltire nebuly betw. in pale two bears' heads erased and in fesse two escailles, al! Sa.

BERIDGE of Thorpe Morieux. Copinger III.

Az. a saltire Erm. betw. in pale two bulls' heads erased and in fesse two lions' gambes erased Or. NUNN of Bury. Grant 1831, to Elias Sturley N., 'a butcher'. Davy (Mr. B). Papworth 1074.

4 Heads (Beasts) . . . Bears.
Arg. a saltire engr. betw. four bears' heads (erased) Sa. muzzled Or.


. . . Lions.
Or, a saltire Erm. betw. four lions' heads erased Sa.

CRACHEROD, CRACHERODE, CRATCHWODE, CRACHEROD, CRACHERODE, CRACHROD, CRACHROD, CRACHRODOE, CROCHROD, CROCHROOD, CROCHERWOOD of Cavendish, Essex. By Cooke, 1576. Reycy

Or, a saultre Ermine betw. four lions' heads erased Sa. 

CHRACERODE of Cavendish. Davy.

4 Heads (Monsters).
Arg. a saultre Az. betw. four griffins' heads erased -.

HALWARD of Milden. Davy (bookplate).
Arg. a saultre Az. betw. four griffins' heads erased Gu.


Arg. a saultre betw. four griffins' heads erased Sa. 


Az. [sic shld. be Arg.] a saultre Az. betw. four griffins' heads erased Gu.

HALWARD of Milden, Assington. Davy. Or, a saultre Az. betw. four griffins' heads erased Gu.

AUBURY of Suffolk. Davy.

Leaves.
Arg. a saultre Gu. betw. four oak leaves Vert. 

BURRELL, BURWELL. Davy (G.B.J.)

Legs.
Gu. a saultre betw. four lions' gambs erased Or. 

UNN OF TOSTOCK. Davy.

SA. a saultre betw. four lions' gambs erased (and erect) Or.


Roundels.
Az. a saultre'betw. '4 bezants ar.' [sic].

ANSELL. S.I.A. VII, 303.

1 SALTIRE between or within and in chief . . . on a chief . . .

Head.
Arg. a saultre Gu. betw. four borage leaves Vert, on a chief Az. a lion's head erased betw. two Danish axes Or.

BURRELL. Fairfax (Tyl).
Arg. a saultre Gu. betw. four oak leaves Vert, on a chief Az. a lion's head erased betw. two Danish axes Or.


Arg. a saultre Gu. betw. four oak leaves Vert, on a chief Az. a lion's head erased betw. two pick-axes Or.

BURWELL of Badingham, Rougham. Davy (G.B.J.)

On 1 SALTIRE . . .

1, 5, 7, 8, 9 Annulets.

Emw. on a saultre Sa. an annulet Or voided Erm. 


On a saultre engr. five annulets.

LEAKE of Hadleigh. E.A. Misc. 1934, 23.

Arg. on a saultre engr. Sa. five annulets —.

LEAKE of Hadleigh. S.I.A. IX, 207.

Arg. on a saultre engr. Sa. five annulets Or.

LEEEKE of Yaxley Hall. E.A.N. & Q. I, 313.

Erm. on a saultre Sa. seven annulets linked Or. 

BARTON OF MILDENHALL. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Erm. 'saultre S. pierced in the midst of the field with 7 annulets linked O'.

BARTON OF MILDENHALL. Fairfax.

On a saultre engr. eight annulets.

LEAKE of Lowestoft.

On a saultre engr. nine annulets.

LEKE, Sir John, 1397. Copinber V (seal).

Arg. on a saultre engr. Sa. nine annulets Or. 


Aubrey.

1 Bird.
Arg. on a saultre Sa. a martlet Or.


5 Birds.
Arg. on a saultre Sa. five swans close Arg. 

BOROUGH, BROUGH, BROUGH. Golty 170*, 'in knightleys pedigree and in Badingham Hall'. Papworth 1080.

Crosses.
Gu. on a saultre Arg. five crosses moline Gu. 


Ermine spot.
Erm. on a saultre Sa. an ermine spot within a chain Or. 

BARTON, Sir Henry, of Mildenhall. Lord Mayor of London, 1416, 1428. S.I.A. I, 272, 'Mr. King, York Herald'.

Escallops.
Arg. on a saultre Sa. five escallops Arg. 


Arg. on a saultre Vert five escallops Arg. 

BARTON of Mildenhall. Davy (Edms.)

Arg. on a saultre Vert five escallops Arg. 

BARTON of Mildenhall. Papworth 1081.

Fleurs-de-lis.
Arg. on a saultre Sa. five fleurs-de-lis Or. 

HAWKINS. Golty 170*. Fairfax (Guill.) Papworth 1081.

Erm. on a saultre Sa. five fleurs-de-lis bendways Or. 

HAWKINS, Sharpe.

Flower.
Gu. on a saultre Arg. a rose Gu. barbed and seeded Ppr.


Head (Beast).
Sa. on a saultre Arg. a lion's head erased Sa. 

MALTWOOD. BOKENHAM.

Head (Monster).
Sa. on a saultre Arg. a griffin's head erased Sa. 


Mullets.
Arg. on a saultre Gu. five mullets Or. 

PEVERELL of Suffolk, Norfolk. Papworth 1082.

Arg. on a saultre Sa. five mullets (pierced) Or. 

PEVERELL. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blois).
On a saltire between or within... 

Beasts. 

Az. on a saltire Or betw. four buck's trippant Arg., a leopard's head Az. 

DANDY, DAWNDYE. Fairfax (Lev.), 'Edm. of Combes Hall in Suff.' 

Az. on a saltire Or betw. four buck's trippant Arg., a leopard's head Gu. 

DANDY, DAWNDYE of Cretingham. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 1084. 

Crosses. 

Arg. on a saltire betw. four cross crosslets fitchy S., an annulet Arg. 

RUSTAT of Stutton. Davy. 

Ermine spots. 

On a saltire betw. four ermine spots, another saltire. 

TARVER of Ipswich. Davy. 

Fleurs-de-lis. 

On a saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis, five escallops Arg. 

WARD. Blois MS.* & ed.F. 

'Azure one saltour Or, five Escaloppes of the first betwene fower flower-de-luces of the second.' 


Az. on a saltire betw. four fleurs-de-lis Or, five escallops Az. 


Arg. on a saltire Az. betw. four griffins' heads erased Gu., a lion pass. Or. 

ALFORD of Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 1085. 

On a saltire betw. four griffins' heads erased, a leopard's face. 

BURWELL of Sutton. Blois MS.* & ed.F. 

Arg. on a saltire Az. betw. four griffins' heads erased Gu., a leopard's face betw. four lozenges Or. 


BURWELL. By Dethick, March, 1587. Davy (Barreit). 

—, on a saltire engr. betw. four griffins' heads erased Gu., a leopard's face betw. four lozenges Or. 

ALWARD of Ipswich. Blois MS.* [Farrell gives saltire plain]. 

Arg. on a saltire engr. Az. betw. four griffins' heads erased Gu., a leopard's face betw. four lozenges Or. 

ALVERD of Ipswich, Woodbridge. Davy. 

Arg. on a saltire Az. betw. four griffins' heads Gu., five lozenges Or. 

RUSH. Bokenham. 

Roundels... Roundels. 

On a saltire four roundels, a mascle. 

ANSELL of Bury. Tynms 198. 

... Beazants. 

Gu. on a saltire Or betw. four bezants, a mascle Sa. 

ANCELL. Golty 174*, 'of Bedfordshire'. 

Gu. on a saltire engr. Arg. betw. four bezants, four muscles Gu. 

ANSELL of Bury. Davy. 

3 SALTIERES. 

Az. three saltiers Or. 


Per pale Az. and Gu. three saltiers Arg. 

KINSMAN, KYNNESMAN of Bury. Davy, 'Master of the School'. Papworth 1087. 

SCIMITAR see SWORD. 

SCYTHE between or within... 

Wings. 

Sa. a scythe in bend (sinister) betw. two wings expanded Or. 

SCARING, SKERNING, SKERWING, SKERWYNG, Roger de, Bishop of Norwich, 1266–78. 

BEDFORD III, 494, 'Sad to bear for arms a rebus...'. Davy, 'a rebus, rather than arms'. Bedford A. 79 (Blomef.) Papworth 1088. Bedford B. 91, 'Rebus'. 

SEAXE see SWORD. 

SERPENT see REPTILE. 

SHACKBOLT see LOCK. 

SHAMBROGUE see LEG, Human. 

1 SHIP. 

A ship of three masts each mast ensign'd with a flag of St. George, the sails furled; on the dexter side of the flag of the mainmast a star of six points, on the sinister a crescent or half moon, below the ship four fish haughty, 3. 1. 

DONWICH, DUNWICH, Borough of. Visitation 1561, 'These are the Ow/de and Aunt ye nt of ye bayliffs of Donwich'. Suckling II, 253*, 'The Town arms'. 

Az. on water in base an ancient ship of three
masts in full sail with a ladder fixed amidships all Ppr. the mainsail charged with a lion rampant Gu. and the fore and all sails and pennons each charged with a cross Gu.

ALDEBURGH, Borough Council. Grant 20 October, 1561. Papworth 1089. Scott-Giles 344*, "This was the device on a seal granted to the Borough in 1561. It was recorded as a coat of arms, tinctures being assigned, in 1951."

1 SHIP and in chief . . . on a canton . . . Baton.
Arg. on the sea Ppr. an ancient ship at anchor, with three masts, on each a single yard across, the sails furled Sa. colours flying Gu., on a canton Gu. a baton Or and a sword Ppr. hilt and pommel Or in saliure, encircled by a mural crown Arg.


3 DEMI-SHIPS. 'Partye par pale gulz and azure in the firste a Lyon rampant regardant golde armyd and langued azure, in the second thre demy botes of the third'.


3 SICKLES and in base . . . Bird.
Per chev. Arg. and Sa. in chief two sickles erect Sa. and in base a cockeler Or.


3 SICKLES.
Az. three sickles interwoven Arg.


Gu three sickles interwoven Arg.


Sa. three sickles interwoven Arg.


Sa. three sickles interwoven Arg. helved Gu.


SKEINS.
Az. three skeins of cotton Arg.

COTTON, 'Jo. of Scham Lodge in Suff. Esq. H. Sheriff of Suff. about 1644'. Fairfax, 'without chevron'.

SNAKE see REPTILE.

1 SPEAR between or within . . . Fruit.
' A lance right up, on either side a bunch of grapes'.

K NIGHT of Ipswich. E.A. Misc. 1931, 80.

2 SPEARS.
Or, two tilting spears in saltire Gu. headed Arg., over all a lion pass. Sa.

GIBBON of Suffolk. Davy (Berry).

3 SPEARS.
Az. three spears bendways Or headed Arg.


3 SPEARS and in chief . . . on a chief . . . Beast.
Arg. three spears erect (in fesse) Gu., on a chief Az. a lion pass. guard. Or.

LYSAGHT of Hengrave Hall. Papworth 1095. Copinger VII.

SQUARE [sic] between or within . . . Bordure.
Gu. a square Arg. within a bordure Erm. CHAMBERLIN of Alderton. Davy

STAR see ESTOILE.

STAVES and in chief . . . Mitre.
Az. two pastoral staves (or croziers) in saltire, in chief a mitre Or.


STIRRUPS. Gu. three stirrups leathered and buckled Or.

SCUDAMORE of Ipswich. Fairfax (Tyl.) Davy, 'modern'. Papworth 1100, 'modern'.

STONE and in chief . . . Sun.
Az. on a mount in base Vert a square stone Ppr., in dexter chief the sun in splendour Or.

ANGERSTEIN. Davy (Berry).

1 SUN.
Az. the sun in splendour Or.


1 SUN and in chief . . . on a canton . . . Beast.
Az. the sun in splendour Or, on a canton Gu. a lion pass. Arg.


Az. the sun in splendour Or, on a canton Gu. a lion pass. guard. Arg.

ST. CLEREE. Golty 174*.
1 SUN between or within...

Roundels.

1 SUN between or within and in chief... on a chief...

Beasts.

3 SUNS. Per fesse embattled Az. and Gu. three suns Or. PEARSON, PIERSON. Sharpe. Papworth 1101.

3 SUNS and in chief...

Chief.

3 SUNS between or within...

Bordure.
Az. three suns (or estoiles) of sixteen rays within a bordure engr. Or. SPORLE, SPORLEY, SPURLEY of Suffolk. Military Roll*. Foster. Papworth 697.

1 SWORD.
A cutlass in bend. TATNALL of Leiston. Partridge (Darby). Az. a cutlass in bend Arg. hilted and pommelled Or. TATNALL. Fairfax (Guill.) 'y is a short & broad Sword'. Papworth 1102.


1 SWORD and in chief... on a canton...

Cross.
Erm. a sword paleways the pommel within a crescent in base Gu., on a canton Az. a St. Andrew's cross Erm. HALLIDAY of Halesworth. Davy.

1 SWORD between or within...

Estoiles.
Az. a sword in pale Arg. hilted and pommelled Or betw. three stars of six points Arg. INNES, Bart. Davy (Burke's P.)

Mulletts.
Arg. [sic - shld. be Az.] a sword in bend sinister Arg. betw. three mullets of six points pierced Or. HATLEY of Ipswich. Davy. Az. a sword in bend Arg. hilted Or betw. three mullets of six points pierced Or. HARTLEY. Sharpe. HARTLEY. Sharpe.

2 SWORDS.
Gu. two swords barwise Arg. hilted and pommelled Or, points to the sinister. ALLIN, Bart. of Lowestoft, Somerleyton. Davy. Per pale Az. and Sa. two swords in saltire points upward Or. DE CAUX of Fressingfield. Copinger IV.

2 SWORDS and in chief...

Mullets.
Gu. two smallswords in saltire the dexter surmounted by the sinister Arg. hilted Or, on a chief Arg. two mullets Gu. GAREDEMAU of Coddenham. Sharpe. Sharpe.

2 SWORDS between or within...

Bordure.


Gu. two swords in saltire — within a bordure engr.—— CLARKE of Raydon. E.A.N. & V. 69 and XII, 232. 'This coat belongs to Brand, of Gray's Inn and Suffolk, granted 1616 – the field Az.'

Fleurs-de-lis.

Sa. two swords in saltire Arg. hilted and pommelled Or (points upward), betw. four fleurs-de-lis Or, all within a bordure Arg. BARROW of Westhorpe, Suffolk. Visitations 1612 and 1664-8. Davy. Papworth 1108.

Sa. two swords in saltire Arg. pommelled Or points in base, betw. four fleurs-de-lis Or, all within a bordure company Arg. and Gu. BAROWE, BARKOWE of Westhorpe, Barningham. Blois MS.* & ed.F. Page. Davy.

Sa. two swords in saltire Arg. hilted and pommelled Or, betw. four fleurs-de-lis Or, all within a bordure Or. BARROW of Westforpe, Suffolk. Davy (Edms.) Papworth 1108. Musket II (Harl. 1560).

Garbs.
Gu. two swords in saltire Arg. hilted Or (points upward) betw. two garbs (in pale) Or.

Leaves.
Az. two falchions in saltire Ppr. betw. four laurel leaves Or.

Mullets.
Gu. two swords barwise Arg. hilted and pommelled Or points to the sinister, between four (or twelve) mullets Or. 
ALLIN, Bart., of Lowestoft, Somerleyton. Davy.

3 SWORDS.
Three knives, or cutlasses. Wrigley of Cockfield. S.I.A. IX, 29.

Gu. three scythes barwise Arg. hilted and pommelled Or. 

Gu. three swords barwise Arg. hilted Or, points to the dexter.

S. three swords in triangle pommel points in base Arg. hilted and pommelled Or. 

3 SWORDS and in chief ... on a chief...
Beast.
Three swords in triangle, on a chief a lion pass. betw. two maunches. 
NORTON. E.A. Misc. 1926, 33.

Az. three swords in triangle pommel to pommel Arg. hilted Or, on a chief Gu. a lion pass. betw. two maunches Arg. 
NORTON of Ixworth. Davy.

Az. three swords in triangle pommel to pommel Arg. hilted Or, on a chief Or a lion pass. Gu. betw. two maunches Ern.
NORTON of Ixworth. Papworth 1110 (Glover). Copinger I.

3 SWORDS between or within ... 
4, 5, 7, 12 Mullets.

Gu. three swords barways in pale Arg. hilted and pommelled Or betw. five mullets paleways Or. 
ALLEN, Sr. Rich., of Blundeston. Bokenham. Gu. three swords barways points to the dexter Arg. hilted and pommelled Or, within an orle of (7) mullets Or. 
CHEWLT, CHOWTE, CHUTE of Wrentham, Ellough. Fairfax (Dugd.) Davy (Benacre deeds 12 Eliz. No. 18), 'semy of mullets'. Papworth 1110.

Gu. three swords barwise Arg. hilted and pommelled Or points to the sinister, betw. twelve mullets Or. 
ALLIN, Bart. Papworth 1110 (Burke).

TOAD see REPTILE.
TORTOISE see ROUNDDEL GULES.
TORTOISE see REPTILE.
TOWER see CASTLE.

TREE, Parts of, or see BRANCH, SPRIG.
1 TREE.
Arg. a beech tree Ppr.
STOCKTON. Blos MS.* & ed.F. Davy (Blosis).
Or, on a mount in base an oak tree acorned Ppr. wood. Fairfax (Guill.) Sharpe. Papworth 1113.

On a mount in base an oak tree Vert, over all on a fesse Gu. three regal crowns Or.

1 TREE and in chief ... on a chief...
Crescent.
Or, on a mount Vert a tree Ppr., on a chief Gu. a crescent betw. two mullets Arg.
BOSANQUET of Ilketshall St. John, Kelsale. Davy. Papworth 1114.

1 TREE between or within ...
Beasts.
Arg. a tree Ppr. entwined by a reptile Arg. and supported by two lions ramp. Gu. REILLEY, REILLY of Westhorpe. Davy (Mr. B.) Papworth 1116.

Reptile.
Or, on a mount in base Vert a bay tree betw. a serpent erect on the dexter and a dove close on the sinister, all Ppr.
MAJENDIE of Hadleigh Castle in Essex. Papworth 1117. Burke L.G. 1900*.

On 1 TREE
Escutcheon.
Or, a tree eradicated upon the branches an escutcheon in bend Gu. charged with three guttules Arg., quartered by Arg. two wings quartered by Arg. two wings fesseways Sa. each charged with a trefoil slipped Arg. 

3 TREES.
On a mount three trees in fesse, the centre one largest.
Arg. on three mounts Ppr. three hcp-poles Or (sustaining their fruit all Ppr.) 


TRINITY.
Az. a Trinity Arg.
TRUMPET—WREATH

TRUMPET see HORN.
TURNIP see FRUIT.
VAIR, VARY.

Vair.

BEAUCHAMP, John de, of Rede, 14 Edw. 1. Page.


Vairy Arg. and Gu.


Vairy Arg. and Sa.


Vairy Arg. and Sa., a label of three points Gu.


Vairy Erm. and Gu.

GRISLEY, GRISLEY. Foster. Fairfax (Guill.) Papworth 1120.

Vairy Ermines and Gu.

GRELILLY, GREELY, GRESILY of Willsiam Hall. Temp. Hen. 2. Davy (Burke’s Ex. P.) Copinger II.

WEDGE.

Az. a ?wedge with chain and ring Gu. and Or, betw. three martlets Or.


WHEAT see FRUIT.

1 WHEEL.

Az. a St. Catherine’s wheel with a Calvary cross projecting from its chief Arg.


Gu. a St. Catherine’s wheel with a Calvary cross projecting from its chief Arg.

FLIXTON, Nunery. E.A.N. & Q. IV, 166 (Blomef.) Papworth 1121.

Gu. a Catherine wheel Or.

HUBBARD of Ipswich. Davy.

3 WHEELS.

Gu. three wheels Arg.

ROET, Sir Payne, Guineene King of Arms. Davy.

Gu. three wheels Or.

ROET, Sir Payne, Guineene King of Arms. Golty 234*. Fairfax (Guill.) Davy.

Gu. three Catherine wheels engr. Or.


3 WHEELS between or within . . .

Bordure.

Arg. three Catherine wheels Sa. within a bordure engr. Gu.


2 WINGS.

Gu. two wings conjoined in lure Arg.

WINGFIELD, WINGFIELD, WYNGFELD of Den-
ILLUSTRATIONS

Plate 1  Fairfax MS. Catalogue of Arms of Many Authors

Plate 2  Golty MS. 'Ordinary of Arms'. Folio 150–151

Plate 3  Blois MS 'The Arms of All the Antient Families in Suffolk', Folio 34
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[Text content not legible or extractable]
Joyce.

Crumo of shawntieldi

Muir.

Arrington (in rest)

Spring of Lancham

Arm.

Toberm.

Murchison (in rest)

Montgomery, (in rest)

Danna or David.
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Rolls of Arms, Ordinary, etc. not given in this list will be found fully described in Sir Anthony Wagner's *Catalogue of English Medieval Rolls of Arms [C.E.M.R.A.]* or in Foster's *Feudal Coats of Arms [Foster]*.
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'The MS. which corresponds so closely to the description of the Le Neve Catalogue once at Lambeth'. Bedford B.

Addit. Suff. Peds.

Mr. B. Possibly Mr. Barnwell.

Bacon.
The False Pedigree and Arms of the Family of Bacon of Suffolk. Walter Rye. 1919.
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The History and Antiquities of All Saints' Church, Sudbury. Rev. Charles Badham, M.A. 1832.

Barlow.

Mr. Barnwell.
Rev. Frederick Henry Barnwell, of Bury—'whose knowledge of Heraldry was extensive'.

Barrett.
Jos. Barrett, compiler of Bedford A. I have been unable to trace this source.

Bedford B.

Bentham.

Berry.

Bettis.

Bildeston.

'Blacksmith' see Yorke.
Blomfield Fam.
A Suffolk Family, being an account of the Family of Blomfield in Suffolk. Reginald Blomfield. 1916.

Bolun.

Bokenham.

From the transcript by H. S. London.

Bokenham Fam.
Notes and Extracts from numerous authorities respecting the Family of Bokenham or Bokenham, of Norfolk and Suffolk. Henry Maudsley & W. P. Ivatts. 1884.

T. Bond.
Thomas Bond, Contributor to E.A.N. & Q., c. 1890.

BooTy.
The BooTy Family. Harold BooTy. 1951.

Bossewell.

Brackley.
'Friar John Brackley, D.D., a grey friar of Norwich, was the constant correspondent and hanger-or of the house of Paston between 1440 and 1460'—*The Ancestor X*, 87. Compiler of MS. 'Small book of—leaves, painted with 73 shields, 1 to a page with names over, commemorating descents and alliances of the Pastons and their Barrey and Mawtebey kindred'—C.E.M.R.A., 100. From the edition in *The Ancestor X*, 87–97. 1904. [This MS., formerly in the possession of Walter Rye, is now in Norwich Public Library].

Bright.

Browne's Repertorium.
Repertorium, or the Antiquities of the Cathedral Church of Norwich. Sir Thomas Browne. 1680. [first published 1712].

Mr. Bu.
Mr. Bunning, of Ipswich. I have been unable to trace this source, but a pedigree of Bunning, of Denton in Norfolk and Coddenham, is given in *The Visitation of Norfolk, 1664—Harl. Soc. 1933*.

Burge.
Echoes from the past life of Burge, Suffolk. Rev. Percival Oakley Hill. N.D.

Burke L.G. 1853.


Cae. Poem.
B.M. MS. Cotton Caligula A. XVIII, fos. 23b–30b, 'A contemporary verse account in French rhymed couplets of the lords and knights present at Edward I's siege of the castle of Caerlaverock, Co. Dumfries, in July 1300, giving blazons of their arms' C.E.M.R.A., 29–34. From the edition, *The Siege of Caerlaverock*, in the *XXVIII Edward I, A.D. MCCC*, with the *Arms of the Earls, Barons, and Knights, who were present on the occasion; with a translation, a history of the castle, and memoirs of the personages commemorated by the poet*, Nicholas Harris Nicolas. 1828.

Call.
The *Calls of Norfolk and Suffolk*, their *Paston connections and Descendants*. Charles S. Romines. 1920.

Calthorpe.

Cand., or Mr. Ca.

C.E.M.R.A.

Chesh.
The *Vale Royall of England*, or the *County of Chester*. Published [anonymously] as *The Vale Royall of England*, or the *County Palatine of Chester illustrated*. Daniel King, engraver. 1656. See Dow.

Ch. bklt.
Church booklets or leaflets.

Chitting.
Henry Chitting, Chester Herald 1618–death 1638. Son of Thomas Chitting of Wortham. 'Clarence-Cooke' or 'Cooke, Cla.'

Robert Cooke, Clarenceux King of Arms 1567–death 1593. Compiler in 1572 of *The Baron booke*, a MS. copy of which, made by William Tyllotson and dated 1620, has recently come into my possession.

Mr. Clop.
I have been unable to trace this source—presumably a member of the Clopton family.

Clutterbuck.
*History and Antiquities of the County of Herefordshire*. R. Clutterbuck. 3 Vols. 1815–27.

Coe

Cole.
The *Genealogy of the Family of Cole, of the County of Devon, and those of its branches which settled in Suffolk, Hampshire, Surrey, Lincolnshire and Ireland*. James Edwin—Cole. 1867.

Cole MS.
Rev. William Cole, 1714–82. Compiler of MSS. of heraldry, inscriptions, etc. in Cambridgeshire churches—now in the B.M. Published, as *Monumental inscriptions and Coats of Arms from Cambridgeshire*, by Bowes and Bowes, Cambridge, 1932.

Coll. Top. et Gen.
*Collectanea Topographica et Genealogica*. 8 Vols. 1834–1843.

Colville.

Crisp.
James Notcutt Conder, grocer of Ipswich, one­time owner of a MS. volume of Suffolk heraldry and genealogy. See E.A.N. & Q. IX, 23 and E.A. Misc. 1919; 9, 23, 38.

Copinger.

Copinger Fam.

Corbould.

Cornwallis.
The *Private Correspondence of Jane Lady Cornwallis*, 1613–1644. [Lord Braybrooke]. 1842.

Cotgrave.
College of Arms MS. Roll of Arms. 'Lost roll of 556 blazoned shields... all of English lords and knights; largely identical in order and content with Cooke's Ordinary. Date c. 1340'—C.E.M.R.A., 60. From the edition *A Roll of Arms compiled in the reign of King Edward the Third, and apparently between the years 1337–1350*. Sir Harris Nicolas. 1829.

Cotman.
*Engravings of Sepulchral Brasses in Norfolk and Suffolk*. John Sell Cotman. 1839.

County Roll.
Society of Antiquaries MS. 664, Vol. IV, fos. 1–22. Roll 16. 'Many of the coats are temp. Richard II., but the execution was probably 15th century, and there are later insertions'— C.E.M.R.A., 68–9. From a transcript of the Soc. of Ant. copy (one of the Hatton-Dugdale facsimiles of c. 1640) made for me by H. S. London.

Crisp.

Cullum Fam.

Dade MS.
*Dade*. Collection of rough notes, brass rubbings, extracts from Davy's church notes, letters to Dr. J. J. Howard, etc. relating to the family of Dade. Published [anonymously] as *Genealogical Memoranda relating to the Family of Dade of Suffolk*. 1888.
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Denney.  
Possibly William Denney of Bungay. See Dow.

Denham Reg.  

Dow.  

Drury.  
Historical and Topographical notices of Great Yarmouth in Norfolk; and the half Hundred of Lothingland in Suffolk. John Henry Drury. 1826.

Dugd.  
Sir William Dugdale, Garter King of Arms of Ipswich, Massachusetts Bay Colony, and the half Hundred of Fenland.

East Anglian Miscellany upon matters of History, Genealogy, Archaeology etc. relating to East Anglia. Reprinted from the East Anglian Daily Times. 1907–1935. [Work actually commenced 1901—a complete set will be found in Ipswich Public Library].

E.A.N. & Q.  

E.A. Peds.  

E.C. Collect.  
The Eastern Counties Collectanea: being Notes and Queries on subjects relating to the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex and Cambridge. Editor John L’Estrange. 1872–3.

Edms.  

Emerson.  

Encyc. Herald see Berry.

Ewen.  

Extended Parli. Roll.  
Bodleian MS. 10052, Tanner 226. The Great, Parliamentary, or Bannertes’ Roll. Copy N. ‘English blazon (5 counties only), made in 1659 from a book in the hands of Mr. Wingfield of Crostfield [sic] Hall, written c. 1580. ff. 3b–7 Suffolk and ff. 7–8b Norfolk, especially the former, are greatly amplified. Suffolk is headed The names of the gentlemen of Suffolk and their armes and contains 208 shields, 106 without Christian names, and some probably of fairly late date’—C.E.M.R.A., 49.

Fairfax.  
MS. Catalogue of Arms of Many Authors compiled by Nathaniel Fairfax, M.D., of Woodbridge c. 1689. See A Suffolk Heraldic Manuscript by Leslie Dow, F.S.A., in S.I.A. XXV, 288–96; where biographical details of Fairfax, a full description of the MS., and the sources quoted therein are given. Biography, D.N.B. XVIII, 137. Formerly in the collection of the late Edward Elmhirst, M.S., F.R.C.S., of Ipswich, this MS. is now in my possession.

Farrer.  
Rev. Edmund Farrer, F.S.A. Author of Early Suffolk Heraldry in S.I.A. XXI, 1–52. See also Blois ed. F.

Fauconberge.  

F. Dun. Roll.  
B.M. Add.: MSS. 5848, fos. 145–54.

Folkard.  

Foster.  

Frag. Gen.  

Fris.  

Folkeard.  

Gage.  
John Gage, F.R.S., F.S.A. Son of Sir Thomas Gage, 6th Bt., of Hengrave. Author of Hengrave, Thingoe.

Gardner.  

Gawdy.  

Gee.  
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Gibbon. 
\textit{Introductio ad Latinam Blasoniam}. John Gibbon. 1682.

Gilbert. 
\textit{The Family and Arms of Gilbert of Colechester}. Silvanus P. Thompson, F.R.S. Trans. of Essex Arch. Soc. IX, 197–211.

Gillingwater. 
\textit{An Historical Account of the ancient town of Lowestoft, in the County of Suffolk . . . and a general account of the Island of Lothingland}. Edmund Gillingwater. 1790.

Gipps. 

Glover. 

Gloyn. 
College of Arms MS. L. 14, Part 1, fos. 38–42 (Herry’s version).

Gilbert. 

Golding. 

Goltz. 
MS. Ordinary of Arms on 266 pages, bound in contemporary limp vellum. 2,376 emblazoned coats, nine on a page, with a strong East Suffolk bias. The title page is missing and the MS. commences at p.3. Compiled c. 1655, with additions in other hands up to 1660 – one of which compiled the index and noted that many of the coats were ‘in Preston Church’, ‘in Mr. Bloys his house’, etc. The first recorded owner of the MS., whose name is written on the fly-leaf as ‘Mr. Gouter of Donnington’, was thought by Leslie Dow and the late Sir John Cullum, Bart., to be either Samuel Goltz, Rector of Dennington 1665–83, or his son Richard Goltz, Rector there 1697–1723. For this reason, and also because the only crest given in the MS. is that of Goltz, I have named the book \textit{Goltz’s Ordinary}. Formerly in the collection of the late Edward Elershirst, M.S., F.R.C.S., of Ipswich, this MS. is now in my possession.

Green. 
\textit{The History, Topography and Antiquities of Framlingham and Saxstede}. R. Green. 1834.

Green Memoir. 

Grubbe. 
\textit{Genealogical Memoranda relating to the Grubbe Family}. Anon. 1893.

GUILD. 

HARLEY. 
B.M. Harleian MS. 772. MS. of 26 pages and index, the first 14 pages relating to Suffolk. The arms, many with quarterings, are in trick, twelve to a page with names, marriages and in many cases crests above. c. 1565, with additions and corrections by Cooke, Clarenceux, dated 1578.

HARLEY. 

HARLEY. 

HARLEY. 

HARLEY. 

HARLEY. 

HARLEY. 

HARLEY. 

HARLEY. 

HASLEWOOD. 

HAWES. 

HAWSTEAD. 

HENGRAVE. 

HERVEY. 
William Hervey, or Hervy. Clarenceux King of Arms 1557 – death 1567.

HEYLIN. 
\textit{A Help to English History}. Peter Heylyn, D.D., editor Paul Wright, B.D. 1786.

HORRINGER REG. 
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Ickworth Reg.

Ives

G.B.J.

H.J.

Josselyn.

Kempe.

Kent's Heraldry.

Kett.
The Kett's of Norfolk. L.M. Kett. 1921.

Kirby's Map.

Knutsford.
B.M. Sloane MS. 1301, fos. 274b–275. A list in blazon only, written c. 1617 and entitled, The Knights of Suffolk accompanying K.H.3. in his foreign warres stood thus marshalled. To which is added in another hand, ‘these lived in ye tyme of E.I. and scarce any of whom knighted before’. The list, however, appears to be a copy of the Suffolk section of the Parliamentary Roll; there are some slight variations in blazon, a number of names are transposed and one extra name, that of Sir Hubert Jerneyham, is given at the end.

Lees.

Leigh.

Leth or Lever.
Zacchaeus Letherland or Leverland, school-master of Framlingham. Compiler of several MSS., frequently referred to by his contemporaries Blois and Golty. See Dow and Blois ed.F.

Loder.
Robert Loder, publisher of MS. compiled by Hawes; as The History of Framlingham, in the County of Suffolk; including brief notices of the Masters and Fellows of Pembroke Hall, in Cambridge. 1798.

H. S. London.

Lyon Reg.
Public Register of All Arms and Bearings in Scotland. In the Lyon Office, Edinburgh.

Lysons.

Mr. Mawe.
Possibly Leonard Mawe of Rendlesham. See Blois ed.F.

Mr. McKeon.
I have been unable to trace this source.

Military Roll.

Misc. Gen.

Morant.
The History and Antiquities of the County of Essex. P. Morant. 2 Vols. 1768.

Morgan.
The Sphere of Gentry. Sylvanus Morgan. 1661.

Mr. Moswell.
Alexander Moswell of Coddenham, owner of ‘a table’ referred to by Golty and Fairfax, who also refers to a John Moswell of Coddenham.

Muskett.

Le Neve.
Peter Le Neve, Norroy King of Arms 1704 – death 1729.

Norf. & Suff. Roll.

Page.
A Topographical and Genealogical History of the County of Suffolk. Augustine Page. 1847.

Palgrave.

Papsworth.

Parker's Antiq.

Parl. Roll.
From the edition A Roll of Arms, of the Reign of Edward the Second. Editor, Nicholas Harris Nicolas. 1829.

Partridge.
Suffolk Churchyard Inscriptions. Copied from the Darby transcription made about 1825-34. Charles Partridge, M.A., F.S.A. Published in 3 parts by S.I.A., 1913-23. [4th part in MS. in Ipswich Public Library].

Peach.
The Compleat Gentleman. Henry Peacham. 1622.

Pepys.

Philpott.
John Philipot, Somerset Herald 1624 - death 1616.

Poole.
Synchronological Table of the Bishops of John Philipot, Somerset Herald 1624 - death 1616. 3 parts by Walter Courtenay Pepys. 2nd. edition. 1951.

Redes.
Shirley.
Scott-Giles.
Saxham Reg.
Rev.
Ray.
Raven.
Rushbrook Reg.
Rye.

Ryer.
An Account of the Family of Rye. Walter Rye. 1876.

Rye.

Rev.
Probably William Revett of Bilstedon Hall. See Dow.

Reye or 'Mr. Rice'.

Rushbrook Reg.


Scott-Giles.

S. Dun. Roll.


Seckford.

Sharpe.

Shirley.

Shotley Reg.

S.I.A.
Proceedings of the Bury & West Suffolk Archaeological Institute, later The Suffolk Institute of Archaeology. 1848- - Vols. 1-27 quoted.

Soc. of Ant. MS. 378.

Sperling.
A Short History of the Borough of Sudbury in the County of Suffolk. C. F. D. Sperling, M.A. 1896.

Stavely.
Leonard Stavely, Vicar of Pettistree. See Dow.

Stutton.
Some Account of the Parish of Stutton, Suffolk. Frederick Arthur Crisp. 1881.

Suckling.
The History and Antiquities of the County of Suffolk. Ref. Alfred Suckling, LL.B. 2 Vols. 1846, 1848.


Taylor.
Index Monastici; the Abbeys, Monasteries, Alien Priories, Friaries etc. . . . in the Diocese of Norwich. Richard Taylor. 1821.

Thetford.
The History of the Town of Thetford, in the Counties of Norfolk and Suffolk. Thomas Martin, F.A.S. 1779.

Thingoe.

Thorington.

Timperley.
Timperley of Hinstlesham, a study of a Suffolk Family. Sir Gerald H. Ryan, Bart., and Lilian J. Redstone. 1931.

Tollemache.

Torlesse.
Some Account of Stoke by Nayland, Suffolk. Charles Martin Torlesse. 1877.

Turner.
The Turner Family, of Mulbarton and Gt. Yarmouth, in Norfolk. 1547-1894. Harward Turner. 1895.

Tyl.
William Tyllotson or Tylletson, Curate of Capel St. Mary, Falkenham, etc. Compiler of several MS. books of arms, one of which, a survey of coats found in various East Anglian churches and houses c. 1594, is now in the library of the Society of Antiquaries. See E.A.N. & Q. I. 7, 17 and IX, 57-8; Blois ed.F.;
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S.I.A. XIX, 78-9; Dow; 'Clarenc-Cooke'.

Tyms.

Vincent.
Augustine Vincent, Windsor Herald 1624–death 1626.

Visitation 1561.

Visitation 1577.

Visitation 1612.
The Visitation of Suffolk, made by John Raven, Richmond Herald, in 1612, and delivered into the Office of Arms, 1621. (B.M. MSS. Harl. 1820 and 1560; Coll. of Arms MS. C 15). Editor, Walter C. Metcalfe, F.S.A. 1882. [Which three Visitations were published in one volume].

Visitation 1664-8.

Wagner.

Warren's Map.

Weever.

Wharton.

Whelnetham Reg.

Wightman.

Willetten.
Facsimile of a Contemporary Roll with the Names and the Arms of the Sovereign & of the Spiritual & Temporal Peers... who sat in Parliament... 5th. February... 1515. Thomas Willement. 1829.

Wingfield.
Henry Wingfield of Crowfield, a collector of heraldic material. See Dow.

Wingfield A.

Wingfield B.

Withie.
John Withie, herald painter. Augmented some copies of Glover's Ordinary.

Withipoll.

Withypoll.

Wordwell Reg.

W. Stow Reg.

Wyncoll.
The Wyncolls of Suffolk and Essex. Col. C. E. Wyncoll. N.D.

Yorke.
The Union of Honour. James Yorke, blacksmith, of Lincoln. 1641.
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The prefixes DE, DE LA, LA, LE, VAN will be found under the initial letter of the name, e.g. POLE, DE LA. Apostrophe letters are treated as an integral part of the name, e.g. D’ALBANY.

Abarbury, Abberbury, Aberbury, 294
Abblander, 134
Abbot, Abbott, Abott, 171(3)
Abergavenny, Earl of see Neville
Abercis, de; Abrincis, 230
Achamber, 395
Achson, 121(2)
Ackerworth, Acworth, 405(3)
Acock, 151
Acqueline, 357
Acre, 60
Acton, 58, 307(2)
Ada, 379(3)
Adams, 126, 278
Addison, 281(2)
Addison, 191
Adgore, 176
Affleck, 13, 16
Ages, Agase, 328(2)
Agayle, 418
Aggworth; Aggeworth, de, 334
Agilon, Aguilon, Agvillon, 357(2)
Aiton, 271
Alabaster, 134(2)
Albany, Albini, 34, 121
Albemarle, Earl of see Fortibus, Keppel
Alcock, Alcocke, 151(2), 152, 154, 179(2), 323(2), 349
Aldam, 74
Alden, 294
Alderman, 306
Alderson, 213
Aldham, 29(2), 147, 354(2)
Aldhouse, Aldhous, 354, 356(2)
Aldington, 401
Aldred, 181
Aldrich, 129
Alford, 389
Algravill, Alnwick, 259
Amant, 370
Amondeville, Amoundevile, de, 369
Amory, 69
Anes, 15
Ancell, 448
Andrew, Andrews, 97(2), 104(2), 105(5), 447
Angarvill, Bury als; Angerville, 72, 365
Angerstein, 438, 450
Angier, 14(2)
Anguish, 357(2)
Anerley, Anlet, 1, 227
Ansell, 445, 448(2)
Anstruther, 423
Anstruther, Lloyd-, 385, 423
Anthony, Antonie, Antony, 52, 351(2), 354, 356(4), 381(3)
Antingham, 73(2), 84
Apelton, Appleton, Appleton, Appleton, Appulston, 24, 319(5), 320, 374
Apleyard, 155(3), 305(2)
Aplin, 274
Appliethwaite, Applewhaite, 335(3)
Arblaster, 134(2)
Archer, 135
Ascough, 299
Ashbourne, 409
Ashburnham, 326(2)
Ashburton, 385
Ashby, 130
Ascough, 299, 300
Ashbourne, 406
Ashburnham, 326(2)
Ashby, 149, 153(2), 176
Ashore, 312, 318
Ashmore, 389
Aire, 181
Alston, 217, 291
Alward, Alverd, 142, 229
Almack, 260(2)
Almer, 260
Almynor, 266
Amon, 370
Amon, 245, 373
Amias, Amyas, 381
Amondeville; Amoundevile, de, 369
Amore, 69
Anes, 15
Ascough, 299, 300
Ashbourne, 406
Ashburnham, 326(2)
Ashby, 149, 153(2), 176
Ashore, 312, 318
Ashmore, 389
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Ashton, 296, 409(2)
Aslack, Aslak, Aaslake, 192(2)
Aspal, Aspale, Aspall, 228, 229, 309(2)
Aspin, 229
Asscheffeld, 318
Assey, 415(2)
Asteley, Astley, 365
Aston, 76
Asty, 79, 114, 115(2)
Athel, 418
Atherold, Athewold, 31(2)
Atherton, 125
Athill, Atthill, 199
Athol, Earl of
see Strabolgy
Atkins, Atkyns, 18, 272(2)
Atkinson, 121
Atte Church, 425
Atte-tye, 80
Attwood, Atwood, 10, 34(2), 37(2), 42(2), 43(2), 53, 283, 331(2)
Aty, Atye, 75
Aubervil, Auberville, 1, 9
Aubery, 445(2)
Audeley, Audley, 132, 144, 369, 370, 372, 374, 430(3)
Aumondevyll, 369
Aungior, 14(2)
Ausborne, 406
Ayer, 164(2), 165
Ayreminne, 264, 441(2)
Ayscoghe, Ayscough, 300
Ayton, 212, 271
Baa, 188, 190
Babington, 435
Back, 48
Bacon, Bacoun, 25(6), 69, 117, 243(3), 244(2), 246(2), 346(5), 349, 364(2), 367, 454
Bacton, 321
Bader, Badbye, 69, 156(3), 157(2), 442(2)
Baddeham, Badeham, Badham, 278(2)
Badlesmere, Badelismere, Badlesmere, 295, 299
Badle, Badeley, Badely, Baldey, 156, 174(3), 252
Badwel, Badwell, 188, 189(3)
Badly, Badbye, 69
Baggie, Badgat, 223
Bagot, 223
Bagworth, 321(4)
Bainard, 308
Bains, 131
Bakenham, 368
Baker, 30, 141(2), 216, 323(2), 331, 332(3), 333, 347, 348, 349(2), 447
Bakon, Bakun, 243(2), 288
Balam, Ballan, 346
Baldens, 446
Baldero, 438
Baldock, Baldok, 331(2)
Baldrey, Baldrie, Baldry, 199, 219(3), 297, 441
Baldwin, Baldwyn, 437, 446
Bales, 51(3), 314(2)
Baliol, Baljoil, 411
Ballet, Ballett, Ballott, 48(4)
Balls, 52, 396
Balsham, 417
Bamber, Bambrugh, Bambrough, Bambrough, Bambrowe, Bamburgh, 375, 419(2)
Bane, 131
Bangle, 297
Baniard, Baniard, 308, 310, 343
Banke, Banks, 271
Banning, 15(2)
Barantine, 724(2)
Barber, Barbor, 225, 226(2)
Barclay, 146
Bardsey, 11
Bardolf, Bardolfe, Bardolph, Bardolph, Bardolf, Bardulph, 220, 364(4), 367(2), 427
Bardolph, Lord see Philip
Bardeley, Bardwell, 30
Bare, 80, 326
Baret, 108
Barham, 337
Baring, 297
Barington, 30
Barker, 70(5), 72, 78, 126, 127(4), 225, 247, 298, 388(5)
Barker ale. Chapman, 247
Barkesworth, Barkesworth, 85(3), 329
Barley, 163
Barlough, Barlow, Barlow, 12(2), 119(3)
Banee, Barley, 6, 16(2), 136(2)
Barnaby, 32
Barnaby, Barnabye, 104
Barnack, Barnak, 24, 292
Bardulf, 24(4), 25(2), 353
Barnediston, 313, 315(3)
Barnardson, 294
Barnes, 362
Barne, Barnes, 10(3), 127, 386
Barnes, 44
Barnesy, 104
Barnett, 440
Barnes, 444
Barney, 255, 256, 257(2)
Barney, 426
Barnham, 269
Barningham, 73
Barnwell, 294, 443(3)
Barnwell, Timer-, 277
Barowe, Barrow, 317, 452(5), 453
Barrell, 380
Barret, Barrett, 22, 80(4), 108(5), 135, 142, 188, 238, 239, 326(2), 332
Barrett, 332
Barney, 20, 22(2), 173(2), 257
Barrington, 227(2)
Barsham, Basham, 232
Barthropp, 100(2)
Bartlet, 208
Barton, 328, 383, 445, 446(3)
Barwick, 382(2), 383
Base, Basse, 168, 190
Baspole, Baspooole, Basspooole, 61, 62, 149, 150
Basset, 10, 93, 416
Basingbourne, Basingbourne, Basingbourne, 378(2)
Bate, Bates, 320
Batley, Battele, Battayle, Batteley, Battell, Battelle, Battle, 406, 407(3)
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bateman, Batman, 248, 251(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batesford, 356, 389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bath, Earl of see Bourchier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathonia, 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bathurst, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battie, Batty, 196(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battisford Commandery, 253, 269, 271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baynham, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayning, 15(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayous, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baythorne, 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayton, 286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beachcroft, 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beale, 216, 217(3), 318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beaman, 365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beamy, 39(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baynard, Baynarde, Baynayr, 151, 152, 310, 342, 343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baynard, Baynarde, Baynyard, 151, 152, 310, 342, 343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baynton, 286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baythorne, 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayve, 117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayville, 196(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayford, 211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayne, 24(3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| BENALE, BENHALL, BENHALLE, 258(3), 259 |
| BENCE, 280(3) |
| BENDISH, 178(4) |
| BENDLESH, 384 |
| BENVILLE, BENJAFIELD, BENVILL, 436 |
| BENHAM, 167 |
| BENION, 244 |
| BENNARDSTON, 235 |
| BENNET, BENNETT, 59, 73, 286(2), 433 |
| BENSTEAD, BENSTED, 19, 20 |
| BENTLEY, BENTLY, 84 |
| BENYON, BENYON-DE BEAUVIOR, 169, 237, 244(2) |
| BERDEWELL, BERDEWELLE, BERDWELL, 29, 30 |
| BERESFORD, 360 |
| BEREWASBE, 34 |
| BERGAVENNY, LORD SEE BEAUCHAMP, NEVILLE |
| BERIDGE, 444 |
| BERINGHAM, 73 |
| BERINGTON, 29 |
| BERNERY, BERNY, 257(2), 257(3), 428 |
| BERNHAM, 92(2), 178, 269 |
| BERY, BERDY, 91, 92, 173(2) |
| BERT, BERTY, 24(3) |
| BESSE, 168 |
| BESSELLES, BESILES, BESILLES, BESSELLIS, 434 |
| BESSBROUGH, EARL OF SEE PONSONBY |
| BESTON, 83 |
| BETTY, BETTY, 24(3) |
| BEVAN, 65(2) |
| BEVIE, 426(2) |
| BERNERS, EARL OF NORRIS |
| BERNERS, LORD SEE WILSON |
| BERNERY, BERRY, 257(2), 257(3), 428 |
| BERNHAM, 62(2), 178, 269 |
| BERRY, BERRY, 91, 92, 173(2) |
| BERT, BERTY, 24(3) |
| BESKELL, BESKELL, 72(2), 154 |
| BISHOP, 105, 106 |
| BISKEL, BISKELE, 72(2), 154 |
| BITTERING, 150 |
| BIBTON, 428(2) |</p>
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<tr>
<td>Blachley</td>
<td>162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackall</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacke</td>
<td>412(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackenham</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackerby</td>
<td>140(3), 378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacknell</td>
<td>119(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladwel</td>
<td>36(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blagge</td>
<td>76, 111(3), 112(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake</td>
<td>368, 412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blakeham</td>
<td>5, 13(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blakeley</td>
<td>159, 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blakey</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blankmonstier</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blathwaite</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blaxhall</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blatchworth</td>
<td>98(2), 401, 402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blais</td>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blane</td>
<td>38, 42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleeke</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blennert</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blean</td>
<td>149(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blond</td>
<td>23, 401, 402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blommer</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bland</td>
<td>371(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blenkmonstier</td>
<td>371(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blundell</td>
<td>115, 371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blunt</td>
<td>124, 125(4), 388(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bomsted</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond</td>
<td>190(2), 204(4), 294(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonefat</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bong</td>
<td>236, 239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonyville</td>
<td>411(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bookham</td>
<td>356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boone</td>
<td>101, 103(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boorde</td>
<td>149(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booth</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boothby</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Booty</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borrehead</td>
<td>82, 321(2), 352, 378, 383(4), 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borgate</td>
<td>174, 416, 423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borges</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowerham</td>
<td>204(2), 278, 334, 359, 446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bower</td>
<td>415, 445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulton</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouson</td>
<td>3(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>65, 268(3), 293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boulton</td>
<td>149(2), 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouligny</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bourn</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boutei</td>
<td>439(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boutesilain</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bouverie</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovm</td>
<td>427(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowc</td>
<td>133(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowd</td>
<td>245</td>
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Pertricke, 90
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Pescod, 243
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Pike, 422
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Pine, de la, 245(2), 246, 374(3)
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Radcliffe, 73, 88, 111, 239
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Rand, 36, 55
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Raper, 414, 415
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Rearnes, Reaynes, 137, 150(2), 256
Reynsworth, 167
Rice, 176, 322, 391, 392
Rich, 162(3)
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Richardson, 93, 241(2)
Richers, Riches, 1(2)
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Richmond, Duke of, 61, 359
Richmond, Earl of see Deux, de
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Ridley, 151
Ridon, 253(2)
Ridvers, 35
Ridware, 118
Riece, 314
Rigate, 399
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Ripariss, de, 406
Risby, Risbye, 84, 88, 89(3), 97(2), 272(2), 281(3)
Rise, 168
Rising, 255(2)
River; River, de la; Rivers, 35, 286, 296, 406
Rivers, Earl see Savage, Widville
Riveshall, 252, 253, 398
Rivett, 10, 18, 218
Rix, 315, 329(2)
Roane, 26, 27
Robertson, Robertson, 207
Roberts, 419
Robins, Robyns, 355(2), 360(2)
Robinson, 149, 206(7)
Roberts, Roberst, 38(2)
Robeford, Rochford, 133(2)
Rochester, 233
Rochester, Earl of see Nassau
Rockel, Rockelle, Rockley, Roclay, Rocley, 160(2), 204(2)
Roc, 212
Roel, 455(2)
Roger, 72
Rogers, Rogiers, 148(2)
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Rudge, 257
Rugg; Rugg als.
Ruggles, 188, 223(2)
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Ruggles-Brise, 268, 363
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Rungeton, I, 2
Russ, Rushe, 301, 338(4), 448
Rushbrooke, Rushbrook, Rushbrooke, Russellbrooke, Russellbrooke, 318, 319(2)
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Rustat, 443, 447
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Saint-Cleere, St. Clair, St. Cleer, St. Cleere, St. Cler, 35, 45(4), 43(2), 450(3)
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Sawyer, 192
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Satxton, 456(4)
Say, Saye, 144, 228, 229(2), 425, 426(3), 427
Say and Sele, Viscount see Fiennes
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Sayer, Sayers, 93, 104(3), 151, 152, 156(4), 192(3)
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Scal's, 286
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Scarlett, 45, 159
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadley</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Spark, Sparke; Sparke als. Parke; Sparkes, 70(2), 117, 118(2), 119
Sparrman, Sperman, 96(2)
Spary, Sparye, 356, 434
Spelman, Spilman, 356, 364
Spenceley, 128
Spencer, de; Spenser, 20, 137, 430(3)
Daye, 299
Sprigg, Spryggey, 362(3)
Spring, Springe, Springes, 167, 186(3), 218(6), 219
Spurley, 290(2), 451
Spurling, 362
Spyce, 309
Spyllman, 356, 434
Squire, Squirye, Sqyrye, 66(2), 180, 389(4), 390
Stafford, Stafforde, 60, 144, 145, 359, 423(3)
Stafford, Baron see Jernegan
Staines, 24
Standford, 125
Stanton, Staunton, 79, 223, 225(2)
Stapleton, Stapilton, Stapleton, 32
Stirling, 270(2)
Suffield, 298
Suffolk, Duke of see Brandon, Grey, Pole, de la
Suffolk, Duchess of, 61(3), 359(3) See also Plantagenet
Suffolk, Earl of see Howard, Pole, de la; Ufford
Suffolk, East, County Council, 264
Suffolk, West, County Council, 267
Scland, Sullyard, Stuyard, 182, 189(2), 231
Sumner, 223
Sumter, 25
Surrey, Earl of see Howard, Warren
Sussex, Earl of see Ratcliffe
Suthfield als. Calthorp, 298
Sutton, 12, 126(2), 147(2), 228
Syllyarde, 189
Swabey, 209
Swale, 74(2), 294, 295
Swallow, 192
Swann, 340(2)
Swatman, 408
Swift, Swifte, 148(2)
Swinburne, Swynburne, Swynborne, 203, 383
Swineford, Swineforde, Swynford, Swyneyford, 234(3), 203, 385(4)
Sydeney, 419
Sydenor, 311(3)
Syferwait, 19
Sylard, Syliard, Syllyard, Sylward, 189(2), 231
Sylvesier, 200, 412
Symonds, Symmes, 301, 352(4), 364, 414(2)
Synmonds, 327
Synderne, 44
Synclere, 55
Syngleton, 373
Tacon, 266
Tadington, Tadington, 261(2), 262
Talbor, 215
Talkerton, Talkerton, 50, 149(3), 207
Talcarne, Talkerne, 339(5)
Tallemach, Tallemach, Tallematche, Tallmache, Tallmack, Tallmack, 231, 368, 369, 372(2)
Tacon, 266
Tadington, Tadington, 261(2), 262
Talbor, 215
Talkerton, Talkerton, 50, 149(3), 207
Talcarne, Talkerne, 339(5)
Tallemach, Tallemach, Tallematche, Tallmache, Tallmack, Tallmack, 231, 368, 369, 372(2)
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Talworth, 144(2)
Taney, Tanya, 124(2)
Tannegan, 135
Tanner, 390
Tanqueray, 347
Tarver, 447
Tasborough, Tasbrough, Tasburgh, 191
Tassell, Tassel, Tassell, 95, 359(2)
Tash, 195
Tateshale, Tateshall, Tatishale, Tatshall, Tattershall, Tatshall, 70, 232
Tatton, 210
Taverner, 74, 75
Tay, Taye, 146, 305(3)
Taylor, 1, 30, 31, 148(2), 206, 238, 391
Temperley, 289
Temple, 14(2)
Templey, 203
Tendering, Tendring, Tendrinke, Tendriingge, Tendrynge, 308(2), 309, 310(2), 342(2)
Terett, Territt, 141(2)
Terlingham, 439
Terrell, 225
Tey, Teye, 80, 305(3)
Tibetot, 439
Tibald, Sudbury, 277
Tildesley, 393
Tilman, 16
Tilles, 143
Tillneye, Tilney, Tilny, 88, 181(3)
Tillot, Tillott, 38, 39
Tillotson, 160
Tilyard, 79
Timme, 8
Timms, 207
Timperley, Timperly, 34(2), 289, 428(2)
Tindale, Tindall, 298(2), 320, 352, 348(2), 402(2)
Tinling, 357
Tipoft, Tipoft, Tipot, Tiptot, 439
Tirill, Tirrell, 225
Tod, 387
Todenham, 490
Togden, Toney, Toney, Tony, 225, 403
Tollemache, Tolmack, 231, 365, 371, 372
Tomson, 31, 54, 328(2)
Toms, 376
Ton, 76
Tookie, Tooky, 282, 397
Tooley, 14, 204
Topsfield, Topsfield, Toppesfield, Toppesfeld, Topsfield, Topsfield, 154, 199, 205
Torkington, 333
Tories, 290
Torner, Torner, 277(2)
Torrson, 272
Toshill, 200
Tottington, 175, 252
Touche, 369
Tounye, 403
Tovell, 67
Townesend, Townsend, Townsend, 165
Traas, 417
Tracey, Tracy, 48, 49
Trappel, 75
Tregos, Tregoz, Tregoze, 19(2)
Trehamton, 93(2)
Trevethan, 407
Trewlove, 202(2)
Trey, 143
Trigge, 92
Tynell, Trinell, Trinnell, 256
Trivett, 192
Trotman, 271(2)
Trowle, 285, 422
Truelove, 202
Truman, 183
Trumbull, 387
Trumpington, Trumpyngton, 369, 393(3)
Trusson, 145, 262(2)
Truston, 102
Tyrone, 317
Tuddenham, Tuddenham, 17, 376, 400(2), 415
Tudington, 261(2)
Tuder, 61, 359
Turberville, Turbres, Turbus, 76, 394
Turneges, 85
Turner, 29, 51(2), 193, 194(2), 271, 272, 275, 277(2), 278(4)
Turner, Round, 198, 210
Turner, 187, 272, 278
Turner-Barnwell, 277
Turton, 364
Tuthill, Tuttlehall, 200
Twytes, 42, 253(2), 277
Tweddle, Tweedie, 441
Twentyman, 207
Tybold, Sudbury, 277
Tydenham, 400
Tye, Tyeis, Tyes, Tyhe, 80(3), 143, 168, 169, 305
Tyldesley, 393
Tylbot, Tylbot, Tylott, 38(2), 39
Tylleton, 160
Tylliard, 79
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Tylney, 181
Tymme, Tymms, 8
Tymerley, Tymerly, Tympley, 34(2), 289, 428
Tyndal, Tyndall, 296(2), 320, 332
Tyntoft, Tyopt, 439
Tyyrel, Tyrell, Tyrrerly, Tymplye, 34(2), 289, 428
Tyringham, Tyrringham, 439

Uffleete, Ufflet, Ufflett, 331
Ufford, Ufforde, 257(4), 258(7), 261, 262
Uggeshall, 402
Uhthof, 454
Ulfeston, Ulfeston, 437(3)
Umfrevile, Umfreville, 366(3)
Underhill, 2
Underwood, 419
Upcher, 214(2)
Upjohn, Upjon, 322
Upwell, 50
Urquhart, 291(2), 389(3), 425
Usborne, 47
Utber, 15(2)
Uvedale, Uvedalt, 258, 261
Vance, 274
Vanle, 377
Vanneck, 434
Vardon, 37
Varey, 252
Vaucy, Vane, 304
Vane, 317
Wabe, 415
Wachesam, Wachesham, Wachisham, 159, 296(3), 311
Waddington, 154, 317
Wade, 107, 447(2)
Wafere, Wafere, Wafre; Wafrer, le, 326, 327
Wahull, Wahule, 250
Waintworth, 443
Waite, 317
Wakefare, 56
Wakelin, Wakelyn, 274(2)
Wakering, Wakering, 129, 358, 401
Wakeray, 419
Walchesam, 296
Walcot, Walcotes, Walcott, 158, 287
Waldegrave, Walgrave, Walgrave, 132, 411
Walden, 419
Wale, 274(3)
Waleis, Waley, 293, 295
Walford, 295(3)
Walkefare, Walkfare, 56(3)
Walker, 125(2), 159(2)
Wallkate, 236
Wall, Walle, 198, 223, 224(3), 274(2)
Wallace, Walles, Walle, Walles, Wallice, Wallis, Walys, 293, 295(2)
Waller, 73, 76, 396(2)
Wailgrave, 411
Wallingford, 328
Wallworth, Walworth, 82(5)
Walnetham, 334
Walpole, Walpoole, 342(2), 404
Walsam, Walsham, 170, 259
Walsingham, Baron see Grey, de
Walser, 304
Walton, Walton, 198, 245
Wancey; Wancy, de; Wanie, Wancy, Wange, Wanycy, Wanny, 20, 377(3), 379
Wanesdon, 348
Wangford Priory, 37
Wantasden, 348
Wanton, 143; 145, 200(5), 202(2)
Wanworth, 443
Warbelton, Warbleton, 401
Warlock, Warburton, 151, 152(2)
Wayland, Wayland, 138, 142, 218(5), 300(2)
Wayn, 59
Waynere, Waryns, 142(2)
Wayreyn, 389(4)
Waytch, 280
Waywell, 227, 229(2)
Watisf, 3, 234, 317
Watyn, 143, 145, 200
Waunccy, 377(2), 378(2), 379
Wayland, 39(3), 275(2), 276
Wayman, Wayneman, 336
Waymond, 223
Wayneford, Wayneford, 90, 91, 94(2), 95
Wayning, 22
Wayte, Wayth, 253, 317, 354(2)
Wear, 241
Weatherby, 150
Webb, Webbe, Weeb, 155, 262, 267(2), 305, 306
Webber, 206, 219
Webster, 272(2)
Weckes, 4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weddall</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wegg</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weiland</td>
<td>275, 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weland</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welbeck</td>
<td>217(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weldon</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welle, Wells</td>
<td>37, 44, 50(2), 188, 279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weller</td>
<td>36, 225(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellesham</td>
<td>56(2), 118(2), 145, 245(3), 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welford</td>
<td>400(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wentworth</td>
<td>90, 117(2), 145, 245(3), 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We7lon</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welle, Welles, Wells</td>
<td>37, 44, 50(2), 188, 279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weller-Poleyn</td>
<td>36, 225(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welleham</td>
<td>9(2), 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wellington</td>
<td>78(2), 104, 406, 437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welford</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wemham</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weniffe</td>
<td>164, 401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenman</td>
<td>336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wenham</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West, 30, 37, 42, 43, 168, 176, 212, 245(2), 307(2), 333</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western</td>
<td>87, 159(2), 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westhrop</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westhorpe</td>
<td>315</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westmorland, Earl of see Fane, Neville</td>
<td>56(2), 118(2), 145, 245(3), 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westropp</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westerly</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wethered</td>
<td>325, 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whateley</td>
<td>240(2), 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whethersham, Wethersham</td>
<td>247(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetherby</td>
<td>150(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetherington</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wethypol</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weyre</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weyland, Weylande, Weylond</td>
<td>39(5), 275(3), 276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weyolle</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteley</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wixton</td>
<td>252, 404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehead</td>
<td>175(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteby</td>
<td>432(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, 91, 174(4), 216(2), 320, 323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiting, Whiting</td>
<td>227, 229, 354(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whiteley</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittington</td>
<td>293, 295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitmore</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitley</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whyte, 174(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittaker</td>
<td>325(2), 398(2), 402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitchurch</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitby</td>
<td>432(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whit, 91, 174(4), 216(2), 320, 323</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitby, Whitel</td>
<td>227, 229, 354(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitby, 254</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitfield</td>
<td>325(2), 402(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitell</td>
<td>175(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitell, Whittle</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whewell</td>
<td>96(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whimburgh</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whimpire</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whincopp</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whittington, Whithampton</td>
<td>240(2), 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheatcroft</td>
<td>82(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whetnetham, Whetnetham</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whetenden, Whetnell</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whetstone</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whewell</td>
<td>96(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whimbrough, Whinbrook</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whipp</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggles, Woggys</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widdow</td>
<td>62(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggles</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wightman</td>
<td>106, 403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wigston, Wigo</td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilde</td>
<td>215, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkins</td>
<td>247, 410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilkinson</td>
<td>167(2), 324, 325(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilt, 20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams</td>
<td>102, 183, 385, 437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingham</td>
<td>78(2), 104, 406, 437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willy</td>
<td>63, 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willoughby</td>
<td>257(2), 369(2), 372(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willoughby d'Eresby</td>
<td>Lord see Bertie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willyams</td>
<td>323</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, 67(5), 216, 387, 388, 397(3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiltshire</td>
<td>282, 295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiltshire, Earl of see Boleyn</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilshere, Wilshere</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wincold, Wincoli, 143, 145, 160(2), 188, 296</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windesnor, Windsor</td>
<td>438, 443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windham</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing, 403(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wingefield, Wingfield</td>
<td>222(3), 227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windsor, Winning</td>
<td>164, 401(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wincor</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter, 292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winthorp</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wsibch</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wise</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiseman</td>
<td>158, 183, 184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wismans</td>
<td>307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wissett</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withingham, Withingham</td>
<td>238(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With, Withe</td>
<td>407(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witham, 79, 129</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witharton, Witherton</td>
<td>184(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wither</td>
<td>311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withermarsh</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withipole, Withipoll</td>
<td>Withypol, Withypoule, Withypoul</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witherton, 173, 184(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wodderspoon, Wodderspoon</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wodehouse, 171, 213(3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wodell</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodthorp</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wogan, 236(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wogges, Woggys</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wollaston, Wollaston</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolferton, Wolferton</td>
<td>322(2), 323(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfstone, Wolvesley</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolseley, Wolvesley</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wossey, 279(4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Womack</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wombwell</td>
<td>83, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, 34, 67, 109, 123, 124, 209, 395(4), 454</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood als, Cramner</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodall, 177</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodcock, Woodcoke</td>
<td>89, 90(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodcote</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wooden</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodford</td>
<td>386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Woodhous, Woodhouse, 170, 171, 213(3), 425, 431
Woodhouse als. Pore, 431
Woodhull, 250
Woodrof, Woodroffe, 204(2), 205(2)
Woodthorpe, 80
Woodville, Woodvill, Woodville, 296
Woodward, 8, 102, 105
Woolhouse, 429
Woolaston, 410
Woolrich, 151
Woolton, 256
Woolverston, 323
Worcester, Earl of see Beauchamp, Somerset, Tiptoft
Worklych, Worleech, Worlich, Worliche, Worlyche, 148, 151, 153, 154, 156
World, 198
Worthingham, Baron see Acheson
Worrall, Wortell, 58(2), 336
Worseley, Worsley, 231(2)
Worsesop, Worsopp, 378
Worship, Worship, 95
Worth, Worthy, Worthye, 444
Wortham, 76
Worthington, 368(2)
Wotton, 259, 281(2)
Wray, 236
Wreake als. Ocle; Wreathoak, Wreath-Oake, 170(2)
Wren, Wrenn, 128(3), 195(3)
Wright, Wrighte, 9, 197(6), 207(3)
Wright als. Reeve, 197, 212
Wrigley, 395, 453
Wrooff, Wrote, Wrott, Wrotte, 83(2), 176, 243, 418
Wroth, 95
Wry-Oake als. Ockly, 170
Wylverston, Wulverton, 323(2)
Wyard, 168(2), 169, 170(2), 192
Wyatt, 349
Wyberne, Wyborne, 307(2)
Wybingham, 238
Wyckham, Wykeham, 132, 287
Wyke, Wyith, 407, 408
Wyffolde, Wyfold, 62(2)
Wykes, 4
Wyloughby, 257
Wyncoff, 160
Wyndesore, 438
Wyndham, 177(2)
Wynethrop, Wynthorpe, 227(2)
Wyneve, 401
Wyngefeld, Wyngfeld, Wyngfelde, Wyngfield, 100, 455, 456
Wynne, 329
Wynter, 292, 297(2)
Wyseman, 183
Wysham, 307
Wyth, Wythe, 407(4), 408
Wytherton, 173, 184
Wythipoll, Wythipoli, Wythipoll, Wythypoll, Wyttipoll, 61, 63(2)
Wyville, 270, 272
Yallop, 411
Yarmouth, Yarworth, 71, 82, 184, 185(5)
Yarmouth, Earl of see Seymour-Conway
Yarmouth, Town of, 185
Yarmouth, Little; Town of, 185
Yate, 348
Yates, 173
Yaxley, Yaxely, Yaxlee, Yaxley; Yaxley, Herbert als.; Yaxiye, 159, 188(7)
Yelverton, 62
Yermouth, 82, 185
Yle, 310
Ylee, Ylney, 223
Ylleye, 118
Yngoldthorp, Yngoldyorp, 256
Yonge, Young, Younge, 34, 62(2), 76, 113(2), 363, 424
York, Duke of see Plantagenet
York, 447
Zincke, 268
Zouch, 433
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REPORT OF THE COUNCIL FOR 1963-64

At the 30th September, 1964, membership stood at 339, including 5 Honorary and 4 Life members. This represents a net increase of 3 on the previous year.

Casual sales between the 1st October, 1963 and the 30th September, 1964 were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Casual Sales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>8 (sold to members only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Tooley of Ipswich</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

John Constable's Correspondence II, Early Friends and Maria Bicknell (Mrs. Constable), Volume VI of the Society's publications, edited by Mr. R. B. Beckett, was published at the Society's Annual General Meeting held on the 26th November, 1964, in the Wolsey Art Gallery, Christchurch Mansion, Ipswich. It was introduced by Sir Kenneth Clark, K.C.B., C.H., F.B.A. a former distinguished Director of the National Gallery, who said that "Everyone interested in English art needs this new edition . . . It is a masterpiece of editing". Since its publication, the book has been very well received by reviewers and the Council have decided to go ahead with plans for publishing the remainder of the Correspondence over a period, provided that the necessary funds can be found. Every endeavour will be made, however, to ensure a proper balance by including volumes such as the Dictionary of Suffolk Arms, edited by Miss Joan Corder, which will be published as Volume VII, and the Ipswich Poor Law Records, edited by Mr. John Webb, which will be ready for the press very shortly.

The Accounts for the year ending the 30th September, 1964, which are presented subject to audit, show that the finances of the Society continue on a sound footing. Owing to its late appearance, the costs of Volume VI do not appear in these accounts but those of Volume V are included. To date, the costs of Volume VI have amounted to £2,270, of which £1,500 have been covered by grants from the Pilgrim Trust, the British Academy, and the Editor, Mr. Beckett, to all of whom the Council is greatly indebted. The Society's share of the cost amounts to some £770, which has largely been covered by subscriptions, the balance being covered by income from casual sales. At the same time, the Council are aware of the need to recruit more members if they are to maintain and improve the Society's publications and are actively considering possible measures. They hope also that members themselves will do what they can to encourage others to join the Society.

The Honorary Secretary, Mr. Derek Charman, was absent in Kenya during the year and the Council is much indebted to Mr. Norman Scarfe, who took on the work of Acting Honorary Secretary in addition to his work as Honorary General Editor. The Council would also like to express their appreciation of the work of the staff of the Ipswich and East Suffolk Records Office, who provide the Society's secretariat.

The Council regret to report that Mr. Michael Bendix, who was until recently the Society's Honorary Treasurer, has asked to resign from the Council owing to pressure of business. The Council will be very sorry to lose Mr. Bendix, whose advice on financial matters has always been of the utmost value to the Society and was instrumental in building the present sound financial situation. His resignation will leave two vacancies on the Council and the following other Council members, who are all eligible for re-election, are due to resign at the Annual General Meeting:

Mr. J. Campbell
Mrs. J. Rowe
Mr. M. P. Statham

(signed) L. Dow
Chairman
**SUFFOLK RECORDS SOCIETY**

Statement of Income and Expenditure for the Year ended 30 September, 1964

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1962/63 INCOME</th>
<th>£ s. d.</th>
<th>1962/63 EXPENDITURE</th>
<th>£ s. d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance brought forward</td>
<td>£2,691 9 8</td>
<td>13 Annual General Meeting</td>
<td>£6 16 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Beckett re Vol. VI</td>
<td>200 0 0</td>
<td>Income Tax Fee</td>
<td>2 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscriptions</td>
<td>412 18 2</td>
<td>1 Subscription - British Record Association</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrears</td>
<td>44 12 3</td>
<td>Stamping - Covenants</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advance</td>
<td>31 10 0</td>
<td>37 Binding Volumes I &amp; II</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax Refund</td>
<td>689 0 7</td>
<td>81 Stationery</td>
<td>4 18 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales of Volumes</td>
<td>54 15 4</td>
<td>375 Publication Volume V</td>
<td>862 14 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividends on Investments</td>
<td>66 6 2</td>
<td>Cheque book</td>
<td>5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest on Deposit A/c</td>
<td>49 0 0</td>
<td>Dictionary of Suffolk Arms</td>
<td>71 10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30 19 0</td>
<td>Fore Street Association</td>
<td>10 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>190 Publishing Constable Correspondence</td>
<td>9 17 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>57 Petty Cash and Postages</td>
<td>29 10 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2,691 Balance carried forward</td>
<td>2,582 8 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>£3,445</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>£3,581 10 9</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Records Account**

| Balance brought forward | £216 14 6 | Balance at 30/9/64 | £267 17 10 |
| East Suffolk County Council | 51 3 4 | |
| **£ 267 17 10** | | **£ 267 17 10** | |

**Tooley Account**

| Balance brought forward | £52 8 6 | W. S. Cowell Ltd. | £58 2 11 |
| Sales | 52 17 2 | Balance | 47 2 9 |
| **£ 105 5 8** | | **£ 105 5 8** | |
SUFFOLK RECORDS SOCIETY

Assets at 30/9/64.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>£</th>
<th>s.</th>
<th>d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash at Barclays Bank Limited:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58  Current Account</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,573 Deposit Account</td>
<td>1,354</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Petty Cash and Postages</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investments at Cost</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 £312 16 3 Jamaica 6% 77/82</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750 £50 5% Defence Bonds</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>£2,691</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Presented subject to Audit

P. J. SULLIVAN 2/7/65
Hon. Treasurer